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Capsule Summaries of the More Significant Articles In this Issue 

NERA Expects Real Oil Price of $30 In Year 2000 

According to National Economic Research Associates, Inc., the real price of oil is expected to 
average $19 to $22 per barrel through the mid-1990s but will move up to $30 per barrel by the end 
of the century. NERA's forecasts for the gas market and the impact of President Clinton's 
proposed BTU tax are also discussed in the article on page 14. 

Residue Upgrading Choices Multiply 

Refiners now have a wide variety of processes available to decrease the amount of high-sulfur li-
quids produced during residue upgrading. New technology developments have shown significant 
improvements in the economics for converting residues. The article on page 1-6 summarizes these 
developments. 

Biomass Gasification to be Tested in Sweden 

A demonstration plant, based on Bioflow Ltd.'s IGCC technology which uses biomass as fuel, is 
scheduled for startup in the City of Varnamo, Sweden this spring. As outlined on page 1-9, the 
plant will use forest and sawmill wastes to generate 6 megawatts of electricity and 9 megawatts 
heat for the city heating system. 

Australian Election Results Are Good News for Oil Shale 

The March Australian national election results, which returned the Labor Party to office, were 
good news for Southern Pacific Petroleum and Central Pacific Minerals. The apparent survival of 
the excise tax exemption for shale-derived gasoline, along with last year's tax ruling allowing the 
first stage of the project a 150 percent tax deduction on much of Stuart's capital spending, increase 
the chances for a successful project demonstration. The impacts of the election results are further 
discussed on page 2-1. 

Shale Oil Tested as Source of Carbon Fibers 

The use of the asphaltene fraction of oil shale residue as a precursor for the synthesis of advanced 
carbon fibers is summarized on page 24. Single-filament carbon fibers and activated carbon fibers 
were successfully produced by spinning, oxidative stabilization, carbonization and activation. In 
comparison with carbon fibers derived from petroleum pitch, differences in morphology and reac-
tivity were observed. 

Arizona May Fight Plan to Lease Oil Shale Water Rights to Nevada 

The State of Arizona may challenge the Roan Creek project, which would lease upper Colorado 
River water rights from Chevron OR Shale Company and Getty Oil Exploration Company to Las 
Vegas, Nevada. The plan has also drawn fire from other states, as discussed in the article on 
page 2-14.
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USF&WS to Designate Critical Habitat for Colorado River Fish Species 

The United States Fish and Wildlife Service proposes to designate 2,094 miles of critical habitat 
for four species of Colorado River Basin fishes, listed as endangered under the Endangered 
Species Act. The areas under consideration are identified on page 2-14. Public comments on the 
proposal were accepted until April 15. 

Imperial Will Put Phases 7 and 8 in Operation at Cold Lake 

Imperial Oil Limited plans to put Phases 7 and 8 of its Cold Lake oil sands project into operation. 
Bringing the two phases onstream will add 19,000 barrels of heavy crude oil to Cold Lake's current 
production of 85,000 barrels per day. See page 3-1 for details. 

Startup of RI-Provincial Upgrader Described 

Last November, the Bi-Provincial Upgrader syncrude facility near Lloydminster, Saskatchewan, 
Canada officially opened. The upgrader has the capacity to produce about 46,000 barrels of syn-
thetic crude oil per day. The plant design, construction, operation and startup phases are sum-
marized on page 3-1. 

Suncor Sets Record, Awards Contracts 

In February, Suncor Inc. set a new production record, averaging 68,000 barrels of synthetic crude 
oil per day. Suncor awarded $53 million in contracts to upgrade its mining operation. Suncor has 
also agreed to jointly develop, own and operate a cogeneration plant, which is expected to reduce 
operating costs by C$30 to C$40 million per year. Details of these plans are outlined on page 3-3. 

Ontario Sells Suncor Stake 

The Ontario Provincial Government has sold its remaining 14 percent interest in Suncor, Inc. to 
two Toronto investment firms for just over $150 million. (See article on page 3-7.) With the 
completion of the sale, the Ontario Government lost about $395 million on its original purchase of 
25 percent of Suncor in 1981. 

Bitumen Supply Costs from UTF Projected to be Less Than $10 per Barrel 

The commercial viability of extracting bitumen using in situ twin horizontal well steam-assisted 
gravity drainage is under evaluation at AOSTRA's Underground Test Facility (UTF) near Fort 
McMurray, Alberta, Canada. Preliminary economic analysis of the commercial UTF project indi-
cates an average bitumen supply cost of $7.50 per barrel. An overview of the project and its par-
ticipants is presented in the article on page 3-8. 

Mobile Equipment Found Most Economical for Canadian Oil Sands Mining 

A comparison of the surface mining operations of Syncrude and Suncor is outlined in the article on 
page 3-11. In addition, a summary of each company's analysis of the benefits of a truck and shovel 
mining system over the current mining system is presented. Both companies concluded that the 
mobile scheme is more economical than draglines, bucket wheel excavators and bucket wheel 
reclaimers.
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Top-Down In Situ Combustion Process Revealed 

Currently, little oil is being recovered using combustion for thermal recovery due to two main fac-
tors: conformance and low mobility ahead of the combustion front. A new combustion strategy, 
the top-down process, which involves the injection of the oxidizing gas at the top of a formation 
and oil production from a horizontal well at the bottom, is discussed in the article on page 3-15. 

Whiterocks Oil Sands Pyrolysis Yield Improved 

Fluidized-bed pyrolysis of Utah oil sands at sub-atmospheric pressures is discussed in the article 
on page 3-17. At 450°C, over 80 percent of the bitumen fed was recovered as a liquid product, and 
the spent sand contained less than 1 percent coke. 

Asphaltenes Rejected from Bitumen by Supercritical Extraction 

In a University of Utah study, the Supercritical fluid Extraction (SFE) of bitumen yielded a 
residual fraction with significantly higher asphaltene content than the original bitumen. The types 
of compounds separating as asphaltenes changed as the nature of the mixture was altered by SFE. 
Consequently, the original asphaltene content of a bitumen may not be an accurate measure of the 
precipitating tendency of the bitumen in production and processing operations. (See article on 
page 3-21.) 

Freeze/Thaw Disposal System Proposed for Fine Tailings 

The oil sands industry is currently investigating methods to dispose of fine tailings in a safe, 
economical, and environmentally acceptable manner. One of these methods, the freeze/thaw 
process, is described on page 3-23. Testing indicates that a solids content of 75 percent and a 
shear strength sufficient to support a soil cap can be achieved using this method. 

Emulsified Bitumen Vacuum Bottoms Proposed as New Fuel Product 

A new Imperial Oil concept, called Phased Partial Upgrading, involves emulsifying the bottom 
residuum from vacuum distillation of bitumen for use as a fuel. The emulsified fuel is stable, 
pipelineable, of low viscosity, and can be used in conventional utility boilers. Pilot plant activities 
and development plans for 1993 are summarized on page 3-26. 

Coprocessing of Bitumen and Coal Yields High Quality Liquids 

Coprocessing of Athabasca bitumen and subbituminous coal using molten halide catalysts has been 
found to promote coal conversion and maltene production as compared to separate processing 
schemes. As discussed on page 3-27, a combination of ZnC½-MoClcKC catalyst provided the 
highest liquid yields (75.9 percent) and the lowest gas and coke yields. 

Hydrotransport a Key Technology at Syncrude 

Hydraulic transport is a proven and cost-effective technology for handling of tailings material in 
the Syncrude plant. The application of this technology to the transport of oil sands has the poten-
tial to reduce transport costs and eliminate the need for tumbler processing. Syncrude's past and 
planned uses of hydrotransport are reviewed on page 3-28. 
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Production and Upgrading Projects Proposed for Orinoco Tar Belt 

Venezuela's cabinet has approved a $1.7 billion project by Conoco Inc. and Maraven S.A. to 
produce and upgrade heavy oil from the Orinoco Tar Belt. Details of the project are provided on 
page 3-32. In addition, Veba Oel, Petroleos de Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA) and Lagoven, a PDVSA 
subsidiary, have completed a feasibility study for another Orinoco heavy oil production and 
upgrading project. 

Orimulsion Passes 3 Million Tonnes, Reaches for New Markets 

Production of Orimulsion by Petroleos de Venezuela S.A. passed the 3 million tonne mark earlier 
this year. The current output is 50,000 barrels per day. Venezuela wants to sell an additional 30 to 
40 million tons of the fuel annually by the year 2000, by expanding the market in Europe and 
Japan. Plans for Orimulsion's future are outlined on page 3-32. 

Heavy OH Now Accounts for 70 Percent of Production in California 

Heavy oil accounts for 70 percent of the total oil production in California, and 13 percent of the 
nation's total oil production. As part of a nationwide study assessing the feasibility of increasing 
domestic heavy oil production, the trends and limitations of heavy oil production in California 
were summarized by the National Institute for Petroleum and Energy Research. (See page 3-38.) 

Uinta Basin OH Sand Bitumens Characterized 

Four Uinta Basin bitumens, Southwest Whiterocks, Northwest Whiterocks, Asphalt Ridge and 
Sunnyside, were characterized with respect to carbon number, Z-number, and biodegration, as dis-
cussed on page 340. A wide inter-deposit variation in compound type was observed for both the 
saturates and aromatics. The differences in compound-type distribution may be due to the relative 
degree of biodegradation of each sample. 

Great Plains Makes Profits and Progress 

In 1992, the Great Plains Synfuel Plant broke its previous production record, with an average daily 
total of 159.8 million cubic feet of natural gas per day. Developments regarding President 
Clinton's BTU tax exemption for the synfuels plant and the lawsuit against four pipeline gas pur-
chasers are summarized on page 4-1. 

Amax Running 5-Ton-Per-Hour Briquetting Plant 

Since 1988 Amax Coal West, Inc. has been evaluating various pelleting and briquetting methods 
for agglomerating dry coal from its 215-ton-per-hour drying system at the Belle Ayr Mine near Gil-
lette, Wyoming. Amax's HiCal Briquetting Process and current development activities related to 
the process are summarized in the article on page 4-2. 

Gasification Research Continuing at EERC 

Selected gasification research projects under investigation at the Energy and Environmental 
Research Center (EERC) in North Dakota are summarized in the article on page 4-6. 
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DOE Updates Status of Clean Coal Technology Program 

A summary of the United States Department of Energy's (DOE) 1992 program update for the 
Clean Coal Technology Program is presented on page 4-8. The projects are listed by location and 
the schedule and cost are outlined for each project. 

New Funding Provided for British Clean Coal Research 

The British Government will provide an extra US$6 million a year for the next 3 years to support 
research into cleaner and more efficient methods of burning coal. Britain's Coal Research Estab-
lishment will become an independent research center with the additional funding. Britain's reluc-
tance to provide public funds for demonstration gasification projects is discussed on page 4-12. 

Energy Policy Act Provides Large Incentives for Coal Upgrading 

The Energy Policy Act of 1992 extended a tax credit for non-conventional fuel production, which 
includes coal liquefaction and coal gasification. The tax incentive reached $0.9225 per million 
BTU in 1991 and will likely increase each year thereafter. For details turn to page 4-12. 

DOE Defines Strategy for Indirect Liquefaction Research 

The development of indirect liquefaction technologies, which convert domestic coal to hydrocar-
bons and oxygenates for use in transportation fuels, is one area supported under the United States 
Department of Energy (DOE) Liquid Fuels Program. The DOE's strategy for implementing the 
indirect liquefaction program, including a summary of the current work, major issues and paths 
toward commercialization, is outlined on page 4-14. The three major areas discussed include ad-
vances Fischer-Tropsch technology, oxygenate synthesis, and process engineering and develop-
ment. 

Gasification Combined Cycle Seen More Economical than Natural Gas Soon After 2000 

The extent and timing of Gasification Combined Cycle (0CC) deployment will be both environ-
mentally and economically driven. A comparison of the economics of 0CC and natural gas-fired 
combined cycle options is presented in the article on page 4-17. The conclusions drawn from the 
study are that over the next decade, CCC technology advances combined with higher natural gas 
prices will make 0CC increasingly attractive, and that 0CC technology will be preferred over com-
bined cycle in the early 2000s. 

Coal Gasification With Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells Approaching Competitive Position 

Coal Gasification Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (CGMCFC) systems are compared with pulverized 
coal, atmospheric fluidized-bed combustion and advanced integrated gasification combined cycle 
powerplant systems on page 4-19. CGMCFC powerplant systems are more efficient and yield 
reduced NOand SO1 emissions. The COMCFC system has a slightly higher capital cost, but the 
cost of electricity is lower.
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Critical Costs Delineated for Alcohol Fuels From Coal 

The economics and constraints associated with the coal-derived transportation fuels generated by 
the indirect liquefaction of coal are discussed in the article on page 4-20. Options for reducing the 
costs of these fuels, and environmental and social considerations are addressed as well. 

Mild Pre-Treatment Improves Liquefaction Reactivity 

Two coal pre-treatment methods to enhance low-severity liquefaction of lignites, subbituminous 
and bituminous coals are discussed on page 4-25. Pre-treatment with methanol and HCL 
enhanced the liquefaction reactivity for all coals tested. CO2/H20 pre-treatment significantly 
enhanced the low-severity reactivity of all but one coal tested. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy Sheds Light on Gasification of Brown Coal 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was used to examine the stages through which a brown 
coal passes during gasification. The morphology of both non-catalyzed and calcium catalyzed 
brown coal char is described in the article on page 4-27. The TEM observations support the con-
clusion reached with light microscopy that gasification reactions occur more or less uniformly 
throughout the char grains and not at inwardly moving fronts. 

Hopes are High for Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells 

Several fuel cell technology demonstration programs are slated for the United States and Europe. 
Projects in Santa Clara, California; Terre Haute, Indiana; Plaquemine, Louisiana and a 
German/Danish fuel cell commercialization group are discussed on page 4-31. 

Canadian Coal Mining Not a Big Factor in Global Methane Emissions 

Coal mining contributes only 3.5 to 5.6 percent to the world's methane emissions. Although the 
ability to estimate methane emissions from coal mining is limited, two recent studies reached the 
same general conclusion that methane emissions from coal mining play a small role in global 
methane emissions. (See page 4-37.) 

Mossgas Achieves Commercial Status 

The Mossgas synthetic fuel project was completed in 1992 and commercial production, at 
80 percent of design capacity, was achieved in January of this year An article on page 5-1 sum- 
marizes the history, process technology and status of the Mossgas plant. 

Shell MDS Plant Starts Up in Malaysia 

The Shell Middle Distillate Synthesis (MDS) process, which converts natural gas to high quality 
kerosene and gas oil, is being used in its first commercial application in a 12,000 barrel per day 
operation in Bintulu, Sarawak, Malaysia. The plant and process are discussed on page 5-3. The 
plant began commercial operation in April.
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Mobil Sells Its Share of New Zealand Synfuels 

Mobil Corporation will sell its 25 percent stake in New Zealand Synthetic Fuels Corporation to 
Fletcher-Challenge Ltd. for $75 million and ongoing royalty payments. Mobil will also retain ac-
cess to over 40 percent of Synfuel's gasoline production. The deal, which coincides with an an-
nouncement by Fletcher-Challenge on the sale of its methanol assets to Methanex Corporation, is 
discussed in further detail on page 5-7. 

Exxon Gas Conversion Process Ready for Commercialization 

Exxon has successfully developed and demonstrated its AGC-21 Advanced Gas Conversion Tech-
nology. This technology involves a highly integrated three-step sequence of fluid-bed synthesis gas 
generation, slurry-phase hydrocarbon synthesis and fixed-bed upgrading. The AGC-21 process is 
discussed on page 5-8. 

NPC Report Estimates U.S. Gas Potential at 1,300 Trillion Cubic Feet 

At the request of the Secretary of Energy, the National Petroleum Council (NPC) completed a 
study on natural gas, spanning issues from production through consumption. Highlights of the 
study are summarized on page 5-11. The NPC estimates the technically recoverable natural gas 
resource at 1,295 trillion cubic feet for the Lower48 States, with 600 trillion cubic feet of this 
recoverable at wellhead prices of $2.50 per million BTU or less. 
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GOVERNMENT 

ENERGY SECRETARY ANNOUNCES OIL AND 
GAS INITIATIVE 

In a speech before the Louisiana State Legislature, 
United States Secretary of Energy H.R. O'Leary an-
nounced her intention to work with the oil and gas 
community and other members of the Clinton Cabinet 
to produce a strategic plan for the United States 
domestic oil and gas industries. 'Too often, the govern-
ment has sent mixed signals to domestic producers, 
making producers unable to make business decisions 
based upon a clear understanding of regulatory policy. 
By working with industry to set forth this type of 
strategy, we will develop a joint plan that will lead to 
expanded opportunities for domestic oil and gas 
producers," said O'Leary. 

In keeping with the collaborative nature of the Clinton 
Administration, O'Leary said that the effort to develop 
the oil and gas strategy will be a cooperative venture, 
involving various federal agencies, including the 
Department of the Interior and the Environmental 
Protection Agency, and most importantly, industry rep-
resentatives. 

"he end goal of this project will be to develop new 
and expanded opportunities for jobs in the domestic oil 
and gas industries while fostering a climate which will 
increase production from domestic resource bases and 
reduce our reliance on foreign oil," said O'Leary. 

A position paper, based on comments solicited from 
the industry on the proposed strategy, is expected to be 
presented to President Clinton by the end of the sum-
mer.

rix•r,-r• 

DOE'S 1994 BUDGET REQUEST SHOWS SHIFT IN 
PRIORITIES 

The United States Department of Energy's (DOE) fis-
cal year 1994 (FY) budget request of $19.6 billion 
demonstrates shifted priorities and reflects the Clinton 
Administration's goal of creating clean sources of 
energy, enhancing energy efficiency, protecting the en-
vironment and utilizing DOE's laboratories and other 
assets to create jobs, according to DOE.

The budget request is about 3 percent over the es-
timated FY 1993 funding level of $19.0 billion. Table 1 
compares the budget request for FY 1994 with the es-
timated FY 1993 funding levels on a comparable basis. 

Energy-Related Activities 

The increase in funding for Energy-Related Activities 
is due to major investments in energy efficiency and 
renewable energy programs and additional require-
ments for the Clean Coal Technology Program. 

The proposed budget includes a request of 
$778 million for Energy Efficiency and Conservation 
Programs, including $478 million for Energy Efficiency 
research and development which is a 37 percent in-
crease from FY 1993 levels. The request also includes 
a two-fold increase in funding for converting the 
federal vehicle fleet to alternative-fueled vehicles, 
reducing pollution and oil use in the transportation sec-
tor. 

The total request for fossil energy-related programs 
for FY 1994 is $1.05 billion, which includes funds for 
the operation and maintenance of the Strategic 
Petroleum Reserve and Naval Petroleum and Oil 
Shale Reserves. 

The Clean Coal Technology Program is a multi-round 
demonstration program aimed at introducing innova-
tive methods for using coal more cleanly, efficiently, 
and economically. The FY 1994 appropriation request 
of $250 million continues funding for Rounds IV and 
V of the program. 

The Coal Research and Development Program has nar-
rowed its focus in FY 1994 to concentrate on improv-
ing the environmental acceptability of coal use in 
electric power generation. The FY 1994 budget re-
quest, $141.3 million, includes efforts to develop ultra-
high efficiency technologies such as pressurized 
fluidized-bed combustion, integrated gasification com-
bined cycle, low emission boiler systems, and indirectly 
fired coal cycles. It also supports efforts to improve 
coal preparation and environmental control tech-
nologies. 

The Petroleum and Natural Gas Programs are 
proposed for significant increases in funding in 
FY 1994; with $181.8 million requested, up from 
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TABLE I

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY FY1994 BUDGET REQUEST 

Budget Authority (in Millions) 
F'Y1993	 FY1994 

Estimate	 Request 

Major Missions of the Department of Energy 
Energy-Related Activities $3,442.7 $3,926.4 
Environmental Restoration and Waste Management 5,495.1 6,462.3 
Science and Technology 2,704.4 2,923.0 
Meeting National Defense Needs 7,1643 5,910.0 
Management and Other Activities 183.8 341.9

Total, Department of Energy	 $18,9903	 $19,563.6 

$143.0 million in FY 1993. In the area of oil research, 
development and demonstration, DOE is requesting 
$80.9 million for FY 1994. Most of this funding will be 
used to assist United States oil field operators in apply-
ing new or unfamiliar technology that can reduce the 
premature abandonment of domestic oil fields and 
foster additional oil recovery above normal expecta-
tions. DOE proposes to accelerate the field oil 
recovery demonstration program, increase its technol-
ogy transfer efforts and support more effective produc-
tion and environmental mitigation projects. 

In Research and Development (R&D) funding, DOE 
requested a major increase for the natural gas 
program. The fossil energy request for natural gas 
programs, which is only a portion of DOE's funding 
request for natural gas, totals $100.9 million. 

The total DOE request for natural gas R&D is 
$196 million, which represents an increase of 
$52 million in the 1994 budget. 

The greatest share of this will go to utilization 
programs to open new markets and expand existing 
markets. Under R&D programs, fuel cell technology 
(transferred from the coal to natural gas R&D 
program for FY 1994) will receive the largest share of 
the $157 million requested, followed by continuing 
work in advanced turbine development. 

Total DOE funding will increase for resource and ex-
traction programs, from $20.2 million to $28.0 million. 
About $3.4 million will be added for delivery and

storage programs, and environmental R&D and 
regulatory impacts programs will see an increase from 
$43 million to $7.4 million. 

The Oil Shale R&D Program has been de-emphasized 
in recent years to allow funding to be concentrated on 
other, nearer-term sources of liquid fuels. This year, 
no further funding for oil shale research is requested. 

The DOE's request for Nuclear Energy Program fund-
ing is down $32.3 million from FY 1993; a total of 
$267.0 million was requested for FY 1994. 

Renewable Energy R&D Programs will get a 
30 percent boost in funding to $327 million under this 
proposal. This program includes $30.4 million for 
wind energy R&D, focusing on cooperative 
government/industry efforts to develop advanced wind 
turbines. Within the Solar Energy Program, DOE has 
requested $18 million to continue collaborative efforts 
with industry to improve photovoltaics manufacturing 
technology. 

Environmental Restoration and Waste Management 

Funding for DOE's Environmental Restoration and 
Waste Management mission continues its rapid 
growth, increasing more than 18 percent over the 
FY 1993 level. The FY 1994 budget proposal totals 
almost $6.5 billion. This constitutes almost one-third 
of the budget proposed for the entire DOE, and repre-
sents an increase of $967.2 million. This increase in-
cludes $373.7 million for facilities transferred from 
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Defense Programs and $286.3 million for the Uranium 
Enrichment Decontamination and Decommissioning 
Fund created by the Energy Policy Act. 

Science and Technology

DOE's budget also requests an increase of 68 percent 
in its technology transfer programs. The request, 
$1.5 billion, is up $624 million from the FY 1993 ap-
propriation. This increase is indicative of the 
Administration's emphasis on transferring technology 
to the private sector. 

The budget for Science and Technology Programs in-
creases by 8 percent over FY 1993. The funding re-
quest for the Superconducting Super Collider, a!-
though above the FY 1993 level, is less than originally 
planned and represents an Administration decision to 
slow the pace of the project to effect near-term budget 
savings.

DOE's FY 1994 budget request includes more than 
$128 million for education programs. The 
Department's Education Programs focus on improving 
mathematics, science, and technology education 
programs, as well as public science literacy throughout 
the country.

r•r,r•n 
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ENERGY POLICY AND FORECASTS 

NERA EXPECTh REAL OIL PRICE OF $30 IN 
YEAR 2000 

Oil Price Outlook 

According to National Economic Research Associates, 
Inc. (NERA), oil markets are at a crossroads. In early 
1993, OPEC cut production by enough to push oil 
prices up nearly $2 per barrel from their mid-January 
lows. NERA says that with demand for OPEC oil 
likely to average more than 27 million barrels per day 
this year, about 9 million barrels per day above 1985 
demand, it should not be difficult for the cartel to push 
prices up during the 1990s. However, on the fun-
damental issue of long-term pricing strategy, the cartel 
remains in disarray. 

Sluggish economic growth in most parts of the world 
will keep oil demand from expanding very much this 
year, suggesting that oil prices will not move up from 
current levels unless OPEC cuts output further, says 
NERA. Despite the cartel's paralysis, there seems 
little doubt that rising oil demand has tightened oil 
markets and increased OPEC's pricing power during 
the past few years. Any sort of political storm in the 
Middle East could cause oil prices to soar, NERA 
adds.

NERA expects the "real" price of oil (refiner acquisi-
tion cost of crude, in inflation-adjusted 1991 dollars) to 
average $19 to $22 per barrel through the mid-1990s 
but expects real prices to move up to the $30 per bar-
rel range by the end of the century. OPEC's actions 
during 1993, a year in which world oil consumption 
seems likely to increase by little more than 1 million 
barrels per day and production from Kuwait's rebuilt 
oil sector must be accommodated, will be pivotal. If 
the cartel can raise prices in this environment, then it 
may have an easy time pushing prices up more rapidly 
as the world economy recovers during the mid-1990s, 
says NERA. If, on the other hand, OPEC lacks the 
will to raise prices now the 1990s may see little in-
crease. 

U.S. Industrial Energy Outlook 

NERA expects industrial gas consumption to increase 
by 2.7 percent this year and 1.9 percent in 1994 despite 
expectations that real industrial gas prices will rise 
nearly 3 percent per year during 1993-1994. NERA 
also expects both oil and gas prices to rise steadily 
during the mid-1990s, and projects flat gas consump-
tion and declining industrial oil consumption, during 
1995-2000 (see Figure 1, next page). 
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FIGURE 1 

RISING OIL AND NATURAL GAS PRICES WILL LIMIT ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
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TECHNOLOGY 

RESIDUE UPGRADING CHOICES MULTIPLY 

The pace of technology for conversion of heavy oils 
and residues to light fuels, hydrogen, methanol for 
MTBE, and electric power continues to be brisk. New 
technology developments have shown large improve-
ments in the economics for converting residues into 
these products. B.L. Schulman and R.L. Dickenson of 
SFA Pacific, Inc. summarized the major developments 
in residue upgrading in a paper presented at the 205th 
National Meeting of the American Chemical Society 
held in Denver, Colorado March 28 through April 2. 

Catalytic Processing Rapidly Advancing 

The major residue conversion processes have been 
thermal in nature: thermal cracking, visbreaking, and 
coking. These are old, well established and inexpen-
sive processes. The main problems with these 
processes center on incomplete conversion (for ther-
mal cracking), loss of yield (for coking), and the poor 
quality of the liquids produced. 

Catalytic hydroprocessing has become more popular. 
With the development of new catalysts and techniques 
.for continuous catalyst addition, a refinery could raise 
the conversion of residue to 50 to 70 volume percent 
while still making a low-sulfur product--or go to more 
than 80 volume percent conversion with a medium sul-
fur bottoms yield. 

Today there are 10 commercial units using this con-
tinuous catalyst addition approach with several 
processes: 

HRI/Texaco H-Oil 
Lummus Crest/Amoco/Citgo LC-Fining 
Shell HYCON 
Chevron Onstream Catalyst Replacement 

A major adjunct to both the thermal and catalytic 
processes has been the application of critical solvent 
deasphalting (CSD) to the unconverted residues. The 
CSD Process has been well demonstrated on low-
metals virgin residues to produce a raw oil (DAO) for 
further processing. Once the residue is thermally or 
catalytically hydrocracked, the yield of DAO increases 
and the amount of asphaltenes greatly decreases. This 
effectively increases the overall conversion of residues 
to close to 90 percent. If the asphaltenes are used as

feed to a partial oxidation unit, to make hydrogen, 
methanol, or electric power, the effective conversion is 
100 volume percent. 

Thermal Hydrocracking Processes 

Thermal hydrocraeking has been developed to handle 
high metals residues and achieve conversions above 
90 percent in a once-through mode. These processes 
use a fine solid, in small amounts, to control coke 
deposition while the residue is cracked in a slurry reac-
tor under severe conditions: 840 to 900°F; 2,500 to 
3,500 psig. 

Veba Oel and CANMET are currently running small 
commercial units of 4,000 to 5,000 barrels per day 
capacity. Veba has operated its unit in Bottrop, Ger-
many since 1988 at conversion levels of more than 
90 volume percent conversion. Petro-Canada has 
operated its unit intermittently at its Montreal refinery. 
Asahi Chemical, Intevep and Exxon are also evaluating 
this type of process in pilot plant operations. 

Economics of Hydroprocessing 

Two innovations have had a large impact on improving 
the economics of hydroprocessing: 

- The integrated hydrotreater 
- LC-Fining's Low Pressure operation 

The integrated hydrotreater has been pioneered by 
Veba Oel, and one version is illustrated in Figure 1. 
The process allows the full range of liquid distillates to 
be hydrotreated at severe conditions thereby reducing 
sulfur and nitrogen content to extremely low levels, 
and eliminates the need for separate hydrotreaters on 
the individual cuts. There is a large saving in invest-
ment ($1 to $2 per barrel of crude produced) due to 
elimination of duplicate furnaces, heat exchangers, and 
pumps. 

The basic idea of LC-Fining's Low Pressure option is 
to lower the pressure on the hot separator gas effluent 
from 2,000 to 2,500 psig down to about 500 psig, cool 
the recycle gas to condense the liquids, and then send 
the gas to a pressure swing absorber to increase the 
hydrogen purity. There is a large reduction in the cost 
of the cooling equipment, due to the lower operating 
pressure. This saving of about $1 per barrel of residue 
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FIGURE 1 
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feed more than offsets the costs of recompressing the 
recycle gas. 

Residue Gasification 

The use of gasification of residues by partial oxidation 
is old and well demonstrated. Over 200 plants operate 
worldwide. Generally, steam reforming of methane or 
light gases has been a cheaper route to hydrogen and 
methanol--particularly in the Western Hemisphere. 

Extremely heavy liquids, such as visbreaker bottoms 
and asphaltenes, are acceptable feeds. Petroleum coke 
can also be handled, if mixed with water to make a 
pumpable slurry. The major elements of the process 
to make hydrogen are shown in Figure 2 (next page). 

Historically, the Rectisol process, which is expensive, 
has been used for the acid gas removal step. With the

development of new selective amine systems, based on 
methyldiethanolamine, the cost of the acid gas removal 
step can be significantly decreased (from $2.55 to 
$2.00 per thousand standard cubic feet). The overall 
impact is to make the improved gasification design 
competitive with methane reforming. Similar saving 
can be obtained for producing methanol. 

This improvement in gasification economics sig-
nificantly enhances the refiners' choices on conversion 
processes and also provides a route to dispose of all 
the undesirable heavy ends. Combinations of visbrealc-
ing and hydrocracking with CSD significantly reduce 
the amount of heavy ends for disposal. In addition, 
gasification to make H 2, methanol, and power provides 
a large "sink" for the heavy liquids. 
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FIGURE 2

2 PRODUCTION BY PARTIAL OXIDATION 
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INTERNATIONAL 

BIOMASS GASIFICATION TO BE TESTED IN 
SWEDEN 

In 1991, A. Ahistrom Corporation of Finland and the 
Swedish utility company Sydkraft AB formed a joint 
venture company, Bioflow Ltd., for marketing and 
developing pressurized integrated gasification com-
bined cycle (IGCC) technology using biomass as fuel. 
A demonstration plant, based on Bioflow's IGCC tech-
nology, for the City of Varnamo in Southern Sweden is 
due to start up this year. The plant will use wood 
waste as fuel to generate 6 megawatts of electricity and 
9 megawatts heat for the district heating system. 

The main components of the plant are a fuel drying 
plant, a pressurized Pyroflow CFB gasifier, a gas cool-
ing and cleanup system, a gas turbine and waste heat 
boiler and steam turbine. 

Process data for the Varnamo plant are shown in 
Table 1. The system was described in an article in 
Modern Power Systems, Volume 13, Number 1. The 
fuel delivered to the site will be crushed and then dried 
in an external fuel preparation facility. The reason for 
this is that the fuel is also sold to other facilities in the 
neighboring area. 

The fuel handling system for crushing to the size 
suitable for the gasifier is designed to handle forest

and sawmill residues. The gasifier is completely refrac-
tory lined, including the cyclone and return leg. The 
coarser ash discharged from the gasifier is cooled 
before entering the depressurization system. The gas 
cooler lowers the temperature of the gas to ap-
proximately 350°C. The hot-gas cleanup system com-
prises ceramic candle filters provided by Schumacher. 

The gas turbine supplied by European Gas Turbines 
Ltd. will generate 4.1 megawatts electrical. The ex-
haust gas temperature from the turbine is in this case 
slightly less than 500°C. For this reason a steam pres-
sure of only 40 bar and a temperature of 470°C was 
selected for the steam circuit. 

The major duty in the district heating system is 
handled in the steam condenser while some heat is 
transferred to the net by the district heating 
economizer, booster air cooling and the cooling water 
circuit for the gasification train. 

Plant commissioning will start in the spring of 1993. It 
is expected that the first 2 years will be dedicated to 
optimization of the process performance and process 
control, improving of the hardware and process design 
and monitoring plant reliability and availability. The 
plant will be in operation only during the heating 
season from October until the end of April. Heat will 
at these times be delivered to the City of Varnamo. 

Data from the 2-year test program will be collected on 
TABLE 1	 plant performance and optimization, dynamics and con-

trol, hardware design and reliability and availability. 
VARNAMO PROCESS DATA

The operation and demonstration tests at Varnamo 

Plant Size 18 MW Fuel Input are a good opportunity to develop the technology fur- 

Fuel Wood Waste, Wood Chips ther.	 There is a need for further development of the 
Dry Solids in Fuel 4555% process itself as well as the hardware in order to maxi-
Gasification Pressure Appr. 24 Bar mize efficiency and minimize emissions and costs. 
Gasification Temperature 950-1000°C 
Product Gas Heat Value Appr. 5 MJ/m3n The next unit with an anticipated contract award 
Total Efficiency 82-83% before the middle of the decade is expected to be in a 
Power Production 6MW larger size range than the Varnamo plant. A scaleup 
District Heating 9MW of 20 to 60 megawatts electric is realistic and depends 
Steam Temperature 470°C on the low heating value gas turbine size available. 
Steam Pressure 40 Bar
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U.N. FUNDS BIOMASS GASIFICATION IN BRAZIL 

Phase II of the Brazilian Wood Biomass integrated 
Gasification/Gas Turbine Project has received 
$7.7 million from the United Nation's Global Environ-
ment Facility Fund, as reported in the March 1993 
issue of Modern Power Systems. The goal of the 
three-phase project is to utilize wood to generate 
power in a gasification/gas turbine plant. It is es-
timated that plantations in Northeastern Brazil would 
have a power-generating capacity of more than 
19,000 megawatts using such plants. 

Promising results from the Phase I preliminary inves-
tigation, which was completed in March 1992, led to 
the funding of Phase H, which will focus on the en-
gineering and design of the plant. Successful comple-

tion of Phase II will lead to an additional $23 million of 
funding to build a 30 megawatt demonstration plant 
(Phase 111). 

Two independent teams will work on designs for the 
Phase III demonstration plant. One, led by TPS Ter-
miska Processor, will concentrate on a low pressure 
gasification process while Bioflow, a joint venture in-
volving Ahlstrom and Sydkraft will work on high pres-
sure technology. Gasification tests will be carried out 
using eucalyptus and bagasse. 

In conjunction with the Phase III gasification process 
development, General Electric is developing a gas tur-
bine to burn the low calorific value gas. 

rim 
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ENVIRONMENT 

EPRI COMPARES GLOBAL WARMING 
MITIGATION STRATEGIES 

Carbon dioxide, the primary greenhouse gas, repre-
sents about 0.4 percent concentration in the atmos-
phere. Greenhouse gases in the atmosphere may 
cause an increase in temperature that could cause un-
desirable climate effects such as changes in rainfall pat-
terns, flooding of low lying coastal areas, adverse im-
pacts on ecological habitats for plants and animals, etc. 
As mathematical schemes to represent models of 
ocean interactions and cloud processes are refined, the 
apparent "sensitivity" of climate alteration estimated 
from current models has decreased, at least in terms of 
warming potential. Presently, warming of 1.5 to 5°C is 
forecast for sometime in the next century. 

Analyses of emission management costs versus es-
timated benefits of reduction of damage suggest that 
economic damage functions would have to be highly 
non-linear with increasing climate alteration in order 
to stimulate political action, even into the first quarter 
of the next century. These considerations give focus to 
the obvious need for improved information on environ-
mental effects so that convincing risk assessments can 
be done. 

Recognizing the as-yet fluid nature of the science of 
global warming, the Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRI) has been exploring various mitigation 
strategies in its research program to establish 
feasibility of the concepts, provide screening costs for 
comparison with "benchmark" scrubbers, and define 
engineering issues and critical barriers that would need 
to be addressed in a more intensive research and 
development program, requiring much more support 
and a decade or so to resolve. These strategies were 
summarized in a paper by S.B. Alpert, presented at the 
Alternative Fuels '93 Meeting held in Colorado 
Springs, Colorado in April. 

Many of the concepts that have been proposed to 
mitigate greenhouse gases in the atmosphere represent 
complex chemistries in the ocean that adjust the car-
bon cycle, terrestrial strategies that sequester carbon, 
and schemes for adjusting solar insolation, as well as 
development of high efficiency devices and processes. 
Replacement of coal with natural gas because of its 
lower carbon content is currently favored, especially

because of its low price relativeto other fuels and its 
availability. 

EPRI's overall greenhouse gas program over the next 
4 years is expected to represent annual expenditures of 
about $15 million with additional cofunding support of 
about $5 to $6 million per year. 

Recovery of Carbon Dioxide 

Recovery of carbon dioxide and other acid gases repre-
sents standard practice in the process industries to 
sweeten natural gas or to remove acid gases from 
feedstocks for ammonia plants or to produce hydrogen 
from synthesis gas. There is limited experience by 
power companies in recovering carbon dioxide from 
flue gases, although the technology is commercially 
available. The Japanese have an intensive program to 
provide improvements in recovery of carbon dioxide 
featuring pressure swing absorption, membranes, 
cryogenic separation, and solid zeolites in fluidized 
beds. Little work on technology improvement is being 
carried out in the United States. 

In general, recovery rates of in excess of 90 percent 
can be obtained, but at a significant reduction of net 
power. The technology requires significant additional 
capital costs and higher operating costs. EPRI studies 
indicate the use of about one-third of the power gener-
ated, increasing the cost of electricity by 2 to 3 times, 
which is unacceptable, according to Alpert. 

Disposal of Carbon Dioxide 

Recovered CO  can be stored underground in porous 
and permeable rock structures, salt domes, and other 
porous rock structures by applying reasonably well 
proven technologies. Carbon dioxide from about 
300 gigawatts (the capacity of the United States power 
industry's coal-fired stations) could be stored under-
ground. 

Underground disposal has advantages of relatively low 
risk, and buying time, because the reservoirs would be 
sufficient for some decades. However, the costs for 
scrubbing, transport, and disposal for new coal-fired 
stations correspond to about $360 per ton of carbon 
removed and disposed of in a reservoir. For older 
plants the costs would be even higher and losses in ef-
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ficiency would require capacity make-up for the 
degradation in electric capacity from recovering car-
bon dioxide. Estimated efficiency decrease is about 
10 percent and about one-third of the power generated 
would be used for recovery, disposal, and transporta-
tion, of carbon dioxide. This approach has not been 
demonstrated because of these high penalties. 

Blospheric Alternatives 

Biospheric schemes that have been studied include: 

- Reforestation - 

- Fertilization of Antarctic phytoplankton with 
iron 

- Cultivation of halophytes in deserts using 
brackish water or sea water 

- Farming micro algae in the open oceans 

Each of these technologies has been evaluated to some 
level of detail in the laboratory to establish potential

for sequestering carbon, establish costs and define 
research and engineering issues that need further atten-
tion. With the exception of tree planting and 
halophyte horticulture, feasibility has not been estab-
lished. The largest potential for sequestering carbon is 
represented by mariculture of micro algae or seaweed 
growth. 

Table 1 shows a comparison of these mitigation 
strategies. The largest potential is in open ocean farm-
ing, especially if the high productivity rate could be 
realized by genetic modification. Ultimately, all of 
these technologies or their equivalents may need to be 
deployed. 

A unique feature of halophyte--sea water horticulture 
is that it can produce a useful food product and would 
represent a return on capital invested. This approach 
may be attractive as an 0off-set" strategy. Two projects 
are proceeding in Arizona and Mexico to further 
research this concept. 

TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF BIOSPHERE MITIGATION STRATEGIES 

Area Available 
Million Square Km Trees Halophytes Coastal Open Ocean 

Total SM 72 2.9 3330 

Useable Areas 2.0 1.3 13 6.6 
Productivity, 
Tons of Carbon/ha/yr 3.8 4.4-8.4 5.2 150.0-35.0 

Carbon Storage, gtc/yr 0.6-1.6 0.6-1.7 0.7 2.0-7.0 
Cost, $/tC. 60.0-120.0 100.0-160.0 300.0 150.0-300.0 
Energy Source Yes Yes? Yes Yes? 
Lumber Yes Maybe No 
Food No Yes Yes Yes

Potential value of products not included in mitigation costs
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COMING EVENTS 

JUNE 13-18, BUFFALO, NEW YORK -- 21st Biennial Conference 2n Carbon 

JUNE 13-18, DENVER, COLORADO -- 86th Annual Meeting f th ai and Waste Management Association 

JUNE 15-17, WARSAW, POLAND -- Coal-Fired Power plant Upgrade--1993 

JUNE 16-18, KOLDING, DENMARK -- International VGB Conference. Fossil-Fired PowerPlants Arith Advanced 
Design Parameters 

JUNE 17-20, WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, WEST VIRGINIA -- National CS Association's Anniversar y Conven-
tion 

JUNE 20-24, NEW PALTZ, NEW YORK -- International Conference j Gas Hydrates 

JUNE 22-24, LAXENBURG, AUSTRIA -- Meeting of ljtLe International Energy Worlcshoo 

JUNE 27-30, YOKOHAMA, JAPAN -- fj 1 j International Conference pn New Energy Systems and Conversions 

JUNE 28-30, CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA -- Natural Qj Realizing Ik Potential 

JUNE 28-30 MORGANTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA -- Coal-Fired Power S ystems '93--Advances in IGCC p4 PFBC 

JUNE 28-JULY 2, OXFORD, UNITED KINGDOM -- fl Future f9r CS, Orimulsion 4 Heavy Qil Residues in 
Power Generation 

JUNE 29-JULY 1, SUN CITY, REPUBLIC OF BOPHUTHATSWANA -- Eighth Pacific jj11 CS Conference in 
South Africa 

JULY 5-9, CRACOW, POLAND -- International Conference Ener gy Systems and Ecology 

AUGUST 2-6, CHEYENNE, WYOMING -- Second Western Conference on Ener gy and Ik Environment 

AUGUST 8-13, ATLANTA, GEORGIA -- 28th Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference 

AUGUST 17-20, BAKU, AZERBAIJAN -- Second Baku International S ymposium 911 Energy. Environment. Economy 

AUGUST 22-27, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS -- 206th American Chemical Societ y National Meeting 

SEPTEMBER 7-9, ATLANTA, GEORGIA -- Second Annual Clean Coal Technolo gy Conference 

SEPTEMBER 9-10, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA -- Collaborative WorkshoD 211 Integrated f! Cell Commer-
cialization 

SEPTEMBER 12-16, TOKYO, JAPAN -- JSME-ASME International Conference gn Power Engineering: ICOPE-93 

SEPTEMBER 12-17, BANFF, ALBERTA, CANADA -- Seventh International Q5 Science Conference; KSC 

SEPTEMBER 13-15, SINGAPORE -- Power-Gen Asia Pacific 

SEPTEMBER 13-17, CARQUEIRANNE, FRANCE -- Fourth International Carbon Dioxide Conference 
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SEPTEMBER 15-17, LEICESTER, UNITED KINGDOM -- European Qai Conference 

SEPTEMBER 18-21, WHISTLER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA -- 40flj Canadian Conference 211 

SEPTEMBER 20-24, PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA -- Wili Annual International Pittsburgh ai Conference 

SEPTEMBER 21-23, ALGHERO, SARDINIA, ITALY -- Fourth International Symposium lk Biological Process-
ing QfCoal 

SEPTEMBER 21-23, BOURNEMOUTH, UNITED KINGDOM -- Seventh ASME Cogen-Turbo Power Congress 

SEPTEMBER 27-29, GUILDFORD, UNITED KINGDOM -- Second International Symposium gn Gas Cleaning 1 
High Temperatures 

OCTOBER 3-6, OTTAWA, ONTARIO; CANADA-- 43rd Canadian Chemical En gineering Conference 

OCTOBER 5-8, VIENNA, AUSTRIA -- Powerplants 1993 Con gress with Exhibition 

OCTOBER 17-21, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI -- International Jgjjg Power Generation Conference 

OCTOBER 17-21, KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE -- Eighth S ymposium 211 Separation Science anA Technology fg 
Energy Applications 

OCTOBER 18-20, REGINA, SASKATCHEWAN, CANADA -- fifth Saskatchewan Petroleum Conference 

OCTOBER 18-22, SEOUL, KOREA -- fifth International Energy Conference 

OCTOBER 20-22, WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND -- Filth New Zealand Qgj Conference 

OCTOBER 24-28, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY -- fifth International Conference on Processing and Utilization of 
High Sulfur Coals 

OCTOBER 24-28, GATLINBURG, TENNESSEE -- Eighth S ym posium gn Separation Science and Technology fg 
Energy Applications 

OCTOBER 27-29, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA -- Twelfth EPRI Conference 211 Coal Gasification Powerplants 

NOVEMBER 7-10, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO -- 10th International S ymposium gj Alcohol fj 

NOVEMBER 16-18, DALLAS, TEXAS -- Power-Gen 2 

NOVEMBER 17-19, LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY -- 1993 Eastern ff4 Shale Symposium 

NOVEMBER 28-DECEMBER 3, NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA -- Annual Winter Meetin g f thg Society of 
Mechanical Engineers 

NOVEMBER 29-DECEMBER 1, ATLANTA, GEORGIA -- 1992 World Methanol Conference 

NOVEMBER 30-DECEMBER 3, HONG KONG -- IEA Second International Conference on [hc Clean and Efficient 
Use gi Coal and Lignite
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

PAMA TO START UP RETORTING PILOT PLANT 
IN 1994 

PAMA, an organization founded by several major Is-
raeli corporations with the support of the government, 
has completed extensive studies which show that the 
production of power by direct combustion of oil shale 
is technically feasible. Furthermore, the production of 
power appears economically viable, despite the uncer-
tainties regarding the economics of production of oil 
from shale. 

In 1990, PAMA began a 4-year direct shale-fired 
demonstration program. PAMA and Israel Electric 
(the sole utility of Israel) have also embarked on a 
project to build a full-scale oil shale-fired commercial 
powerplant. 

PAMA's latest work involves the development of a fast 
heating retorting process, using hot recycled ash as the 
heat carrier. Tests have been conducted in a 
50 kilogram per hour experimental unit. Work has 
been started on a 6 ton per hour pilot plant, with start 
up scheduled for late 1994. 

AUSTRALIAN ELECTION RESULTS ARE GOOD 
NEWS FOR OIL SHALE 

The unexpected return of the Labor Party Government 
in the recent federal election in Australia has removed 
the greatest threat to the Stuart Oil Shale Project. The

coalition of the Liberal and National Parties, which 
had been expected to win, were pledged to remove ex-
cise taxes on gasoline. The Labor Government had 
exempted Stuart shale-derived gasoline from paying 
the normal excise tax, thus giving it a chance to com-
pete on the open market. 

With the continuation of the excise exemption now vir-
tually assured, a major impediment has been removed 
from Southern Pacific Petroleum and Central Pacific 
Minerals (SPP/CPM) efforts to arrange financing for 
Stuart Stage 1, estimated at A$185 million for plant 
construction and working capital. 

In addition, in December 1992, Stuart Stage 1 received 
formal government approval as a research and develop-
ment project, making it eligible for a write-off of 
150 percent of 90 percent of capital expenditures 
(50 percent in each of the first 3 years) plus the same 
150 percent write-off for a substantial portion of 
operating cost for 6 years. 

These two elements of government support increase 
the chances for a successful conclusion to the years-
long effort to finance Stuart Stage 1. The Taciuk 
retort that will be used has successfully treated the 
Stuart shale in a pilot configuration, and Bechtel Cor-
poration is prepared to build the plant at a fixed price 
and to guarantee its performance. The demonstration 
plant is expected to process 6,000 tons of shale per day, 
producing 4,000 barrels of synthetic crude per thy. 
Environmental impact studies are complete, and the 
Stuart partners are in the final stages of the formalities 
of securing a Mining License. 
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CORPORATIONS 

NATEC TO FOCUS ON FLUE GAS 
DESULFURIZATION MARKET 

NaTec Resources Inc. is expanding its efforts in the 
growing flue gas desulfurization (FOD) market, but 
has decided to discontinue its specialty chemicals busi-
ness. The company extracts nahcolite from oil shale 
deposits in Colorado, producing high quality sodium 
bicarbonate for utilities and industries which utilize 
NaTec's dry sorbent injection technology. (See 
Synthetic Fuels Rei,ort. December 1992, page 2-5.) 

NaTec has set up a non-exclusive marketing arrange-
ment with CRS Sirrine Engineers Inc., a leader in in-
dustrial facility design and construction services, to 
pursue opportunities for its dry sodium injection sys-

tems and sorbent. CRS will supplement NaTec's sales 
and marketing network and provide corresponding 
FGD equipment design and procurement services to 
utility and industrial markets throughout the United 
States. 

The chemical business the company is divesting sup-
plies specialty chemicals and application systems to the 
utility industry in order to improve coal handling opera-
tions at power generation facilities. NaTec says it will 
record a charge against earnings of $600,000 to 
$700,000 in the fourth quarter of 1992 for the es-
timated loss on the sale of the business coupled with 
estimated losses during the phase-out period. 
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GOVERNMENT 

BLM RECEIVES THREE EXPRESSIONS OF 
INTEREST IN WHITE RIVER PROPERTY 

The United States Bureau of Land Management's 
(BLM) Vernal District Office in Utah received three 
expressions of interest in the White River oil shale 
facilities, according to H. Cleavinger, acting district 
manager. The BLM's solicitation of interest and the 
White River oil shale leases U-a and U-b are discussed 
in the fgç Synthetic Fuels Reoort, December 1992, 
page 2-6. 

Following review of the expressions of interest, the 
BLM published a notice in the April 30 Federal 
Register announcing the availability of the surface 
facilities for competitive lease. Proposed uses of the 
facilities cannot interfere with future development of 
the oil shale, and the lease will be subject to the follow-
ing conditions: 

- A bond of at least $100,000 must be posted.

Costs for the operation and maintenance of 
the facilities must be assumed. 

Fair market value annual rent must be paid 

A site specific plan of the development and 
operation of the facility must be prepared. 

Oil shale stockpiles will be available at a nego-
tiated sales price. 

Rights to the mine shaft, underground work-
ings and related facilities, and oil shale 
resources are reserved by the BLM. 

- The lease will be issued for an initial 5-year 
period. 

Applications were accepted until May 30. 
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TECHNOLOGY 

SHALE OIL TESTED AS SOURCE FOR CARBON 
FIBERS 

One of the disadvantages of oil shale liquids is their 
high nitrogen content, which causes difficulties in their 
upgrading to premium quality products. The use of 
the residual liquids as precursors for the synthesis of 
high added-value advanced carbon materials could 
enhance the economics of oil shale retorting. The syn-
thesis of carbon fibers from residual oil shale liquids 
was discussed in a paper by Y.O. Fei, et al., presented 
at the 205th American Chemical Society National 
Meeting held in Denver, Colorado March 28 through 
April 2. 

In this study, an asphaltene fraction was isolated from 
a shale oil residuum produced by the Kentort II 
Process. The fraction was processed by melt spinning, 
oxidative stabilization, carbonization and activation to 
produce carbon fibers and activated carbon fibers. 
The products were characterized by SEM, elemental 
and surface area analyses. 

Carbon Precursors 

Analyses of the shale oil residue, its asphaltene frac-
tion, and a petroleum pitch were carried out. The as-
phaltenes represent about 20 weight percent of the 
original shale oil residue. The nitrogen content of the 
residue is considerably concentrated in the asphaltene 
fraction (0.51 versus 2.54 weight percent). The sulfur 
contents of the three materials are similar (1.82 to 
1.99 weight percent), but the petroleum pitch has a 
somewhat lower ash content (0.21 versus 0.82 weight 
percent for the residue and 0.97 weight percent for the 
asphaltene fraction). The shale oil asphaltene fraction 
has a softening point of 183°C, which is lower than that 
of the petroleum pitch (258°C), consistent with its 
higher hydrogen content. 

Carbon Fibers 

Carbon fibers were successfully produced from the 
shale oil asphaltene fraction. Small particles (100 to 
500 nanometers) were observed on the fiber surfaces: 
their origin is tentatively ascribed to the ash com-
ponents in the precursor.

The form of the fibers was clearly retained after car-
bonization, indicating that the conditions chosen for 
stabilization were sufficient. The stabilization tempera-
ture of 180°C used here is much lower than those for 
conventional isotropic or mesophase pitches, which sug-
gests that the precursor has a very high oxidation reac-
tivity, say Fei, et al. 

While the freshly spun fibers had similar diameters for 
both precursors, the diameter of the shale oil car-
bonized fibers was smaller (in the range of 5 to 
12 microns) than that of petroleum-derived ones (6 to 
15 microns). The greater degree of contraction of the 
shale oil fibers reflects their lower carbonization yield 
(50 percent versus 71 percent), or higher volatile mat-
ter content. 

Activated Carbon Fibers 

The morphology of activated carbon fibers derived 
from petroleum pitch and shale oil asphaltenes, and 
produced by activation of the respective carbonized 
fibers shows ridges on the surfaces of the petroleum 
fibers, which tend to follow the fiber circumference. 
Despite this, the surface appears relatively smooth and 
there are no evident cracks or pores. With the shale 
oil fibers, an irregular distribution of small pits or 
pores have developed over the fiber surfaces. In addi-
tion, particles can be observed on the surfaces of some 
of the pore walls. SEM micrographs also suggest that 
there are some differences in the internal morphology 
of the two types of fiber. 

As shown in Table 1 (next page), under similar condi-
tions, the shale oil carbon fibers experienced much 
greater burn-off during steam activation than the 
petroleum pitch fibers. This finding also indicates that 
the former are more reactive to reactions with oxidiz-
ing gases, either due to certain inherent aspects of 
their composition and structure, or to the catalytic ef-
fect of ash constituents, say Fei, et al. Activation in car-
bon dioxide, which is known to be a slower reaction, 
caused lower burn-off than steam under the same con-
ditions. Despite the different degrees of burn-off, the 
steam activated fibers from pitch and shale oil had 
similar BET surface areas. 
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TABLE 1 

ACTIVATION OF PETROLEUM AND
SHALE OIL-DERIVED CARBON FIBERS 

Activating	 Burn-off	 Diameter of	 Surface 
Sample	 Agents	 (Wt%)	 ACF (mm) Area (in 2Lg) 

Petroleum	 H 0/N2 

(5:50)	 38	 4-12 	 978 
Shale Asphaltene	 H 0/N2 

(450)	 63	 3-10	 960 
Shale Asphaltene	 CO /N2 

(50:O)	 49	 3-10 	 566 

Activation at 850°C for 60 mm; yield as % of carbonized fibers 

GEOKINETICS TESTED ROCKET FUELS TO 
CREATE HORIZONTAL FRACTURING 

Propellant charges have been developed for fracturing 
oil and gas wells to increase formation permeability. A 
cooperative project, between the United States Depart-
ment of Energy and the Western Research Institute in 
Wyoming, to investigate the use of similar propellant 
charges to create fractures in oil shale as a basis for an 
in situ extraction process is discussed in a report by 
MA. Lekas, et al. 

Field tests on the use of explosives for fracturing oil 
shale in situ have been carried out by the United States 
Bureau of Mines, Sandia National Laboratories, and 
Talley Energy Systems, Inc. in Wyoming, by the Dow 
Chemical Company in Michigan, and by Geokinetics 
Inc. in Utah. The Geokinetics tests were the most ex-
tensive, involving the fracturing of 883,000 tons of oil 
shale with 630 tons of explosive, and recovering 
136,000 barrels of shale oil. 

In the Geokinctics process, a series of millisecond time 
delayed charges emplaced in vertical drill holes in the 
oil shale are used to raise the overburden and fracture 
the oil shale bed. Most of the explosive energy is con-
sumed in accelerating the mass of overburden upward 
to create expansion space for the fractured oil shale.

Propellants differ from explosives in that the energy is 
released more slowly, in the form of high pressure gas, 
rather than largely as a gas generated shock wave. The 
high pressure gas from the propellant can create frac-
tures, and raise overburden. 

Propellant charges for the tests were provided by Hi 
Tech Natural Resources Inc. of Salt Lake City, Utah. 
The company develops and markets propellant tools 
for oil and gas well stimulation under the trade name 
"Radialfrac." The charges utilized in the tests were a 
standard. oil field test Radialfrae tool, 11 feet long, 
3 inches in diameter, and containing 40 pounds of 
propellant. The shell of the tool is a polyvinyl plastic 
tube with a wall thickness of 0.25 inch. The charge is 
deflagrated by an igniter rod that extends down the 
axis of the charge. The igniter rod is ignited by means 
of an electric blasting cap. 

A series of field experiments were carried out from 
August 1988 to June 1989 to gather preliminary infor-
mation on the use of propellant charges to fracture oil 
shale for in situ retorting. Three propellant charges 
were fired at a depth of 60 feet, two in one hole, and 
the third in a second hole. 

Six angle holes were drilled (three at each shot site) to 
observe the fractures in the cores and to provide access 
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to the fracture zone for air injection tests. Horizontal 
and vertical fractures were observed in the core, and 
substantial increases over natural permeability were 
observed in the air injection tests. 

Observations During Core Drilling 

A total of 13 post-shot core holes were drilled to ex-
amine the nature of the shot-induced fractures and to 
provide injection holes for the air injection tests. 

In most case, there was little obvious evidence of shot-
induced fractures. In six holes drilled 3 feet from the 
shots, there were horizontal fractures parallel to the 
bedding planes at the shot level that appeared different 
from the normal bedding plane partings. Usually, 
there were two or three fractures within a 2-inch inter-

val, and in some cases vertical cross-breaking between 
these fractures. 

In the six holes that were located 10 feet or farther 
from the shot holes, there was, in every case, a horizon-
tal break within 1 foot of the shot level. However, it 
was not possible to dearly differentiate these fractures 
from the natural bedding plane partings. 

Observations During Air Injection Tests 

Air tests were run on observation holes drilled pre-
shot and in core holes drilled post-shot. The air tests 
in the observation holes were run pre-shot and post-
shot. In all, air tests were run on 18 holes. The data 
are summarized in Table 1. 

TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF AIR INJECTION DATA 
(Flow Rates in Standard Cubic Feet per Minute) 

Air Flow Air Flow 
Weight Depth Distance Preshot @ 30 psi @ 30 psi Ad-

Hole of Shot, of Shot, from Flow Adjacent jacent Holes 
Number Pounds Feet Shot (&) 30 psi Holes Closed —Open 

30B2 1 10 13 0 372 372 
3C1 1 10 3 0 524 560 
3C2 2 10 3 0 524 560 
40132 32 30 13 0 210 264 

6.1 30 13 
40114 6.1 30 20 0 

6.2 30 20 
40B6 6.2 30 20 0 100 118 

6.2 30 20 
4C1 32 30 3 0 0 0 
4C2 - 3.2 30 10 0 0 0 
4C3 6.1 30 3 0 111 122 
4C4 6.1 30 17 0 34 - 
4C5 6.2 30 3 0 122 132 
4C6 6.2 30 13 0 38 48 
4C7 6.2 30 3 0 102 142 
50111 24 30 13 0 143 297 
50112 6 60 13 0 75 182 
50113 12 60 13 0 0 0 
5C1 24 30 13 0 166 244 
5C2 6 60 13 0 0 0 
5C3 12 60 13 0 0 0 
5C4 24 30 3 0 150 264 
60B1 48 30 13 0 244 -
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The fractures resulted in a significant increase in the 
air permeability of the injection holes located at dis-
tances of 13 feet and 20 feet from the shot hole. In 
some cases (core holes 40 and 4C2), holes drilled 
prior to fracturing (observation holes) show greater air 
permeability than holes drilled after fracturing, which

is attributed to plugging of the fracture by drill cut-
tings, according to Lekas. Erratic results obtained in 
the Test 5 data are attributed to water in the fracture 
at a depth of 60 feet. 
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INTERNATIONAL 

FORMER SHALE OIL REFINERY IN CHINA NOW	 General Geology 
IMPORTANT WAX PRODUCER 

According to China Piiy, Fushun Petrochemical 
Corporation's No. 1 Refinery, a major petroleum 
products producer in China, is one of the country's 
50 top economic enterprises. Since it was set up 
65 years ago, the factory has processed about 
72 million tons of petroleum, and is now an important 
center for the production of paraffin wax and lubricat-
ing oil, producing 198 varieties of Sailing brand 
petroleum products, including gasoline, solvent oil, 
naphtha, compound lubricating oil and lubricating 
grease. 

With equipment imported from Japan and the United 
States, the factory is capable of producing 110,000 tons 
of high-grade paraffin a year. 

Its products sell well in more than 50 countries and 
regions such as the United States, Europe and Asia. 
The factory's wax, used for food preparation and pack-
aging, is a best seller on the overseas market. 

The factory processes its products using oil from 
Daqing and Liaohe oil fields. The raw materials for 
paraffin are from Liaohe oil field, which is renowned 
for the high paraffin content of its oil. 

The Fushun Refinery No. 1 was the birthplace of the 
oil shale industry in China. However, in the 1970s, due 
to the discovery of Daqing crude oil field in China, the 
development of production of shale oil slowed down. 
In 1988, the retorting installation in Fushun Refinery 
No. 1 had to be shut down due to the subsidence of the 
ground surface caused by underground coal mining. 

LUXEMBOURG OIL SHALE DESCRIBED 

Luxembourg is not noted for its oil shale. There are 
however, Jurassic shales present in Southern Luxem-
bourg which have sufficient organic matter to be con-
sidered oil shales. The characteristics of this oil shale 
are described in a paper by T.L. Robi, et al., presented 
at the 1992 Eastern Oil Shale Symposium held in Lexi-
ngton, Kentucky.

Southern Luxembourg is underlain by Triassic and 
Jurassic sediments deposited in an extremity of the 
Paris Basin known as the Luxembourg Embayment. 
The oil shales are present in the Lower Jurassic (or 
Lias) Toarcian age sediments which reach a maximum 
thickness for the Paris Basin in this area. 

The Toarcian shale covers an area of about 110 square 
kilometers in the Southwestern portion of Luxembourg 
(Figure 1). The resistant oolitic marls of the overlying 
Middle Jurassic Aalenian Formation forms a cuesta 
immediately south of the gentle topography of the oil 
shale sub-crop. The sub-crop continues into Belgium 
to the west and France to the southeast. 

The top of the unit is defined by an approximately 
20 centimeter thick unbedded sandy layer. The lower 
contact of the shale is a disconformity. 

The thickness of the shale encountered in drill holes 
varied from 49 to 56 meters. The shale can be sub-
divided, on the basis of carbon content, into an upper 
zone of lower organic carbon concentration, 35 to 
43 meters thick, and a lower zone, higher in organic 
carbon, of 8 to 14 meters in thickness. The lower zone 
is the only part of the unit which can reasonably be con-
sidered an oil shale. 

Organic Petrography 

The Toarcian oil shale of Luxembourg is of marine 
origin and is classified as a "marinite." Petrographi-
cally, the samples all contain a similar assemblage of 
organic matter, comprised of dominant bituniinite with 
lesser but volumetrically significant lanialginite and 
telalginite. Minor components include vitrinite, iner-
tinite, sporinite and bitumen. The same assemblage of 
organic matter is found in marinites of different ages, 
from other parts of the world. Examples include the 
Devonian Ohio Shale of the United States, the 
Cretaceous Julia Creek marinite of the Toolebuc For-
mation (Eromanga Basin, Australia) and parts of the 
Permian Irati oil shale from Brazil. 

Mineral Composition 

Analysis of four samples showed a consistent mineral-
ogy which is dominated by quart; calcite, and day

- 
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FIGURE 1 

LOCATION OF CORES AND OIL SHALE OUTCROP 
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minerals including chlorite, and pyrite. The mineral 
components are fine-grained with the exception of 
pyrite, shell fragments and rare mineral grains up to 
0.1 millimeter diameter. 

The Toarcian of Luxembourg as an Oil Shale 

Modified Fischer Assays were performed on all the 
samples. The highest yield measured was 71.7 liters 
per metric ton (17.2 gallons per ton) from a sample of 
core LU28. The average yield for all of LU28 was 
31 liters per metric ton. However, only the "lower 
zone" (LZ) of the unit can reasonably be considered an 
oil shale. The LZ (14 meters thick excluding the bot-
tom meter of shale) averaged 37 liters per metric ton.

The morphology of the organic matter in the Luxem-
bourg oil shale is such that beneficiation by crushing 
and separation techniques is unlikely to be viable says 
Rohl. Only telalginite is likely to be liberated as 
discrete-organic matter to any reasonable extent. Be-
cause bituminite is amorphous, it is unlikely to 
separate from the mineral matrix irrespective of the ul-
timate grain size of the particles after crushing. Also, 
a small but significant proportion of the lamalginite is 
enclosed within bituminite lenses and pods, and is un-
likely to be separated as a single entity. 

Fischer Assay is a poor parameter on which to base 
resource information for marinite oil shales. Not only 
are these shales difficult to assay, the results are not 
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readily relatable to commercial processes. Assuming a 
14 meter thick oil shale underlying an area of 
110 square kilometers, a shale density of 2.15 grams 
per cubic centimeter, an in-place resource of 
750 million barrels of shale oil is calculated based upon 
a Fischer Assay (ASTM D3904) yield of 37.1 liters per 
metric ton. This figure can vary from 675 million bar-
rels to 1.5 billion barrels when processing considera-
tions are applied. 

RUSSIAN TECHNOLOGY PROPOSED FOR 
SHALE-FIRED POWERPLANTS IN ISRAEL 

Russian industrialists are holding discussions with the 
Israeli Energy Ministry and the Israeli Electric Cor-
poration regarding building 10 to 12 new shale-fired 
electric powerplants in Israel. According to various 
reports, the Russians are seeking to apply experience 
gained while building shale-fired powerplants in Es-
tonia. 

A 100 megawatt station is expected to cost 
$170 million. The Negev Desert's oil shale reserves, 
estimated at 12 billion tons will be used to fuel the 
plants. 

Mid-Atlantic, a United States based consortium made 
up of the New York investment bank Goldman Sachs, 
Mid-Atlantic Energy Group (Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania), and Tampella Power (Marietta, Geor-
gia) has been considering a 150-megawatt plant in Is-
rael costing $350 million. 

JOSECO PILOT PLANT DESIGN ELABORATED 

In an agreement with the Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry and the Japan National Oil Cor-
poration, Japan Oil Shale Engineering Company, Ltd. 
(JOSECO) constructed an oil shale pilot plant under 
its two-phase research and development program. 
During Phase 1, JOSECO conducted extensive 
research on various types of oil shale, and performed 
experiments using three types of bench-scale retorting 
plants (shaft, fixed-bed, and cross-flow types), each

having a capacity of 3 tons per day. The main objec-
tives for Phase 2 were to construct a 300 ton per day 
pilot plant based on the results of Phase 1, and to 
verify the JOSECO developed process through its 
operation. This pilot plant is described in a report by 
T. Yabusita published in Qil abAlL 1992, Volume 9, 
Number 4. 

The pilot plant was built at Nippon Steel Corporation's 
Yawata Works in Kitakyushu City approximately 
1,000 kilometers west of Tokyo. The formal operation 
started early May 1987. 

The major elements of the pilot plant (Figure 1) are 
the shaft-type retorting and gasifying facilities. Cir-
cular grate type drying facilities were installed to ex-
amine the economics of pre-drying high water content 
oil shale. The fluidized-bed type combustion facilities 
were incorporated to study the high-efficient combus-
tion of fine shales. 

Drying Facilities 

Sized shale (6 to 70 millimeters) from the crushing and 
screening facilities is divided into two size fractions by 
a vibrating screen. The shale is fed onto the circular 
grate type drying machine. Oil shale with 17 percent 
water content is dried to an average water content of 
10 percent at around 150°C. 

Retorting and Gasifying Facilities 

The raw S dried shale is screened to remove fines gen-
erated during handling. Screened shale is weighted 
and charged into the shaft-type retort, which is com-
posed of two chambers (Figure 2). The upper cham-
ber serves as a retorting zone where the kerogen in oil 
shale is pyrolyzed by hot gas at 550 to 600°C injected 
into the lower part of the retorting zone. The lower 
chamber is the gasifying zone, where residual carbon 
of the retorted shale is combusted and gasified. 

Oil Recovery Facilities 

The product gas generated in the retorting zone leaves 
the retort from the top. After removing the dust from 
the gas by a wet type cyclone, the gas is introduced to 
the two-stage gas cooling process. Heavy oil and 
sludge are recovered by the primary cooler, and light 
oil and retort water by the secondary cooler and 
electrostatic precipitator. After oil recovery, some of 
the gas is sent to the flue gas treatment facilities. The 
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FIGURE 1 

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PILOT PLANT 
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remainder is heated, and recirculated to the lower part	 Fluidized-Bed Combustion Facilities 
of the retorting zone to provide the necessary heat for 
pyrolysis.	 Fluidized-bed combustion facilities are able to burn 

exclusively raw shale, or exclusively retorted shale. 
Heat Recovery Facilities 	 Either type of shale is first crushed then supplied to 

the combustor. Air pre-heated to around 500°C is 
Gas produced in the gasifying zone is discharged from

	
blown from the bottom of the combustor so that the 

the top, dust in the gas is removed by a primary dust 	 carbon in the shale is combusted. The hot spent shale 
collector, and then the gas enters the combustion fur- 	 discharged from the combustor is fed to the fluidized-
nace where the hydrogen and carbon monoxide in the

	
bed type shale cooler. Air is injected into this cooler, 

gas are burnt. 	 where it is heated to about 500°C by cooling the hot 
spent shale. This heated air is then blown into the com-

The heat from the hot gas is transferred to the recir- 	 bustor. The flue gas from the combustor is dedusted 
culating retort gas through two heat exchangers. Gas

	
by cyclones and sent to the flue gas treatment facilities. 

is further cooled by another heat exchanger. Some of 
the cooled gas is sent to the flue gas treatment

	
Flue Gas Treatment Facilities 

facilities. The rest is recirculated to the lower part of 
the gasifying zone after the addition of air and steam. Gases are dedusted, denitrified, desulfurized and then 

released into the atmosphere in the flue gas treatment 
facilities.
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FIGURE 2 

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE SHAFT—TYPE RETORT 

The oil shale pilot plant operated efficiently and 
provided promising results, according to the author.

OIL SHALE ASH FINDS USE AS FERTILIZER IN 
ESTONIA 

The use of oil shale ashes as a time fertilizer for acidic 
soils in Estonia is discussed in a report by E. Turbas 
published in Oil Shale 1992, Volume 9, Number 4. 
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In 1947, researchers determined that oil shale ash was 
a more effective lime fertilizer than meadow and lake 
limes. In addition to calcium, it contains ap-
proximately 2 percent sulfur, magnesium and potas-
sium in a form easily obtainable by plants. 

A more extensive application of shale ash as a lime fer-
tilizer began in 1953. Shale ash residue obtained from 
combustion of oil shale lumps was used. In 1959, the 
first boiler unit at the large Baltic Thermal Powerplant 
was put into operation where pulverized oil shale is 
burned. Pulverized oil shale ashes began to accumu-
late but they could not be used for liming using tradi-
tional technology because the ashes raised a great deal 
of dust during transport. The granulation of these 
ashes was not satisfactory because these granules be-
came cemented in soil and only partially neutralized 
soil acidity. 

A special technology was developed to overcome these 
problems. Pulverized oil shale ashes are transported 
in special cement cisterns and reloading and distribu-
tion on fields are carried out pneumatically. This tech-
nology has been in use for liming acidic soils in Estonia

since 1964. The ash of pulverized oil shale is the main 
lime fertilizer in Estonia and neighboring countries. 

All fractions of ashes (bottom ash, cyclone ash, ash 
from electrostatic precipitator) formed in thermal 
power stations which burn pulverized oil shale have 
been effective in field experiments. The pulverized oil 
shale ash from thermal power stations is absolutely 
dry, ideally fine for using as a time fertilizer, with great 
capacity for neutralization. 

Extensive data regarding the composition of pulverized 
oil shale ash have been published. Pulverized oil shale 
ash is richer than natural soils in molybdenum and 
selenium--microelements often being in deficiency for 
plants and humans--but at the same time somewhat 
richer in several harmful elements--cadmium, lead, 
uranium and arsenic--as well. The content and 
balance of those four biologically essential elements in 
Estonian acidic soils needs a more detailed investiga-
tion, according to Turbas.

fl## 
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WATER 

ARIZONA MAY FIGHT PLAN TO LEASE OIL 
SHALE WATER RIGHTS TO NEVADA 

The controversial Roan Creek Project, which would 
lease upper Colorado River water rights from Chevron 
Shale Oil Company and Getty Oil Exploration Com-
pany to the City of Las Vegas, Nevada (see Pace Sy&

 thetic Fuels Report, March 1993, page 2-10), has 
drawn fire from the State of Arizona. Several weeks 
after the project was announced, Arizona Governor 
Symington, wrote Nevada Governor Miller, that the 
Roan Creek Project would have a direct adverse effect 
on Arizona's water supply and that Arizona will chal-
lènge the plan. 

According to B. Rieke, director of Arizona's Depart-
ment of Water Resources, the proposed project signals 
another big fight over the Colorado River. Even Las 
Vegas water officials say the plan is too early at best, if 
not at odds with Nevada's policy to find a long-term 
answer to the Las Vegas water scarcity. 

In addition, other plans involving private interstate leas-
ing of water rights have not passed legal review. The 
affected states have been insisting that such nego-
tiations take place state-to-state. In addition, legal 
decisions, agreements and understandings reached 
over 70 years of regulating the river, known as the Law 
of the River, bar transfer of water from the upper river 
basin--consisting of Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and 
New Mexico--to the lower basin, comprising Arizona, 
Nevada and California. Some of the states want to 
review the compact that determines the share of the 
river's water to which each state is entitled. 

U.S. FWS TO DESIGNATE CRITICAL HABITAT 
FOR COLORADO RIVER FISH SPECIES 

The United States Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) 
proposes to designate critical habitat for four species 
of endemic Colorado River Basin fishes: Razorback 
sucker, Colorado squawfish, humpback chub, and 
bonytail chub. These species are listed as endangered 
under the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as 
amended. Historically, these four species occurred

throughout the Colorado River system from Wyoming 
to Mexico. 

The FWS proposes to designate a total of 2,094 miles 
of critical habitat for the four Colorado River endan-
gered fishes. There is considerable overlap in areas 
designated for the four species. The designation for all 
four species includes portions of Colorado, Utah, New 
Mexico, Arizona, Nevada and California as illustrated 
in Figure 1. The FWS is soliciting data and comments 
from the public on all aspects of this proposal, includ-
ing information on the impacts and benefits of the 
designation. 

Critical habitat for each species by state is summarized 
in Table 1. Legal descriptions are provided in the 
notice published in the Federal Rethster January 29, 
1993. The 100-year floodplain delineates the lateral 
boundary of the proposed critical habitat for the razor-
back sucker and Colorado squaw fish. This boundary 
encompasses the productive areas adjacent to the 
rivers, including the mouths of smaller tributaries and 
other habitats that provide essential fish habitat when 
inundated. 

Razorback Sucker 

The FWS is proposing 15 reaches of the Colorado 
River system as critical habitat for the razorback 
sucker. These reaches total 1,824 miles as measured 
along the center line of the river within the subject 
reaches (Table 1). This represents approximately 
52 percent of the historical habitat for the species. In 
the Upper Basin, critical habitat is being proposed in 
the Green, Yampa, Duchesne, Colorado, White, Gun-
nison, and San Juan Rivers. Portions of the Colorado, 
Gila, Salt and Verde Rivers are being proposed in the 
Lower Basin. These reaches flow through a variety of 
landownerships, including the National Park Service, 
the Bureau of Land Management, the United States 
Forest Service, the United States Fish and Wildlife 
Service, state, and private. 

Humpback Chub 

The FWS is proposing seven reaches of the Colorado 
River system as critical habitat for the humpback chub. 
These reaches total 379 miles which represent ap-
proximately 28 percent of the historical habitat of the 
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FIGURE 1 

CRITICAL HABITAT LOCATIONS 
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species. Critical habitat for the humpback chub is 
being proposed in the Colorado, Green, and Yampa 
Rivers in the Upper Basin, and the Colorado and 
Little Colorado Rivers in the Lower Basin. 

Bonytail Chub 

The FWS is proposing five reaches of the Colorado 
River system as critical habitat for the bonytail chub. 
These reaches total 344 miles (Table 1). This repre-

sents approximately 15 percent of the historical habitat 
of the species. Critical habitat for the bonytail chub is 
being proposed in the Colorado, Green, and Yampa 
Rivers in the Upper Basin, and the Colorado River in 
the Lower Basin. 

Areas designated as critical habitat receive protection 
under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act with 
regard to actions carried out, funded, or authorized by 
a federal agency which are likely to adversely modify 
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TABLE 1 

PROPOSED RIVER MILES OF CRITICAL HABITAT
FOR FOUR ENDANGERED COLORADO RIVER FISHES 

Total (In-
Razorback Colorado Humpback Bonytail eluding Over-

State Sucker Spuawfish Chub Chub lapping Areas) 

Colorado 217 382 59 59 362 
Utah 698 726 139 139 728 
New Mexico 39 60 - - 60 
Arizona 617 - 181 - 617 
Arizona/Nevada 130 - - 82 130 
Arizona/California 133 - - 64 197 

Basin Total 1,824 1,148 379 344 2,094

or destroy critical habitat. Section 7 requires that 
federal agencies consult on their actions which may af-
fect critical habitat and ensure that their actions are 
not likely to destroy or adversely modify critical 
habitat. It also requires conferences on federal actions 
which are likely to result in the modification or destruc-
tion of proposed critical habitat. 

The economic, environmental, and other impacts of a 
designation also must be evaluated and considered. 
Thus, the FWS must identify present and anticipated 
activities that may adversely modify the proposed criti-
cal habitat or be affected by its designation. The 
secretary may exclude any area from critical habitat

should it be determined that the benefits of such exclu-
sion outweigh the benefits of specifying such an area as 
part of the critical habitat unless it is determined, 
based upon the best scientific and commercial data 
available, that the failure to designate such an area as 
critical habitat will result in the extinction of the 
species concerned. 

Comments from the public on all aspects of the 
proposal, including information on the impacts and 
benefits of the designation, were accepted until 
April 15.

fl## 
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RESOURCE 

OIL SHALE RESERVES TO BE ASSESSED FOR 
OIL AND GAS POTENTIAL 

The United States Department of Energy (DOE) will 
continue a project to assess the oil and gas potential of 
the oil shale reserves located in Colorado and Utah 
through fiscal year 1994.

The three oil shale reserves, which total more than 
125,000 acres, are in oil- and gas-producing regions 
and are likely to contain significant hydrocarbon 
deposits according to DOE. Begun this year, the 
project is carried out in cooperation with the United 
States Geological Survey. 

r•nr 
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECTS 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes slate March 1993) 

ACORN PROJECT - (See Stuart Oil Shale Project) 

CHATHAM CO-COMBUSTION BOILER - New Brunswick Electric Power Commission (5-30) 

Construction on the Chatham circulating bed demonstration project was completed in 1986 with commissioning of the new boiler. 
A joint venture of Energy, Mines and Resources Canada and the New Brunswick Electric Power Commission, this project consists 
of a circulating fluidized-bed boiler of Lurgi design that supplies steam to an existing 22-MW turbine generator. High-sulfur coal 
was co-combusted with carbonate oil shales and also with limestone to compare the power generation and economics of the two 
cocombustants in the reduction of sulfur emissions. A full capacity performance-guarantee test was carried out in May 1987, on 
coal, lime and oil shale. Testing with oil shale in 1988 showed shale to be as effective as limestone per unit of calcium contained. 
However, bulk quantities of oil shale were found to have a lower calcium content than had been expected from early samples. No 
further oil shale testing is planned until further evaluations are completed. 

Since January 1993, the unit has been operated as a stand-by unit on coal and limestone. It is also available for co-combustion tests 
if desired. 

CLEAR CREEK PROJECT - Chevron Shale Oil Company (70 percent) and Conoco, Inc. (30 percent) (540) 

Chevron and Conoco successfully completed the operation of their 350 tons per day semi-works plant during 1985. This facility, 
which was constructed on property adjacent to the Chevron Refinery in Salt Lake City, Utah, was designed to test Chevron 
Research Company's Staged Turbulent Bed (SF8) retort process. Information obtained from the semi-works project would allow 
Chevron and Conoco to proceed with developing a commercial shale oil operation in the future when economic conditions so dic-
tate. 

Chevron and Conoco have joined with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), DOE and other industrial parties to par-
ticipate in a 3 year R&D project involving LLNL's Hot Recycled Solids oil shale process. Information obtained from this project 
may result in refinements to the SIB process. 

Chevron is continuing to develop and protect its conditional water rights for use in future shale oil operations at its Clear Creek 
and Parachute Creek properties. 

Project Cost: Semi-Works - Estimated at $130 million 

COLONY SHALE OIL PROJECT - Exxon Company USA (5-50) 

The proposed 47,000 barrels per day project is on Colony Dow West property near Parachute, Colorado. Underground room-and-
pillar mining and Tosco II retorting was originally planned. Production would be 66,000 tons per day of 35 gallons per ton shale 
from a 60-foot horizon in the Mahogany zone- Development was suspended in October 1974. 

A draft EIS covering the plant and a 196-mile pipeline to Lisbon, Utah, was released in December 1975 and the final EIS was later 
issued. EPA issued a conditional prevention of significant deterioration permit in November 1979. Land exchange was consum-
mated on February 1, 1980. On August 1, 1980, Exxon acquired ARCO's 60 percent interest in the project for approximately $400 
million. The preferred pipeline destination was changed to Casper, Wyoming, and the final EIS supplement was completed. Work 
on Battlement Mesa community commenced summer 1980. The Colorado Mined Land Reclamation permit was approved in Oc-
tober 1980. 

C.F. Braun was awarded contract for final design and engineering of Tosco II retorts. Brown & Root was to construct the retorts. 
Stearns-Roger was awarded a contract for design and construction liaison on materials handling and mine support facilities. DOE 
granted Tosco a $1.1 billion loan guarantee in 1981. 

On May 2, 1982, Exxon announced a decision to discontinue funding its 60 percent share of the Colony Shale Oil Project. Tosco 
responded to the decision by exercising its option to require Exxon to purchase Tosco's 40 percent interest. Exxon has completed 
an orderly phase down of the project and has sold the partially completed Battlement Mesa complex. An Exxon organization 
remained in the Parachute areafor several yearsto perform activities including reclamation, some construction, security, safety, 
maintenance, and environmental monitoring. These activities were designed to maintain the capability for further development of 
the Colony resource when economics become attractive. In December 1989, Exxon closed its Grand Junction project office. Ad-
ministration of ongoing site reclamation, maintenance, and environmental monitoring was transferred to the Houston, Texas office. 

Project Cost: Estimated in excess of $546 billion
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes sInce March 1993) 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

CONDOR PROJECT - Central Pacific Minerals - SO percent; Southern Pacific Petroleum -50 percent (S-60) 

Southern Pacific Petroleum N.L. and Central Pacific Minerals N.L. (SPP/CPM) announced the completion on June 30, 1984 of the 
Condor Oil Shale Joint Feasibility Study. SPP/CPM believe that the results of the study support a conclusion that a development 
of the Condor oil shale deposit would be feasible under the assumptions incorporated in the study. 

Under an agreement signed in 1981 between SPP/CPM and Japan Australia Oil Shale Corporation (JAOSCO), the Japanese 
partner funded the Joint Feasibility Study. JAOSCO consists of the Japan National Oil Corporation and 40 major Japanese com-
panies. The 28 month study was conducted by an engineering team staffed equally by the Japanese and Australian participants and 
supported by independent international contractors and engineers. 

From a range of alternatives considered, a project configuration producing 26.7 million barrels per year of sweet shale oil gave the 
best economic conclusions. The study indicated that such a plant would have involved a capital cost of US$2,300 million and an an-
nual average operating cost of US$265 million at full production, before tax and royalty. (All figures are based on mid-1983 
dollars.) Such a project was estimated to require 12 years to design and complete construction with first product oil in Year 6, and 
progressive build-up to full production in three further stages at two-year intervals. 

The exploration drilling program determined that the Condor main oil shale seam contains at least 8,100 million barrels of oil in 
situ, measured at a cut-off grade of 50 liters per ton on a dry basis. The case study project would utilize only 600 million barrels, 
over a nominal 32 year life. The deposit is amenable to open pit mining by large face shovels, feeding to trucks and in-pit breakers, 
and then by conveyor to surface stockpiles. Spent shale is returned by conveyor initially to surface dumps, and later back into the 
pit. 

Followinga survey of available retorting technologies, several proprietary processes were selected for detailed investigation. Pilot 
plant trials enabled detailed engineering schemes to be developed for each process. Pilot plant testing of Condor oil shale indi-
cated promising results from the 'fines' process owned by Lurgi OmbH of Frankfurt, West Germany. Their proposal envisages 
four retort modules, each processing 50,000 tons per day of shale, to give a total capacity of 200,000 tons per day and a sweet shale 
Oil output, after upgrading, of 82,100 barrels per day. 

Raw shale oil from the retort would require further treatment to produce a compatible oil refinery feedstock. Two 41,000 barrels 
per day upgrading plants are incorporated into the project design. 

All aspects of infrastructure supporting such a project were studied, including water and power supplies, work force accommoda-
tion, community services and product transportation. A 110 kilometer pipeline to the port of Mackay is favored for transfer of 
product oil from the plant site to marine tankers. The study indicated that there were no foreseeable infrastructure or environmen-
tal issues which would impede development. 

Market studies suggested that refiners in both Australia and Japan would place a premium on Condor shale oil of about US$4 per 
barrel over Arabian Ugftt crude. Avenge cash operating cost at full production was estimated at US$20 per barrel of which more 
than US$9 per barrel represents corporation taxes and royalty. 

During July 1984 SPP, CPM, and JAOSCO signed an agreement with Japan Oil Shale Engineering Corporation (JOSECO). 
JOSECO is a separate consortium of thirty-six Japanese companies established with the purpose of studying oil shale and develop-
ing oil shale processing technolor. Under the agreement, SPP/CPM mined 39,000 tons of oil shale from the Condor deposit, 
crushed it to produce 20,000 tons and shipped it to Japan in late 1984. 

JOSECO commissioned a 250 tonne per day pilot plant in Kyushu in early 1987. The Condor shale sample was processed satisfac-
torily in the pilot unit. 

In 1988 SPP/CPM began studies to assess the feasibility of establishing a semi-commercial demonstration retorting plant at Condor 
similar to that being designed for the Stuart deposit. Samples of Condor shale were shipped to Canada for testing in the Taciuk 
process. 

Project Cost: $2.3 billion (mid-1983 U.S. dollars) 

ESPERANCE OIL SHALE PROJECT - Esperance Minerals NI, and Greenvale Mining NL (5-70) 

In 1991 Esperance Minerals and Greenvale Mining announced they are planning to produce 200,000 tons per year of 'asphaltine' 
for bitumen from the Alpha torbanite deposit in Queensland, Australia. The two companies believe they can produce bitumen that 
will sell for more than US$80 per barrel. 

The Alpha field contains about 90 million barrels of reserves, but the shale in this deposit has a high yield of 88 to 132 gallons of oil 
per ton of shale.
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECT'S (Underline denotes changes since March 1993) 

COMMERCIAL PROJECT'S (Continued) 

Recent studies have concluded that using new technologies to produce a bitumen-based product mix would be the most economi-
cally beneficial. Byproducts could include diesel fuel and aromatics. 

ESTONIA POWERPLAWI'S - Estonian Republic (S-SO) 

Two oil shale-fueled powerplants, the Baltic with a capacity of 1,435 megawatts and the Estonian with a capacity of 
1,600 megawatts, are in operation in the Estonia. These were the first of their kind to be put into operation. 

About 95 percent of the oil shale output from the former USSR comes from Estonia and the Leningrad districts of Russia. Half of 
the extracted oil shale comes from surface mines, the other half from underground workings. Each of the nine underground mines 
outputs 3,000 to 17,000 tons per day; each of the surface mines outputs 8,000 to 14,000 tons per day. 

Exploitation of kukersite (Baltic oil shale) resources was begun by the Estonian government in 1918. In 1980, annual production of 
oil shale in the USSR reached 37 million tons of which 36 million tons come from the Baltic region. Recovered energy from oil 
shale was equivalent to the energy in 49 million barrels of oil. Most extracted oil shale is used for power production rather than oil 
recovery. In 1989, annual production of oil shale in the Baltic region was as low as 22 million tons. In 1991, annual production of 
oil shale in Estonia was 19 million tons. About 10 million tons were extracted from six underground mines and about 9 million tons 
from three open pit mines. The annual output from the underground mines ranged from 600,000 to 4.3 million tons, while the out-
put from the surface mines ranged from 2.0 to 4.3 million tons. The recovered energy from this oil shale was the energy equivalent 
of 25 million barrels of oil. 

Most extracted oil shale (85 percent) is used for power production rather than oil recovery. More than 60 percent of Estonia's 
thermal energy demand is met by the use of oil shale. Fuel gas production was terminated in 1987. 

Pulverized oil shale ash is being used in the cement industry and for add soil melioration. 

FUSHUN COMMERCIAL SHALE OIL PLANT - Fushun Petrochemical Corporation, SINOPEC, Fushun, China (8-90) 

The oil shale retorting industry in Fushun, China began in 1928 and has been operating for 60 years. Annual production of shale 
oil topped 780,000 tons in 1959. In that period, shale oil accounted for 30-50 percent of total oil production in China. 

At Fushun, oil shale overlies a coal bed which is being mined. Because the oil shale must be stripped in order to reach the coal, it 
is economical to retort the shale even though it is of low grade. Fischer Assay yield is about 53 percent oil, on average. 

Currently, only 40 retorts are operating, each retort processing 200 tons of oil shale per day. Other retorts have been shut down 
because of site problems not related to the operation of the retorts. Shale oil production is on the order of 100,000 tons per year. 

Direct combustion of oil shale fines in an ebullated bed boiler has been tested at Fushun Refinery No. 2. 

Shale oil is currently being used only as a boiler fuel, but a new scheme for upgrading Fushun shale oil has been studied. In the 
proposed scheme, shale oil is first treated by exhaustive delayed coking to make light fractions which are then treated successively 
with dilute alkali and sulfuric acid to recover the acidic and basic non-hydrocarbon components as fine chemicals. The remaining 
hydrocarbons, containing about 0.4 percent N can then be readily hydrotreated to obtain naphtha, jet fuel and light diesel fuel. 
This scheme is said to be profitable and can be conveniently coupled into an existing petroleum refinery. 

ISRAELI REFOR11NG DEVELOPMENT - (See PAMA Oil Shale-Fired Powerplant Project) 

JORDAN OIL SHALE PROJECT— Natural Resources Authority of Jordan (8-110) 

Jordan's oil shale deposits are the country's major hydrocarbon resource. Near-surface deposits of Cretaceous oil shale in the 
Iribid, Karak, and Ma'an districts contain an estimated 44 million barrels of oil equivalent. 

In 1986, a cooperative project with Romania was initiated to investigate the development of a direct-combustion oil-shale-fired 
powerplant. Jordan has also investigated jointly with China the applicability of a Fushun-type plant to process 200 tons per day of 
oil shale. A test shipment of 1,200 tons of Jordanian shale was scat to China for retort testing. Large-scale combustion tests have 
been carried out at Kloeckner in West Germany and in New Brunswick, Canada. 

A consortium of Lurgi and Kioeckner completed in 1988 a study concerning a 50,000 barrel per day shale oil plant operating on El 
Lajjun oil shale. Pilot plant retorting tests were performed in Lurgi's LR pilot plant in Frankfurt, Germany. 
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since March 1993) 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

The final results showed a required sales revenue of $19.10 per barrel in order to generate an internal rate of return on total invest-
ment of 10 percent. The mean value of the petroleum products ex Ui Lajjun complex was calculated to be $21.40 per barrel. At 
that time a world oil price of $15.60 per barrel was needed to meet an internal rate of return on total investment of 10 percent. 

In 1988, the Natural Resources Authority announced that it was postponing for 5 years the consideration of any commercial oil 
shale project. 

IUVITER PROCESS - Estonian Republic (5-120) 

The majority of oil shale (kukersite) found in Estonia is used for power generation. However, 2.0 to 2.2 million tons are retorted to 
produce shale oil and gas. The Kiviter process, continuous operating vertical retorts with crosscurrent flow of heat carrier gas and 
traditionally referred to as generators, is predominantly used in commercial operation. The retorts have been automated, and have 
throughput rates of 200 to 220 tons of shale per day. Retorting is performed in a single retorting (semi-coking) chamber. In the 
generators, low temperature carbonization of kukersite yields 75 to 80 percent of Fischer assay oil. The yield of low calorific gas 
(3,350 to 4,200 KS/cubic meters) is 450 to 500 cubic meters per ton of shale. 

To meet the needs of n-equipping of the oil shale processing industry, a new, generator was developed. The rust 1,000 ton-per-day 
(TPD) generator of this type was constructed at Kohtla-Jam, Estonia and placed in operation in 1981. The new retort employs 
the concept of crascurrent flow of heat carrier gas through the fuel bed, with additional heat added to the semi-coking chamber. 
A portion of the heat carrier is prepared by burning recycle gas Raw shale is fed through a charging device into two semi-coking 
chambers arranged in the upper part of the retort. The use of two parallel chambers provides a larger retorting zone without in-
creasing the thickness of the bed. Additional heating or gasification occurs in the mid-part of the retort by introducing hot gases or 
an oxidizing agent through side combustion chambers equipped with gas burners and recycle gas inlets to control the temperature. 
Near the bottom of the retort is a cooling zone when the spent shale is cooled by recycle gas and removed from the retort. The 
outside diameter of the retort is 9.6 meters, and its height is 21 meters. The operation of the 1,000 ton per day generator revealed 
a problem of carry-over of finely divided solid particles with oil vapors (about 8 to 10 kilograms per ton of shale). 

The experience of the 1,000 TPD unit was taken into consideration to design two new units. In January, 1987, two new 1,000 'I'Pl) 
retorts were put in operation also at Kohtla-Jarve. Alongside these units, a new battery of four 1,500 TPD retorts, with a new cir-
cular chamber design, is under construction. Oil yield of 85 percent of Fischer Assay is expected. The construction of an installa-
tion comprising four 1,500 ton per day prototype generators with a circular semicoking chamber started at Kohtla-Jarve in 1988. At 
present, however, the construction has been suspended due to investment problems. 

Oil from kukersite has a high content of oxygen compounds, mostly resorcinol series phenols. Over 50 shale oil products 
(predominantly non-fuel) are currently produced. These products are more economically attractive than traditional fuel oil. The 
low calorific gas produced as byproduct in the gas generators has a hydrogen sulfide content of 8 to 10 grams per cubic meter. 
Alter desulfurization, it is utilized as a local fuel for the production of thermal and electric power. 

Pulverized oil shale ash is also finding extensive use in the fertilizer and cement industries. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

MAOMINCI COMMERCIAL SHALE OIL PLANE - Mourning Petroleum Industrial Corporation, SINOPI3C, Mourning, China (8-130) 

Construction of the Mounting processing center began in 1955. Oil shale is mined by open pit means with power-driven shovels, 
and electric locomotives and dump-cars. Current mining rates are 33 million tons of oil shale per year. Approximately one-half is 
suitable for retort feed. The Fischer Assay of the oil shale avenges 63 percent oil yield. 

Two types of retort are used: a cylindrical retort with a gasification section, and a rectangular gas combustion retort. Oil shale 
throughput is 150 and 185 tons per day per retort, respectively. The present facility consists of two batteries containing a total of 48 
rectangular gas combustion retorts and two batteries with a total of 64 cylindrical retorts. 

Production at Mounting has been approximately 100,000 tons of shale oil per year. Although the crude shale oil was formerly 
refined, it is now sold directly as fuel oil. The shale ash is also used in making cement and building blocks. 

A 50 megawatt powerplant burning oil shale lines in three fluidized bed boilers has been planned and detailed compositional 
studies of the Mourning shale oil have been completed. These studies can be used to improve the utilization of shale oil in the 
chemical industry. 

MOBIL PARACHUTE SHALE OIL PROJECT - Mobil Oil Corporation (8-140) 

Mobil has indefinitely deferred development plans for its shale property located on 10,000 acres five miles north of Parachute. The 
United States Bureau of Land Management completed the Environmental Impact Statement for the project in 1986. 
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since March 1993) 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

MOROCCO OIL SHALE PROJECT - ONAREP, Royal Dutch/Shell (S-iso) 

During 1975 a drilling and mining survey revealed 13 oil shale deposits in Morocco, including three major deposits at 'Timandit, 
Tangier, and Tarfaya from which the name 13 for the Moroccan oil shale retorting process was derived. 

In February 1982, the Moroccan Government concluded a $45 billion, three phase joint venture contract with Royal Dutch/Shell 
for the development of the Tarfaya deposit including a $4.0 billion, 70,0 barrels per day plant. However, the project laced con-
straints of low oil prices and the relatively low grade of oil shale. 

Construction of a pilot plant at Timandit was completed with funding from the World Bank in 1984. During the first quarter of 
1985, the plant went through a successful shakedown test, followed by a preliminary single retorting test. The preliminary test 
produced over 25 barrels of shale oil and proved the fundamental process feasibility of the T3 process. More than a dozen single 
retort tests were conducted to prove the process feasibility as well as to optimize the process conditions. The pilot plant utilizes 
the 73 process developed jointly by Science Applications, Inc., and the Office National de Recherche et d'Exploitation Petrolieres 
(ONAREP) of Morocco. The T3 process consists of a semi-continuous dual retorting system in which heat from one vessel that is 
being cooled provides a portion of the energy that is required to retort the shale in the second vessel. The pilot plant has a 
100 tons of raw shale per day capacity using 17 gallons per ton shales. The design of a demonstration plant, which will have an ini-
tial output of 280 barrels per day, rising to 7,800 barrels per day when full scale commercial production begins, has been deferred. 
A commercial scale mine development study at 'I'imandit was conducted by Morrison-Knudsen. 

The T3 process will be used in conjunction with other continuous processes in Morocco. In 1981/1982, Science Applications, Inc., 
conducted for ONAREP extensive process option studies based on all major processes available in the United States and abroad 
and made a recommendation in several categories based on the results from the economic analysis. An oil-shale laboratory includ-
ing a laboratory scale retort, computer process model and computer process control, has been established in Rabat with assistance 
from Science Applications, Inc. 

The project, inactive for some time, began being reconsidered in 1990 by the equal partners. The viability of a 50,000 barrel per 
day plant that would process 60 million tonnes of shale is under examination. ONAREP expects the cost of development to be 
around $24-25 a barrel. 

Project Cost: $2.5 billion (estimated) 

OCCIDENTAL MIS PROJECT - Occidental Oil Shale, Inc. (S-20) 

Federal Oil Shale Lease Tract C-b, located in Rio Blanco County in the Piceance Creek Basin of northwestern Colorado, is 
managed by Occidental Oil Shale, Inc. A modified detailed development plan for a 57,000 barrels per day modified in situ plant 
was submitted in March 1977 and subsequently approved in April 1977. The EPA issued a conditional Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration (PSD) permit in December 1977 which was amended in 1983. 

Project reassessment was announced in December 1981 in view of increased construction costs, reduced oil prices, and high interest 
rates. The project sponsors applied to the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) under the third solicitation in January 
1983 and the project was advanced into Phase II negotiations for financial assistance. On July 28, 1983 the SFC announced it had 
signed a letter of intent to provide up to $2.19 billion in loan and price guarantees to the project. However, Congress abolished the 
SEC on December 19, 1985 before any assistance could be awarded to the project. 

Three headframes—two concrete and one steel—have been erected. Four new structures were completed in 1982: control room, east 
and west airlocks, and mechanical/electrical rooms. The power substation on-tract became operational in 1981 The 
ventilation/escape, service, and production shafts were completed in Fall 1983. An interim monitoring program was approved in 
July 1982 to reflect the reduced level of activity. 

Water management in 1984 was achieved via direct discharge from on-tract holding ponds under the NPDES permit. Environmen-
tal monitoring has continued since completion of the two-year baseline period (1974-1976). 

On April 1, 1987, the Bureau of Lend Management, United States Department of the Interior, granted Cathedral Bluffs Shale Oil 
Company a suspension of operation and production for a minimum of five years. Meanwhile, pumping of the mine inflow water 
continued in order to keep the shaft from being flooded. 

Although Congress appropriated $8 million in used year 1991, Occidental declined to proceed with the $225 million proof-of-
concept modified in situ (MIS) demonstration project to be located on the C-b tract. In January1991 Occidental announced its in-
tention to shelve the demonstration project in an effort to reduce company debt. The announcement came only a month after the 
death of Oxy chairman, Armand Hammmer, a long-time supporter of oil shale. 

The project was to be a 1,200 barrel per day demonstration of the modified in situ (MIS) retorting process. Estimates indicate that 
there are more than 45 billion barrels of recoverable oil at the site. Also included in the project were plans for a 33 megawatt oil 
shale fired powerplant to be built at the C-b tract. Such a powerplant would be the largest of its kind in the world. 
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

At the end of the demonstration period, Occidental had hoped to bring the plant up to lull scale commercial production of 
2,500 barrels of oil per day. 

Project Cat: $225 million for demonstration 

PAMA OIL SHALE-FIRED POWERPLANT PROJECT - PAMA (Energy Resources Development) Inc. (5-270) 

PAMA., an organization founded by several major Israeli corporations with the support of the government, has completed extensive 
studies, lasting several years, which show that the production of power by direct combustion of oil shale is technically feasible. Fur-
thermore,the production of power still appears economically viable, despite the uncertainties regarding the economics of produc- 
tion of oil from shale. 

PAMA has, therefore begun a direct shale-fired demonstration program. A demo plant has been built that is in fact a commercial 
plant, co-producing electricity to the grid and low pressure steam for process application at a factory adjacent to the Rotem oil 
shale deposit. The oil-shale-fired boiler, supplied by Ahlstrom, Finland, is based on a circulating fluid bed technology. 

The 41 megawatt plant is a cogeneration unit that delivers 50 tons per hour of steam at high pressure. Low-pressure steam is sold 
to process application in a chemical plant, and electricity produced in a back-pressure turbine is sold to the grid. Commissioning 
was begun in August 1989 and oil shale firing began in October. Process steam sales began in November 1989 and electricity 
production started in February, 1990. 

The unit is viewed as a demonstration project where tests will be performed over a three year period. During this time, the op-
timum operating parameters will be determined for scale-up to larger units. 

PAMA and Israel Electric (the sole utility of Israel) have also embarked on a project to build a full scale oil shale-fired commercial 
powerplant, which will consist of eight 120-megawatt units. The first unit is scheduled to go into operation in 1996. 

PAMA has been developing a Fast-Heating Retorting Process, using hot recycled ash as the heat carrier. Tests have been carried 
out in a 50 kilogram per hour experimental unit. Work has been started on a 6 ton per hour pilot plant, with startup scheduled for 
late 1994. 

Project Cat: $30 million for combustion demonstration plant 

PARACHUTE CREEK SHALE OIL PROJECT - UNOCAL Corporation (5-160) 

In 1920 Unocal began acquiring oil shale properties in the Parachute Creek area of Garfield County, Colorado. The 49,000 acres of 
oil shale lands Unocal owns contain over three billion barrels of recoverable oil in the high-yield Mahogany Zone alone. Since the 
early 1940s, Unocal research scientists and engineers have conducted a wide variety of laboratory and field studies for developing 
feasible methods of producing usable oils from shale. In the 1940s, Unocal operated a small 50 ton per day pilot retort at its Los 
Angeles, California refinery. From 1955 to 1958, Unocal built and operated an upflow retort at the Parachute site, processing up to 
1,200 tons of ore per day and producing up to 800 barrels of shale oil per day. 

Unocal began the permitting process for its Phase 110,000 barrel per day project in March 1978. MI federal, state, and local per-  
mils were received by early 1981. Necessary road work began in the Fall 1980. Construction of a 12,500 ton per day mine began in 
January 1981, and construction of the retort started in late 1981. Concurrently, work proceeded on a 10,000 barrels per day upgrad-
ing facility, which would convert the raw shale oil to a high quality syncrude. 

Construction concluded and the operations group assumed control of the project in the Fail 1983. After several years of test opera-
tions and resulting modifications, Unocal began shipping upgraded syncrude on December 23, 1986. 

In July 1981, the company was awarded a contract under a United States Department of Energy (DOE) program designed to en-
courage commercial shale oil production in the United States. The price was to be the market price or a contract floor price. If 
the market price is below the DOE contract floor price, indexed for inflation, Unocal would receive a payment from DOE to equal 
the difference. The total amount of DOE price supports Unocal could receive was $400 million. Unocal began billing the 
U.S. Treasury Department in January, 1987 under its Phase I support contract. 

In a 1985 amendment to the DOE Phase I contract, Unocal agreed to explore using fluidized bed combustion (FEC) technology at 
its shale plant. In June 1987, Unocal informed the U.S. Treasury Department that it would not proceed with the FBC technology. 
A key reason for the decision, the company said, was the unexpectedly high cost of the FBC facility. 

In 1989, a new crusher system was installed which produces a smaller and more uniform particle size to the retort. Also, retort 
operations were modified and the retorting temperature increased. As a result, production in November and December reached 
approximately 7,000 barrels per day.
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

At year-end 1990, Unocal had shipped over 43 million barrels of syncrude from its Parachute Creek Project. Unocal announced 
the shale project booked its first profitable quarter For the first calendar quarter of 1990. Positive cash now had been achieved 
previously for select monthly periods; however, this quarter's profit was the first sustained period of profitability. Cost cutting ef-
forts further lowered the breakeven point on operating costs approximately 20 percent. 
In 1990, the United States Department of Treasury found no significant environmental, health or safety impacts related to the 
operations of Parachute Creek. Monitoring will continue through 1991 

On March 26, 1991, Unocal announced that production operations at the facility would be suspended because of failure to consis-
tently reach the financial break-even point. Production ended June 1, 1991 and the project was laid up for an indefinite period. 

Unocal has offered to sell the Parachute facility to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) as a research test facility but has 
received no commitment from DOE to date. 

Colorado Clean Fuels Company has obtained approval from Garfield County Commissioners to refit Unocal's shale oil upgrading 
plant for fuel processing. The plant will process natural gas into four products methanol, smokeless diesel, naphtha and wax. The 
county commissioners approved the request after a public hearing on the matter. 

The anticipated project development calls for, employing 40 to 110 workers, followed by operation startup employing 24 people. If 
the company obtains state and federal permits as well, the plant will be operational in 1993. 

The company plans to produce 4,200 barrels of methanol per day from natural gas. In addition, 138 barrels per day of diesel Fuel, 
51 barrels per day of naphtha, and 1,111 barrels per day of wax will be produced. 

Project Cost: Phase I - Approximately $1.2 billion 

PETROSIX - Petrobras (Petioleo Brasileiro, S-t) (S-hO) 

A 6 foot inside diameter retort, called the demonstration plant, has been in continuous operation since 1984. The plant is used for 
optimization of the Petrosix technology. Oil shales from other mines can be processed in this plant to obtain data for the basic 
design of new commercial plants. 

A Petrosix pilot plant, having an 8 inch inside diameter retort, has been in operation since 1982. The plant is used for oil shale 
characterization and retorting tests and developing data for economic evaluation of new commercial plants. 

An entrained bed pilot plant has been in operation since 1980. It is used to develop a process for the oil shale fines. The plant uses 
a 6 inch inside diameter pipe (reactor) externally heated. Studies at the pilot scale have been concluded. 

A spouted bed pilot plant having a 12-inch diameter reactor, has been in operation since January, 1988. It processes oil shale fines 
coarser than that used in the entrained bed reactor. Studies at the pilot scale have been concluded. 

A multistaged fluidized bed pilot plant having an 8x8 inch square section was operated at Centex. Studies at this scale have been 
concluded. 

A circulating fluidized bed pilot scale boiler was started up in July, 1988. The combustor will be tested on both spent shale and oil 
shale fines to produce process steam for the Petrosix commercial plants. 

A nominal 2,200 tons per day Petrosix semi-works retort, 18 foot inside diameter, is located near Sao Mateus do Sul, Parana, Brazil. 
The plant has been operated successfully near design capacity in a series of tests since 1972. A United States patent has been ob-
tained on the process. This plant, operating on a small commercial basis since 1981, produced 850 barrels per day of crude oil, 
40 tons per day of fuel gas, and 18 tons per day of sulfur in 1990. The operating factor since 1981 until present has been 93 percent. 

As of December 31, 1991, the plant records were as follows: 

Operations time, his	 126,400	 - 
Oil Produced, Bbl 	 3,360,) 
Processed Oil Shale, tons	 7,070, 
Sulfur Produced, tons	 568,130 
High BTU Gas, tons 	 121,600 

A 36-foot inside diameter retort, called the industrial module, has been constructed at Sao Marcus do Sul. Startup began in 
January, 1992. Total investment was US$93 million with an annual operating cost estimated to be US$39 million. With the sale of 
gas to Industria Ceramics do Parana (INCEPA) and anticipated revenue from products, the rate of return on the overall project is 
estimated to be about 13 percent.
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

In 1992, the Sao Mateus do Sul project was producing at 80 percent of the full-scale capacity. Total daily production is expected to 
reach 4,000 barrels of shale oil (at a cost of $2230 per barrel), 140 metric tons of fuel gas, 50 tons of liquefied petroleum gas and 
100 tons of sulfur. 

With the 36-foot (11-meter) diameter commercial plant, the daily production of the two plants will be: 

Shale 
Oil
	 3,870 libI 

Processed Shale	 7,800 tonnes 
LI'(J	 50 tonnes 
High BTU Gas	 132 tonnes 
Sulfur	 98 tonnes 

Some 150 hectares of the mined area has been rehabilitated since 1977. Rehabilitation comprises reforestation, revegetation with 
local plants and reintegration of wild local animals, bringing back the local conditions for farming and recreational purposes. 

Current shale oil production is sent by truck to a refinery 150 kilometers from the plant and is stabilized through the FCC unit in a 
mixture with heavy gas oil. 

Sulfur production is sold directly to clients from local paper mill industries. 

Project Installed Cats $120 (US) million 

RAMEX OIL SHALE GASIFICATION PROCESS—Greenway Corporation and Ram" Synfuels International, Inc. (5-180) 

On May 6,19&5 Ram" began construction of a pilot plant near Rock Springs, Wyoming. The pilot plant consisted of two specially 
designed burners to burn continuously in an underground oil shale bed at a depth of 70 feet. These burners produce an industry 
quality gas (greater than 800 BTUs per standard cubic foot). 

In November 1986, Ramex announced that Cireenway Corporation had become the controlling shareholder in the company. 

On November 24, 1987, Ram" announced the completion of the Rock Springs pilot project. The formation was heated to ap-
proximately 1200 degrees F creating a high-BTU gas with little or no liquid condensate. The wells sustained 75 Mcf a day, for a 
period of 3 months, then were shut down to evaluate the heaters and the metals used in the manufacturing of the heaters. The test 
results indicated a 5 year life in a 10 foot section of the shale with a product gas of 800 BTU, or higher, per standard cubic foot. 

Ram" also announced in November 1987 the start of a commercial production program in the devonian shale in the eastern states 
of Kentucky and Tennessee. In April 1988, however, Ram" moved the project to Indiana. A total of 7 wells were drilled. Gas 
tests resulted in ratings of 1,034 and 968 B'flJ. Two production volume tests showed 14,000 and 24,000 cubic feet per day. 

In late July, 1988 a letter agreement was signed between Tr-Gas Technology, Inc., the licensee of the Ramex process in Indiana, 
and I M. Slaughter Oil Company of Ft. Worth, Texas to provide funding for drilling a minimum of 20 gas wells, using the Raines 
oil shale gasification process, on the leases near I-Ienryville, Indiana. Arrangements were made with Midwest Natural Gas to hook 
up the Ramex gas production to the Midwest Pipeline near 1-lenryville. 

As of May, 1989 Ram" had been unsuccessful in sustaining long-term burns. They therefore redesigned the burner and built a 
much larger model (600,000 BTU per hour vs 40,000 BTU per hour) for installation at the Heniyville site. In November, 1989 
Eames completed its field test of the Devonian Shales in Indiana. The test showed a gas analysis of 47 percent hydrogen, 
30 percent methane and little or no sulfur. Ram" contracted with a major research firm to complete the design and material 
selection of its commercial burners which they say are 40 to 50 percent more Fuel efficient than most similar industrial units and 
also to develop flow measurement equipment for the project. Ram" received a patent on its process on May 29, 1990. 

In 1990, Ramex also began investigating potential applications in Israel. 

Raines contracted with the Institute of Gas Technology in 1990 for controlled testing of its in situ process because the company's 
field tests of the process in wells in Indiana have been thwarted by ground water incursion problems. Questions that still need to 
be answered before the Ramex process can be commercialized are: 

-	 How fast does the heat front move through the shale? 

-	 How far will the reaction go from the heat source and how much heat is necessary on an incremental basis to keep 
the reaction zone moving outward from the source of heat? 

- What is the exact chemical composition of the gas that is produced from the process over a period of time and does 
the composition change with varying amounts of heat and if so, what is the ideal amount of heat to produce the most 
desirable chemical composition of gas?
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

Once these questions are answered, the company will be able to calculate the actual cost per unit or gas production. 

In 1992 Barnes announced a company reorganization and said that new laboratory tests were being arranged to improve its tcchnol-
ogr. 

Project Cost Approximately $1 million for the pilot tests. 

RIO BLANCO OIL SHALE PROJECT - Rio Blanco Oil Shale Company (wholly owned by Amoco Corporation) (S-190) 

The proposed project is on federal Tract C-a in Piceance Creek Basin, Colorado. A bonus bid of $210.3 million was submitted to 
acquire rights to the tract which was leased in March 1974. A 4-year modified in situ (MIS) demonstration program was completed 
at the end of 1981. The program burned two successful retorts. The first retort was 30 feet by 30 feet by 166 feet high and 
produced 1,907 barrels of shale oil. It burned between October and late December 1980. The second retort was 60 feet by 60 feet 
by 400 feet high and produced 24,790 barrels while burning from June through most of December 1981. Open pit mining-surface 
retorting development is still preferred, however, because of much greater resource recovery of 5 versus 2 billion barrels over the 
life of the project. Rio Blanco, however, could not develop the tract efficiently in this manner without additional federal land for 
disposal purposes and siting of processing facilities, so in August 1982, the company temporarily suspended operations on its 
federal tract after receiving a 5 year lease suspension from the United States Department of Interior. In August 1987, the suspen-
sion was renewed. 

Federal legislation was enacted to allow procurement of off-tract land that is necessary if the lease is to be developed by surface 
mining. An application for this land was submitted to the Department of Interior in 1983. Based on the decision of the director of 
the Colorado Bureau of Land Management, an environmental impact statement for the proposed lease for 84 Mesa has been 
prepared by the Bureau of Land Management. However, a Record of Decision was never issued due to a suit filed by the National 
Wildlife Federation. 

Rio Blanco submitted a MIS retort abandonment plan to the Department of Interior in Fall 1983. Partial approval for the aban-
donment plan was received in Spring 1984. The mine and retort were flooded but were pumped out in May 1985 and June 1986 in 
accordance with plans approved by the Department of the Interior. 

Rio Blanco operated a $29 million, 1 to 5 TPD Lurgi pilot plant at Gulf's Research Center in Harmarville. Pennsylvania until late 
1984 when it was shut down. This $29 million represents the capital and estimated operating cost for up to 5 years of operation. 
On January 31, 1986 Amoco acquired Chevron's 50 percent interest in the Rio Blanco Oil Shale Company, thus giving Amoco a 
100 percent interest in the project. 

In 1992, Rio Blanco closed its Denver office and moved all activities to the site. 

Project Cost: Four-year process development program cost $132 million 
No cost estimate available for commercial facility. 

RUNDLE PROJECT - Central Pacific Minerals/Southern Pacific Petroleum (50 percent) and Esso Exploration and Production 
Australia (50 percent) (S-200) 

The Rundle Oil Shale deposit is located near Gladstone in Queensland, Australia. In April 1981, construction of a multi-module 
commercial scale facility was shelved due to economic and technical uncertainties. 

Under a new agreement between the venturers, which became effective in February 1982, Eno agreed to spend A$30 million on an 
initial 3 year work program that would resolve technical difficulties to allow a more precise evaluation of the economies of develop- 
ment. During the work program the Dnvo, Lurgi, Tosco, and Exxon retorting processes were studied and tested. Geological and 
environmental baseline studies were carried out to characterize resource and environmental parameters. Mine planning and 
materials handling methods were studied for selected plant capacities. Results of the study were announced in September 1984. 
The first stage of the project which would produce 5.2 million barrels per year from 25,000 tons per day of shale feed was estimated 
to cost $645 million (US). The total project (27 million barrels per year from 125,000 tons per day of shale feed) was estimated to 
cost $2.65 billion (US). 

In October 1984 SPP/CPM and Esso announced discussions about amendments to the Rundle Joint Venture Agreement signed in 
1982. Those discussions were completed by March 1985. Revisions to the Joint Venture Agreement provide for. 

Payment by Esso to SPP/CPM of A$30 million in 1985 and A$12S in 1987. 
Each partner to have a 50 percent interest in the project. 

Continuation of a Work Program to progress development of the resource.
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Esso funding all work program expenditures for a maximum of 10 years, and possible funding of SPP/CPM's share of subse-
quent development expenditures. If Esso provides disproportionate funding, it would be entitled to additional offtake to 
cover that funding. 

The project is continuing at a low level with work in 1992 focusing on environmental land and resource management and further 
shale upgrading and processing studies. 

Project Cat US$2.65 billion total estimated 

SI-IC - 30(X) RETORTING PROCESS - Estonian Republic (5-230) 

The SHC-3000 process, otherwise known as the (3aloter retort, is a rotary kiln type retort which can accept oil shale fines. 

Processing of the kukersite shale in SHC-3000 retorts makes it possible to build units of large scale, to process shale particle sizes 
of 25 millimeters and less including shale dust, to produce liquid fuels for large thermal electric power stations, to improve operat-
ing conditions at the shale-burning electric power stations, to increase (thermal) efficiency up to 86-87 percent, to improve sulfur 
removal from shale fuel, to produce sulfur and other sulfur containing products (such as thiophene) by utilizing hydrogen sulfide of 
the semicoke gas, and to extract valuable phenols from the shale oil water. Overall the air pollution (compared to direct oil shale 
combustion) decreases. 

The two SHC-3000 units built in 1980 at the Estonian Powerplant, Narva, Estonia, with a capacity of 3,000 tons of shale per day are 
among the largest in the world and unique in their technological principles. However, these units have been slow in reaching full 
design productivity. 

A redesign and reconstruction of particular parts of the units was done in 1984 to improve the process of production and to in-
crease the period of continuous operation. 

As a result of these changes, the functioning of the SHC-3000 improved dramatically in 1984 in comparison with the period of 
1980-1983. For instance, the total amount of shale processed in the period 1980-1983 was almost the same as for only 1984, i.e. 
79,100 tons versus 80,100 in 1984. The total shale oil production for the period 1980-1983 was 10,500 tons and approximately the 
same amount was produced only in 1984. The average output of shale oil per run increased from 27 tons in 1980 to 970 tons in 
1984. The output of electric energy for Estonia-Energo continued constant in 1983 and 1984, by burning part of the shale oil in the 
boilers of Estonia ORES. 

By the end of 1984, 159,200 tons of shale was processed and 20,000 tons of shale oil was produced at SHC-3000. 

In 1985, the third test of the reconstructed boiler TP-101 was carried out by using the shale oil produced at the SHC-3000. The im-
provement of the working characteristics of SHC-3000 has continued. 

LO VONIP11 (the name of the Research Institute) has designed for Estonia an electric power station that would use shale oil and 
produce 2,600 megawatts. A comparison of its technical-economical characteristics with the corresponding ones of the 2,500 
megawatts power station with direct burning of raw shales was made. It was found that the station on shale oil would be more 
economical than the station with direct burning of shale. 

In 1990, 374,000 tons of shale was used for processing and 43,600 tons of shale oil was produced. In 1991, 205,500 tons of shale 
were used to produce 24,000 tons of oil. At present, shale with an organic content of 28 percent is used for processing, the oil yield 
being about 12 percent per shale. The oil obtained contains 14 to 15 percent of gasoline fraction. Export of the oil produced is 
growing steadily—from 8,9(X) tons in 1990 to 24,300 tons in 1991. 

By the end of 1991, 1,833,700 tons of shale was processed at SIIC-300) and 220,000 tons of oil had been produced 

STUART OIL SHALE PROJECT - Southern Pacific Petroleum NL and Central Pacific Minerals NL (S-210) 

In 1985 Southern Pacific Petroleum NL and Central Pacific Minerals NL (SPP/CPM) studied the potential for developing a 
demonstration retort based upon mining the Kerosene Creek Member of the Stuart oil shale deposit in Queensland, Australia. 

This study utilized data from a number of previous studies and evaluated different retorting processes. It showed potential 
economic advantages for utilizing the Taciuk Process developed by Umatac and AOSTRA (Alberta Oil Sands Technology and 
Research Authority) of Alberta, Canada. Batch studies were carried out in 1985, followed by engineering design work and es-
timates later the same year. As a consequence of these promising studies a second phase of batch testing at a larger scale was 
carried out in 1986. A series of 68 pyrolysis tests were carried out using a small batch unit. A number of these tests achieved oil 
yields of 105 percent of Modified Fischer Assay.
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As a result of the Phase 2 batch tests, SPP updated their cost estimates and reassessed the feasibility of the Taciuk Processor for 
demonstration plant use. The economics continued to favor this process so the decision was made to proceed with tests in the 100 
tonne per day pilot plant in 1987. A sample of 2,000 tonnes of dried Stuart oil shale was prepared in late 1986 and early 1987. The 
pilot plant program was carried out between June and October 1987. 

During the last quarter of 1987, SPP carried out a short drilling program of 10 holes at the Stuart deposit in order to increase infor-
mation on the high grade Kerosene Creek member. This is a very high grade seam (134 liters per tonne) with 150 million barrels of 
reserves. 

SPP/CPM engaged two engineering firms to make independent, detailed studies of the shale oil project. The purpose of the 
studies is to provide potential financial backers with verifiable information on which to base technical judgment of the project. 
These studies were completed in early 1991. Both groups confirmed SPP/CPM's own numbers and endorsed the AOSTRA Taciuk 
Processor as the most effective retort for Queensland oil shale. 

The overall SPP development plan includes three stages, commencing with a low capital cost, semi-commercial plant at 6,000 tonnes 
per day of high grade shale feed producing 4,250 barrels per day of oil. SPP/CPM have received proposals from two engineering 
firms for the construction of the 6,000 tonne per day plant. Once the retorting technology is proven the second stage plant at 
25,000 tons per day of shale producing 14,000 barrels per day of syncnsde from an intermediate grade will be constructed. Stage 
three is a replication step with live 25,000 ton per day units producing 60,000 barrels per day of syncrude from average grade shale, 
or approximately 15 percent of the projected Australian oil import requirement in the year 2000. 

According to SPP, the estimated cost is US$110 million for the first stage demonstration plant to be located near Gladstone, includ-
ing services connection and product storage. At 1990 prices for low sulfur fuel oil in Australia, it is said that operation of the 
demonstration plant will at least break even and possibly earn as much as 15 percent DCFROI. Stage 1 of the project will benefit 
from a recently announced tax exemption which will apply to about 40 percent of the plant's output. Refined products will be ex-
empt from excise taxes amounting to US$02075 per liter for a total savings to the project of US$190 million over a 10-year period. 
The exemption was guaranteed until the year 2005. 

However, the federal opposition party in Australia has announced that it will eliminate all excise on gasoline if elected to govern. 
• SPP/CPM have held discussions with the opposition party to ensure preservation of the promised arrangements, but have not 
received any such assurance. Therefore, the companies are now assessing appropriate adjustments to the Stage I financing plans in 
case the opposition party does come to power. 

In August 1992, the Australian Government pnsented a federal budget which provided for an increased commitment to research 
and development by continuing the present tax deductibility of 130 percent of such expenditure beyond June 30, 1993. It also 
removed a limit of $10 million on certain plant expenditures. These incentives, which incorporate a rapid depreciation on capital 
expenditure, are positive for the Stuart Stage I development if, under the proposed legislative amendments, capital and operating 
expenditure of Stage 1 qualifies as a research and development expenditure. 

In December 1992, the companies announced that the Industry Research and Development Board approved, in principle, elements 
of Stuart Stage 1 capital expenditure, which amount to approximately 90 percent of the total capital expenditure, as R&D and the 
tax deductibility of such expenditure has been confirmed, in principle, by the Australian Taxation Office. 

In parallel with these matters, the formal draft of the environmental study for Stuart Stage I was completed and given to the 
Queensland Government on October 21, 1992. 

The first commercial module could be in production by the middle of 1994. 

Project Cat: For commercial demonstration module A$110 million 

YAAMBA PROJECT - Yaamba Joint Venture Ifleloba Pty. Ltd. (10 percent), Central Pacific Minerals N.L. (33 percent), Southern 
Pacific Petroleum N.L. (33 percent), Shell Company of Australia Limited (41.66 percent), and Peabody Australia Ply. Ltd. 
(41.66 percent)] (S-240) 

The Yaamba Oil Shale Deposit occurs in the Yaamba Basin which occupies an area of about 57 square kilometers adjacent to the 
small township of Yaamba located 30 kilometers (19 miles) north-northwest of the city of Rockhampton, Australia. 

Oil shale was discovered in the Yaamba Basin in 1978 during the early stages of a regional search for oil shale in buried Tertiary 
basins northwest of Rockhampton. Exploration since that time has outlined a shale oil resource estimated at more than 4.8 billion 
barrels in situ extending over an area of 32 square kilometers within the basin.
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The oil shales which have a combined aggregate thickness of over 300 meters in places occur in 12 main seams extending through 
the lower half of a Tertiary sequence which is up to 800 meters thick toward the center of the basin. The oil shales subcrop along 
the southern and southwestern margins of the basin and dip gently basinward. Several scams of lignite occur in the upper pan of 
the Tertiary sequence above the main oil shale sequences. The Tertiary sediments are covered by approximately 40 meters of un-
consolidated sands, gravels, and clays. 

During 1988, activities in the field included the extraction of samples for small scale testing and the drilling of four holes for further 
•	 resource delineation. 

In December, 1988 Shell Australia purchased a pan interest in the project. Peabody Australia manages the Joint Venture which 
holds two "Authorities to Prospect" for oil shale in an area of approximately 1,0 square kilometers in the Yaamba and Broad 
Sound regions northwest of Rockhampton. In addition to the Yaamba Deposit, the "Authorities to Prospect" cover a second 
prospective oil shale deposit in the Herbert Creek Basin approximately 70 kilometers northwest of Yaamba. Drilling in the Her-
bert Creek Basin is in the exploratory stage. 

A Phase I feasibility study, which focused on mining, waste disposal, water management, infrastructure planning, and preliminary 
ore characterization of the Yaamba oil shale resource, has been completed. Environmental baseline investigations were carried out 
concurrently with this study. Further investigations aimed at determining methods for maximum utilization of the total energy 
resource of the Yaamba Basin and optimization of all other aspects of the mining operation, and collection of additional data on 
the existing environment were undertaken. 

During 1990, exploration and development studies at the Yaamba and Herbert Creek deposits continued. A program of three 
holes (644 meters) was undertaken in the Block Creek area at the southeast of the Herbert Creek deposit. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed

R&D PROJECTS 

LLNL HOT RECYCLED-SOLIDS (HRS) RETORT - Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, U. S. Department of Energy (S-300) 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has, for over the last 5 years, been studying hot-solid recycle retorting in the 
laboratory and in a 1 tonne per day pilot facility and have developed the LLNL Hot Recycled-Solids Retort (HRS) process as a 
generic second generation oil shale retorting system. Much progress has been made in understanding the basic chemistry and 
physics of retorting processes and LLNL believes they are ready to proceed to answer important questions to scale the process to 
commercial sizes. LLNL hopes to conduct field pilot plant tests at 100 and 1,000 tonnes per day at a mine site in western Colorado. 

In this process, raw shale is rapidly heated in a gravity bed pyrolyzer to produce oil vapor and gas. Residual carbon (char), which 
remains on the spent shale after oil extraction, is burned in a fluid bed combustor, providing heat for the entire process. The heat 
is transferred from the combustion process to the retorting process by recycling the hot solid, which is mixed with the raw shale in a 
fluid bed prior to entering the pyrolyzer. The combined raw and burned shale (at a temperature near 500 degrees C) pass through 
a moving, packed-bed retort containing vents for quick removal and condensation of product vapors, minimizing losses caused by 
cracking (chemical breakdown to less valuable species). Leaving the retort, the solid is pneumatically lifted to the top of a 
cascading-bed burner, where the char is burned during impeded-gravity fall, which raises the temperature to nearly 650 degrees C. 
Below the cascading-bed burner is a final fluid bed burner, where a portion of the solid is discharged to a shale cooler for final dis-
posal. 

In 1990, LLNL upgraded the facility to process 4 tonnes per day of raw shale, working with the full particle size (0.25 inch). Key 
components of the processare being studied at this scale in an integrated facility with no moving parts using air actuated valves and 
a pneumatic transport, suitable for scaleup. In April 1991, the first full system runon the 4 tonne per day pilot plant was com-
pleted. Since that time, the retort has successfully operated on both lean and rich shale (22-38 gallons per ton) From western 
Colorado. LLNL plans to continue to operate the facility and continue conceptual design of the 100 tonne per day pilot-scale test 
facility. LLNL has joined with a consortium of industrial sponsors for its current operations in a 3 year contract to develop the 
HRS process. 

The ultimate goal is a 1,-tonne-per-day field pilot plant, followed by a commercially-sized demonstration module (12,000 tonnes 
per day) which could be constructed by private industry within a 10 year time frame. Each scale represents a factor of three in-
crease in vessel diameter over the previous scale, which is not unreasonable for solid-handling equipment, according to LLNL 

Each company in the consortium will contribute $100,000 per year over the next 3 years. LLNL has negotiated successfully with 
Chevron, Conoco and Amoco, and hopes to interest other industrial partners which will form a Project Guidance Committee. 

Project Cost:	 Phase I - $15 million 
Phase II - $35 million
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes slate March 1993) 

K & 1) PROJECTS (Continued) 

NEW PARAJ-IO ASPHALT FROM SHALE OIL PROJECT—New Paraho Corporation (S-310) 

New Paraho Corporation is a wholly owned subsidiary of Entry Resources Technology Land, Inc. New Paraho Corporation plans 
to develop a commercial process for making shale-oil-modified road asphalt. Researchers at Western Research Institute (WRI) 
and elsewhere have discovered that certain types of chemical compounds present in shale oil cause a significant reduction in mois-
ture damage and a potential reduction in binder embrittlement when added to asphalt. This is particularly true for shale oil 
produced by direct-heated retorting processes, such as Paraho's. 

In order to develop this potential market for shale oil modified asphalts, New Pnraho has created an initial plan which is to result in 
(1) proven market performance of shale oil modified asphalt under actual climatic and road use conditions and (2) completion of a 
comprehensive commercial feasibility study and business plan as the basis for securing subsequent financing for a Colorado-based 
commercial production facility. 

The cost of carrying out the initial market development phase of the commercial development plan was approximately $2.3 million, 
all of which was funded by Paraho. The major portion of the work conducted during this initial phase consisted of producing suffi-
cient quantities of shale oil to accommodate the construction and evaluation of several test strips of shale oil-modified asphalt 
pavement. Mining of 3,900 tons of shale for these strips occurred in September 1987. The shale oil was produced in Paraho's pilot 
plant facilities, located near Rifle, Colorado in August, 1988. The retort was operated at mass velocities of 418 to 538 pounds per 
hour per square foot on 23 to 35 gallon per ton shale and achieved an average oil yield of 96.3 percent of Fischer Assay. In 1988, 
New Paraho installed a vacuum still at the pilot plant site to produce shale oil asphalt from crude shale oil. 

Eight test strips were constructed in Colorado, Utah and Wyoming. The test strips are being evaluated over a period of several 
years, during which time Paraho will complete site selection, engineering and cost estimates, and financing plans for a commercial 
production facility. Test strips were also completed on 1-20 east of Pecos, Texas, in Michigan for a test section of 1-75 near flint, 
on 1-70 east of Denver, Colorado and on US-59, northeast of Houston, Tens. 

Paraho has proposed a $180 million commercial scale plant capable of producing 3,380 barrels of crude oil per day, of which 
2,70) barrels would be shale oil modifier (SOM) and 680 barrels would be light oil to be marketed to refineries. 

An economic analysis has determined that SOM could be marketed at a price of $100 per barrel if tests show that SOMAT can af-
fect at least a 10 percent improvement in pavement life. A feasibility study suggests that Paraho can expect a 30 percent rate of 
return on SOMAT production. 

Paraho states that it has access to two different resource sites upon which the commercial production facility could be located: a 
site on the Mahogany Block in northwest Colorado; and the Paraho-Ute properties, located near Vernal, Utah. Of these options, 
the Mahogany site represents the most economically viable alternative and, accordingly, is the preliminary location of choice. 

Approximately 1,500 acres of the Mahogany Block an still controlled by the Tell Ertl Family Trust and are available to New 
Paraho although the largest part of the original block was sold to Shell Oil Company. New Paraho also maintains control of ap-
proximately 3,400 acres of oil shale leases on state lands in Utah. 

In December 1992 New Paraho announced that its pilot plant in Rifle, Colorado was currently producing 15 barrels of shaleoil 
daily as part of a new SOMAT test marketing program started in September. 

The first phase of the new test market program for SOMAT is expected to cost $12 million through 1993, produce enough 
SOMAT for 50 to 60 miles of asphalt roads and employ 15 people. 

The test strip results have been encouraging and SOMAT is proving to be a superior road paving material, with distinct life-cycle 
cost advantages. 

The oil shale asphalt, as a 10 percent additive to conventional asphalt, is far more resistant to water damage and aging than conven-
tional asphalt. It adds about 10 to 15 percent to the cost of asphalt, but is a bargain compared to other asphalt modifiers that ac-
complish the same tasks and increase cats by 30 to 35 percent. 

New Paraho has proposed a 7-month, M,000 commercial evaluation program to assess the economic benefits of coprocessing 
used time 

with oil shale. Initial experiments have demonstrated that retort operations can be sustained with used time as  percent 
of the feedstock. 

Project Cost: $3,700,000 

NORThLAKE SHALE OIL PROCESSING PILOT—Northlake Industries, Inc. and Uintah Basin Minerals, Inc. (S-315) 

Northlalce Industries, Inc. of Naples, Utah and Unitah Basin Minerals, Inc. have signed contracts pledging over $100 million to 
process Uintah Basin, Utah oil shale deposits with their QVR process.
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since March 1993) 

R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

The Vernal District of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issued a land use permit to Northlake allowing access to the mine 
service building and surface oil shale stockpiles at the White River Oil Shale Project until June 1992. The surface stockpiles will be 
used in a pilot plant located off the White River site in Naples. The fiLM permit is short-term only and does not allow further sur-
face mining. 

QVR is an acronym for quality enhancement and viscosity reduction. A modular upgrading unit For this process incorporates 
added temperature and fluid controls into the pilot plant allowing for scaleup to production models. Northlake's QVR unit has 
performed over 1,000 hours of upgrading service on 8 to 14°API gravity heavy crude oil and refinery bottoms. The unit will be 
modified to study oil shale kerogen. 

The QVR process was developed by Northlake over the last 10 years and provides a profitable method of recovering light, sweet 
crude from shale oil, tar sands and coal. The proprietary technique turns heavy oil at 10 to 130API into oil with a 25 to 40 API. 

If the development phase is successful, the company hopes to begin work on a 100,0 ton per day commercial production facility in 
1994. 

YUGOSLAVIA COMBINED UNDERGROUND COAL GASIFICATION AND MODIFIED IN SITU OIL SHALE RETORT - 
United Nations (S-335) 

Exceptional geological occurrence of oil shale and brown coal in the Aleksinac basin has allowed an underground coal gasification 
(UCO) combined with in situ oil shale retorting. Previous mining activities of Aleksinac brown coal and development of oil shale 
utilization (see Yugoslavia Modified In Situ Retort—S-330, Synthetic Fuels Report, December 1990) served as principal support in 
establishing a development project aimed towards application of a new process, i.e. combination of UCG and in situ oil shale 
retorting to be tested for feasibility in a pilot UCO modulus. The project is a joint scientific and technological undertaking per-
formed by Yugoslavian and American staff. 

The objective of the approach is to develop a program to exploit the total Aleksinac energy resources to provide regional power 
and heating for Aleksinac and surrounding area using UCG technology and combining it with modified in situ retorting of oil shale 
as the immediate roof of the brown coal seam. 

The development objectives are also to recover energy From residual coal left after conventional coal mining and to develop UCO 
technology and modified in situ oil shale retorting for Yugoslavian resources in general. 

Project Cost	 US$7251000
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COMPLfl'ED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS

Project Sponsors 

American Syncnzde Indiana Project American Syncnide Corp. 
Stone & Webster Engineering 

Baytown Pilot Plant Exxon Research and Engineering 

BX In Situ Oil Shale Equity Oil Company 
Project 

Cottonwood Wash Project American Mine Service 
Cives Corporation 
Deseret Generation & 
Transmission Coop. 
Faster Wheeler Corporation 
Davy McKee 
Magic Circle Energy 

Corporation 

Direct Gasification Tests Tosco Corporation 

Duo-Er Solvent Extraction Pilot SOIV-EX Corporation 

Eastern Oil Shale In Situ Project Eastern Shale Research Corporation 

Edwards Engineering Company Edwards Engineering 

Exxon Colorado Shale Exxon Company USA 

Fruits Refinery Landmark Petroleum Inc. 

Gelsenkirchen-Scholven Veba Oct 
Cyclone Retort 

Japanese Retorting Processes Japan Oil Shale Engineering Company 

Julia Creek Project Placer Exploration Limited 

Laramie Energy Laramie and Rocky Mountain 
Technology Center Energy Company 

Logan Wash Project Occidental Oil Shale Inc. 

Means Oil Shale Project Central Pacific Minerals 
Dravo Corporation 
Southern Pacific Petroleum 

Nahcolitc Mine #1 Multi-Mineral Corporation 

Naval Oil Shale Reserve United Slates Department 
of Energy 

Oil Shale Gasification Institute of Gas Technolog>ç 
American Gas Association 

Pacific Project Cleveland-Cliffs 
Standard Oil (Ohio) 
Superior 

Paraho Oil Shale Full Size Paraho Development Corporation 
Module Program 

Paraho-Ute Shale Oil Paraho Development Corporation 
Facility 

R.APAD Shale Oil Upgrading Project Japanese Ministry of International Trade 
and Industry

Last Aoneamnce in SFR 

September 1987; page 2-53 

September 1987; page 2-60 

March 1984; page 2-52 

March 1985; page 2-73 

September 1978; page BA 

September 1989; page 2-55 

September 1989;page 2-55 

March 1990; page 2-42 

March 1985; page 2-73 

March 1991; page 2-23 

June 1987; page 2-52 

September 1989t page 2-56 

March 1991; page 2-32 

June 1980; page 2-34 

September 1984; page S-3 

June 1987; page 247 

September 1982; page 2-40 

June 1987; page 2-53 

December 1978; page B-3 

June 1987; page 2-48 

December 1979-,page 2-35 

December 1986; page 2-47 

March 1990 page 2-52 
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECTS 

COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS (Continued)

Seep Ridge (ieokinetia Inc. March 1986; page 2-54 
Peter Kiewit Sons' Inc. 

Silmon Smith Kellogg Corporation March 1985; page 2-72 
Shale Energy Corporation of America 

Tosco Sand Wash Project Tosco Corporation March 1990; page 2-48 

Trans Natal T-Project Trans Natal, Gencor, Republic of 
South Africa March 1991; page 2-30 

Triad Donor Solvent Project Triad Research Inc. December 1988; page 2-48 

United States Bureau of Mines Shaft Multi-Mineral Corporation; United States December 1983; page 2-52 
Bureau of Mines 

United States Shale United States Shale Inc. March 1985, page 2-72 

Unnamed In Situ Test Mecco, Inc. September 1978; page B-3 

Unnamed Fracture Test Talley Energy Systems September 1978; page B4 

White River Shale Project Phillips Petroleum Company March 1985; page 2-72 
Standard Oil Company (Ohio) 
Sun Oil Company 

Yugoslavia Inclined Modified In Situ Retort United Nations December 1990 page 243
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INDEX OF COMPANY INTERES1'S 

Company or Oreanization Project Name 

Amoco Corporation Rio Blanco Oil Shale Project (C-a) 2-26 

Beloba Pty. Ltd. Yaamba Project 2-28 

Central Pacific Minerals Stuart Oil Shale Project 2-27 
Condor Project 2-19 
Rundle Project 2-26 
Yaamba Project 2-28 

Chevron Shale Oil Company Clear Creek Project 2-18 

Conoco Inc. Clear Creek Project 2-18 

Esperance Minerals NI. Esperance Oil Shale Project 2-19 

Esso Exploration and Production Australia Ltd. Rundle Project 2-26 

Estonian Republic Estonia Power Plants 2-20 
Kiviter Process 2-21 
Sl-IC-3000 Retorting Process 2-27 

Enon Company USA Colony Shale Oil Project 2-18 

Fushun Petrochemical Corporation Fushun Commercial Shale Oil Plant 2-20 

Greenvale Mining NI. Esperance Oil Shale Project 2-19 

Cireenway Corporation RAMEX Oil Shale Gasification Process 2-25 

Jordan Natural Resources Jordan Oil Shale Project 2-20 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory LLNL Hot Recycled-Solids ([IRS) Retort 2-29 

Maoming Petroleum Industrial Corporation Maoming Commercial Shale Oil Plant 2-21 

Marathon Oil Company New Paraho Asphalt From Shale Oil 2-30 

Mobil Oil Corporation Mobil Parachute Oil Shale Project 2-21 

New Brunswick Electric Power Commission Chatham Co-Combustion Boiler 2-18 

New Paraho Corporation New Paraho Asphalt From Shale Oil 2-30 

Northlake Industries, Inc. Northlake Shale Oil Processing Pilot 2-30 

Occidental Oil Shale, Inc. Occidental MIS Project 2-22 

Office National de Recherche et Morocco Oil Shale Project 2-22 d'Exploitation Petrolieres 
(ONAREP) 

PAMA Inc. PAMA Oil Shale-Fired Power Plant Project 2-23 

Peabody Australia fly. Ltd. Yaamba Project 2-28 
Petrobras Petrosix 2-24 

Ramex Synfuels International Ramex Oil Shale Gasification Process 2-25 

Rio Blanco Oil Shale Company Rio Blanco Oil Shale Project (C-a) 2-26 

Royal Dutch/Shell Morocco Oil Shale Project 2-22
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STATUS OF OIL SHALE PROJECTS 

INDEX OF COMPANY INTERESTS (Continued)

Company or Ornnization Prolect Name	 - Eam 

SINOPEC Fushun Commercial Shale Oil Plant 2-20 
Maoming Commercial Shale Oil Plant 2-21 

Southern Pacific Petroleum Stuart Oil Shale Project 2-27 
Condor Project 2-19 
Rundle Project 2-26 
Yaamba Project 2-28 

Uintah Basin Minerals, Inc. Northlake Shale Oil Processing Pilot 2-30 

Unocal Corporation Parachute Creek Shale Oil Program 2-23 

United Nations Yugoslavia Combined Underground Coal Gasification and 
In Situ Oil Shale Retort 2-31 

Yaamba Joint Venture Ynamba Project 2-28
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

IMPERIAL WILL PUT PHASES 7 AND 8 IN 	 day of Lloydminster and Cold Lake heavy oil and 
OPERATION AT COLD LAKE 	 830 cubic meters per day of straight run distillates 

from Husky's existing asphalt refinery in Lloydminster. 
Imperial Oil Limited (a Canadian company 70 percent	 The upgrader will also produce 400 tonnes per day of 
owned by Exxon) plans to put Phases 7 and 8 of its 	 coke and 235 tonnes per day of liquid sulfur. A 
Cold Lake oil sands project into operation.	 simplified block flow diagram is shown in Figure 1. 

The two phases were built in 1988 but were not 
brought into production because the price of heavy oil 
dropped. Bringing these two phases on stream will 
add 19,000 barrels of heavy crude oil to Cold Lake's 
current daily production of 85,000 barrels a day. 

Phases 7 and 8 include about 240 wells, a steam-
generating and distribution system, a bitumen collec-
tion pipeline and a central processing facility. 

STARTUP OF BI-PROVINCIAL UPGRADER 
DESCRIBED 

On November 20, 1992, the Bi-Provincial Upgrader 
syncrude facility, near Lloydminster, Saskatchewan, 
Canada, had a ribbon cutting ceremony to mark the of-
ficial opening of the facility. This was a significant 
event for the four joint venture owners, Husky Oil 
(26.67 percent) and the Governments of Canada 
(31.67 percent), Alberta (24.17 percent) and Sas-
katchewan (17.50 percent) as it marked the end of a 
process that began with an agreement signed in 
September 1988. 

The Bi-Provincial Upgrader converts the abundant sup-
plies of heavy oil and bitumen from the Lloydminster 
and Cold Lake areas into high quality synthetic crude 
oil. The upgrader has the capacity to produce about 
46,000 barrels of synthetic crude oil per day. 

The startup of the Bi-Provincial Upgrader was dis-
cussed in a paper by D. Howell, et al., presented at the 
10th Annual Heavy Oil and Oil Sands Technical Sym-
posium held in Calgary, Alberta, Canada in March. 

Plant Description 

The facility is designed to produce 7,300 cubic meters 
per day of synthetic crude from 6,400 cubic meters per

The crude plant is designed to process 9,930 cubic 
meters per day of a blend of Lloydminster and Cold 
Lake diluted heavy oil. The diluted heavy oil is 
desalted and naphtha and distillates are recovered in 
the atmospheric fractionator. Most of the naphtha is 
recycled to the producing fields for use as diluent for 
pipeline transportation of heavy crudes; excess naphtha 
is blended into the synthetic crude product. The distil-
late products are hydrotreated in the secondary upgrad-
ing plant and the atmospheric residue fed to the H-Oil 
Unit. 

The primary upgrading plant consists of the H-Oil, 
delayed coking and gas recovery units. The H-Oil Unit 
is an ebullated bed residue hydrocracker designed to 
convert 65 volume percent of the 5249C+ residuum in 
the atmospheric residue into lighter products. The 
H-Oil Unit is designed to process 5,088 cubic meters 
per day of a 50/50 volumetric blend of Lloydminster 
and Cold Lake atmospheric residues. The sour light 
hydrocarbon gases and naphtha from the top of the 
atmospheric column are routed to the gas recovery 
unit. The distillates recovered in the atmospheric and 
vacuum columns are hydrotreated in the secondary 
upgrading plant and the vacuum residue is fed to the 
delayed coker. 

The delayed coker is a 1,590 cubic meter per day 
Foster Wheeler licensed SYDEC unit designed to yield 
more than 60 percent distillates from the conversion of 
the 524°C+ residue from the H-Oil Unit. The 
products from the delayed coker are naphtha and sour 
light hydrocarbon gases which are processed in the gas 
recovery unit, distillate products which are routed to 
the hydrotreaters and coke which will be sold as fuel. 
The distillate products are a 149 to 249°C boiling 
range distillate stream and a nominal 249 to 524 0c gas 
oil stream. 

The function of the Gas Recovery Unit (GRU) is to 
debutanize the naphtha from the delayed coker and 
H-Oil Unit and to remove hydrogen sulfide from the 
sour light hydrocarbon gases from the process units. 
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FIGURE 1 

BLOCK FLOW DIAGRAM OF BI—PROVINCIAL (JPGRADER 
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The products from the GRU are debutanized naphtha 
which is processed in the naphtha-jet hydrotrcatcr, a 
mixed C4 stream which is blended into the synthetic 
crude product and sweetened fuel gas which is used in 
the fired heaters in the upgrader. 

The secondary upgrading plant consists of a 
2,800 cubic meter per day naphtha-jet hydrotreater and 
a 6,300 cubic meter per day gas oil hydrotreater. 

Engineering and Construction Phase 

The engineering of the $1.6 billion Bi-Provincial 
Upgrader was completed in late 1991. During the fall 
of 1991, the first turnovers from construction to opera-

tions took place. The turnover was completed in 
August 1992. The upgrader produced its 1 millionth 
barrel of synthetic crude oil on September 6, 1992. 

Startup and Operations Status 

The initial production history of the upgrader is shown 
in Figure 2. Actual performance (open squares) is 
compared to what would have been expected based on 
other process plant startups (solid squares). 

The H-Oil Plant attained full design throughput of 
residue feed and near design conversion of residue 
after only 3 days of "black oil" feed. The H-Oil reac-
tors have performed effectively with near isothermal 
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FIGURE 2

SYNTHETIC CRUDE OIL SHIPMENTS 
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operation and with successful daily catalyst replace-
ment have produced a high quality product for even-
tual synthetic crude production. 

According to Howell, et al., the upgrader's successful 
startup performance is due to the following: 

- A well designed and constructed plant 

- Early turnover of construction packages 

- An experienced, well trained, and motivated 
operations team 

- Early involvement by operations

SUNCOR SETS RECORD, AWARDS CONTRACTS 

In February, Suncor inc. set a production record. The 
Oil Sands Group (OSG) of Suncor produced ap-
proximately 1.9 million barrels of synthetic crude oil, 
averaging 68,000 barrels per day. This tops the previ-
ous best February (1987), when OSG averaged 
65,000 barrels per day. 

Last October Sun announced a new strategy for the oil 
sands operation aimed at substantially reducing produc-
tion costs. (See Pagg Synthetic Fuels Renort, 
December 1992, page 3-1.) As part of the plan, Suncor 
will replace its bucketwheel excavators. The company 
has awarded $53 million in contracts as it prepares to 
acquire new mining equipment. 

All equipment is scheduled for delivery by October 1, 
1993. After that, equipment will be phased in to en-
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sure that no production disruption occurs. The change-
over is on schedule and the project--originally es-
timated to cost $100 million--is expected to come in 
under budget, according to Sun. The initial equipment 
order is for eight 240-ton trucks, two 58-cubic-yard 
rope shovels and two large capacity sizers. The sizers 
will be used to crush the oil sand before it is processed 
in the extraction plant. 

In addition, to provide steam and electricity to 
Suncor's oil sands operation, near Fort McMurray, 
Suncor Inc. and Canadian Utilities Ltd. have agreed to

jointly develop, own, and operate a cogeneration plant 
to replace Suncor's existing steam and electric plant. 
The new unit is expected to cost about $270 million 
and will use fluidized bed combustion to reduce sulfur 
dioxide emissions from Suncor's operation by at least 
75 percent. The plant is also expected to reduce 
operating costs by C$30 to ($40 million per year, or 
about ($1.50 per barrel. It is scheduled to be commis-
sioned in mid-1996.

fl## 
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CORPORATIONS 

SUN NOTES DECLINE AT SUNCOR IN 1992 

As reported in Sun Company Inc.'s 1992 Annual 
Report, Suncor Inc. recorded after-tax earnings of 
$5 million in 1992, down from $47 million in 1991. 
Suncor's results for 1992 exclude an $8 million after-
tax loss on the sale of 4 million shares of Suncor stock. 
This sale reduced Sun's ownership interest in Suncor 
from 75 percent to approximately 68 percent. Sun in-
tends to further reduce its ownership interest in Sun-
cor to 55 percent when warranted by market condi-
tions. 

Resources Group 

Canadian exploration and production results increased 
in 1992 as 8 percent higher crude oil volumes, 
40 percent higher natural gas volumes and increased 
gains on asset divestments were partially offset by a 
5 percent decrease in crude oil prices to $17.12 per bar-
rel and an 11 percent decrease in natural gas prices to 
$1.08 per thousand cubic feet. The increases in produc-
tion volumes, particularly in natural gas, were largely 
attributable to acquisitions in the Rosevear and 
Simonette areas in Alberta, Canada. 

Suncor's exploration and production strategy is to con-
tinue to grow through focused exploration and 
property acquisitions while disposing of non-core as-
sets. Although Suncor will continue to pilot new tech-
nology with respect to its Burnt Lake heavy oil 
property in northeastern Alberta, an economically vi-
able process has not yet been identified. Burnt Lake 
and the various properties subject to the plan of dis-
position have been written down to estimated net 
realizable value as part of the 1992 provision for write-
down of assets and other matters. 

Oil Sands Group 

Oil sands results declined in 1992 largely due to a 
5 percent decrease in synthetic crude oil prices to 
$19.03 per barrel, lower synthetic crude oil volumes 
compared to 1991 record levels, higher per barrel 
production costs and higher Crown royalty expenses. 

The higher Crown royalty expenses were attributable 
to an increase in the royalty rate, effective January 1, 
1992. The Crown royalty reduced oil sands earnings by 
$14 million in 1992 compared to $7 million in 1991.

The decline in prices and volumes and the increase in 
per barrel production costs were partially attributable 
to a fife that occurred in the upgrader section of the oil 
sands plant on April 3, 1992. The fire and related 
operating problems limited the plant's ability to 
produce fully processed synthetic crude oil and neces-
sitated the sale or third-party upgrading of lower value 
semi-processed synthetic crude oil production. The 
plant resumed full operations on June 28, 1992. 
Despite the impact of the fire, production volumes 
averaged 58.5 thousand barrels daily during 1992, the 
second best production year in the plant's 25-year his-
tory. 

During 1992, Suncor announced several new strategic 
initiatives with respect to its oil sands business. These 
actions include the conversion beginning in the fourth 
quarter of 1993 from the current bucketwheel method 
of mining oil sands to a more flexible and efficient 
truck-and-shovel method; the development of operat-
ing efficiencies and production improvements, includ-
ing upgrader modifications, which are expected to 
reduce operating costs and increase production 
capacity to approximately 68,000 barrels daily during 
1994; and the expected construction of a new utilities 
plant by mid-1996 that will utilize a new combustion 
technology which will more efficiently supply electricity 
and steam to the oil sands operation and meet more 
stringent environmental standards. These actions are 
designed to reduce future cash costs by approximately 
$4 to $6 per barrel by 1996 and are expected, begin-
ning in 1993, to result in a reduction of approximately 
350 to 400 employees. 

During 1992, Suncor also acquired new oil sands leases 
adjacent to the current leases which contain ap-
proximately 1 billion barrels of recoverable synthetic 
crude oil reserves. Subject to government approval 
and the confirmation that the production of these 
reserves is commercially viable, the development of the 
leases is expected to commence in 1997. 

GULF CANADA NOTES OIL SANDS HOLDINGS 

Gulf Canada Resources Ltd. has a 9.03 percent inter-
est in the Syncrude Project ('Syncrude'), a joint yen-
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lure created for the purpose of mining shallow 
deposits of oil sands, and extracting and upgrading the 
crude bitumen into synthetic crude oil. Proved 
reserves have been assigned to Gulfs interests in the 
97,765 gross acres (8,828 net acres) comprising 
Syncrude. Gull's 1992 Annual Report summarizes 
Syncrude's performance for 1992. 

Syncrude set a production record in 1992, averaging 
179,000 barrels per day. Gulf's share was 
15,900 barrels per day. Syncrude also passed a produc-
tion milestone in 1992, with the 600 millionth barrel 
produced in September. Production included the pur-
chase and processing of approximately 2,500 barrels 
per day of off-lease bitumen. 

While production has increased, unit costs have been 
reduced. Unit operating costs were $15.55 per barrel 
sold--down 6 percent from 1991 as a result of in-
creased throughput and lower maintenance costs. Ef-
forts continue to further reduce costs. 

In 1992, Syncrude applied for approval to increase the 
annual plant throughput capacity by 25 percent to 
79 million barrels and extend the license by 7 years to 
the year 2025. Approval would position Gulf to add to 
proved reserves in 1993, and Gulfs future share of 
production could increase to as high as 20,400 barrels 
per day. Table 1 summarizes Gulfs proved reserves of 
synthetic crude oil and sulfur from synthetic crude oil 
as of December 31, 1992.

Continuing production increases and improved operat-
ing efficiencies increased net operating income and 
cash generated from the oil sands segment in 1992, 
compared with 1991, and partially offset the impact of 
price declines in 1991 compared with 1990. 

The end of a royalty deferral program in 1992 resulted 
in the recognition of royalties in the latter part of the 
year. The full impact of royalties will be felt in 1993 
and will be dependent, in part, on financial perfor-
mance. Under the royalty structure, royalties are paid 
as a percentage of deemed net profit. Royalties are 
not expected to be payable if the price of West Texas 
Intermediate crude oil is below approximately $16.50. 
Royalties increase directly in relation to price increases 
above this price. 

Gulf has a 20 percent interest in six other oil sands 
leases, comprising 187,575 gross acres (37,515 net 
acres) located near Fort McMurray, Alberta, Canada 
governed by an agreement known as the "Other Six 
Leases Operating Agreement' (OSLO). Although 
Gulf acknowledges the possibility of the development 
of OSLO, it does not appear that OSLO will be 
economically viable in the near term. 

In addition to Syncrude and OSLO, Gulf has an inter-
est in approximately 321,000 gross acres (205,000 net 
acres) that is prospective for mineable and in situ oil 
sands. Similar to OSLO, no development is presently 
planned for these other oil sands prospects. 

TABLE 1

GULF'S ESTIMATED PROVED RESERVES 

Sulfur from 
Synthetic Crude Oil Synthetic Crude Oil 

Gross	 Net Gross	 Net 
(Millions of Barrels) (Thousands of Long Tons) 

December 31, 1991 164	 148 1,066	 959 
Additions 7	 6 47	 43 
Purchases 2	 2 14	 12 
Production (6)	 (5) (40)	 (36) 
Revisions -	 - 16	 15 

December 31, 1992 167	 151 1,103	 993

Note: "Gross" means reserves before deduction of royalties and "net" means 
reserves after deduction of royalties.
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ONTARIO SELLS SUNCOR STAKE 

The Ontario Provincial Government has sold its 
remaining 14 percent interest in Suncor, Inc. The inter-
est was held by the government's Ontario Energy Cor-
poration and sold to two Toronto, Ontario, Canada in-
vestment firms, RBC Dominion Securities Inc. and 
Scotia McLeod Inc., for just over $150 million. With 
the completion of the sale, the Ontario Government 
lost about $395 million on its purchase of 25 percent of 
Suncor. 

The government paid $635 million for the 16 million 
shares in 1981 when it was concerned about the Al-

berta Government controlling the country's oil sup-
plies. Last year Ontario sold an 11 percent block of 
shares for $90 million, reducing its ownership to 
14 percent. 

Suncor operates 654 service stations in Ontario and 
Quebec and a 70,000 barrel per day refinery in Sarnia, 
Ontario. Suncor also operates the synthetic oil plant in 
Fort McMurray, Alberta, with production of 
60,600 barrels per day and reserves of 56 million bar-
rels.
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ECONOMICS 

BITUMEN SUPPLY COSTS FROM UTF 
PROJECTED TO BE LESS THAN $10 PER BARREL 

There are more than 900 billion barrels of bitumen in 
the Athabasca oil sands deposit near Fort McMurray, 
Alberta, Canada. Because of excessive depth, about 
90 percent of these huge bitumen reserves cannot be 
recovered by the current commercial surface mining 
techniques. The Alberta Oil Sands Technology and 
Research Authority (AOSTRA) owns and operates an 
Underground Test Facility (UTE) on these oil sands 
lands to prove the commercial viability of extracting 
the bitumen using the in situ, twin horizontal well, 
Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) technology. 

In a paper presented at the 10th Annual Heavy Oil and 
Oil Sands Technical Symposium held in Calgary, Al-
berta, Canada in March, D.P. Komery, et al., outlined 
the status of the demonstration project and the ac-
tivities being pursued by the UTF Task Force. 

The SAGD Process retained the interest of the nine 
industry participants in the UTF Project, including 
Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Ltd., Chevron 
Canada Resources Limited, Conoco Canada Limited, 
CNPC Canada Ltd. (China National Petroleum 
Corporation), Imperial Resources Ltd., Japex Oil 
Sands Ltd., Mobil Oil Canada, Petro-Canada and Shell 
Canada Limited. These nine oil companies currently 
hold enough leases in Athabasca to produce a com-
bined volume of some 140 billion barrels of bitumen by 
using the SAGD Process. 

Demonstration Program 

The current Phase B-i of the 15FF Project is designed 
to confirm the accurate drilling and completion of com-
mercial length twin horizontal well pairs and the effi-
cient performance of the reservoir. 

Three well pairs have been drilled and completed. 
The UTF is in the process of start-up. Each of the 
well pairs, 500 meters in oil sands pay ione, has been 
circulated and steam injection (2,600 kPa) has been in- 
itiated. Each well pair is projected to produce bitumen 
at about 650 barrels per day for its full economic life of 
4 to 5 years (see Figure 1). The 2,000 barrels per day 
of dry bitumen will be trucked to Syncrude about 
50 kilometers away.

According to Komery, et aL, the results of Phase B 
need to provide industry with at least the following 
facts and confidence: 

- UTF SAGD technology is technically viable. 

- The capital and operating costs are sig-
nificantly lower than current commercial 
plants. 

- The project can weather slight fluctuations of 
world crude oil price. 

UTF Commercial Project Consortium 

AOSTRA and the nine industry participants have been 
operating as a consortium since 1988 during Phases A 
and B-i and will continue until the end of Phase B-2 
sometime in 1996. At the end of Phase B-2 each in-
dustry participant will have earned 83 percent of the 
20,000 hectare AOSTRA-UTF lease in Athabasca 
where the current demonstration project is built. 

The next step toward the commercial U'FF-SAGD 
Project is to formalize a working project consortium 
interested in developing a commercial size oil sands 
project. The consortium would then establish the most 
suitable options, determine the costs and economic 
viability for an adequately sized commercial venture. 

In addition to existing Alberta Oil Sands lease holders, 
interest to join the UTF Project has also been ex-
pressed by foreign companies in Taiwan and Korea. 

Commercial UTF Project 

The UTF Task Force has reviewed the economic 
viability of different size commercial UTF projects. 
The capacity of 30,000 barrels per day appears to be 
the most economically attractive minimum size. A 
3 year period for engineering, procurement and con-
struction is considered a reasonable time for a project 
to start earning production revenue from the time of 
initial capital investment. 

Starting small will allow good control of the project 
during construction and "boot-strap" to larger 
capacities, early income, operation of the plant with 
fewer people, reasonable tax and royalty holidays 
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FIGURE 1
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which would be politically acceptable to governments 
and minimization of environmental and social impact. 

According to Komery, et al., a 30,000 barrel per day 
UTF-SAGD project would take about 1 year to ramp 
up to full operating capacity. Only 30 well pairs would 
be required initially with each well pair producing 
1,000 barrels per day. With a 25-year calculated 
project life, the total number of twin SAGD wells re-
quired would be only 152. Each well pair would have 
an economic production life of about 5 years. 

To minimize the costs of this project, the commercial 
plant would utilize the existing infrastructure including 
the access road, the two shafts and the 1,500 meters of

tunnels used to demonstrate the technology during the 
Phases A and B of the demonstration project. For the 
first 25 years of the project, an additional 28 kilometers 
of tunnels would be required. 

Cost of UTF Commercial Project 

The overall cost of piloting, prototype field demonstra-
tion and preparation for the UTF commercial project 
will be on the order of $150 million over a span of 
10 years, funded by contributions from AOSTRA, the 
nine industry participants and revenue from bitumen 
product sales during the prototype demonstration. 
According to Komery, the development of SAGD tech-
nology will cost each participant less than $7 million. 
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Preliminary engineering and cost estimates indicate a 
$225 million initial capital investment would be re-
quired for the 30,000 barrel per day commercial 
project. Over the 25 year life of the project the addi-
tional tunneling and replacement well pairs (132) 
would require an additional $225 million capital expen-
diture. The average annual operating cost would be 
about $40 million. This represents a production cost 
of C$3.65 per barrel. The indicated average bitumen 
supply cost is C$7.50 per barrel. Supply cost is defined 
as to include capital pay back, and operating cost but 
excludes taxes and royalties. When compared to exist-
ing commercial technology and based upon equivalent 
"grass roots" plants, the UTF SAGD cost of bitumen 
supply is in the order of 40 to 50 percent less. 

Figure 2 shows the supply costs and real rate of return. 
Depending upon the price assigned to the bitumen, the 
real social rate of return can range from 15 to 
25 percent for bitumen revenue of C$8.50 to

C$11.50 per barrel. This is based upon an 8 percent 
discount rate. 

SAGD Technology 

A question to be resolved for each reservoir using the 
SAGD technology is whether to sink shafts, drive tun-
nels in solid limestone, operate horizontal wells by the 
pure drainage/steam trap technique; or to drill the 
twin horizontal well pairs from the surface and operate 
the wells with pumps. 

The twin horizontal well SAGD technology can be ap-
plied using shaft and tunnels such as at the UTF or by 
drilling and operating twin horizontal SAGD wells 
from the surface like the Shell AOSTRA Demonstra-
tion Project in Peace River. This project is designed to 
prove the technical and economic feasibility of drilling 
and operating twin horizontal SAGD well pairs at a 
depth of some 600 meters. If proven economically 

FIGURE 2 
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feasible, it could lead to Shell expanding their Peace 
River operaton using the twin horizontal SAGD well 
technique instead of the current vertical well pressure 
cycle steam drive. 

The UTF Athabasca oil sands is located about 
143 meters from the surface and is about 20 meters 
thick and has sound limestone beneath the oil sands. 
Hence it is ideal for UTF shaft and tunnel style ex-
ploitation, say Komery, et al. 

By a special agreement between AOSTRA and the 
UTF participants, the technology developed at the 
Shell AOSTRA Peace River twin-horizontal-well 
from-surface project will be made available to the 
UTF project participants on a license fee free-use 
basis. 

MOBILE EQUIPMENT FOUND MOST 
ECONOMICAL FOR CANADIAN OIL SANDS 
MINING 

Commercial-scale development of the Athabasca Oil 
Sands Deposit is currently undertaken by both Suncor 
Inc., Oil Sands Group and Syncrude Canada Ltd. The 
current mine designs for these operations incorporate 
large-scale "prime movers" such as draglines, bucket 
wheel excavators, and bucket wheel reclaimers. A com-
parison of the various surface mining technologies and 
the future direction of oil sands mining technologies 
were summarized in a paper by A.E. Fair, et al., 
presented at the Oil Sands--Our Petroleum Future 
Conference held April 4 through 7 in Edmonton, Al-
berta, Canada. 

Current Mining Operations 

At the Suncor operation the oil sand is blasted to 
reduce shear strength and mitigate frost penetration. 
The oil sand is mined using Bucket Wheel Excavators 
(BWEs). At present, four BWEs are utilized on three 
benches to provide the required feed to extraction. 
Belt wagons are utilized to minimize conveyor move 
requirements. Ore transport is accomplished through 
the use of seven movable and ten fixed trunk con-
veyers. The conveyers discharge into a 7,250 tonne 
surge bin located at the extraction plant. Extraction of 
the bitumen is accomplished with the hot water 
process.

At the Syncrude facility primary ore handling and inter-
burden separation is accomplished through use of 
90 cubic yard walking draglines (DLs). Oil sand is 
spoiled on the operating bench behind the dragline, 
while the interburden material is spoiled, either 
directly or via rehandle, into the mined out pit. Secon-
dary ore handling is undertaken by Bucket Wheel 
Reclaimers (BWRs). Ore transport to extraction is 
provided by conveyers. Supplementary oil sand feed is 
supplied via a mobile equipment fleet. Ore is sized 
and transferred to the conveyor network via feeder 
breakers and double roll crushers. A dump pocket 
with approximate capacities of 15,000 tonnes live and 
200,000 tonnes dead storage provides surge capacity. 
The extraction plant utilizes the, hot water extraction 
process. 

Common attributes of the equipment selected for both 
these operations is as follows: 

- The use of continuous mining equipment to 
mine and transport ore over an appreciable 
distance 

- Separation of the equipment used to mine and 
transport overburden and that used for ore 

- Economies of scale philosophies assumed in 
the selection of a few, large, materials han-
dling units 

- The need for long, straight mining faces to sup-
port the continuous mining equipment and as- 
sociated long lead time to attain full produc-
tion status for a new mine 

Future Trends for Oil Sands Mining 

As the current operations move beyond the limits of 
the original mine plans, a number of long term mining 
challenges become apparent. 

A progressive increase in waste to ore ratio is an-
ticipated. As the mine faces move out to the economic 
limits of the existing leases, the amount of overburden 
requiring removal in order to expose the mining face 
increases. In addition, an increase in the ore transport 
distance is associated with the progressive advance of 
the mining faces away from the extraction plants. Both 
operations are also encountering an increase in the 
complexity of the ore bodies being mined, relative to 
past experience. Mining to the limits of the economic 
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the above problem. However, the need exists to 
provide an interface between the trucks and conveyers 
to achieve both an ore sizing and metering operation. 
Although the sizing operation is required for conveyor 
transport needs, it is also necessary prior to introduc-
tion of the ore to the extraction facility. 

a complex pit contour. The long, straight high walls 
required to support the continuous mining equipment 
limits the ability to mine around economically unattrac-
tive zones lying within the defined ore body. 

Development of Alternative Technologies 

The original decision to invest in the large-scale, con-
tinuous mining equipment at Suncor and Syncrude was 
based on evaluations of the alternatives available at the 
time. The past 15 to 20 years have seen a progressive 
increase in scale with respect to both mining shovels 
and heavy haulers. As part of a continuous evaluation 
process, the oil sands industry has seen a progressive 
incorporation of this technology as it has become avail-
able. 

At this point in time, the scale of operation associated 
with mobile equipment is directly comparable to that 
of the continuous mining equipment. However, limita- 
tions still exist with respect to the operation of a shovel 
truck fleet to provide both the ore mining and 
transport functions. Current hauler technology is sensi-
tive to haul distance and elevation requirements. The 
use of conveyers appears to be a rational alternative to

Development of oil sand crushing technology has been 
under way within the industry since the early 1980s. 
The use of the double roll crusher as an enabling step 
linking shovel truck ore supply and conveyor transport 
has evolved from a concept to a viable alternative. Al-
though the operating history of the crushers is limited 
with respect to oil sands, this technology is proven in a 
multitude of applications world wide. 

As a result of these development steps, the mining sys-
tem as shown in Figure 1 has evolved as an alternative 
to continued use of the existing equipment. Pertinent 
unit operations are: 

The use of a large-scale shovel truck system to 
both mine oil sand at commercial rates and 
achieve a higher degree of operational 
flexibility 

FIGURE 1 
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- The use of a crusher or sizer to provide a con-
veyable ore product 

The use of conveyers to elevate ore and to 
transport it over significant distances 

Both Suncor and Syncrude have completed recent 
studies evaluating the replacement of all or part of 
their continuous mining equipment with a 
Shovel/Truck/Crusher/Conveyor (SH/TR) system. 
These studies incorporate the advances in shovel truck 
technology made over the past 2 to 3 years (mainly in-
creases in scale) and a reduction in the perceived risk 
associated with large-scale mobile equipment. 

Suncor Equipment Replacement Decision 

The Suncor evaluation was predicated by a need to ad-
dress three issues, as follows: 

The incentive to significantly and continuously 
reduce costs 

- The increase in complexity of the current ore 
body 

- The development of a new ore body, subse-
quent to exhaustion of the current resource in 
2004 

The benefits of the SH/TR system identified in this 
evaluation resulted in the decision in October 1992 to 
move to a truck/shovel operation. 

The advantages identified include: 

Through blending, a more consistent feed 
grade could be realized with the SH/TR sys-
tem. 

- The ability to increase production to meet pos-
sible future debottlenecking/expansion of the 
extraction or upgrading plants was achievable 
with the SH/TR option, whereas the BWEs 
were operating at capacity. 

- Overburden haul distances were significantly 
reduced, as it was now possible to haul 
through the mined out pit, rather than around 
the in-pit conveyers. 

Oil sand blasting could be eliminated with the 
implementation of the SH/TR option.

The SH/TR option eliminates such support 
work as conveyer moves and extensions and 
slot cuts. 

Face conveyers, and extensions to the main 
conveyers, are not required to support the 
SH/TR system, resulting in significant reduc-
tions in capita! expenditures. 

The SH/TR project capital has a payback 
period of less than 2 years. 

Bitumen production costs could be reduced by 
$2.15 to $3.00 per barrel. 

The conversion to a truck/shovel operation will be 
complete by December 1993. 

Syncrude North Mine 

Upon completion of mining up to the 
Syncrude/Suncor lease boundary in 1998-2000, it is 
proposed to develop an alternative source of ore 
supply in the North Mine area, located west and north 
of the existing Syncrude Base Mine. Both the oil sand 
transport distance and overburden thickness associated 
with these reserves are greater than those associated 
with the base mine area. 

The alternatives under evaluation in 1992 were the 
relocation and continued use of the existing DL/BWR 
system, with auxiliary feed supplied using a SH/TR sys-
tem versus replacement of the continuous mining 
equipment with a SH/TR system. 

The analysis determined that the total waste handled is 
approximately 100 million cubic meters greater for the 
DL/BWR case than for the SH/TR case. Due to the 
flexibility of the SH/TR mining system as compared to 
the DL/BWR system, the shovel/truck system mines a 
greater amount of lower waste to ore ratio resource. 
In addition, the panel mining design associated with 
the DL/BWR system necessitates a pre-stripping 
volume that is 65 million cubic meters greater than 
that associated with the SH/TR case. 

The DL/BWR case consumed 13 percent more energy 
than the SH/TR case. 

The unit cost for ore mining and transport for shovel 
truck mining is 3 percent less than dragline/bucket 
wheel mining. The associated waste removal unit cost 
is 11 percent less for shovel/truck mining. Throughout 
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the life of the study, total mining expenditures are es-
timated to be $500 million less for the SH/TR case 
than the DL/BWR case. This translates to a savings 
of $0.70 per barrel bitumen.

A decision on the long-term planning basis for the 
North Mine is anticipated by mid-1993. 
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TECHNOLOGY 

TOP-DOWN IN SITU COMBUSTION PROCESS 
REVEALED 

The successful application of in situ combustion to 
heavy-oil formations, through lateral propagation of a 
combustion front from vertical injection to production 
wells, has been severely restricted by poor distribution 
of the injected air/02. The displacement geometry is 
a major cause of poor productivity in many reservoirs, 
leading to problems such as severe gravity override, 
poor sweep efficiencies, and high gas rates at the 
producers. A new combustion strategy, the top-down 
process, involves the injection of the oxidizing gas at 
the top of a formation and oil production from a 
horizontal well at the bottom to improve conformance 
due to the stabilizing effect of gravity. This process 
was discussed in a paper by J. Ivory, et al., presented at 
the Oil Sands--Our Petroleum Future Conference held 
in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada in April. 

The process described in this paper can be applied to a 
variety of reservoir conditions including: 

As a follow-up to cyclic steam stimulation 
operation with vertical wells 

For secondary recovery of light and heavy oil 
reservoirs 

Reservoirs currently being exploited with 
horizontal wells 

Experimental Configuration 

The core consisted of a cylindrical Athabasca oil sand 
section (diameter = 29 centimeters, height = 
40 centimeters) with a water soaked 20 to 40 frac sand 
communication path, which extended from the top of 
the core to 2 centimeters from the bottom. 

The oil sand was heated, using electrical guard heaters 
around the stainless steel sheath, to an average tem-
perature of 148°C prior to air injection. The overbur-
den pressure was varied with the injection pressure 
and was in the range of 3.0 to 4.4 MPa.

Analysis of Results 

Air injection at a relatively low flux (5 cubic meters per 
square meter per hour) resulted in temperatures of the 
order of 400°C at the top of the mined oil sand. 

Based on experimental temperature contours after 
8.9 hours and 26.9 hours of air injection, Ivory, et al. 
determined that it is necessary to increase either the 
air flow rate or the 02 concentration in the injected air 
as time progresses to maintain a desired combustion 
front temperature. Even if pure 02 is injected, tem- 
peratures will be limited by dilution due to produced 
gas (primarily CO2 and CO for 02 injection). 

The process was stable and premature breakthrough of 
a high temperature front to the production well does 
not appear to be a major concern for this process if a 
low air flux and a communication path are used. 
Steady oil production was maintained throughout, a!-
though the bitumen recovery rate fell from an initial 
value of 2 percent original oil in place per hour 
(OOIP/h) to a final value of 03 percent OOIP/h. The 
ultimate bitumen recovery was 35 percent (Figure 1). 

The mass of air required to produce a unit mass of 
bitumen increased with time until the end of air injec-
tion where it had reached a value of 5.0 kilograms 
air/kilogram produced bitumen. In a field situation, 
air injection will be stopped when the cost of compress-
ing the air exceeds the value of the produced oil, noted 
Ivory, et al. 

An analysis of the composition of the produced 
bitumen indicated that the general trend was for the 
saturate and Polar B contents to increase with time 
and for the aromatic and Polar A contents to decrease. 
The Polar B fraction is mainly composed of asphal-
tenes and so it increased with the asphaltene content. 
In contrast, the Polar A fraction consists primarily of 
resins which are known to be converted to asphaltenes 
by Low Temperature Oxidation (LTO) reactions. 
Despite the increasing asphaltene content, the viscosity 
of the produced bitumen was decreased by a factor of 
two (from approximately 70 to 30 centipoise). The 
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FIGURE 1 
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decrease in viscosity is presumably caused by the in-
creasing saturates content of the bitumen. 

The hydrogen content of the produced bitumen in-
creased from an initial value of 10.3 to 10.7 percent. 
The nitrogen content decreased from 0.35 to 
0.30 percent and the sulfur content from 4.79 to 
4.49 percent. The oxygen content increased from 1.15 
to 1.48 percent. The carbon concentration increased 
to a maximum of 83.9 percent before declining. Thus, 
the elemental composition of the produced bitumen 
was altered by oxidation reactions but the effect was 
not very dramatic. 

The CO  concentration of the produced gas increased 
over the first 7 hours to a value of 17 percent, which is 
typical of high temperature combustion (Figure 2). 
The CO concentration rose from 1.5 to 2.5 percent 
before declining to 1.7 percent. The 02 concentration 
was very low at the time when the CO  peak occurred. 
Later, when the front temperature started to decline, 
more 02 penetrated the oil sand and entered the 
production well. 

A H/C ratio of 1.5 is typical for burning of Athabasca 
bitumen. Values greater than this are indicative of 
LTO reactions where low carbon (i.e., high H/C)

FIGURE 2 
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values occur because of negligible CO and CO  produc-
tion. The H/C ratio had a minimum value of 0.8 at 
5.6 hours. It increased to 3.8 by 26.9 hours, indicating 
that as the run progressed and the temperature 
declined, LTO reactions became more important. 

The coke content of the solids and the asphaltene con-
tent of the bitumen in the post-run oil sand are 
presented in Table 1. 

The low coke content in Levels 1 + 2 is a result of 
coke burning. The higher coke contents in Levels 3-6 
are due to coke formation from LTO reactions. The 
decrease in coke content at the bottom of the oil sand 
pack is a result of lower 0 concentrations as most of 
the 02 is consumed at the 2higher levels. The asphal-
tene contents of both Levels 4 and 9 were within the 
range of values for pre-run bitumen. It is estimated 
that 20 percent of the initial bitumen was oxidized to 
form coke and that 37 percent of the total coke (= ini-
tial + coke formed) was burned. 

Application of Process 

In an ideal application of the process, most of the 0 is 
consumed in combustion reactions at the combustion 
front rather than bypassing the front, say the authors. 
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TABLE 1 

COMPOSITION OF POST-RUN OIL SAND 

% Asphaltene

Fluidizing gas flow through the reactor was caused by 
reducing the pressure above the bed with a gas pump 
operating in the vacuum mode. Pyrolysis energy was 
supplied by a propane burner, and the hot propane 
combustion gases were used for fluidization. 

Level Depth (cm) % Coke in Bitumen Reactor Temperature and Product Yields 

Pre-Run - 1.5 14348.0 Three reactor temperature ranges (plus or minus 1 +2 0.0-7.5 2.1 - 10°C) were targeted, 450°C, 475°C, and 500°C. 	
Oil 

3 
4

7.5-12.5 3.4 -
sand pyrolysis products included liquids, gases, and a 12.5-17.5 3.7 15.1 

5 17.5-22.5 3.2 - spent sand which contained a carbonaceous residue 
6 22.5-27.5 3.6 - referred to as coke in previous investigations. 
7 27.5-32.5 2.5 - 
8 32.5-37.5 2.9 - Results from four of the pyrolysis experiments, with 
9 37.5-40.0 2.1 18.2 material balances of 90 to 93 percent, are presented in 

Table 1.	 -

A small percentage of the 02 is consumed to produce 
coke in a thin zone ahead of the combustion front. 
High coke concentrations are obtained in this zone but 
the coke is burned as the combustion front moves 
through. Oil ahead of the high temperature zone is 
upgraded by mixing with thermally cracked oil and is 
displaced by a highly efficient top-down gas drive. 
Rapid ignition is required at the start of air injection in 
order to minimize 02 movement into cold zones where 
asphaltene precipitation and coke formation may 
result from low temperature oxidation reactions. 

ri',-'] 

WHITEROCKS OIL SANDS PYROLYSIS LIQUID 
YIELD IMPROVED 

Fluidized bed pyrolysis of Utah oil sands at sub-
atmospheric pressures was discussed in a paper by 
J.V. Fletcher, et al. presented at the 1992 Eastern Oil 
Shale Symposium held in Lexington, Kentucky. 

Experimental 

The processing system used in this investigation con- 
stitutes a small pilot-scale continuous flow pyrolysis 
reactor, and consists of an oil sand withdrawal and 
recovery system, various feeders, a fluidized bed reac-
tor, pyrolysis products process monitoring and support 
systems. A process flow diagram is presented in 
Figure 1.

Based on the data in Table 1, the distribution of 
product liquids and gases appeared insensitive to 
pyrolysis temperature below 475°C. Above 475°C, 
product gases increased at the expense of liquids. 
Coke production appeared to be insensitive to 
pyrolysis process temperatures in this range. 

The liquid products were collected in three separate 
collectors. These liquids were visibly different in physi-
cal properties. In addition, the liquids redistribute in 
the recovery system as the process temperature 
changes. 

Pour points of the two strainer liquids exhibited a 
marked change above 475°C. Liquids recovered in the 
prestrainer trap seemed to be similar at all process 
temperatures and independent of temperature varia-
tions at this uncooled area. 

Conradson carbon residues (CCR) for the three 
pyrolysis liquid products showed no clear temperature 
trend. However, there was a drop in the CCR for each 
successive downstream liquid, consistent with heavier 
materials condensing first in the liquid product 
recovery train. 

Viscosities were only measured for the liquids 
recovered in strainer #2 due to the sand content of the 
other liquid products. As expected, liquid product vis-
cosity decreased with increasing pyrolysis temperature. 
A 25°C increase in pyrolysis temperature reduced the 
viscosity by more than 50 percent for these liquids. 

The specific gravity of the liquids was greatest in the 
prestrainer trap and the least in strainer #2. The 
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FIGURE 1 

PYROLYSIS PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM
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specific gravity of the liquids also decreased as 
pyrolysis temperatures increased. According to 
Fletcher, et al., the specific gravity trends suggest an 
absence of aromatization and/or dealkylation reac-
tions. Lower aromaticity would also be consistent with 
the low coke yields from the experiments. 

Liquid Product Distributions 

Comparison of product distributions in Table 1 sug-
gests that for the system and conditions of this study, 
retention times greater than 30 minutes are not a sig-
nificant process variable.

The data also suggest an interesting effect of fluidizing 
gas velocity. Runs #709 and #619 were similar in 
average solids residence times and pyrolysis tempera-
tures, yet the weight distributions of liquids recovered 
at the three collection points were different. The 
weight distribution difference is probably related to the 
gas velocity in the liquid product collection system. 

Product Yields 

From Table 1 it would appear that the Whiterocks oil 
sands can be pyrolyzed at 450 to 475°C to yield 
88 weight percent liquids, 9 weight percent coke, and 
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TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF PRODUCT DISTRIBUTIONS
(Weight Percent) 

Run # 
709 619 812 721 

Avg. TB (°C) 447 458 473 500 
Products Recovered, Wt% 

Prestrainer Trap 7.6 93 5.9 43 
Strainer #1 52.6 38.7 54.1 69.3 
Strainer #2 39.8 51.9 40.0 26.4 
Total Liquids 88 89 88 84.5 
Coke 9 9 9 9 
Gas 3 2 3 6.5 

Avg. Retention Time, (mm) 44 48 29 30 
U/U

mf
2.5 2.0 2.5 2.5

3 weight percent gases. These liquid yields are sig-
nificantly greater than those previously reported for 
the pyrolysis of Whiterocks oil sands in either a 
fluidized bed (61.2 to 67.6 weight percent) or a rotary 
kiln (65.5 weight percent) at any temperature. 

The recovery of more liquids in this work could be the 
result of the reduced pressure above the bed and/or 
the use of combustion gases for fluidization. Based on 
the modest pressure reductions, it is more likely that 
the presence of CO2 and/or H20 in the fluidizing gas 
was responsible for the improved liquid yields. 

Coke and Gas Products 

This study supports the conclusion that pyrolysis tem-
perature has no significant effect on coke yield for the 
Whiterocks oil sand. Average weight percent coke on 
the sand was about 8.2 weight percent of the bitumen 
fed. 

The coke yields are lower than any previously reported 
coke yields regardless of oil sand source. Although 
trace amounts of oxygen may have been present in the 
fluidizing gas, there was no supporting evidence for par-
tial combustion of the carbonaceous residue either 
visually or in terms of liquefied petroleum gas fuel con-
sumed. It is more likely that the water content of the 
fluidizing gas suppressed the coke formation, say the 
authors. 

The gas analysis trends are similar for the fluidized 
bed at reduced pressure and the rotary kiln. Products

are normal alkanes and alkenes, with little isobutane 
or isobutene. One noticeable difference is the tin-
usually high propene content in the kiln gaseous 
product (46.1 percent versus 14.0 to 17.7 percent). 

Pyrolysis gas product yields are reported in Table 2 
(next page). Gas analysis showed low iso-C4 gases in 
all the runs. 

SYNTHETIC CRUDE OFFERS ADVANTAGES TO 
REFINERS 

At Suncor Inc.'s Oil Sands Group (OSG) high produc- 
tion costs have limited development of the oil sands 
resource. Making synthetic crude involves a complex 
process which includes mining, bitumen extraction and 
upgrading. It currently costs OSG US$18 per barrel 
(capital and expense) to produce a product which sells 
for slightly less than petroleum crude. 

OSG considers this profit margin unacceptable and has 
recently committed to invest over US$300 million in 
new technologies and process modifications which will 
reduce its cost of production by US$5.50 per barrel. 
This will bring per barrel production costs into line 
with conventional crudes without exploration risk or 
threat of depletion. Suncor believes that, once the com-
pany demonstrates to the petroleum industry that syn-
thetics can be produced as economically as conven-
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TABLE 2 

REDUCED PRESSURE PYROLYSIS GAS PRODUCT YIELDS 
USING WHITEROCKS OIL SANDS 

Run#
709	 619	 812	 721 

U/U 2.5	 2.0	 2.5	 2.5 
T5,	 447	 458	 473	 500 

Product	 Wt%	 Wt%	 Wt%	 Wt% 
Species	 (Gas Basis) (Gas Basis) (Gas Basis) (Gas Basis) 

H 1.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Ch 15.7 23.9 14.0 14.0 
C2I14 4.6 6.6 14.1 7.2 
C2H6 11.7 iSA 10A 10.1 
C3H6 17.4 14.6 13.0 14.0 
C H 17.2 16.2 12.7 10.6 

1.2 0 2.7 1.2 
n4448 13.6 14.0 13.5 13.0 
n-C H 10 10.1 9.2 9.1 7.7 
i-C4t13 0.6 0 1.2 13 
C5 7.0 0 7.7 153 
C6 0.8 0 1.6 5.8

tional crudes, interest in developing Alberta's oil sands 
reserve will grow significantly. The advantages of syn-
thetic crudes to refiners were discussed in a presenta-
tion by S. Carruthers at the 1993 National Petroleum 
Refiners Association Annual Meeting held in San An-
tonio, Texas in March. 

Product Slate Diversification 

The upgrading process at OSG produces three product 
streams--naphtha, kerosene and gas oil. Historically, 
these three streams have then been blended in 
specified proportions to produce a generic synthetic 
crude, which represented 94 percent of product sold. 
However, given the plant's highly flexible blending sys-
tem, it is possible to greatly expand OSG's product 
slate to include a wide range of premium petroleum 
products. 

For example, 050 is capable of producing customized 
crudes that would exactly suit a customer's refinery con-
figuration and desired product slate. Such crudes 
would also provide feedstock blending opportunities, 
allowing a refiner to widen its crude slate and 
strengthen its bargaining position with suppliers.

Another product option is to sell the component 
streams separately. Naphtha can be used for gasoline 
production, a heavy oil diluent, or a petrochemical 
plant feedstock. Kerosene can be (and is) sold as a 
No. I diesel fuel which already meets the new 
0.05 percent sulfur content specification. It is also valu-
able as a diluent for the new in situ extraction 
processes. Gas oil is an attractive feedstock com-
ponent for a refiner with excess hydrocracking 
capacity, providing the opportunity to maximize the 
benefit of the volumetric gain provided by those plants. 

The final product opportunity involves custom mixing 
components into non-crude blends. For example, 
naphtha/kero blends are good feedstocks for chemical 
and jet fuel plants. Suncor is currently testing 
kero/gas oil combinations which can be sold as high 
energy, low flashpoint diesel fuels for locomotives, 
buses and transport trucks. 

The significant expansion of 050's product slate to in-
clude premium, customized products involves sig-
nificant logistical complexities. However, the value 
these products will provide both OSG and its cus-
tomers justifies the effort to meet the challenges. 
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Product Quality Initiative 

As it now stands, Suncor products are of good quality. 
There are, however, opportunities for improvement, 
says Carrothers. The aromatics level in the kerosene 
stream limits the amount that can be blended into a 
refinery's feedstock due to its impact on jet fuel smoke 
point and diesel cetane levels. Suncor is currently un-
dertaking an engineering study to identify options for 
the significant reduction of kerosene stream aromatics 
levels. The solution will likely involve capital invest-
ment to modify and expand the kerosene unifining 
process and increase hydrogen production levels. 

OSG is presently conducting a technical study to iden-
tify opportunities for the reduction of gas oil 
polynuclear aromatics through gas oil unifier system 
expansion or modification and through increased 
hydrogen production. 

While the sulfur level in OSG's synthetic crude is low 
versus conventional light, sweet crudes, it is higher 
than Syncrude and Bi-Provincial Upgrader products. 
Because virtually all of the sulfur is in the gas oil com-
ponent, product sulfur levels can be cut in half by 
changing gas oil unifiner operational parameters, says 
Carrothers. 

Carrothers summarizes the advantages of synthetics as 
follows: 

- Low sulfur 
- Light product 
- Resid free 
- LowBS&W 
- Blending characteristics 
- Cracker feed volumes 
- Cracker gasoline octane 
- Long term supply 

ASPHALTENES REJECTED FROM BITUMEN BY 
SUPERCRITICAL EXTRACTION 

Asphaltenes are precipitates that separate from 
petroleum, petroleum residua or bituminous materials 
upon treatment with low-boiling hydrocarbon solvents. 
It is believed that the asphaltene content of heavy oils 
and bitumens is a key index related to processibility. It 
is therefore desirable to separate or reject the asphal-

tenes fraction prior to processing heavy oil and 
bitumens. To identify the relationship between the 
rejected and parent materials, supercritical fluid extrac-
tion of bitumen was carried out under a variety of test 
conditions. The asphaltene contents and chemical com-
position of the residual fractions were then compared 
to those of the original bitumen. The results of this 
study were summarized in a paper by M.D. Deo and 
F.V. Hanson presented at the 1992 Eastern Oil Shale 
Symposium held in Lexington, Kentucky. 

Experimental 

The asphaltene content of the Whiterocks bitumen as 
determined by the pentane-insolubles test was 
2.9 weight percent. The saturate and aromatic fraction 
was 42.7 percent and the resin content was 
54.5 percent. The supercritical extraction was per-
formed using commercial grade propane, containing 
about 96 percent propane and 4 percent C 1 , C2 and C4 
hydrocarbon gases. In each extraction sequence, seven 
to eight extract samples were collected. Each of the 
samples was analyzed for its asphaltene, resin, and 
saturate and aromatic content. The H/C ratio was 
also obtained for each sample. 

Experiments were performed at three different pres-
sures (5.5 MPa, 10.3 MPa and 17.2 MPa) at a constant 
temperature of 380 K and at three different tempera-
tures (339 K, 380 K and 422 K) at a constant pressure 
of 103 MPa. The critical temperature of propane is 
369.8K and its critical pressure is 4.25 MPa. 

It was observed that the extraction yields increased as 
a function of pressure at constant temperature. 
However no clear trend was observed as a function of 
temperature at constant pressure. The highest extrac-
tion yield was obtained at 380 K and 17.2 MPa. 

Compositional variation in the extract phases as a func-
tion of pressure indicated that heavier compounds are 
extracted at higher pressure. Compositional changes 
in the middle extracts as a function of temperature 
showed that the heaviest compounds were extracted at 
380 K, where the extraction efficiency was also the 
highest. 

The asphaltene contents of all the residual fractions 
were significantly higher than the original bitumen, in-
creasing with pressure (Figure 1). The highest asphal-
tene content was found in the residual fraction from 
the extraction at 380 K and 17.2 MPa where the extrac-
tion yield was also the highest. 
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Saturates and aromatics were preferentially depleted 
from the original bitumen. At higher pressures, as the 
extraction efficiency increased, more of the saturates 
and aromatics were extracted from the original 
bitumen. In fact, for the extraction at 380 K and 
17.2 MPa, the amount of saturates and aromatics in 
the residual fraction was found to be zero. The 
amount of saturates and aromatics were seen to in-
crease in the residual fractions as a function of tem-
perature at constant pressure. 

This observation was consistent with the fact that 
saturates and aromatics were preferentially extracted 
from the residual fractions leaving them relatively 
richer in resins. 

The H/c ratios of the residual fractions are consis-
tently lower than the H/C. ratio of the original 
bitumen, suggesting that the residual fractions are 
more polar than the bitumen. It was also observed 
from Figure 2 that as the extraction pressure increased

(as the extraction became more severe) the H/C ratio 
of the residual fractions decreased. 

Examination of the H/c ratios of the residual frac-
tions with respect to increasing extraction tempera-
tures revealed that the H/C ratio of the residual frac-
tion obtained at 380 K was the lowest. 

Selected high-temperature simulated distillation 
analyses were performed on some residual fractions. 
A comparison of the boiling point distributions of two 
of the residual fractions with the high-temperature boil-
ing point distribution of the original bitumen 
demonstrates the depletion of compounds over a wide 
carbon number range from the original bitumen. It is 
this depletion that leads to the significant increase in 
the asphaltene content of the residual fractions. 

These experiments established the fact that asphal-
tenes are not a definite compound class but are a col-
lection of compounds specific to a given mixture. Ac-
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cording to Den and Hanson, the data also point out 
that it may be inappropriate to perform material 
balances on the asphaltene portions of the fractionated 
oils and bitumens because the type and amounts of as-
phaltenes in different fractions depends on the 
solubility character of the specific fractions. The 
residual fractions were comprised of asphaltenes, 
resins and other hydrocarbons, and it is essential to 
consider the rejection of all of the higher boiling com-
pounds in the original bitumen in order to develop a 
comprehensive understanding of the rejection process. 

rr•r,n 

FREEZE/THAW DISPOSAL SYSTEM PROPOSED 
FOR FINE TAILINGS 

Under current production conditions, an oil sands 
processing plant producing 100,000 barrels per day of

synthetic crude oil generates a tailings (waste) stream 
consisting of 100,000 cubic meters of loose sand and 
20,000 cubic meters per day of 30 percent solids con-
tent fine tails when a reclaim water system is operat-
ing. The industry is examining various methods to dis-
pose of the vast quantity of fine tails in a safe and en-
vironmentally acceptable manner. A disposal scheme 
which incorporates the use of the freeze-thaw process 
to dewater the fine tailings is outlined in a paper by 
D. Sego, et al., presented at the Oil Sands--Our 
Petroleum Future Conference held April 4 through 7 
in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 

When water-saturated fine-grained slurries are sub-
jected to below freezing temperatures, negative pore 
water pressures are set up between the unfrozen water 
surrounding the mineral particles and the ice which 
fills the voids. Negative pore pressures develop be-
cause of surface tension differences which exist be-
tween the ice and unfrozen liquid water surrounding 
the fine grained particles. These suctions cause water 
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to migrate to the growing ice crystals from the pore 
space which results in a distinct segregated reticulate 
ice/fine grained sped" structure forming in the result-
ing frozen mass. 

Natural freezing of water and soil is a yearly event in 
Northern regions and it has been extensively studied. 
The depth of frost penetration within a mass of soil or 
fine tails is a function of the cold winter air tempera-
ture and snow cover. 

According to Sego, et al., for average winter air tem-
perature conditions in the Ft. McMurray area, a maxi-
mum of 1.8 meters of fine tails can be frozen. If snow 
is allowed to accumulate on the surface of the frozen 
fine tails, less than 1.0 meters will freeze due to the in-
sulating effect of the snow cover. 

Influence of Freeze-Thaw on Oil Sand Flue Tails 

A number of laboratory and field studies have been 
carried out to evaluate the volume of water released by 
fine tails when subjected to one cycle of freeze-thaw. 
Figure 1 shows a direct comparison between the 
freeze-thaw behavior of fine tails produced from the 
OSLO, Suncor and Syncrude extraction process. The 
higher initial solids contents (>30 percent) were 
produced by repeated freeze-thaw to enhance the 
solids contents after the water released during thaw 
was removed. 

The improved freeze-thaw behavior of the OSLO fine 
tails compared to the other two materials suggests that 
it is possible to remove up to 50 percent of the process 
water by one cycle of freeze-thaw and this water does 
not contain many solids (0.5 percent) which need to be 
removed before the water can be recycled to the plant 
if it has acceptable chemical characteristics. To estab-
lish if fine tails from the Clark Hot Water Extraction 
Process could be altered to behave in a similar manner 
to the OSLO Cold Water Extraction fine tails under 
freeze-thaw, the addition of chemicals to fine tails 
from Suncor was examined. When an optimum 
amount of sulfuric acid and quicklime were added 
prior to subjecting the material to one freeze-thaw 
cycle, improved solids enhancement similar to OSLO 
fine tails were observed (Figure 1). The decant 
released upon thaw was free of solids except for some 
floating bitumen. 

The freeze-thaw process also changes the interparticle 
arrangement of the fine tails and it leaves relics of the 
macro structures produced during freezing in the
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thawed mass. SEM micrographs of as received and 
once frozen fine tails show that the as received fine 
tails have a nearly homogeneous open card house par-
ticle arrangement which contains a great deal of pore 
water. The once frozen fine tails show how this open 
structure has been compressed to form peds during the 
freezing and that the original internal water now sur-
rounds the peds in the three dimensional ice lenses 
(reticulate ice). This macro structure dramatically 
changes the fine tails ability to release process water 
upon thaw. When the frozen mass melts downward 
from the surface, the peds settle, and they retain all the 
solids, and cracks develop within the thawing mass. 
This results in the original volume consisting of a dear 
decant (about 50 percent) at the surface and a mass of 
peds with water occupying the space between the pet 
(cracks). 

Post Thaw Consolidation Characteristics 

Once the free melt water at the surface is drained 
away following thaw some of the remaining waste 
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water within the mass can be removed by applying a 
small load to the surface which will cause the cracks 
and the peds to dose and deform thus further dewater-
ing the fine tails. OSLO fine tails were frozen both in 
the field and in the laboratory and then tested. Upon 
thaw the void ratio decreases from the original value of 
5 to 6 down to between 1.9 and 2.5. This decrease in 
void ratio without the application of stress is known as 
thaw deformation (or strain). Then with the addition 
of stress the fine tails further deform until they reach a 
void ratio of about 1.0 at an effective stress of about 
100 kPa. When the void ratio reaches about 1.0 the 
once frozen material reaches the consolidation line of 
the never frozen material, and the once frozen fine 
tails behave as if they never were frozen. 

All tests with once frozen fine tails show that the per-
meability is greater than in the original never frozen 
fine tails at a similar void ratio. This greater per-
meability is due to the cracks which remain in the 
thawed mass as artifacts of the predominately vertical 
reticulate ice structure which formed as the fine tails 
froze, say Sego, et al. The greater permeability 
decreases the time required for the water to be 
released and for the fine tails to settle under the 
weight of the material placed above. When the fine 
tails reach a void ratio of 0.9 they exist at a solids con-
tent of 75 percent and have a shear strength of about 
10 kPa and a residual value of 3 to 4 kPa, which is suffi-
cient strength to support a soil cap and to prevent the 
fme tails from flowing. 

Thin Layered Freeze-Thaw Disposal 

The use of freeze-thaw to assist in solids enhancement 
has two alternate approaches which depend on the ul-
timate disposal scheme for the fine tails: 

Freeze Controlled: Thin layers of fine tails 
are placed throughout the winter to maximize 
the amount which can be frozen. If during the 
next summer all the frozen mass does not 
thaw it will thaw some time in the future and 
release its contained water provided internal 
drainage is available. 

Thaw Controlled: Thin layers of fine tails are 
placed during the winter until the mass 
reaches a thickness which will thaw during the

next summer. This ensures that all fine tails 
thaw and release their decant each year. 

Each of these uses of thin layered freeze-thaw requires 
that the water released during thaw either be drained 
or pumped from the surface. 

An alternate solid enhancement approach is also avail-
able, which involves pumping fine tails at depth in a 
pond and then placing them in a thin layer on a previ-
ously frozen surface layer. Again the thin layers are al- 
ternately placed and allowed to freeze until the re-
quired thickness of frozen material is achieved. 
During downward melting the decant is released at the 
surface and the peds settle on to the previously frozen 
supporting mass until it completely thaws. At this 
point depending on the contents of the pond the mass 
of thawed pcds will sink because they have lost their 
supporting layer, until they reach a layer capable of 
supporting them. The advantage of the scheme is that 
the alternate disposal area is not required as the fine 
tails can be pumped onto the existing pond surface. 

Field Test Site at Suncor 

A freeze-thaw field test presently being carried out at 
the Suncor site consists of three separate ponds in 
which chemically treated mature fine tails are placed 
and then frozen. 

The field test is being used to study different thin 
layered placement techniques as well as varying the to-
tal placement thickness of frozen fine tails which will 
be placed. Since startup in January, 1993 the fine tails 
have been pumped into Ponds 2A and 2B from mul-
tiple discharge points along the length of each pond. 

After filling Pond 2C in December it was allowed to 
freeze downward from the surface to create a frozen 
working surface. Since January, treated fine tails have 
been pumped up on to and allowed to spread over the 
frozen surface. The fine tails are allowed to freeze 
prior to the next layer being pumped. Different 
methods of raising the fine tails to the surface and 
spreading them on Pond 2C are also being inves-
tigated. 

On February 18, 1993 each pond contained about 
1.2 meters of treated and frozen fine tails. 
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EMULSIFIED BITUMEN VACUUM BOTTOMS 
PROPOSED AS NEW FUEL PRODUCT 

Imperial Oil has substantial bitumen reserves in the oil 
sands of the Cold Lake and Athabasca regions of Al-
berta, Canada. Current development is hampered by 
the inability of the downstream refineries to process 
this high viscosity bitumen with high sulfur, nitrogen, 
metals, conradson carbon residues (CCR) and asphal-
tenes. Over the years various attempts to upgrade this 
bitumen to a premium sweet light crude have failed 
due to high up-front capital cost and low projected 
returns. At Imperial Oil, a new concept is called 
Phased Partial Upgrading (PPU) is under evaluation. 
The approach avoids the high cost of converting the 
bottom of the barrel to motor fuel by creating a new 
product from it, thus making bitumen development at-
tractive. The PPU concept was discussed in a paper by 
M. Chosh presented at the 10th Annual Heavy Oil and 
Oil Sands Technical Symposium held in Calgary, Al-
berta, Canada in March. 

The PPIJ scheme has several fundamental differences 
from conventional upgrading projects. It does not at-
tempt to convert the high carbon resid into a feedstock 
for the conventional refineries. It is considerably less 
expensive. It utilizes the diluent used in its transporta-
tion to fill in the front end of the product,making it 
similar to a conventional light crude with no resid. 
The hydrotreating requirements are minimal as no con-
version products need to be upgraded. It is amenable 
to phasing in facilities to meet future volume and 
quality demands. 

In the PPU concept the diluted bitumen is split into 
two fractions. The lighter fraction is the total over-
heads from the atmospheric and vacuum distillation 
operations and the heavier fraction is the bottom 
residuum from the vacuum tower. The heavier frac-
tion is emulsified with water in a 
70/30 bitumen-in-water emulsion for use as a fuel, 
called E-B Fuel. 

Overhead Stream 

The overhead stream, without further processing, is 
similar to a light sour crude with no resid. It has a 
gravity of 40.80AP1 and 1.6 percent sulfur with 
15.5 percent light naphtha, 25.0 percent heavy naphtha, 
25.7 percent mid-distillate and 33.8 percent heavy gas 
oil. Hydrotreating can be applied to the fractions of 
this stream to make it attractive for the customer.

A number of potential user refineries were surveyed to 
establish the treating required to the overhead stream 
and the corresponding anticipated price for the crude. 
Based on the feedback received, a pilot hydrotreating 
program was undertaken at Imperial's laboratories 
which was jointly funded by the Alberta Hydrogen 
Research Program. In this 1992 pilot program a wide-
cut (200 to 950°F) fraction of the overhead stream was 
hydrotreated to improve the overall quality of the 
crude. The run established the long-term life of the 
catalyst under set operating conditions and produced a 
crude with less than 1 ppm nitrogen in the heavy naph-
tha fraction, 40 cetane number diesel cut and high 
quality cat cracker feed. The jet fuel cut was found to 
be marginally lower in smoke point. 

E-B Fuel 

The emulsified bottoms fuel development was a major 
effort during the last 2 years. A proprietary emulsifica-
tion process has been developed by Imperial/Esso 
which produces very small resid droplets in a narrow 
distribution, dispersed in a continuous water phase. 
This allows the fuel to achieve high hydrocarbon burn 
efficiency. This emulsified fuel, named E-B Fuel, is 
stable, pipelineable, has low viscosity and excellent han-
dling characteristics. The most likely customers of 
E-B Fuel are the power utilities. 

Currently a 1 barrel per day pilot plant is operating to 
optimize the formulation and producing larger quan-
tities of E-B Fuel for further testing. Initial combus-
tion tests were conducted in an 800,000 BTU per hour 
pilot furnace. The flame was short and stable with min-
imum of sparklers at low excess air. The fuel oil bur-
ner required no modifications. The hydrocarbon 
destruction and removal efficiency was higher than 
99.99 percent. The heavy metals were captured in the 
flyash. 

E-B Fuel contains about 4.4 percent sulfur and 
0.5 percent nitrogen. Thus, some form of flue gas treat-
big will be required. The current commercial flue gas 
desulfurization technologies can remove 90 to 
95 percent of the sulfur but that may not be sufficient. 
Exxon has a flue gas desulfurization process called 
High Energy Venturi scrubbing which is commercially 
applied to catalytic cracking regenerator off gases with 
98 percent SO2 removal. Cominco's ammonia process 
can also remove 98 percent plus of SO2 

For NO; removal Imperial's in-house ammonia-based 
process is available to remove about 88 percent of 
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nitrogen oxides. Particulates will be removed by 
means of electrostatic precipitators. 

A study by Monenco developed the investments re-
quired for retrofitting a 500 megawatt unit with coal, 
natural gas and fuel oil firing cases. The operating 
cost will be marginally higher for the fuel oil case be-
cause of increased boiler maintenance. However, for 
the coal-fired case, due to less coal and ash handling 
requirements, the annual operating cost will be less 
with equivalent sulfur in both fuels. 

Development Plan for 1993 

The 1993 plan will be focusing on a lower pressure gas 
oil hydrotreating pilot run to upgrade the overhead at 
a minimum cost. 

An extended combustion test for E-B Fuel in a test fur-
nace is scheduled to optimize combustion related 
parameters, including handling, pumping, atomization, 
excess air requirements, flue gas composition and cor-
rosion aspects. In addition, work will continue to op-
timize the formulation of E-B Fuel and its effects on 
stability and combustion characteristics in a small lab-
scale furnace. 

The construction of a 100 to 200 barrel per day pilot 
plant is planned to produce larger quantities of £-B 
Fuel for potential customers to try out in their test 
facilities. 

COPROCESSING OF BITUMEN AND COAL 
YIELDS HIGH QUALITY LIQUIDS 

Coprocessing involves simultaneous upgrading of coal 
and bitumen/heavy oil in the presence of hydrogen 
into synthetic crudes. One of the advantages of 
coprocessing is the solvolytic effects of the 
bitumen/heavy oil fractions, which may partly solubil-
ize coal fractions and may also act as hydrogen donors. 
The inorganic matters of the coal may provide some 
beneficial catalytic activity for the upgrading of 
bitumen/heavy oil. In addition, coal is also known to 
be capable of enhancing demetallation of the 
bitumen/heavy oil.

The Province of Alberta, Canada has huge reserves of 
subbituminous coals, bitumen and heavy oil and hence 
coprocessing of these low value fossil fuels is attractive. 
A. Chakma and J. Zaman of the University of Calgary 
examined coprocessing of Athabasca bitumen and a 
subbituminous coal using molten halide catalysts, with 
particular emphasis on the effect of solvent type on liq-
uid yield and quality. The results of this study were 
presented at the 205th American Chemical Society 
Meeting held in Denver, Colorado, March 28 through 
April 2. 

The experimental program mainly consisted of react-
ing coal and bitumen mixtures in the presence of 
catalysts under H2 pressure at desired temperature for 
1 to 2 hour periods and analyzing of the reaction 
products. 

Athabasca bitumen, produced by the hot water 
process, was supplied by the Alberta Research Council 
sample bank. Subbituminous coal was supplied by 
Forestburg Colliers Ltd. It was pulverized and sieved 
to pass through 200 Tyler Mesh screen (<75 microns). 
To increase catalytic activity and decrease the impact 
of corrosion, coal particles were impregnated with mol-
ten halide catalysts. 

Product Yields 

Figure 1 shows liquid yields as a function of different 
processing schemes. Separate processing of coal and 
bitumen only provides 56.13 percent liquid products. 
Coprocessing without any catalyst increases the liquid 
yield to about 67 percent. Addition of ZnCl2 catalyst 
results in a further increase in liquid yield to slightly 
over 73.1 percent. Highest liquid yield of about 
76 percent is obtained with the optimized mixed 
catalyst formulation. The coke yield trend for these 
processing schemes is a reverse of the liquid yield 
trend. The highest coke is obtained with separate 
processing (28.7 percent of dry ash-free feed) while 
coprocessing with the optimized mixed catalyst for-
mulation gave the lowest coke yield (16.75 percent of 
dry ash-free feed). 

Liquid Product Quality 

The H/C atomic ratios of maltene fractions obtained 
from various processing schemes are shown in 
Figure 2. Again, the mixed catalyst provides a superior 
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performance over other processing schemes by provid-
ing maltenes with higher H/C ratio. 

Comparison of Solvents 

Experiments were carried out by coprocessing coal 
with different solvents with or without any catalysts. 
The solvents used were: deasphalted and de-coked 
bitumen, maltene fraction obtained from coprocessing 
of coal and bitumen, a hydrogen donor solvent, 
tetralin, and decalin. Among the solvents examined 
decalin proved to be the worst in terms of liquid yield 
(68.21 percent of feed). Maltene fractions obtained 
from the bitumen performed better than the virgin 
bitumen (78.26 versus 75.85 percent of feed) while 
tetralin was found to be the best solvent (84.4 percent 
of feed). 

The H/C ratios of the liquid product also showed a 
similar trend, indicating the following order of 
hydrogenation capability of the solvents: decalin 
<bitumen < maltene < tetralin. The quality of the 
coprocessed liquid obtained is quite high with an H/C 
ratio of 1.63 with bitumen as a coprocessing solvent. 
The H/C ratio increased to 1.78 with tetralin as the 
coprocessing solvent. 

FIGURE 2 
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HYDROTRANSPORT A KEY TECHNOLOGY AT 
SYNCRUDE 

Hydrotransport is an integral part of Syncrude's 
operations--particularly in the processing and tailings 
areas. Transport distances for tailings, using this tech-
nology, have risen from approximately 100 million 
tonne-kilometers in 1979 to 600 million tonne-
kilometers in 1992 and will rise to around 1,600 million 
tonne-kilometers by 1996. The role of hydrotransport 
to Syncrude's current operations, and programs to ex-
pand the applications of this technology to new areas, 
were discussed in a paper by W. Maciejewski and 
R.J. Oxenford presented at the Oil Sands--Our 
Petroleum Future Conference held in Edmonton, Al-
berta, Canada in April. 

Use of Hydrotransport in Current Operations 

The Syncrude tailings transport system has now been 
in operation for over 14 years. During this time many 
innovations and changes have been introduced which 
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have lowered operating costs and improved 
availability. 

The economics of hydrotransport and the pipeline 
parameters are closely related. To maximize through-
put, the pipeline has to run at high slurry density and 
velocity. 

When Syncrude began production, the design oil sand 
feed rate to each of the four extraction trains was 
800 kilograms per second. This rate has now increased 
to about 1,250 kilograms per second. The accommoda-
tion of higher feed rates has increased tailings slurry 
density from 45 to 60 percent solids by weight. 

The immediate benefits have included lower specific 
power consumption and lower wear rates on both 
pumps and pipe. In the longer term, environmental 
benefits are also realized because a higher percentage 
of the approximate 22 micron solids are entrained in 
the voids of the sand in the dike and bench areas, and 
less fine tailings are generated. 

When Syncrude's new tailings disposal site was estab-
lished in 1991, high-head slurry pumps (47 meters of 
head) were introduced. This increased the pump and 
pipeline working pressure from 2,050 to 3,500 kPa, sig-
nificantly reducing the number of pumps required to 
transport the tailings. 

There are presently over 50,000 meters of 
600 millimeter diameter pipe in service in the Syncrude 
tailings system. At present, four different materials 
are routinely used in the system: 

- Carbon steel 
- Neoprene-lined, carbon steel 
- Induction hardened pipe 
- Weld overlaid pipe 

One of the most significant pipe improvements has 
been the reduction in the number of pipe connections. 
The original system consisted of 25 meter lengths of 
carbon steel pipe connected together by victaulic cou-
plings. Present design calls for butt welding of all pipe 
connections except at expansion barrels, which are lo-
cated at 600 meter intervals. 

The economic and environmental benefits obtained by 
operating at higher densities are maximized when 
water addition at the pumpboxes is completely 
eliminated. This can only be achieved when the avail-
able pump head can be varied to match the required

head for all possible combinations of flow rate and line 
length. For tailings hydrotransport to the new disposal 
site, variable frequency drives were selected, primarily 
because of their higher energy efficiency. 

Large Particle Hydrotransport 

New applications of hydrotransport beyond tailings dis-
posal have to take into account the granular charac-
teristic of transported materials. Syncrude oil sand con-
tains siltstone inclusions up to 2 meters in one dimen- 
sion as well as a small percentage of smaller rocks, clay 
and frozen lumps (approximately 300 millimeters). 
Overburden material can also contain siltstone inclu-
sions. These two materials differ in composition; e.g., 
the day content in the overburden governs the design 
of the pipeline feeding system. A commercial-size 
cyclofeeder can receive lumps up to 600 millimeters in 
diameter and produce a pipeline input lump size ap-
proximately 150 to 175 millimeters maximum dimen-
sion, which is still acceptable for passing a five-vane 
centrifugal pump impeller. 

Investigations into the maximum pipeline feed size 
revealed that rock lumps screened to minus 
100 millimeters (one direction dimension up to 
175 millimeters) could be transported by pipeline 
without sustaining catastrophic damage to the pump or 
incurring excessive head or efficiency degradation. 
Another encouraging outcome of the test program was 
that the minimum required transport velocity was 
found to be less than 3 meters per second. The 
pipeline frictional losses were found to be about 
15 percent higher than those which are experienced 
when transporting tailings sand. 

Overburden Hydrotransport 

It is estimated that overburden disposal accounts for 
37 percent of the total cost of delivering bitumen to 
upgrading today. it is anticipated that the cost of over-
burden disposal will rise to 43 percent of those costs 
within 15 years unless more economical disposal 
methods are developed. 

Syncrude has been evaluating the hydraulic transport 
of overburden using mature fine tailings as a carrying 
medium. Use of this carrying medium helps minimize 
digestion of clay lumps. 

Pipelining of clay lumps is a challenging problem be-
cause of their cohesive nature. A test program has 
been developed encompassing modeling of hydraulic 
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pipeline friction, lump attrition and overburden/fine 
tailings mixture behavior as a function of pipeline dis-
tance. 

Hydraulic Transport of Oil Sand 

In 1988, Syncrude launched a multi-million dollar 
research and development program on hydrotransport 
technology for oil sand application. During the sum-
mers of 1989, 1990 and 1991, Syncrude operated a 
series of pilot facilities that tested both the slurry 
mixing device (the cyclofeeder) and the degree of 
pipeline conditioning obtained. 

The experimental work has proved the viability of this 
technology at rates up to 1,000 tonnes per hour. 
Despite the encouraging results in the work so far, 
there are still significant technical uncertainties in scal-
ing up from the current knowledge base to a full com-
mercial unit at 4,500 tonnes per hour. To answer these 
uncertainties, Syncrude is working on a full-scale 
hydrotransport system, the Extraction Auxiliary 
Production System (EAPS), complete with slurrying 
facilities and pipeline to deliver slurry from the mine to 
the existing extraction plant. 

The EAPS will evaluate: 

- Interfacing of dry mining equipment with a 
slurry system at 4,500 tonnes per hour 

- Matching of mining and extraction rates 

- Pumping of oil sand slurry (complete with
rocks and bitumen) over extended distances 

- Pipeline slurry conditioning in large pipe and 
bitumen recovery data 

- Problems in disposing of dense tailings which 
contain rocks 

- Reject quantity 

- Winter operation and final scaleup of the 
slurry system 

The key components of an oil sand hydraulic 
transport-based bitumen production system are 
described by Maciejewski and Oxenford as follows.

Dry Feed Handling 

The development of the high capacity feeder breakers 
and feeder crushers has provided the necessary link 
between intermittent shovel and truck loading to con-
tinuous conveying and pipelining. The double roll 
crusher is a conveyor feeding technology pioneered at 
Syncrude and is well suited to feeding the 
hydrotransport system due to its higher throughput 
and smaller maximum rock passing size. In its first 
year of production the machine achieved peak feeding 
throughput of 7,000 tonnes per hour. The maximum 
lump size observed was approximately 400 millimeters. 

Slurry Preparation 

The center piece of the slurry preparation area is the 
cyclofeeder, which mixes oil sand and slurry water to 
form a homogeneous slurry. 

The cyclofeeder discharge is directed onto a single 
deck vibrating screen where it is sized to minus 
100 millimeters. The oversize material is removed by 
truck and shovel. The screen undersize material 
passes into a pumpbox where roughly half of the slurry 
is recycled to the cyclofeeder, while the other half is 
pumped to the extraction facility. 

Slurry Pumping and Pipelining 

Large centrifugal pumps, connected in series, can be 
used to move the slurry through the pipeline to the ex-
traction facility. The pumps which can be used are of a 
type presently used in the dredging and phosphate in-
dustries and are capable of passing solids up to 
7 inches in diameter while still preserving relatively 
high pump efficiency. 

Bitumen Extraction 

Experimental work done by Syncrude Research has es-
tablished that oil sand conditioning will occur after 
about 2 kilometers of transport when operating at 
design conditions. Admittance of large lumps 
(approximately 100 millimeters screen) into the 
pipeline allows a much longer conditioning time for 
these lumps and results in more complete digestion. 
This has the potential to diminish overall reject quan-
tity as compared to the existing tumblers and to in-
crease overall bitumen recovery. 
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Oil sand pipeline conditioning allows the use of a 
50°C process temperature versus 80°C at present, al-
lowing a reduction in overall energy usage. 

Froth Treatment and Pumping 

Froth pumping technology over long distances 
(50 kilometers) is of great importance for the develop-
ment of a remote bitumen production scheme and is 
reflected in Syncrude Research plans. 

Summary 

Application of this technology to oil sands transport 
will greatly simplify the transport and delivery systems,

by elimination of the dump pocket, the tumbler and 
the tumbler feed conveyers. Other advantages include 
the ability to transport oil sands over much greater dis-
tances, increased flexibility in mine planning and mine 
development, and exploitation of a greater range of 
orebodies. Lower process temperatures are possible, 
reducing overall energy consumption, and allowing for 
economic operation of remote extraction plants 
without the need for integration with refinery opera-
tions. In addition, it is estimated that costs to 
transport oil sands by hydrotransport are in the range 
$0.03 to $0.05 per tonne-kilometer versus $0.08 to 
$0.12 per tonne-kilometer by conveyers. 
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INTERNATIONAL 

PRODUCTION AND UPGRADING PROJECTS 
PROPOSED FOR ORINOCO TAR BELT 

Venezuela's cabinet has approved a $1.7 billion project 
by Conoco Inc. and Maraven SA to produce and 
upgrade heavy oil from the Orinoco Belt. The 
Orinoco project, which must also be approved by 
Venezuela's Congress, features several firsts. 

It will represent the first direct investment by a private 
company in Venezuela's oil producing sector since 
nationalization in 1976. It also is the first of several 
strategic associations Petroleos de Venezuela SA 
(PDVSA) hopes to form with major oil companies to 
obtain money to develop its massive heavy oil deposits. 
Aside from PDVSA's Orimulsion boiler fuel program, 
it will be the first full-scale exploitation of the Orinoco 
Belt, considered the world's biggest known accumula-
tion of extra heavy crude and bitumen. 

Plans call for producing 120,000 barrels per day of 
90 gravity crude from Maraven's Zuata production 
zone in Anzoategui State, diluting the crude with 
kerosene, and moving it 210 kilometers by pipeline to 
facilities at Jose on the coast. 

The partners also will build an upgrading plant that in-
cludes a hydrotreater and delayed coker to produce 
102,000 barrels per day of 20° gravity crude and 
3,000 metric tons per day of petroleum coke. All the 
upgraded crude and coke are to be exported. 

A feasibility study for another Orinoco heavy oil 
production and upgrading project was conducted by 
Veba Oel, and PDVSA and PDVSA subsidiary 
Lagoven, and has yielded encouraging results based on 
the planning data. 

Results concluded that the project would be profitable 
at a crude price of $15 per barrel or more. However, 
some of the planning premises in the 1991-1992 study, 
including participation as a partner in the project by 
Veba Oel and other foreign companies, currently lack 
the political sanction needed. 

Veba Oel's extra heavy oil know-how and participation 
in an Orinoco project, whose development costs are 
now listed at $5 billion, hinge on assurances of a role

for Veba Oel in conventional Venezuelan oil explora-
tion and production. 

ORIMULSION PASSES 3 MILLION TONNES, 
REACHES FOR NEW MARKETS 

Production of Orimulsion by the Petroleos de 
Venezuela SA. (PDVSA) subsidiary, Lagoven, passed 
the 3 million tonne milestone earlier this year. The 
trademark fuel, an emulsion of 30 percent water and 
70 percent bitumen extracted from heavy crude oil in 
Venezuela's Orinoco Basin, is used as a substitute for 
coal in electricity generating plants. Orimulsion has 
been produced from the Morichal Field in Eastern 
Venezuela since May 1988. BP Biter, another sub-
sidiary of PDVSA, currently exports Orimulsion to the 
United Kingdom, Japan, the United States and 
Canada. 

Current output is 50,000 barrels per day, with a 
capacity increase in hand to double this. Venezuela 
wants to sell an additional 30 to 40 million tons of the 
fuel annually by 2000, increasing earnings by about 
$1 billion per year. BP Biter marketing efforts are 
focused on customers in Belgium, Denmark, Italy, Por-
tugal, Spain and The Netherlands. 

M.F. de Oliveira, of BP Bitor, said that expected initial 
trials of Orimulsion in a German powerplant near Stut-
tgart mark the beginning of Bitor's mainland 
European operations. Negotiations between BP Biter 
and the German utility EVS are expected to be con-
cluded by November. EVS will have to spend up to 
$150 million through 1996 to prepare the coal-fired 
plant to burn Orimulsion. The plant was to have 
closed down in March until it was decided to test 
Orimulsion. 

According to de Oliveira, a major trial is scheduled to 
begin in Portugal later this year, with commercial-scale 
operations possible by 1994. 

Several Japanese power companies are also working 
on ways to use Venezuela's Orinoco tar. Kashima-
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Kita Electric Power Corporation has been using 
Orimulsion for power generation since 
September 1991. Itochu Corporation and Marubeni 
Corporation have signed agreements with Petroleos de 
Venezuela to investigate development of the Orinoco 
tar deposits. Mitsui and Company and Mitsubishi Cor-
poration are also reported to be looking for ways to 
exploit the heavy crude. 

Environmental Problems 

Orimulsion has a heating value of 12,700 BTU per 
pound and a sulfur content of 2.9 percent, so firing the 
fuel produces uncontrolled SO  emissions of about 
4.6 pounds per million BTU. 

The high SO and NO emissions from Orimulsion 
create a formidable cost for pollution control systems. 
In addition, Japanese companies have found that large 
amounts of ash adheres to boilers, which have also ex-
perienced corrosion of boiler walls from the large 
amounts of vanadium in Orinoco tar.

The high emissions have led to controversy over the 
use of Orimulsion in the United Kingdom (see 
Synthetic Fuels Revert. March 1993, page 3-15), and 
the United Kingdom Parliament's Select Committee 
recommended that powerplants fueled by the bitumen-
water fuel be required to install flue gas desulfuriza-
(ion (FGD) equipment, although the panel failed to 
suggest any such FGD requirements for powerplants 
that burn coal. 

Improved Orimulsion 

PDVSA's research institute, Intevep, is developing 
EVC Orimulsion, an 80 percent bitumen, controlled 
viscosity, emulsion fuel with improved stability. EVC 
Orimulsion has been tested at pilot plants in Morichal, 
Venezuela, according to Intevep, and the fuel is ex-
pected to reduce land and marine transportation costs, 
while delivering higher energy content per pound. The 
new and improved fuel is scheduled to enter the 
market sometime next year. 
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WATER 

OSLO'S NEW EXTRACTION PROCESSES 
REVIEWED 

The OSLO joint venture, a consortium of six com-
panies, (Alberta Oil Sands Equity, Canadian Occiden-
tal Petroleum Ltd., Imperial Oil Resources Limited--
the Operator, Gulf Canada Resources Limited, Pan-
Canadian Petroleum Limited and Petro-Canada Inc.) 
and Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research 
Authority have developed two novel bitumen extrac-
tion processes for the Athabasca oil sands over the 
past 6 years, namely the OSLO Cold Water Extraction 
(OCWE) process and the OSLO Hot Water Extrac-
tion (OHWE) process. Both the OCWE and OHWE 
processes, and their advantages for application to fu-
ture oil sands projects are discussed in a paper by 
K.N. Sury, et al., presented at the Oil Sands--Our

Petroleum Future Conference held April 4 through 7 
in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 

OCWE Process 

The OCWE process flow sheet is shown in Figure 1 
and involves the following distinct steps: 

- Slurrying and transportation of oil sands 
- Conditioning of oil sands 
- Bitumen flotation and froth handling 
- Froth processing 
- Tailings Disposal 

Slurrying and Transportation of Oil Sands 

OSLO selected dredging as the primary mining 
method and the OCWE process was developed to 

FIGURE 1 
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complement it. Hydraulic pipeline transportation is an 	 to such process parameters as air and chemical addi-
integral part of dredging. In a typical commercial

	
tion rates, the flotation cell configuration (shape) im-

operation, the dredge head will cut the oil sands at the 	 pacts on the efficiency of bitumen froth formation and 
mine face in thin slices which further breaks down in

	
its recovery. A number of different types of vessels 

the cutter head. As the oil sands pieces pass through a 	 such as a Denver cell, KHD pneumatic cell, flotation 
series of booster pumps and though a pipeline en- 	 column, whirlsizer, cylindrical vessel (PSV at 
route to the extraction plant, they completely disin- 	 Syncrude/Suncor) and rectangular vessel (trough 
tegrate and bitumen is liberated from the oil sands	 type--OSLO design) were tested. 
fabric.

The bitumen recovery obtained for a single stage of 
OSLO's oil sands disintegration tests at the Sas- 	 separation at 5°C and for the lower grade oil sands 
katchewan Research Council's (SRC) pipeline test

	 (cl weight percent bitumen) is only about 60 percent. 
facilities and subsequent scale-up modeling enabled

	
This recovery was increased to 90 percent through the 

OSLO to predict pipeline design and the associated
	

addition of more mechanical shear and separation 
costs for a typical commercial operation. The tests in- 	 stages. The increased mechanical shear ensured com-
dicated that the disintegration of oil sands appeared to	 plete liberation of bitumen. In addition, the following 
be independent of solids concentration in the slurry 	 significant learnings were noted: 
but decreased with reduction in slurry temperature. 
The economical slurry concentration was determined

	
The three energy variables, namely, mechani-

to be about 35 to 40 weight percent solids content. 	 cal shear, thermal, and chemicals, can be inter-
The optimum slurry concentration required for the 	 changed to yield high bitumen recovery. For 
OCWE process is about 35 weight percent solids to	 example, as the oil sands slurry temperature 
match the output from proven dredging operations.

	

	 increases, the necessary mechanical shear and 
chemical addition decreases significantly. 

Conditioning of Oil Sands
The effectiveness of the use of chemicals K & 

In the conditioning step of the OCWE process, two
	

M along with air bubbles to float bitumen as 
chemicals, namely kerosene and methyl-isobutyl car-	 froth are found to be unique at low tempera-
binol (K & M) and air are added to the slurry. The	 tures (<15°C). No other frother chemical (or 
addition of chemical K increases the hydrophobicity of

	
surfactant) identified to date provides as high 

bitumen particles and the affinity for air. The chemi- 	 a bitumen recovery. 
cal M is a frother which stabilizes the air bubbles and 
thereby the bitumen froth.	 Bitumen Froth Processing 

A goal in air addition is to provide the right sized air
	

Two novel gravity separation based froth treatment 
bubbles into the slurry so that the chemically condi- 	 processes were developed to clean up the 
tioned bitumen particles can attach to the air bubbles

	
OCWE/OHWE froths to obtain a clean bitumen 

and float to surface and form froth. OSLO evaluated
	

product containing less than 2 weight percent solids 
various bubble generating equipment and injection of a 	 and water. The two processes were merged into a com-
steam and air mixture into the pipeline. The best	 mon process known as High Temperature Froth Treat-
bitumen recovery results were obtained by direct injec- 	 ment (HTfl'--patent pending). A 1 liter per hour 
tion of air into the slurry pipeline at a pressure higher

	
laboratory pilot plant was used to evaluate this technol-

than the slurry pressure. 	 ogy. This test program processes the fresh Ol-IWE 
froth generated by the 2 tonne per hour extraction 

In addition to the optimization of bubble size distribu-	 pilot.	 The typical bitumen recovery and product 
tion, the amount of air addition in the pipeline was	 quality obtained were 98 and 98.5 weight percent--
also optimized.	 comparable to recoveries experienced in the current 

commercial operations. 
Bitumen Flotation and Froth Handling 

The conditioned slurry is introduced into the flotation 
vessel where the air bubbles laden with attached 
bitumen rise to the surface and form froth. In addition

Tailings Management 

The objective of the OSLO tailings management 
program is to create an environmentally acceptable tail-
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ings disposal system with no long-term liability after 
the cessation of an oil sands project operation. The 
OSLO fines and sands inter-layering technique also 
reduces bitumen production costs because of the reduc-
tion in the height of the containment dikes due to fast 
consolidation of the fines and the absence of a require-
ment for long-term management of fluid fines. A con-
certed effort to understand the fine tails properties 
began in 1988. A freeze-thaw consolidation process 
was tested (see article elsewhere in this issue for a 
description of that process) along with a sand layering 
technique. 

Pilot Test Program 

The OCWE pilot site was located about 10 kilometers 
north of the City of Fort McMurray on OSLO 
Lease 41. The bitumen extraction test program was 
carried out in the summers of 1988-1990 while the tail-
ings program was carried out in the summers of 1989-
1992. The objectives of the Lease 41 pilot were to: 

- Demonstrate the OCWE process in a con-
tinuous operation 

- Establish the number of stages required to ob-
tain high bitumen recoveries 

Confirm chemicals and air addition rates 

Confirm settling and consolidation characteris-
tics of fine tailings and establish the technical 
feasibility of the fine tails and sand inter-
layering technique 

The pilot plant was designed to process about 
20 tonnes per hour of oil sands in a continuous mode 
at a slurry density of 1.2 kilograms per liter. About 
6,000 tonnes of oil sands were trucked from the Suncor 
mine and OSLO Lease 31 bulk sample pit and about 
150 tests were carried out during the 1988-1990 period. 
The grade of the oil sands tested varied between 7 to 
12 weight percent and the range of the slurry tempera-
ture tested was 5 to 25°C. 

The pilot program showed that the simulated dredge 
pilot maintained a constant slurry density. 

For high- and medium-grade feeds, bitumen recoveries 
above 90 weight percent were achieved consistently in 
two stages of extraction. For low-grade, high fines oil 
sands (Lease 31), the bitumen recovery varied between 
70 to 80 weight percent. It is anticipated that the addi-

tion of a middling flotation circuit using mechanical 
cells would increase bitumen recovery to 95 weight per-
cent for all oil sands grades, according to Sury, et al. 

The trough vessel consistently yielded high bitumen 
recoveries as well as good froth quality while the 
cylindrical vessels yielded high bitumen recovery only 
for the high grade, low fines oil sands. 

OHWE Process 

The OHWE process is a hot water extraction process 
which operates at higher temperatures (30 to 90°C) 
than the OCWE process and uses the OCWE process 
chemicals (K & M) and air as the bitumen flotation 
aids. The OHWE process was conceived in 1988 as an 
alternative to the commercialized CHWE process to 
capture the potential benefits of fast settling and con-
solidating fine tails. While the principles of extraction 
and solids settling characteristics remain the same be-
tween OCWE and OHWE processes, the latter uses 
much lower amounts of chemicals and air addition 
rates due to the higher operating temperature. 

The OHWE process was tested at both a bench-scale 
and a 2 tonne per hour pilot during 1989-1991. About 
200 bench-scale and 70 pilot scale tests were carried 
out to examine the effect of process parameters on 
bitumen froth product recovery and the subsequent 
processability of the fresh froth to yield a clean 
bitumen to the downstream operations. 

Bitumen recoveries were above 90 percent for medium 
to high grade oil sands while low grade oil sands 
yielded recoveries between 70 to 85 percent which 
were similar to the recoveries obtained in the same 
pilot using the CHWE process. 

The bitumen content of the Ol-IWE process froth 
ranges between 50 to 60 weight percent and 20 to 
30 weight percent respectively for high and low grade 
oil sands. The corresponding solids content varies be-
tween S to 10 weight percent respectively. 

The advantage of the OH\VE process is that it can be 
retrofitted in present commercial operations with 
minor changes and would allow the capture of the 
benefits arising from the fast settling characteristics of 
the fine tails. The fast settling fines allow the reuse of 
process water and reduced height of containment dikes 
which can together offer about a $0.50 per barrel of 
bitumen production cost advantage over the CHWE 
process.
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Economic Studies 

OSLO has carried out commercial feasibility studies to 
compare the economics of the OSLO's dredge/OCWE 
process bitumen production system (dredging, slurry 
pipeline, OCWE, HTFT and layered solid tailings) 
with the dry mine/CHWE process system (truck, 
shovel, conveyer, CHWE, HTFT and wet tails). The 
study assumed a similar ore body (Lease 31), average 
oil sands grade, bitumen recovery and production rate 
of 81,000 barrels per day. The results indicate that the 
developer's bitumen supply cost for the OSLO's 
dredge/OCWE process system can be significantly 
lower than the dry mine/Ci-IWE process system, with 
cost reductions of 49, 45, 21 and 16 percent for 
transport, tailings, mining and extraction/HTFT, 
respectively. The OSLO study also concluded that the 
cost reduction is due to the synergistic aspects of the 
four components in the dredging case. 

Future Plans 

The OCWE process has been tested on a progressive 
scale from a laboratory scale of 500 grams oil sands

batch tests, through 2 to 4 tonne per hour batch tests, 
10 tonne per hour batch tests to a 20 tonne per hour 
(76 millimeter diameter pipe) continuous pilot test. 
The OHWE process has been verified both in a 
laboratory scale and in a 2 tonne per hour continuous 
pilot-scale test program. In order to scale up to a com-
mercial size plant (4,000 tonnes per hour), additional 
testing must be carried out on a large scale to better 
establish the design criteria. Both processes are con-
sidered ready for commercial demonstration tests. It 
is being suggested that about a 200 tonne per hour con-
tinuous pilot (250 millimeter diameter pipe) would be 
the next logical step for these processes as the larger-
scale pipeline could improve the process dynamics 
(i.e., bubble size, bubble-bitumen contact, etc.) and the 
bitumen recovery. 
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RESOURCE 

HEAVY OIL NOW ACCOUNTS FOR 709c OF 
PRODUCTION IN CALIFORNIA 

A nationwide study assessing the feasibility of increas-
ing domestic heavy oil production is under way, with 
the following objectives: 

To investigate from secondary data the known 
heavy oil resources 

To screen this resource for potential thermal 
enhanced oil recovery (TEOR) or other LOR 
techniques 

To evaluate constraints (oil price, production 
cost, refining, transportation, environmental, 
etc.) that may impede the expansion of heavy 
oil production 

As a part of this study, the trends and limitations of 
heavy oil production in California were evaluated. The 
results were presented in a paper by IlK. Olsen, et al. 
at the 205th National Meeting of the American Chemi-
cal Society held in Denver, Colorado, March 28 
through April 2. 

Oil Production Trends 

Comparisons are often made with the success of 
TEOR (cyclic steam, steamflooding and in situ combus-
tion) technology in California, in spite of stringent en-
vironmental controls. California has become a model 
because TEOR has successfully been used to produce 
significant quantities of heavy oil. In 1992, 99 percent 
of the total United States TEOR production was from 
California. 

While EOR production increased 24 percent 
worldwide from 1990 to 1992, United States EOR in-
creased only 16 percent. TEOR, as a percent of total 
EOR, continues to decline in the United States 
(80 percent in 1982 to 61 percent in 1992) as produc-
tion from CO  flooding increases. 

The three major oil producing regions in California in-
clude the San Joaquin, Coastal, and Los Angeles 
regions. California reflects the performance of other 
states in that production of light oil peaked and then

declined, but it is a unique state in that it developed a 
major heavy oil industry. As illustrated in Figure 1, in 
the 1940s, heavy oil accounted for 20 to 30 percent of 
the total oil production and now accounts for 
70 percent. With development of thermal oil recovery 
processes in the early 1960s, heavy oil production 
began to gradually increase its contribution. 

Total oil production in the Coastal region has slowly 
declined over the past 30 years with temporary in-
creases coinciding with or following higher oil prices. 
Oil production in the Los Angeles Basin has been 
steadily declining since the late 1960s and is now less 
than half of peak production. 

Oil production in the San Joaquin region has 
demonstrated the most marked increase due to ther-
mal heavy oil production and oil production from 
Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 1, the giant Elk Hills 
light-oil field, that was opened for commercial produc-
tion in 1976. 

The 1984 National Petroleum Council (NPC) 
Enhanced Oil Recovery study projected future thermal 
oil production rates, but current production levels are 
only 70 percent of those projected levels. The NPC 
projections were based on a $30 per barrel nominal 
crude oil price and 10 percent minimum rate of return. 
California heavy oil prices have been substantially 
lower than $30 per barrel, which has contributed to 
weak investment in TEOR. 

Marketing--Comparison of Oil Prices 

Thermal heavy oil production depends on being able 
to maintain long-term steam injection and constant 
cash flow, fluctuating oil prices, especially at low oil 
prices, make heavy oil production risky. For independ-
ent oil producers, their operation is dependent on 
being able to sell their oil either at the posted price or 
under long-term contract which is usually tied to the 
posted price. If independent producers do not like the 
local posted price, they have to be able to afford 
transportation to a market where there is a better 
price. However, the margin on heavy oil is low unless 
oil production, pipelining, refining, and marketing 
(sales of gasoline) are within a vertically integrated 
company.
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FIGURE 1 

CALIFORNIA OIL PRODUCTION SINCE 1940 
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Refining In California 

California refines most of the oil produced from 
Alaska's North Slope (ANS). As ANS production 
declines, California will meet demand by either increas- 
ing heavy oil production and/or increasing imports 
from Pacific Rim countries. 

During the past decade, the principal refinery capacity 
in California has been in three areas: the Los Angeles 
Basin, the San Francisco Bay area, and Bakersfield. 
The crude oils processed are about 70 percent ANS 
(27°API, 1.1 weight percent sulfur), 30 percent Califor-
nia heavy, and about 10 percent other comprised of 
California sweet-light crude (typically 20 0 to 350API, 
1.05 weight percent sulfur), and imported crude oil. 

Crude Oil Transportation Within California 

California has an extensive heavy oil transportation net-
work. In addition to the major pipelines, the demand 
for transport of oil out of the San Joaquin Valley to 
refineries in the San Francisco area and Los Angeles 
requires an extensive crude oil truck tanker fleet and 
an 80,000 barrel oil per day unit train which hauls for 
Shell.

Five of the six pipelines leaving Kern County are 
proprietary, unregulated, in-state lines owned by major 
oil companies. The sixth pipeline, the Four Corner 
pipeline going to Los Angeles, is an interstate common 
carrier. Within the last year, independent operators 
have gained access to some of these pipelines based 
upon a recent California court decision. 

Two other routes to heavy oil refineries on the United 
States Gulf Coast, via the All-American Pipeline or via 
the Panama Canal by tanker, cost $2 to $4 per barrel 
for transport. 

When the cost of thermal heavy oil production and 
transport to Texas are added together, the cost to the 
producer exceeds what a Gulf Coast refiner may be 
willing to pay (delivered imported crude oil is less ex-
pensive for the same quality). 

Conclusions 

The California oil industry is dominated by major com-
panies which operate as vertically integrated com-
panies. It is to their benefit to keep the posted price 
for heavy oil as low as possible and to produce, refine, 
transport, and market (in company-owned gasoline sta-
tions) their own crude and its products. With a large 
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heavy crude resource, dedicated pipeline, and a 
refinery tuned to process a specific heavy crude oil, 
they can obtain an acceptable return on investment. If 
additional crude is needed, they can purchase it at 
posted prices. 

The independent heavy oil producer, or a major 
producer who is producing an excess of heavy oil that 
cannot be refined in its own refinery, is at a disad-
vantage with respect to majors who have balanced 
company-owned production with company-owned refin-
ing and marketing. Economic production of heavy oil 
and the transport of heavy oil to refineries outside 
California is marginal. At the current $10 per barrel 
heavy oil price, many independent operators have sig-
nificantly reduced expenditures. Only the larger fully 
integrated, balanced (production, refining, and market-
ing) oil companies can survive the glut of oil and ex-
tended low oil prices. 

UINTA BASIN OIL SAND BITUMENS 
CHARACTERIZED 

Differences in composition between crude oils are 
generally attributed to one or more of the following: 

- Biodegradation 
- Maturity 
- Source 
- Migration 

Biodegradation, in combination with water washing, is 
a process • whereby lighter compounds, including 
alkanes, isoprenoids and alkylcyclohexanes, are bac-
terially, degraded and removed from the reservoir oil. 
It is thought to be the major process whereby conven-
tional oils are transformed into oil sand bitumen and, 
therefore, a major contributor to compositional varia-
tion among deposits. All of the Uinta Basin oil sand 
deposits in Utah are relatively immature, although dif-
ferences in maturity may be the cause of some of the 
compositional differences within the basin. The effects 
of migration are considered to be relatively minor in 
the Uinta Basin, because these oils are believed to be 
of common origin and to have migrated relatively short 
distances from their source rock.

Oil sand bitumen from the Northwest Whiterocks, 
Southwest Whiterocks, Asphalt Ridge and Sunnyside 
deposits in the Uinta Basin were characterized and dis-
cussed in a paper by P.E. Rose, et al., presented at the 
1992 Eastern Oil Shale Symposium held in Lexington, 
Kentucky last November. 

The bitumens were fractionated into theft respective 
saturate and monoaromatic, polyaromatic, resin, and 
asphaltene fractions. 

Carbon-Number Distributions 

Over 60 percent of saturates from Asphalt Ridge are 
between C11 and C15. And over 30 percent fall be-
tween C27 and C . The Southwest Whiterocks 
sample, however, e,ibits a much different distribution 
with only about 15 percent of its saturates below C 
and about 45 percent between C and C. 

The carbon-number distributions for the 
monoaromatic fractions show similar trends to those 
of the saturate fraction. The Asphalt Ridge sample 
has the lowest average carbon number, while the South-
west Whiterocks sample has the highest average car-
bon number. And, as with the saturate fractions, the 
carbon-number distributions for the Northwest 
Whiterocks and Sunnyside monoaromatics lie roughly 
between those of the other two monoaromatic frac-
tions. 

Z-Number Distributions 

The Z number is defined according to the general 
hydrocarbon formula, CnH2n+7 and is a measure of 
the hydrogen deficiency. As tife number of rings in-
creases, the Z number becomes more negative and the 
hydrogen-to-carbon ratio decreases. 

The alkylcyclohexanes are in very low concentration 
for all of the samples. And while the bicyclics are in 
relatively low concentration for the Whiterocks and 
Sunnyside samples, they represent over 60 percent of 
the Asphalt Ridge sample. 

Both the alkylbenzenes and the monoaromatized pen-
tacyclics are in relatively low concentration in the 
monoaromatic fractions of each sample. As with the 
saturate fractions, the 2-ring (Z = -8) compounds have 
the highest relative abundance for the Asphalt Ridge 
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sample. The Sunnyside sample shows the domination 
of 4-ring (Z=-12) compounds. 

Biodegradation 

In general, oil sand bitumens are moderately-to-
heavily biodegraded oils, meaning that they are partly-
to-completely devoid of n-alkanes, isoprenoids, and 
alkylcyclohexanes. The analyses indicated that, among 
the saturate samples, n-alkanes and isoprenoids were 
undetected, while alkylcyclohexanes were present in 
only trace concentrations. According to Rose, et al., 
this implies that the bitumens are devoid of these com-
pound types, because, if they were present, they would 
have eluted with the saturates. 

As biodegradation increases, the relative abundance of 
steranes decreases. A similar measure of biodegrada-
tion in heavily biodegraded oils is the ratio of C + 
hopanes to all of the hopanes within a sample. The 
hopanes with long side chains (i.e., high carbon num-
bers) are biodegraded preferentially and the hopane 
C30 . fraction decreases as the degree of biodegrada-

tion increases. Table I lists the relative abundance of 
steranes and the C fraction for each of the four 
samples, showing that, by both of these measures, the 
degree of biodegradation progresses steadily from 
Southwest Whiterocks to Sunnyside. 

TABLE 1 

RELATIVE DEGREE OF BIODEGRADATION 
OF UINTA BASIN BITUMENS 

Sterane	 Hopane C+ 
Deposit	 Fraction	 Fraction 

Southwest Whiterocks 0.139 0379 
Northwest Whiterocks 0.112 0.259 
Asphalt Ridge 0.054 0.133 
Sunnyside 0.029 0.013
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OIL SANDS PUBLICATIONS/PATENTS 

RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

The following papers were presented at the Oil Sands--Our Petroleum Future Conference held April 4-7, 1993 in Ed-
monton, Alberta, Canada: 

Wightman, D.M., et al., "The McMurray Formation: An Overview of the Surface Mineable Area" 

Fair, A.E., et al., "Economic Comparison of Oil Sands Surface Mining Technologies" 

Klemke, S., et al., "Challenging the Oil Sands (1973-1993). Changes in Equipment, Methods, and People" 

Popowich, J.L., "Truck-Shovel Mining in Oil Sands" 

Maciejewski, W., et al., "Flydrotransport--An Enabling Technology for Future Oil Sands Development" 

Tipman, R.N., et al., "Recent Advances in the Treatment of Oil Sands Froth" 

Sury, K-N., et al., "Next Generation Oil Sands Technology: The New OSLO Processes" 

Rimmer, D.P., et al., "Hydrocyclone-Based Process for Rejecting Solids From Oil Sands at the Mine Site While 
Retaining Bitumen for Transportation to a Processing Plant" 

Koszarycz, It., et al., "Synthetic Crude Oil Production From Retorted Mined Oil Sands--Economic Facts and Mis-
conceptions" 

Campbell, H.M., II, et al., "Strategic and Precious Metals Recovery From Oil Sands Using the Solv-Ex Process" 

Howell, D., "Startup of the Bi-Provincial Upgrader" 

Harris, R.D., "Co-Op Upgrader: Four Years Later" 

McCann, TJ., "Towards More Economical Upgrading" 

Hawthorne, D., et al., "Debottlenecking the Suncor Upgrader" 

Bishop, W., et al., "LC-Finer Commercial Experience and Hydroprocessing Future Directions" 

Campos, M.G., et al., "Heavy Crude Oils at PEMEX Refining Process" 

Wenzel, F., et al., "Veba-Combi-Cracking Process--Status and Future Trends" 

Lopez, I., et al., "Update of the HDH Process, a Commercial Hydrocracking Technology for Extra Heavy Crude 
Upgrading" 

Bauman, R.F., et al., "Microcat RC: A Resid Conversion Technology Contender" 

Pruden, B., et al., "The CANMET Hydrocracking Process: Recent Developments" 

Washimi, K., et al., "High Conversion Soaker Cracking Process--Commercial Experience and Recent Develop-
ments"
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Ruzhuo, C., "A EUREKA Technique for Processing Vacuum Residue From China Crudes" 

The following papers were presented at the "Fine Tailings Symposium" held in conjunction with the Conference "Oil 
Sands--Our Petroleum Future," April 4-7, in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada: 

Sheeran, D., "An Improved Understanding of Fine Tailings Structure and Behaviour" 

MacKinnon, M., et al., "A Comparison of the Physical and Chemical Properties of the Tailings Ponds at the 
Syncrude and Suncor Oil Sands Plants" 

Smith, It, et al., "Towards a Model for the Prediction of Fine Tails Volume" 

Mikula, R.I., et al., "Structure in Oil Sands Fine Tailings" 

Hakin, A., et al., "Osmometric Studies of Selected Treated and Untreated Oil Sand Tailings" 

Babchin, A., et al., "Non-Standard Colloidal Interactions in Kaolinite Suspensions" 

Kotlyar, L. S., et al., "Ultrafmes Gelation and Fine Tails Structure Formation" 

Levine, S., "Mathematical Modeling of the Microstructure Present in Oil Sands Fine Tailings" 

Zrobok, R., et al., "Time Dependent Structure Formation of Oil Sand Fine Tails" 

Nelson, L.R., et al., "Application of Toxicity Testing in the Evaluation of Reclamation Options for Oil Sands Fine 
Tails" 

MacKinnon, M., et al., "Source, Distribution, and Fate of Toxic Components in Oil Sands Waste Waters" 

Verbeek, A., et al., "Isolation and Characterization of the Acutely Toxic Compounds in Oil Sands Process Water 
From Syncrude and Suncor" 

Devenny, D., "The Role of Consolidation in the Solidification of fluid Fine Tails" 

Hamshar, JA., et al., "Results of Laboratory and Pilot Testing by Canadian Oxy of Fine Tails for Development of 
a Process for Bitumen Extraction and Disposal of Compacted Solids" 

Majid, A, et at., Dewatering of Athabasca Oil Sands Fine Tails Using Agglomeration Techniques" 

Burns, R., et al., "Dewatering of Fine Tails by Natural Evaporation" 

Sego, D., et at., "Dewatering of Fine Tails Utilizing Freeze-Thaw Process" 

Scott, D., et al., "Fine Tails Disposal Utilizing Non-segregating Mixes" 

Shaw, W., et al., "Disposal of Fine Tailings Utilizing Hydrocyclone Techniques" 

Dereniwski, T., et al., "Sand Layering and Enrichment to Dispose of Fine Tails" 

Cuddy, G., et a]., "Spiking Tailings as a Method to Increase Fines Retention in Beach Deposits" 

Lord, E.R.F., et al., "Co-Disposal of Fine Tails and Overburden Utilizing Pipelining Techniques" 
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Gulley, J., et al., "Fine Tails Reclamation Utilizing a Wet Landscape Approach" 

Fuhr, BJ., et al., "Catalogue of Technologies for Reducing the Environmental Impact of Fine Tails From Oil 
Sand Processing" 

The following papers were presented at the 10th Annual Heavy Oil and Oil Sands Technical Symposium held March 9, 
1993 in Calgary, Alberta, Canada: 

Komery, D.P., et al., "AOSTRA Underground Test Facility (UTF) Towards Commercialization" 

Espiritu, E.C., et al., "Improving Suffield Heavy Oil Recovery Using Horizontal Wells" 

Carrothers, S., "The Strategic Value of Upgrading at Suncor's Oil Sands Plant" 

Howell, D., et al., "Start Up of the Bi-Provincial Upgrader" 

Ghosh, M., "Phased Partial Upgrading: A New Approach to Bitumen Development" 

Squires, A., "Inter-Well Tracer Results and Gel Blocking Program--Clearwater Reservoir, Elk Point Alberta" 

Boone, TJ., et al., "Exploiting Fracturing Through High-Risk Injection in Cyclic Steam Stimulation" 

Zaidi, A., et al., "An Expert System for Selecting, Designing and Costing Produced Water Treatment Processes" 

The following papers were presented at the 44th Annual Technical Meeting of the Petroleum Society of CIM and the 
95th Annual General Meeting of CIM held May 9-12,1993 in Calgary, Alberta, Canada: 

Kraus, W.P., et al., "Pseudo-Bubble Point Model for Foamy Oils" 

Bennion, D.B., et al., "The In Situ Formation of Bitumen-Water Stable Emulsions in Porous Media During Ther-
mal Stimulation" 

Sawhney, G.S., et al., "Vertical Injection Wells: A Practical Option or Not? 

Karyampudi, R.S., "Evaluation of Cyclic Steam Performance and Mechanisms in Mobile Heavy Oil Reservoirs at 
Elk Point Thermal Pilot" 

Wong, R.C., "Effects of Stress-Strain Response of Oil Sands at Low Effective Stresses on Sand Production in 
Solution-Gas Drive" 

Das, SIC, et al., "Further Studies of the 'Vapex' Process Using Hele Shaw Cells" 

Gartshore, R., "Syncrude and its Supplier Resources"
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Underline deno4n changes since March 1993) 

ASPHALT FROM TAR SANDS - James W. Bunger and Associates, Inc. (17-5) 

J. W. Bunger and Associates, Inc. (IWBA) is developing a project for commercialization of Utah Tar Sands. The product of the 
initial venture will be asphalts and high value commodity products. The project contemplates a surface mine and water extraction 
of bitumen followed by clean-up and treatment of bitumen to manufacture specification asphaltic products. JWBA has secured 
rights to patented technology developed at the University of Utah for extraction and recovery of bitumen from mined ore. 

In 1990, JWBA completed a $55O, R&D program for development of technology and assessment of markets, resources and 
economics for asphalt production. 

Under this program funded by the U.S. DOE SBIR program, a 100-300 pound per hour PDU was designed and constructed. The 
unit has been operated to determine the effect of process variables and kinetic parameters. Recoveries of greater than 97 percent 
have been experienced. The unit has been operated to produce gallon quantities of asphalt for testing and inspection. A field 
demonstration unit of 200 barrels per day has been designed and costed. Results show a strong potential for profitability at 1990 
prices and costs. 

All candidate sites in the Uinta Basin of Utah are currently under consideration for development including Asphalt Ridge, P.R. 
Sprin& Sunnyside and White Rocks. Unknown resource quality tends to increase required investment hurdle rates, however, and 
these factors must be offset by higher product prices. In 1990 JWBA initiated a program for value-added research to extract high 
value commodity and specialty products from tar sand bitumen. This program was initiated with an additional $50,000 in funding 
from DOE 

The commercialization plan calls for completion of research in 1992, construction and operation of a field demonstration plant by 
1994 and commercial operations by 1996. The schedule is both technically realistic and financially feasible, says JWBA. 

Project Cost: Research and Development $13 million 
Demonstration project $10 million 
Commercial Facility. $135 million 

BI-PROVINCIAL UPGRADER - Husky Oil Operations Ltd. (26.7%), Government of Canada (31.7%), Province of Alberta (24.2%), 
Providence of Saskatchewan (173%) (T-10) 

Husky Oil has built a heavy oil upgrader located near the Alberta/Saskatchewan border at Wilton, near Lloydminster, Sas-
katchewan. The facility is designed to process 46,000 barrels per day of heavy oil and bitumen from the Lloydminster and Cold 
Lake deposits. The primary upgrading technology used at the upgrader is H-Oil ebullated bed hydrocracking followed by delayed 
coking of the hydrocracker residual. The output is 46,000 barrels per day of high quality synthetic crude oil, as well as 400 tonnes 
per day of coke and 235 tonnes per day of molten sulfur. 

The project was completed in the early fall of 1992 and, as of December 31, 1992, has produced over 4 million barrels of synthetic 
crude oil, well ahead of forecast. 

Currently, Husky's cost to produce synthetic crude from heavy oil is greater than its market value, but that is expected to change 
over the next several years. 

The project includes a crude oil unit, hydrocracker reaction unit, fractionation unit, delayed coking unit, naphtha-jet hydrotreater, 
gas-oil hydrotreater, hydrogen plant, gas-recovery unit and sulfur-recovery unit. 

Project Cat	 Upgrader Facility. C$1.6 billion 

BITUMOUNT PROJECT - Solv-Ex Corp. (T-20) 

The SoW-Es Bitumount Project will be a phased development of an open pit mine and an extraction plant using Solv-Ex's process 
for recovery of bitumen and metals. 

SoIwEx will use a naphtha solvent to boost the power of hot water to separate oil from sand. The increased efficiency of the 
process increases oil yield and also allows metals such as gold, silver and titanium to be extracted from the very clean sand. 
Analyses of the pilot plant tailings (after bitumen extraction) showed that these minerals are readily recoverable. 

A Solv-Ex pilot plant, located in Albuquerque, New Mexico, can process up to 72 tons of oil sands per day. It can also produce up 
to 25 barrels of bitumen per day, depending on the grade of oil sands processed. The quantity of bitumen recoverable from tar 
sands depends on its bitumen content, which typically ranges from 4 to 12 percent.
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since March 1993) 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

In an 8-month test program. SoIv-Ex processed approximately 1,000 tons of Athabasca tar sands material in process runs of low 
(6 percent of bitumen), avenge (8 to 10 percent), and high (12 to 14 percent) grade oil sands through the pilot plant The test 
material was procured from a pit centrally located in the oil sands deposit on which the Bitumount Lease is located. Average per-
centage of bitumen recovered for the low, average and high grade sands were 75, 90 and 95 percent, respectively. 

In February, 1989, a viable processing flowsheet was finalized which not only recovers the originally targeted gold, silver and 
titanium values but also the alumina values contained in the resource. Synthetic crude oil would represent about 25 percent of the 
potential mineral values recoverable from the Bitumount Lease. 

The results of this work indicate that the IbM module could be a single-train plant, much smaller than the 10,000 barrels per calen-
dar day plant originally envisaged. The optimum size will be determined in the preconstruction feasibility study and this module is 
estimated to cost not more than fl200 million. 

The Bitumount lease covers 5,874 acres north of Fort McMurray, Alberta. Bitumen reserves on the lease are estimated at 
1.4 billion barrels. 

Solv-Ex is looking for potential financial partners to expand the project. The company plans to construct a modular Lease Evalua-
tion Unit in Alberta at an estimated cost of $12 million. 

BURNT LAKE PROJECT - Suncor Inc., Alberta Energy Company Ltd. and Canadian Hunter Exploration Ltd. (T-30) 

The Bunt Lake In situ heavy oil project is located on the Burnt Lake property in the southern portion of the Primrose Range in 
northeast Alberta. Initial production levels will average 12,500 barrels per day. 

According to the companies, the Burnt Lake project is a milestone because it will be the first commercial development of these 
heavy oil resources on the Primrose Range. This will require close cooperation with Canada's military. 

The multi-phase Bunt Lake project, which was proposed to use cyclic steaming, was put on hold in 1986 due to low oil prices, then 
revived in 1987. The project was again halted in early 1989. By then, 44 wells in two clusters and 7 delineation wells had been 
drilled and cased. 

A pilot was initiated at these wells in 1990 to test the cold flow production technique whereby the bitumen is produced together 
with some sand using a progressive cavity pump. Initial results were encouraging. Since then, twelve wells have been put on 

If successful, the cold now production process may replace the cyclic steam stimulation process for commercial development. 

Burnt Lake is estimated to contain over 300 million barrels of recoverable heavy oil. 

COLD LAKE PROJECT - Imperial Oil Resources Limited (F-SO) 

In September 1983 the Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board (AERCB) granted Esso Resources Canada Ltd. (now Im-
perial Oil Resources Limited) approval to proceed with construction of the first two phases of commercial development on Esso's 
oil sands leases at Cold Lake. Subsequent approval for Phases 3 and 4 was granted in June 1984 and for Phases 5 and 6 in May 
1985. 

Cyclic steam stimulation is being used to recover the bitumen. Processing equipment consists of a water treatment and steam gen- 
eratioa plant and a treatment plant which separates produced fluids into bitumen, associated gas and water. Plant design allowsfor 
all produced water to be recycled. 

Shipments of diluted bitumen from Phases I and 2 started in July 1985, augmented by Phases 3 and 4 in October, 1985 and Phases 5 
and 6 in May, 1986. During 1987, commercial bitumen production at Cold Lake averaged 60, barrels per day. Production in 
early 1988 reached &5,ODO barrels per day. A debottlenecking of the first six phases added 19,000 barrels per day in 1988, at a cost 
of $45 million. Production in 1990 avenged 90,000 barrels per day. 

The AERCB approved Imperial's application to add Phases 7 through 10, which could eventually add another 44,000 barrels per 
day. Phases 7 and 8. which include about 240 wells, a steam-ceneratina and distribution system, a bitumen collection nioeline and a 
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

All construction was essentially completed in 1988 on the central processing plant and the field facilities for Phases 7 and Sat a cost 
of C$220 million. In December 1990, Imperial announced plans to put Phases 7 and 8 into operation and begin steaming in 
Match 1991. 

In February 1991, Imperial made a decision to delay the startup of Phases 7 and 8, due to unfavorable market conditions. Condi-
tions improved enough in 1992 to allow startup, and in October 1992, Imperial started steaming of Phases 7 and S wells. Bitumen 
production from these wells started in December 1992, and is expected to build to 20,000 barrels per day by July 1993. 

Plant facilities for Phases 9 and 10 were completed in tandem with the Phases 7 and 8 plant. When suitable market opportunities 
materialize, Imperial will drill the wells to fully utilize this plant capacity, expanding production by a further 20,000 barrels per thy. 

Project Cost Approximately $770 minion for first 10 phases. 

DAPHNE PROJECT - Petro-Canada (T.0) 

Petro-Canada is studying a tar sands mining/surface extraction project to be located on the Daphne leases 65 kilometers north of 
Fort McMurray, Alberta. The proposed project would produce 75,000 barrels per day. To date over 350 core boles have been 
drilled at the site to better define the resoutce. 

Currently, the project has been suspended pending further notice. 

DIATOMACEOUS EARTH PROJECT - Texaco Inc. (T-70) 

Texaco placed its Diatomite Project located at McKittrick in California's Kern County, in a standby condition in 1985, to be mac-
tinted when conditions in the industry dictate. In 1991 the company is initiating steps to re-evaluate the technology needed to 
recover the oil and to evaluate the environmental compliance requirements for a commercial plant. Consideration will be given to 
restarting the Lurgi pilot unit 

The Company estimates that the Project could yield in excess of 300 million barrels of 21 to 23 degrees API oil from the oil-bearing 
diatomite deposits which lie at depths up to 1,200 feet. The deposits will be recovered by open pit mining and back filling tech-
niques. 

Project Cost: Undetermined 

ELECTROMAGNETIC WELL STIMULATION PROCESS - Uentecb Corporation, A Subsidiary of Electromagnetic Oil Recovery, 
Inc. (F-SO) 

Electromagnetic Oil Recovery Inc. (EOR), formerly Oil Recovery Systems (ORS) Corporation, through its subsidiary, Uentecb 
Corporation, sponsored research and development at the Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute (1fl'Rl) on a single-
wellbore electromagnetic stimulation technique for heavy oil. The technique uses the well casing to induce an electromagnetic field 
in the oil-bearing formation. Both radio frequency and 60 cycle electric voltage are used. The radio frequency waves penetrate 
deeply into the formation while the 60 cycle current creates resistive heating. 

The fiat field test with a commercial well, initially producing about 20 barrels per day, was put into production in December 1985 
in Texas on property owned by Coastal Oil and Gas Corporation. In June 1984, ORS received permits from the Alberta Energy 
Resources Conservation Board, and stimulation started in  well in the Uoydminster area in Alberta, Canada. This well was drilled 
on a farmout from Husky Oil in the Wildmere Field. Primary production continued for about 60 days, during which the well 
produced about 6 barrels per day of 11 degrees API heavy oil. The well was then shut down to allow installation of the ORS 
electromagnetic stimulation unit. After power was turned on and pumping resumed on June 10, a sustained production of 
20 barrels per day was achieved over the following 30 days. The economic parameters of the operation were within the range ex-
pected, and process energy costs have been demonstrated at around $1/bbl, according to ORS. 

Additional projects under way with EOR, Inc.'s technology include: 

Canada Northwest Energy Ltd. installed an electromagnetic heating system within a well located near Lashburn, Saskatchewan in 
February 1989. Production averaged triple the production rate which existed before installation of the EOR system. Pan Canadian 
Petroleum Co., Ltd. has had a project ongoing since late 1990, with encouraging results for this heavy oil application. In Utah, an 
LOR system was installed in a well owned by GUP Corporation during December 1991. The system was designed to overcome 
production problems associated with an oil containing a large amount of paraffin. Also in Utah, EOR has been contracted by 
Coon Energy company to test the process in a field which experiences production problems associated with paraffinic oil. In 
Wyoming, Marathon Oil Company installed the EOR equipment within a well near Cody, Wyoming in late 1990. BOR was con-
tracted by Shell to provide equipment and services to utilize the technology within a well in the Schoonebeck field of the Nether-
lands. The project resulted in EOR signing a contract for additional work for another Shell affiliate, Petroleum Development 
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

Oman. For Lagoven, LOR has been contracted to provide equipment and services for two wells in the Jotm Field of Venezuela, 
with startup scheduled for late summer of 1992. In Indonesia, a project is pending with Pertamina for a deep well which ex-
periences paraffin related production problems. In Brazil, EOR's project is slowly expanding. Currently four additional wells have 
been equipped with the EOR system with positive results for Petrobrus. 

Project Cat: Not disclosed 

ELK POINT PROJECT - Amoco Canada Petroleum Company, Limited. (17-90) 

The Elk Point Project area is located approximately 165 kilometers east of Edmonton, Alberta. Amoco Canada holds a 100 percent 
working interest in 6,600 hectares of oil sands leases in the area. The Phase 1 Thermal Project is located in the NW 1/4 of 
Section 28, Township 55, Range 6 West of the 4th Meridian. The primary oil sands targets in the area are the Lower Cummings 
and Clearwater sands of the Mannville Group. Additional oil sands potential is indicated in other Mannville zones including the 
Colony and the Spa rky. 

Oil production from current wells at Amoco's Elk Point field totals 970 cubic meters per day. 

Amoco Canada has several development phases of the Elk Point Project. Phase I of the project, which is now complete, involved 
the drilling, construction, and operation of a 13-well Thermal Project (one, totally enclosed 54pot pattern), a continuation of field 
delineation and development drilling and the construction of a product cleaning facility adjacent to the Thermal Project. The 
delineation and development wells are drilled on a 16.19 hectare spacing and are cold produced during Phase 1. 

Construction of the Phase I Thermal Project and cleaning facility was initiated in May 1985. The cleaning facility has been opera-
tional since October 1985. Cyclic Steam injection into the 13-well project was initiated in July, 1987 with continuous steam injection 
commencing on April 20, 1989. Continuous steam injection was discontinued in May 1990 and the pilot was shut in. 

In February, 1987, Amoco Canada received approval from the Energy Conservation Board to expand the development of sections 
28 and 29. To begin this expansion, Amoco drilled 34 wells in the north half of section 29 in 1987-88, using conventional and slant 
drilling methods. Pad facilities construction occurred in 1988. A further 24 delineation wells were drilled in 1989 and 22 wells were 
drilled in 1990. 

Future drilling at Elk Point is dependent on Phase 2 approval of the project. Phase 2 will continue to focus on primary production 
development and will allow for further infill drilling in the entire project area in all zones within the Mannville group. Some limited 
cyclic steaming is planned in future years. Amoco's application for Phase 2 is continuing through the application review and public 
consultation process in 1992. 

Project Cost	 Phase I - $50 Million (Canadian) 

ELK POINT OIL SANDS PROJECT - PanCanadian Petroleum limited (F-lw) 

PanCanadian received approval from the Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board for Phase I of a proposed three phase 
commercial bitumen recovery project in August 1986. 

The Phase I project involves development of primary and thermal recovery operations in the Lindbergh and Frog Lake sectors 
near ElkPoint in east-central Alberta. Phase I operations include development of 16 sections of land where 148 wells were drilled 
by the end of 1990. 

PanCanadian expected Phase I recovery to average 3,000 barrels per day of bitumen, with peak production at 4,000 barrels per day. 
Tentative plans called for Phase II operations to start up in the mid 1990's with production to increase to 6,000 barrels per day. 
Phase III was to go into operation in the late 1990's, and production was to increase to 12,000 barrels per day. 

Experimental steam stimulation (50 cycles) and steamflood (one pattern) lasted until mid-1990. Results were not encouraging and 
therefore all steaming operations have been canceled. Another steaming process such as SAGD (Steam Assisted Gravity 
Drainage) may be attempted in the future but no plans are currently in place. 

Although steaming has proved unsuccessful, primary production rates and cumulative recoveries are much better than originally 
anticipated. Recoveries as high as 12 to 20 percent on 40-acre and 10-acre spacing are expected utilizing slant wells from pads. 

Current production is 4,500 barrels per day from 90 wells in 13 sections. Operating costs are approximately C$4 per barrel 

Project Cost: 	 Phase I = C162 Million to date
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FOREST HILL PROJECT— Greenwich Oil Corporation (T-110) 

Greenwich Oil Company is developing a project which entails modification of existing, and installation of additional, injection and 
production wells to produce approximately 1,750 barrels per day of 10 degrees API crude oil by a fire flooding technique utilizing 
injection of high concentration oxygen. Construction began in the third quarter 1985. Loan and price guarantees were requested 
from the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation under the third solicitation. On August 21, 1985 the Board directed their staff 
to complete contract negotiations with Greenwich by September 13, 1985 for an award of up to $60 million. Contract was signed on 
September 24, 1985. Project has 21 injection wells taking 150 tons per day of 90 percent pure oxygen. The oil production rate 
reached 1,200 barrels per day. 

On January 9, 1989, Greenwich filed for reorganization under Chapter II of the Bankruptcy Act. Oxygen injection was temporarily 
suspended but water is being injected into the burned-out sand zones to move unreacted oxygen through the combustion zone and 
to scavenge heat. 

On January 2, 1990, Greenwich successfully implemented its Plan of Reorganization which had been approved by the Court in 
November 1990. Under the terms of an agreement with the United States Treasury, successor to the Synthetic Fuels Corporation, 
the commitment for loan guarantees and price support was terminated. 

January1992 production was 410 barrels of oil per day. 

Project Cost Estimated $423 million 

LINDBERGH COMMERCIAL PROJECT - Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Ltd. (17-120) 

Amoco (formerly Dome Petroleum) began a commercial project in the Lindbergh area that would initially cover five sections and 
was planned to be developed at a rate of one section per year for five years. It was to employ 'huff-and-puff' steaming of wells 
drilled on 10 acre spacing, and would require capital investment of approximately $158 million (Canadian). The project was a-
pected to encompass a period of 12 yearn. Due to the dramatic decline of oil prices, drilling on the first phase of the commercial 
project was halted, and has forced a delay in the proposed commercial thermal development. 

The company has no immediate plans for steaming the wells to increase production because this process is uneconomic at current 
prices. 

The current focus has been development and optimizing of primary production. In 1990, 26 wells on 40-acre spacing were drilled 
for primary production. Again, due to low heavy oil prices, some limited drilling will take place in 1991. Primary production from 
the project is now averaging 6,200 barrels per day. 

Project Cat $158 Million 

LINDBERGH COMMERCIAL THERMAL RECOVERY PROJECT - Murphy Oil Company Ltd. (T-130) 

Murphy Oil Company Ltd., has completed construction and startup of a 2,500 barrel per day commercial thermal recovery project 
in the Lindbergh area of Alberta. Project expansion to 10,000 barrels per day is planned over nine years, with a total project life of 
30 years. The first phase construction of the commercial expansion involved the addition of 53 wells and construction of an oil 
plant, water plant, and water source intake and line from the North Saskatchewan River. 

Murphy has been testing thermal recovery methods in a pilot project at Lindbergh since 1974. Based on its experience with the 
pilot project at Lindbergh, the company expects recovery rates in excess of 15 percent of the oil in place. Total production over the 
life of this project is expected to be in excess of 12 million cubic meters of heavy oil. 

The project uses a huff-and-puff process with about two cycles per year on each well. Production is from the Lower Grand Rapids 
zone at a depth of 1,650 feet. Oil gravity is 11 degrees API, and oil viscosity at the reservoir temperature is 85,000 centipoise. The 
wells are directionally drilled outward from common pads, reducing the number of surface leases and roads required for the 
Project.	 - 

The project was suspended for a year from September 1988 to August 1989 when three wells were steamed. The project returned 
to production on a limited basis in the last quarter of 1989. Initial results were encouraging, says Murphy, but an expansion to full 
capacity depends on heavy oil prices, market assessment, and operating costs. 

The project was shut-in in late 1991. Engineering reviews of current and alternate technologies are under way. 

Project Cost: 	 $30 million (Canadian) initial capital cost 	 I- 
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NEWGRADE HEAVY OIL UPORADER - NewGrade Energy, Inc., a partnership or Consumers Co-Operative Refineries Ltd. and 
the Saskatchewan Government ('F-140) 

Construction and commissioning of the upgrader was completed in October, 1988. 	 The official opening was held 
November 9, 1988. 

The refinery/upgrader combination has been running at 50,000 barrels per day of crude through the refinery itself. From that, 
30,000 barrels per thy of heavy mid bottoms are sent to the Atmospheric Residual Desulfurization unit which performs primary 
upgrading. From there 12,000 barrels per day is being run through the Distillate Hydrotreater which improves the quality of the 
distillate fuel oil streams by adding hydrogen. 

The 50,000 bands per thy heavy oil upgrading project was originally announced in August 1983. 

Consumers' Co-Operative Refineries provided 5 percent or the costs as equity, plus the existing refinery, while the provincial 
government provided 15 percent. The federal government and the Saskatchewan government provided loan guarantees for 
80 percent of the costs as debt. 

NewGrade selected process technology licensed by Union Oil of California for the upgiader. The integrated facility is capable or 
producing a full slate of refined products or alternately 50,000 barrels per day of upgraded crude oil or as will be the initial case, 
some combination of these two scenarios.	 - 

Operations include the processing of 50,000 barrels per day of heavy Saskatchewan crude with approximately 70 percent 
(35,000 barrels per thy) being converted to a full range or refined petroleum products and the remaining 30 percent (15,000 barrels 
per day) being sold as synthetic crude. 

Operations in 1992 have experienced a heavy crude oil charge ratio of up to 54,000 barrels per day, and the Atmospheric Residual 
Desulfurization (ARDS) unit has had a charge ratio of 32,000 barrels per day. The Distillate Hydrotreater/Hydrocracker routinely 
operates at up to 15,000 barrels per thy. 

The plant design capacities are: crude unit; 50,000 barrels per day; ARDS, 30,0 barrels per day; DH, 12,000 barrels per thy. 

Project Cost: $700 million 

ORIMULSION PROJECT - Petroleos de Venezuela SA (PDVSA) and Veba Oel AG (F-145) 

Venezuela's state-owned oil company, Petroleos de Venezuela SA (PDVSA), and Germany's Veba Get AG are develonin g the 
heavy crude and bitumen reserves in the Orinoco Belt in eastern Venezuela. The two companies conducted a feasibility study to 
construct a facility capable of upgrading 80,000 barrels per day of extra heavy crude. Development plans for the next 5 years call 
for production of 1 million barrels per day. 

About 60 percent of this production would be Orimulsion, a bitumen based boiler fuel. The remainder would be converted to light 
synthetic crude oil. PDVSA can produce and distribute 50,000 barrels of Orimulsion per day, with ca pacity in hand to double that 

Orimulsion has been produced from the Morichal Field in Eastern Venezuela since Ma y 1988. 

PDVSA joined forces with Mobil Corporation in 1992 to exploit other options for marketing heavy crude in addition to Orimul-
sion. 

In October 1991, the Kashima-Kita Electric Power Corporation of Japan began firing their generators with 700 tons per day of 
Orimulsion. Another Japanese utility, Mitsubishi Kasei Corporation, began working with Orimulsion in February 1992. 

Project Cost:	 $23 billion 

OSLO PROJECT - Imperial Oil Ltd. (25 percent), Canadian Occidental (20 percent), , Gulf Canada (20 percent), Petro-Canada 
(15 percent), PanCanadian Petroleum (10 percent), Alberta Oil Sands Equity (10 percent). ('I'-lSO) 

The OSLO joint venture was to be an 80,000 barrel per day oil sands mine and extraction plant 60 kilometers north of Fort 
McMurray, and an upgrader situated about 7 kilometers south or Redwater, near Edmonton. Production was scheduled to begin in 
1996.
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On February 20, 1990 the Canadian federal government announced the withdrawal of its previous commitment to finance 
$1.6 billion of the $43 billion project. To the end of 1989, $75 million had been spent on project studies. In mid-1990, however, the 
Alberta government pledged to provide $47 million to complete the engineering phase. Alberta's contribution represented 
36 percent of the estimated $130 million total cost for the engineering phase. The Canadian federal government contributed about 
$453 million, 35 percent of the total, for the engineering phase. The OSLO consortium funded the rest. 

The engineering phase was completed by the end of 1991. Engineering work was focused on the Edmonton-area upgrader to be 
linked directly to OSLO's Fort McMurray bitumen production via pipeline. The pipeline is planned to be open to other operators 
to move their product A second pipeline would return the diluent to the bitumen production facility. 

If built, the project would use conventional surface mining techniques top the overburden and mine the oil sands. At the plant, 
the bitumen would be extracted from the sand by warm water and chemicals and sent to the upgrader by pipeline. There, it would 
be convened into synthetic crude oil with properties similar to conventional light crude oil—suitable as feedstock for Canadian 
refineries. OSLO has selected the high-conversion Who Combi Cracking process for upgrading. 

According to OSLO, the OSLO reserves are large enough that a project could produce 200,0 barrels of synthetic crude oil per 
day for almost 50 years. 

In early 1992 the OSLO partners decided that they could go no further with the project without government support. When the 
final work on technical design and environmental assessment was completed, the OSLO offices in Calgary, Alberta were be closed. 
The project will not be built until economic conditions improve. 

Project Cost $43 billion estimated 

PEACE RIVER COMPLEX - Shell Canada Limited (T-160) 

Shell Canada Limited expanded the original Peace River In Situ Pilot Project to an average production rate of 10,000 barrels per 
day. The Peace River Expansion Project, or PREP I, is located adjacent to the existing pilot project, approximately 55 kilometers 
northeast of the town of Peace River, on leases held jointly by Shell Canada Limited and Pecten Canada Limited. 

The expansion, at a cat of SM million, required the drilling of an additional 213 wells for steam injection and bitumen produc-
tion, plus an expanded distribution and gathering system. Wells for the expansion were drilled directionally from eight pads. The 
commercial project includes an expanded main complex to include facilities for separating water, gas, and bitumen; a utility plant 
for generating steam; and office structures. Additional off-site facilities were added. No upgiader is planned for the expansion; all 
bitumen extracted is diluted and marketed as a blended heavy oil. The diluted bitumen is transported by pipeline to the northern 
tier refineries in the United States and the Canadian west coast for asphalt production. 

An application to the Energy Resources Conservation Board received approval in early November 1984. Drilling began in 
February 1985. Construction began June 1985. The expansion was on stream October 1986. 

In 1989 production was increased to the design capacity of 1,600 cubic meters of oil per day. The Peace River complex completed 
its first full year of operating at capacity in 1990. Its 10 millionth barrel of bitumen was produced in March. Through a combina-
tion of increased bitumen production and reduced energy requirements, the unit bitumen production cost has been reduced to 
30 percent of that averaged during the first full year of operation. The operation is producing about 10,000 barrels per day of 
bitumen. Ultimate recovery is projected at 55 percent of the bitumen in place. 

On January 25, 1988 the ERCB approved Shell Canada's application to expand the Peace River project from 10,000 barrels per day 
to approximately 50,000 barrels per day. PREP II, as it will be called, entails the construction of a stand-alone processing plant, lo-
cated about 4 km south of PREP I. PREP II would be developed in four annual construction stages, each capable of producing 
1,600 cubic meters per day. However, due to low world oil prices and continual uncertainty along with the lack of improved fiscal 
terms the expansion project has been postponed indefinitely. Some preparatory site work was completed in 1988 consisting of the 
main access road and drilling pads for PREP II. The ERCB approval for PREP II was allowed to lapse, however, in 
December 1990. Continued world oil price uncertainty contributed largely to the decision not to seek an expansion. 

Research into the application of a steam drainage process has led to the design of a two-well horizontal well demonstration project. 
The project will test the technical and economic feasibility of bitumen recovery utilizing surface-accessed horizontal wells, employ-
ing an enhanced steam assisted gravity drainage process. The project will be tied into existing Peace River complex facilities and is 
scheduled for startup in 1993. 

Project Cost $200 million for PREP I 
$570 million for PREP II
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PRIMROSE LAKE COMMERCIAL PROJECT - Amoco Canada Petroleum Company and Alberta Energy Company (T-170) 

Amoco (formerly Dome) proposed a 25,000 barrels per day commercial project in the Primrose area of northeastern Alberta. 
Amoco is earning a working interest in certain oil sands leases from Alberta Energy Company. Following extensive exploration, 
the company undertook a cyclic steam pilot project in the area, which commenced production in November 1983, and thereby 
earned an interest in eight sections of adjoining oil sands leases. The 41 well pilot was producing 2,000 barrels per day of 10 de-
grees API oil in 1984. 

The agreement with Alberta Energy allows Amoco to earn an interest in an additional 194,280 acres of adjoining oil sands lands 
through development of a commercial production project. The project is estimated to carry a capital cost of at least $0.2 billion 
and annual operating cost of $040 million. Total production over a 30 year period will be 190 million barrels of oil or 18.6 percent 
of the oil originally in place in the project area. Each section will contain four 26-well slant-hole drilling clusters. Each set of wells 
will produce from 160 acres on six acre spacing. The project received Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board approval on 
February 4, 1986. A subsequent amendment to the original scheme was approved on August 18, 1988. The 12,800 acre project will 
be developed in three phases. Four 6,500 barrel per day modules will be used to meet the 25,ODO barrel per day target. 

In 1989, Amoco undertook some additional work at the site by drilling a horizontal well. In 1990 Amoco announced it would drill 
two more wells to assist in engineering design work. Six hundred thousand dollars was planned to be spent on this effort in 1990. 

A new steam injection heavy oil pilot was placed in production in early 1991. By the end of 1991, AEC expected tobe testing more 
than 80 wells using various techniques, including a cold technique which employs specialized pumps. 

In 1991, ERCB gave approval for seven horizontal wells to maximize bitumen recovery under a steam stimulation/gravity drainage 
process. 

AEC expects its share of Primrose heavy oil production to grow to about 10,000 barrels per day over the next 5 years and double by 
the late 1990s. 

Using a newly developed "cold production" technique, four wells have been producing for more than a year at rates averaging 
140 barrels per day per well. This technique significantly reduces capital and operating costs as compared to steam injection tech-
niques. Further testing of this technology continues in 1992. 

AEC estimates that cold production technology could yield 6,000 barrels per day by 1993, with a planned expansion to 
12,500 barrels per day in 1995. 

Project Cost $1.2 billion (Canadian) capital cost 
$140 million (Canadian) annual operating cost 

SCOTFORD SYNTHETIC CRUDE REFINERY - Shell Canada Limited (F-iso) 

The project is the world's first refinery designed to use exclusively synthetic crude oil as feedstock, located northeast of Fort Sas-
katchewan in Strathcona County. 	 - 

Initial capacity was 50,000 barrels per day with the design allowing for expansion to 70,000 barrels per day. Feedstock is provided 
by the two existing oil sands plants, Syncrude and Suncor. The refinery's petroleum products are gasoline, diesel, jet fuel and stove 
oil. Byproducts include butane, propane, and sulfur. Sufficient benzene is produced to feed a 300,000 tonne/year styrene plant. 
The refinery and petrochemical plant officially opened September 1984. 

Project Cost: 	 $L4 billion (Canadian) total final cost for all (refinery, benzene, styrene) plants 

SUNCOR, INC, OIL SANDS GROUP - Sun Company, Inc. (72.8 percent), Ontario Energy Resources Ltd. (25 percent), publicly 
(2.2 percent) (T-190) 

Suncor Inc. was formed in August 1979, by the amalgamation of Great Canadian Oil Sands and Sun Oil Co., Ltd. In 
November 1981, Ontario Energy Resources Ltd., acquired a 25 percent interest in Suncor Inc. 

Suncor Inc. operates a commercial oil sands plant located in the Athabasca bituminous sands deposit 30 kilometers north of Fort 
McMurray, Alberta. It has been in production since 1967. A four-step method is used to produce synthetic oil. First, overburden 
is removed to expose the oil-bearing sand. Second, the sand is mined and transported by conveyors to the extraction unit. Third, 
hot water and steam are used to extract the bitumen from the sand. Fourth, the bitumen goes to upgrading where thermal cracking 
produces coke, and cooled vapors form distillates. The distillates are dcsulfurized and blended to form high-quality synthetic crude 
oil which is shipped to Edmonton for distribution. 

In November 1991, Suncor applied to the ERCB to increase primary bitumen production as much as 2,000 cubic meters per day. 
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Alter December 31, 1991, the roa)lty changed to be the greater of 5 percent of revenues or 30 percent of revenues less allowed 
operating and capital costs. 

Sun Company, Inc. announced in early 1992 its intention along with partner Ontario Energy Corporation (OUC) to sell up to 
45 percent interest in Suncor. Sun intends to reduce its 75 percent share to 55 percent and DEC would sell its entire 25 percent in-
terest in Sensor. 

The plant achieved record production levels in the first quarter of 1992, averaging 64,200 barrels per day, or about 250,000 barrels 
above the same period last year. Cash operating costs remained at 1991 levels of $14.25 per barrel. 

In 1992 Suncor announced restructuring and operating changes aimed at reducing the cost of producing synthetic crude oil by $5 to 
$7 per barrel by 1996. Lowering production costs by that amount would increase the company's cash flow by $125 to $175 million 
per year and make synthetic crude oil competitive with Canadian conventional crude oil. 

Suncor now has written agreements to acquire new mining leases in proximity to its plant that will allow the company to produce an 
additional 1 billion barrels of light synthetic crude oil. At the plant's current production rates, Sunsor now has sufficient bitumen 
to supply the upgrader for at least 50 years. 

To reduce mine operating costs, Suncor will introduce a more flexible and efficient mining method by mid-1994. The 25-year-old 
bucketwheel excavator systems will be replaced with a more modern system of large-scale trucks, power shovels and ore feed 
crushers at a cost of approximately $100 million. Truck and shovel mining equipment, which has reached unprecedented dimen- 
sions of size and scale in recent years, will enhance reliability and productivity and should result in significant gains in both produc- 
tion and cost savings. By mid-1994, Suncor believes these initiatives alone will reduce cash costs by approximately $3 per barrel of 
synthetic crude oil. 

As part of the strategic review, Suncor conducted a commercial feasibility study of new technology which would reduce sulfur 
dioxide emissions from the utilities plant that supplies electricity and steam to the oil sands operation. The company estimates this 
will contribute to a further $1.50 per barrel reduction in cash costs. Suncor will invest $5 million to confirm engineering results and 
a preliminary cost estimate of $270 million. 

The company expects to make the final decision to proceed by the second half of 1993. 

Suncor will also be implementing other operating efficiencies and production improvements that are expected to result in a cash 
cat reduction of up to $2.50 per barrel. As an example, modifications will be made to the upgradcr during a maintenance tur- 
naround in 1993 that will boost production capacity to 68,000 barrels per day by 1994. Implementation of the plan means that 
employment levels will be gradually reduced. As the new mining method is introduced, employment will drop from 2,400 to about 
z. 

Project Cat Not disclosed 

SUNNYSIDE PROJECT - Amoco Production Company (17-200) 

Amoco Corporation is studying the feasibility of a commercial project on 1,120 acres of fee property and 9,600 acres of combined 
hydrocarbon leases in the Sunnyside deposit in Carbon County, Utah. Research is continuing on various extraction and retorting 
technologies. The available core data are being used to determine the extent of the mineable resource base in the area and to 
Provide direction for any subsequent exploration work. 

A geologic field study was completed in September 1986; additional field work was completed in 1987. In response to Mono Power 
Company's solicitation to sell their (federal) lease interests in Sunnyside tar sands, Amoco Production acquired Mono Power's 
Combined Hydrocarbon Leases effective August 14, 1986. Amoco continued due diligence efforts in the field in 1988. This work 
includes a tar sand coring program to better define the resource in the Combined Hydrocarbon Lease. 

Project Cost: 	 Not disclosed 

SUNNYSIDE TAR SANDS PROJECT - GNC Energy Corporation (T-210) 

A 240 tons per day (120 barrels per day) tar sands pilot was built by (INC in 1982 in Salt Lake City, which employs ambient water 
flotation concentration. The pilot demonstrated that tar sands could be concentrated by selective flotation from 8 percent bitumen 
as mined to a 30 to 40 percent richness.
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

Chevron in 1983 built and operated a solvent leach unit that, when added in back of a flotation unit at Colorado School of Mines 
Research Institute (MRI) in Denver, produced a bitumen dissolved in a kerosene solvent with a ratio of 1:3 which contained 
5 percent ash and water. Chevron also ran a series of tests using the solvent circuit first followed by flotation and found it to be 
simpler and cheaper than the reverse cycle. 

Kellogg, in a series of tests during 1983/1984, took the product from the CSMRl tests and ran it through their Engelhard ARTCAT 
pilot plant in Houston, Texas and produced a 27 degrees API crude out of the 10 percent API bitumen, recycled the solvent, and 
eliminated the ash, water, and 80 percent of the metals, nitrogen, and sulfur. 

Today ONC has a complete process that on tests demonstrates 96 to 98 percent recovery of mined bitumen through the solvent and 
flotation units and converts 92 percent of that stream to a 27 degrees API crude with characteristics between Saudi Light and Saudi 
Heavy. 

(INC has 2,000 acres of fee leases in the Sunnyside deposit that contain an estimated 387 million barrels of bitumen. It has applied 
to ELM for conversion of a Sunnyside oil and gas lease to a combined hydrocarbon lease. The first commercial facility will be 
7,500 barrels per thy. In response to a solicitation by the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) for tar sands projects 
that utilize mining and surface processing methods, '(INC requested loan and price guarantees of $452,419,000. On 
November 19, 1985 the SEC determined that the project was a qualified candidate for assistance under the terms of the solicitation. 

On December 19, 1985, the SFC was canceled by Congressional action before giving any financial assistance to the project. (INC is 
now attempting to finance independently of United States government assistance. Studies have been completed by M. W. Kellogg 
and Engelhard indicating feasibility, after the decline in prices beginning in January 1986, of a 7,580 barrels per day plant which 
converts the ART-treated bitumen to 31 percent gasoline and 69 percent diesel. The 7,500 barrels per thy plant including upgrad-
ing to products, with some used equipment, would cost $149 million. 

As of 1992, (INC is still looking for financial partners, however, little progress has been made since the 1980's. 

Project Cat:	 $149 million for 7,500 barrels per day facility 

SYNCO SUNNYS IDE PROJECT - Synco Energy Corporation (T-220) 

Synco Energy Corporation of Orem, Utah is seeking to raise capital to construct a plant at Sunnyside in Utah's Carbon County to 
produce oil and electricity from coal and tar sands. 

The Synco process to extract oil from tar sands uses coal gasification to make a synthetic gas. The gas is cooled to 2,000 degrees F 
by making steam and then mixed with the tar sands in a variable speed rotary kiln. The hot synthetic gas vaporizes the oil out of 
the tar sands and this is then fractionated into a mixture of kerosene (jet fuel), diesel fuel, gasoline, other gases, and heavy ends. 

The syngas from the gasifier is separated from the oil product, the sulfur and CO removed and the gas is bunted in a gas turbine 
to produce electricity. The hot exhaust gases are then used to make steam and chenerated electricity. Testing indicates that the 
hydrogen-rich syngas from the gasified coal lends to good cracking and hydrogen upgrading in the kiln. 

The plant would be built at Sunnyside, Utah, near the City of Price 

There is a reserve of four billion barrels of oil in the tar sands and 230 million tons of coal at the Sunnyside site. Both raw 
materials could be conveyed to the plant by conveyor belt. 

The demonstration size plant would produce 8,000 barrels of refined oil, 330 megawatts of electricity, and various other products 
including marketable amounts of sulfur. 

An application has been filed by Synco with the Utah Division of State Lands for an industrial special use lease containing the en-
tire Section 36 of State land bordering the town of Sunnyside, Utah. Synco holds process patents in the U.S., Canada and 
Venezuela and is looking for a company to joint venture with on this project. 

Project Cost: $350 million 

SYNCRUDE CANADA, LTD. - Imperial Oil Ltd. (25.0%); Petro-Canada Inc. (12.0%); Alberta Oil Sands Equity (16.74%); Alberta 
Energy Company (10.0%); PanCanadian Petroleum limited (10.0%); Gulf Canada Resources Ltd. (9.03%); Canadian Occidental 
Petroleum Ltd. (7.23%); UBOG - Oil Sands Ltd. Partnership (Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Ltd.) (5.0%); Mitsubishi Oil Com-
pany (5.0%) ('1'-230) 

Located near Fort McMurray, the Syncrude surface mining and extraction plant produces 165,000 barrels per calendar thy. The 
original plant with a capacity of 108,000 barrels was based upon: oil sand mining and ore delivery with four dragline-bucketwheel 
reclaimer-conveyor systems; oil extraction with hot water flotation of the ore followed by dilution centrifuging; and upgrading by 
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 	 - 

fluid coking followed by hydrotreating. During 1988, a 6-year $13 billion investment program in plant capacity was completed to 
bring the production capability to over 155,000 barrels per calendar day. Included in this investment program are a 40,000 barrel 
per day L-C Fining hydrocracker, additional hydrotreating and sulfur recovery capacity, and auxiliary mine feed systems as well as 
debottleneckiag of the original processes. 

In 1990 production operating costs were about (316 per barrel. Syncrude Canada Ltd. produced 11 percent of Canada's crude oil 
requirements in 1990. 

In 1992, Syncrude announced that it is seeking approval from the Alberta Energy Resources Board (ERCB) to increase output by 
28 percent. In addition, Syncrude is planning a (34 billion, expansion of its oil sands operation. 

Syncrude is requesting five amendments to its current ERCB approval: 

An annual production increase to 217,000 barrels per day of marketable hydrocarbon for the existing plant 

An extension to December 31, 1997 to begin construction of new facilities that would allow production to be 
icreased to 258,000 barrels per day 

An extension of Synctude's production period to December 31, 2025 

The ability to process bitumen from off-lease sites and to ship bitumen from Mildred Lake to other processing 
operations 

The ability to use new technology, developed by Syncrude, for future mining and reclamation plans 

Project Cost	 Total cost $3.8 billion 

THREE STAR OIL MINING PROJECT - Three Star Drilling and Producing Corp. (17-240) 

Three Star Drilling and Producing Corporation has sunk a 426 foot deep vertical shaft into the Upper Siggins sandstone of the Sig-
gins oil field in Illinois and drilled over 34,000 feet of horizontal boreholes up to 2,000 feet long through the reservoir. The original 
drilling pattern was planned to allow the borehole to wander up and down through the producing interval in a snake pattern. 
However, only straight upward slanting holes are being drilled. Three Star estimates the Upper Siggins still contains some 35 mil- 
lion barrels of 

oil 
across the field. 

The initial plans call for drilling one to four levels of horizontal boreholes. The Upper Siggins presently has 34 horizontal wells 
which compose the 34,ODD feet of drilling. 

Sixty percent of the horizontal drilling was completed by late 1990. Production was put on hold pending an administrative hearing 
to determine whether the mine is to be classified as gaseous or non-gaseous. The project was later classified as a gaseous mine due 
to the fact that the shaft penetrated the oil reservoir. As a result of the ruling, Three Star then drilled a verticle well to the under-
ground sump room and began producing the mine conventionally with all the horizontals open. In 1992, Three Star will begin 
reworking the surface wells for injection purposes in order to pressure up the Upper Siggins. 

Project Cost: 	 Three Star budgeted $33 million for the first shaft. 

WOLF LAKE PROJECT - Amoco Canada Petroleum (T-260) 

Located 30 miles north of Bonnyville near the Saskatchewan border, on 75,000 acres, the Wolf Lake commercial oil sands project (a 
joint venture between BP Canada Resources Ltd. and Petro-Canada) was completed and began production in April 1985. Produc-
tion at designed capacity of 7,000 barrels per day was reached during the third quarter 1985. The oil is extracted by the huff-and-
puff method. Nearly two hundred wells were drilled initially, then steam injected. As production from the original wells declines 
more wells will be drilled. 

An estimated 720 wells will be needed over the expected 25-year life of the project. Because the site consists mostly of muskeg, the 
wells will be directionally drilled in clusters of 20 from special pads. The bitumen is heavy and viscous (10 degrees API) and thus 
cannot be handled by most Canadian refineries. There are no plans to upgrade the bitumen into a synthetic crude; much of it will 
probably be used for the manufacture of asphalt or exported to the northern United States. 

By mid-1988 production had dropped 22 percent below 1987 levels. Following a change of strategy in operation of the reservoir, 
however, production had increased to 1,030 cubic meters per day in 1989 and 1,147 cubic meters per day in 1990. Continuing the 
trend, 1991 will see an average production rate of 1,167 cubic meters per day.
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COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

In 1987, a program designed to expand production by 2,400 cubic meters per day to 3,700 cubic meters per day, total bitumen 
production was initiated. Wolf Lake 2 was originally expected to be completed in mid-1989. 

In early 1989, BP Canada and Petro-Canada delayed by 1 year the decision to start up the second phase. While the Wolf Lake 2 
plant was commissioned in 1990, lull capacity utilization of the combined project is not likely before the late 1990s when it is ex-
pected that higher bitumen prices will support the expended operation and further development. 

The new water recycle facilities and the Wolf Lake 2 generators are operational. Production levels will be maintained at 600 to 700 
cubic meters per day until bitumen nethacks have improved. The Wolf Lake 2 oiFprocessing plant and Wolf Lake 1 steam genera-
ting facilities have been suspended. 

In September 1989, Wolf Lake production costs were reported to be almost (322 per barrel, while bitumen prices fell to a low of 
(38.19 per barrel in 198& HP initiated a program to reduce Wolf Lake costs, which included laying off 120 workers, making im-
provements in process efficiency, and operating the plant at about 50 percent of capacity. These economic measures cut operating 
costs to (310 to 12 per barrel. 

In 1991, Wolf Lake production costs were less than $9 per barrel, and bitumen production averaged 4,225 barrels a day. 

In early 1992, HP Canada and Petro-Canada sold their entire interests in the project to Amoco Canada Petroleum. No price was 
disclosed but both companies have written off their total $370 million investment in the project. 

Project Cost Wolf Lake 1
$114 million (Canadian) initial capital 
(Additional $750 million over 25 years for additional drilling) 

Wolf Lake 2
$200 million (Canadian) initial capital 

YARECA MINE-ASSISTED PROJECT - Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (17-265) 

The Yarega oilfield (Soviet Union) is the site of a large mining-assisted heavy oil recovery project. The pmductye formation of 
this field has 26 meters of quartz sandstone occurring at a depth of 200 meters. Average permeability is 3.17 mXm. Temperature 
ranges from 279 to 281 degrees K; porosity is 26 degrees; oil saturation is 87 percent of the pore volume or 10 percent by weight. 
Viscosity of oil varies from 15,000 to 20,000 mPa per second; density is 945 kilograms per cubic meter. 

The field has been developed in three major stages. In a pilot development, 69 wells were drilled from the surface at 70 to 
100 meters spacing. The oil recovery factor over 11 years did not exceed 1.5 percent. 

Drainage through wells at very close spacing of 12 to 20 meters was tested with over 92,000 shallow wells. Development of the oil-
field was said to be profitable, but the oil recovery factor for the 18 to 20 year period was approximately 3 percent. 

A mining-assisted technique with steam injection was developed starting in 1968. In 15 years, 10 million tons of steam have been in-
jected into the reservoir. 

Tree mines have been operated since 1975. Au area of the deposit covering 225 hectares is under thermal stimulation. It includes 
15 underground slant blocks, where 4,192 production wells and 11,795 steam-injection wells are operated. In two underground slant 
production blocks, which have been operated for about 8 years, oil recovery of 50 percent has been reached. Construction of 4 new 
shafts is expected to bring production to over 30,ODD barrels per day. Forty-one million barrels of oil were produced during the 
period 1975-1987. A local refinery produces lubricating oils from this crude. 

Project Cost: Not Disclosed

R & D PROJECTS 

AThAHASCA IN srnj PILOT PROJECT (Keart Lake) - Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority, Husky Oil Opera-
tions Ltd., Im perial Oil Ltd. (T-270) 

The pilot project began operation in December, 1981. The pilot was developed with the following objectives in mind: Evaluate the 
use of horizontal hydraulic fractures to develop injector to producer communication; optimize steam injection rates; maximize 
bitumen recovery; assess the anal and vertical distribution of heat in the reservoir, evaluate the performance of wellbore and sur-
face equipment; and determine key performance parameters.
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R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

The operator of the Athabasca In Situ Pilot Project is Husky Oil Operations Ltd. In 1990 three patterns were being operated: one 
9-spot and two 5-spots. The central well of each pattern is an injector. Eight observations wells are located in and around the 
three patterns. The 9-spot pattern was started up in 1985. The two 54pot patterns were started up in 1987. Results from all three 
patterns continue to be encouraging, according to Husky. 

In 1990 the project passed the one million barrel production mark and at the end of January 1991 the project entered its final, 
winddown phase. The winddown phase consists of reducing the central steam injection to zero and continuing to produce until the 
end of April 1991. The project was shut down at the end of April 1991, after a majority of the technical objectives had been met. 

In July 1991, all production, injection and observation wells were abandoned and the central facilities mothballed. 

Project Cost Capital $54 million, operating $73 million 

BATI'RUM IN SITU WET COMBUSTION - Mobil Oil Canada, Unocal Canada limited, Saskoil, Hudson's Bay Oil and Gas ('r-280) 

Mobil Oil Canada initiated dry combustion in the Battrum field, near Swift Current, Saskatchewan, in 1965 and convened to wet 
combustion in 1978. The combustion scheme, which Mobil operates in three Battnim units, was expanded during 1987-88. The ex-
pansion included drilling 46 wells, adding 12 new burns, a workover program and upgrading surface production and air injection 
Facilities. There are presently 18 burns in operation. 

All burns have been convened to wet combustion and the air injection rate is 25 million cubic feet per day. Studies have been in-
itiated to determine the feasibility of oxygen enrichment for the EOR scheme. 

BUENAVEJ'CURA COLD PROCESS PILOT- Buenaventura Resource Corp. (17-287) 

Buenaventura Resource Corporation owns the exclusive license to use a patented process to extract oil from tar sands in the 
United States and Canada. The cold process was invented by Park Guymon of Weber State University. 

The two step process uses no heat in extracting heavy oil from tar sands. Asphalt can be made from the oil, or it can be refined for 
use as a motor oil. The company is currently assessing the market for these products. 

The process will be developed in three phases. The first phase is a small pilot plant to be installed at or near Weber State Univer-
sity. The plant is being built in Texas and was shipped to Utah in the fall of 1990 for installation. The project's second phase will 
be a larger pilot plant and the third phase will be a commercial-sale plant 

Buenaventura has been working on developing the new process in Uintah County, Utah since 1986, Funding for the project is 
being sought from the State of Utah and the United Slates Department of Energy. 

CARIBOU LAKE PILOT PROJECT - Husky Oil Operations Ltd. (60 percent) and Alberta Energy Co. (40 percent) (T-310) 

Husky ON Operations Ltd. and Alberta Energy Co. received ERCB approval for a 1,100 barrels per day heavy oil steam pilot in 
the Primrose block of the Cold Lake Air Weapons Test Range in northeastern Alberta. 

In September, 1989, Husky and AEC Oil & Gas Company announced their intention to proceed with the development of the 
Caribou Lake Pilot Project. This project will test the potential commercial application of producing heavy oil using cyclic steaming 
technology. Husky will operate the project. 

Construction at the Caribou Lake Pilot Project was completed in early 1991 and the operations phase of the project was begun. 
The Pilot consists of 25 cyclic steam/production wells, 75 MMBflJ/hour steam generation capacity and associated oil treating and 
produced water clarification facilities. The total average output of the project was expected to be 1,200 barrels of heavy oil per day. 

In 1992 the Caribou Lake Project was suspended indefinitely 

Project Cost Approximately $20 Million 

CELTIC HEAVY OIL PILOT PROJECT - Mobil Oil Canada (17-320) 

Mobil's heavy oil project is located in 152 and R23, W3M in the Celtic Field, northeast of Lloydminster. The pilot consists of 
25 wells drilled on 5-acre spacing, with twenty producers and five injectors. There is one fully developed central inverted nine-spot 
surrounded by four partially developed nine-spots. The pilot was to field test a wet combustion recovery scheme with steam 
stimulation of the production wells.
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It & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

Mr injection, which was commenced in October 1980, was discontinued in January 1982 due to operational problems. An intermit-
tent steam process was initiated in August 1982- The seventh steam injection cycle commenced in January. 1987. Operations were 
suspended in 1988-89. 

Production in the Celtic Multizone Test, an expansion of the Heavy Oil Pilot, consisting of 16 wells on 20 acre spacing, commenced 
with primary production in September, 1988. First cycle steam injection commenced May, 1989. This test operation is now part of 
the total Celtic field operation. 

Project Cat	 $21 million (Canadian) (Capital) 

C-H SYNFUELS DREDGING PROJECT - C-Il Synfuels Ltd. (T-330) 

C-H Synfuels Ltd. plans to construct an oil sands dredging project in Section 8, Township 89, Range 9, west of the 4th meridian 

The scheme would Involve dredging of a cutoff meander in the Horse River some 900 meters from the Fort McMurray subdivision 
of Abasand Heights. Extraction of the dredged bitumen would take place on a floating modular process barge employing a 
modified version of the Clark Hot Water Process. The resulting bitumen would be stored in tanks, allowed to cool and solidify, 
then transported, via truck and barge, to either Suncor or the City of Fort McMurray. Tailings treatment would employ a novel 
method combining the sand and sludge, thus eliminating the need for a large conventional tailings pond. 

C-H proposes to add lime and a non-toxic polyacrylamide polymer to the tailings stream. This would cause the fines to attach to 
the sand eliminating the need for a sludge pond. 

Project Cat: Not disclosed 

CIRCLE CLIFFS PROJECT - Kirkwood Oil and Gas (1-340) 

Kirkwood Oil and Gas is forming a combined hydrocarbon unit to include all acreage within the Circle Cuffs Special Tar Sand 
Area, excluding lands within Capitol Reef National Park and Glen Canyon National Recreational Area. 

Work on this project was suspended in 1990 until an Environmental Impact Statement can be completed. 

Project Cat Not disclosed 

COLD LAKE STEAM STIMULATION PROGRAM - Mobil Oil Canada (1-350) 

A stratigraphic test program conducted on Mobil's 75,00) hectares of heavy oil leases in the Cold Lake area resulted in ap-
proximately 150 holes drilled to date. Heavy oil zones with a total net thickness of 30 meters have been delineated at depths be-
tween 290 and 460 meters. This pay is found in sand zones ranging in thickness from 2 to 20 meters. 

Single well steam stimulations began in 1982 to evaluate the production potential of these zones. Steam stimulation testing was 
subsequently expanded from three single wells to a total of fourteen single wells in 1988. Various zones have been tested in the 
Upper and Lower Grand Rapids formation. The test well locations are distributed throughout Mobil's leases in Townships 63 and 
64 and Ranges 6 and 7 W4M. Based on encouraging results, the Iron River Pilot [see Iron River Pilot Project (1-440)3. was con-
structed with operations beginning in March, 1988. To date, steam stimulation tests have been conducted in a total of 14 vertical 
wells. 

Five vertical wells, all multizone completions, were still in operation in 1991; the remaining wells were suspended at the conclusion 
of their testing programs. No further steaming of the single wells is planned. A single zone, conduction assisted steam stimulation 
in a horizontal well began in mid-1989. This test was still operating in 1990. 

Project Cat: Not disclosed 

DONOR REFINED BITUMEN PROCESS - Gulf Canada Resources limited, the Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research 
Authority, and L'Association pour is Valorization des Huiles Lourdes (ASVAHL) (T-360) 

An international joint venture agreement has been signed to test the commercial viability of the Donor Refined Bitumen (DRB) 
process for upgrading heavy oil or bitumen. 

About 12,000 barrels of Athabasca bitumen from the Syncn.de plant were shipped to the ASVAHL facilities near Lyon, France. 
Beginning in October 1986 tests were conducted in a 450 barrel per day pilot plant. Engineering and economic evaluations were 
completed by the end of 1987.
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R & D PROJECTS (Coallaned) 

ASVAHL is a joint venture of three French companies—Elf Aquitaine, Total-Compagnie Francaise de Raffinage, and Institut Fran-
misc du Petrole. The ASVAHL test facility was established to study new techniques, processes and processing schemes for upgrad-
ing heavy residues and heavy oils at a demonstration scale. 

The ORB process entails thermally cracking a blend of vacuum residual and a refinery-derived hydrogen-rich liquid stream at low 
pressure in the liquid phase. The resulting middle distillate fraction is rehydrogenated with conventional fixed bed technology and 
off-the-shelf catalysts. 

Project Cost Not disclosed 

EYEHILL IN SITU COMBUSTION PROJECT— Canadian Occidental Petroleum, Ltd., C.S. Resources Ltd. and Murphy Oil Company 
Ltd. (17-390) 

The experimental pilot is located in the Eyehill field, Cummings Pool, at Section 1640-28-W3 in Saskatchewan six miles north of 
Macklin. The pilot consists of nine five spot patterns with 9 air injection wells, 24 producers, 3 temperature observation wells, and 
one pressure observation well. Infill of one of the patterns to a nine-spot was completed September 1, 1984. Five of the original 
primary wells that are located within the project area were placed on production during 1984. The pilot covers 180 acres. Ignition 
of the nine injection wells was completed in February 1982. The pilot is fully on stream. Partial funding for this project was 
provided by the Canada-Saskatchewan Heavy Oil Agreement Fund. The pilot was given the New Oil Reference Price as of 
April1, 19 

The pilot has 40 feet of pay with most of the project area pay underlain by water. Reservoir depth is 2,450 feet. Oil gravity is 
143 degrees API, viscosity 2,750 Cp at 70 degrees F, porosity 34 percent, and permeability 6,000 md. 

Cumulative production reached one million barrels in 1988. This represents about 6 percent of the on originally in place in the 
project area. Another four million barrels is expected to be recovered in the project's remaining 10 years of life after 1988. 

Production in 1990 continued at 500 barrels per day. The air compressors supplying combustion air were shut-in in June 1990. 

Three horizontal wells were drilled in 1992, with one inside the fireflood boundaries. Production from the project peaked at 
1,300 barrels per day. 

Project Cost $15.2 million 

FORT KENT THERMAL PROJECT - Koch Industries and Canadian Worldwide Energy Corporation (7400) 

Canadian Worldwide Energy Ltd. and Suncor, Inc., developed heavy oil deposits on a 4,960 acre lease in the Fort Kent area of Al-
bert. Canadian Worldwide holds a 50 percent working interest in this project, with Koch Industries now replacing Suncor. This 
oil has an avenge gravity of 12.5 degrees API, and a sulfur content of 35 percent. The project utilizes huff and puff, with 
steamdrive as an additional recovery mechanism. The first steamdrive pattern was commenced in 1980, with additional patterns 
converted from 1984 through 1988. Eventually most of the project will be converted to steamdrive. 

A total of 126 productive wells are included in this project, including an Swell cluster drilled in late 1985. Five additional develop-
ment well locations have been drilled. Approximately 59 wells are now operating, with production averaging 1,600 barrels per day. 
Further development work, including tying-in the 8 wells most recently drilled, has been delayed. Ultimate recoveries are an-
ticipated to be greater than 21 percent with recoveries in the 26 percent range in the steamflood areas expected. 

Because of the experimental work being carried out, this project qualifies for a reduced royalty rate of only 5 percent. Canadian 
Worldwide's share of the project cats to 1988 is approximately $35 million (Canadian). 

In January 1989, it was announced that the project would be indefinitely suspended 

Project Cost: See Above 

FROG LAKE PILOT PROJECT—Texaco Canada Petroleum (7405) 

The Frog Lake Lease is located about 50 miles northwest of Lloydminster, Alberta in the southeastern portion of the Cold Lake 
Oil Sands deposit The lease contains a number of heavy oil producing horizons, but primary production rates are generally 
restricted to less than 5 cubic meters per day per well due in large part to the high viscosity of the oil. 
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During the 1960's steam stimulation treatments were carried out on several wells on the Frog Lake lease but based on these tests it 
was concluded that conventional thermal recovery methods using steam are hampered by the thermal inefficiency associated with 
the thin sands. 

In 1991 Texaco began preparing to apply electromagnetic heating to stimulate three Lower Waseca wells at Frog Lake. The wells 
were placed on production in late November 1990 and electromagnetic heating was scheduled to commence by mid-1991. 

Upon completion of the tests in 1993 it is expected there will be sufficient data available to develop reliable economics for a com- 
mercial project. A reservoir simulator will be used to history-match test results and make predictions of production rates and ul-
timate recovery for various well patterns and spacing. 

Gus? PROJECT.— Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Ltd. (1429 percent) and AOSTRA (85.71 percent) (1420) 

The Gregoire Lake In-Situ Steam Pilot (GLISP) was an experimental steam pilot located at Section Z486-7W. Phase B operations 
were terminated in July 1991 due to financial limitations. Petro-Canada had participated in Phase A of the project, but declined to 
participate in Phase B which was initiated in 1990. The lease is shared jointly by Amoco and Petro-Canada. Amoco is the 
operator. 

The (3LISP production pattern consisted of a four spot geometry with an enclosed area of 0.28 hectacres (0.68 acres). The process 
tested the use of steam and steam additives in the recovery of high viscous bitumen (lxlO million eP at virgin reservoir 
temperature). Special fracturing techniques were tested. Three temperature observation wells and seismic methods were used to 
monitor the in-situ process. 

The project began operation in September 1985. Steaming operations were initiated in October 1986 to heat the production 
wellbores. A production cycle was initiated in January 1987 and steam foam flooding began in October 1988. Foam injection was 
terminated in February 1991. Steam diversion using low temperature oxidation was tested between April and July 1991. Opera-
lions at CUSP were suspended July 18,1991. 

Project Cost:	 $26 million (Canadian) 

HANGINGSTONE PROJECT - Petro-Canada, Canadian Occidental Petroleum Ltd., Im perial Oil Ltd. and Japan Canadian Oil Sands 
(1-430) 

Construction of a 13 well cyclic steam pilot with 4 observation wells was completed and operation began on May 1, 1990. On Sep-
tember 4, 1990, Petro-Canada announced theft official opening of the Hangingstone Steam Pilot Plant. 

The production performance of the first cycle was said to be below expectations because of severe steam override. Cold bitumen 
influx into the wellbore also caused severe rodfall problems and pump seizure. Startup of 2 of the 13 Wells will be delayed until the 
in situ stresses are more favorable for the creation of a horizontal fracture system. 

Some of the pilot wells are now in theft fourth production cycle. 

The Group owns 34 leases in the Athabasca oil sands, covering 500,000 hectares. Most of the bitumen is found between 200 and 
500 meters below the surface, with total oil in place estimated at 24 billion cubic meters. 

The Hangingstone operations are expected to continue until the end of 1992. According to Petro-Canada, total expenditures will 
reach $160 million by 1993. Expansion to an enlarged pilot operation or a semi-commercial demonstration project could result if 
the current project is deemed successful. 

IMPERIAL COLD LAKE PILOT PROJECTS - Imperial Oil Resources limited. (1-380) 

Imperial operates two steam based in situ recovery projects, the May-Ethel and Laming pilot plants, using steam stimulation in the 
Cold Lake Deposit of Alberta. Tests have been conducted since 1964 at the May-Ethel pilot site in 27-64-3W4 on Lease No. 40. 
Imperial has sold data from these tests to several companies. The Laming pilot is located in Sections 4 through 8-65-3W4. The 
Laming pilot uses several different patterns and processes to test future recovery potential. Imperial expanded its Laming field and 
plant facilities in 1980 to increase the capacity to 14,000 barrels per day at a cost $60 million. A further expansion, costing $40 mil-
lion, debottlenecked the existing facilities and increased the capacity to 16,(XX) barrels per day. By 1986, the pilots had 500 operat- 
ing wells. Approved capacity for all pilot projects is 3,100 cubic meters (about 19,500 barrels) per day of bitumen. 

The pilots have been used for testing a variety of recovery, production and facilities technologies. 

They continue to serve as a testing area for optimizing the parameters of cyclic steam stimulation as well as on follow-up recovery 
methods, such as steam displacement and horizontal wells.
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R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

(Also see Cold Lake in commercial projects listing) 

Project Cat $260 million 

IRON RIVER PILOT PROJECT- Mobil Oil Canada (17440) 

The Iron River Pilot Project commenced steam stimulation operations in March 1988. It consists of a four hectare - develop-
ment with 23 slant and directional wells and 3 observation wells on 32 and 1.6 hectare spacing within a 65 heart drainage area. 
The project is 100 percent owned by Mobil Oil. It is located in the northwest quarter of Section 6-64-6W4 adjacent to the Iron 
River battery facility located on the southwest corner of the quarter section. The project is expected to produce up to 200 cubic 
meters of oil per day. The battery was expanded to handle the expected oil and water volumes. The produced oil is transported by 
underground pipeline to the battery. Pad facilities consist of 105 million U/hr steam generation facility, test separation equipment, 
piping for steam and produced fluids, and a flare system for casing gas. 

To obtain water for the steam operation, ground water source wells were drilled on the padsite. Prior to use, the water is treated. 
Produced water is injected into a deep water disposal well. Fuel for steam generation is supplied from Mobil's fuel gas supply sys-
tem and the treated oil is trucked to the nearby Husky facility at Tucker Lake. 

The pilot project has been operating since 1988 and is expected to continue operation until 1992. 

Project Cost $14 million 

KEARL LAKE PROJECT - See Athabasca In Situ Pilot Project (T-270) 

LINDBERGH STEAM PROJECT - Murphy Oil Company, Ltd. (T470) 

This experimental in situ recovery project is located at 0-58-5 W4, Lindbergh, Alberta, Canada. The pilot produces from a 60 foot 
thick Lower Grand Rapids formation at a depth of 1650 feet. The pilot began with one inverted seven spot pattern enclosing 
20 acres. Each well has been steam stimulated and produced roughly eleven times. A steam drive from the center well was tested 
from 1980 to 1983 but has been terminated. Huff-and-puff continued. Production rates from the seven-spot area were encourag-
ing. and a 9 well expansion was completed August 1, 1984, adding two more seven spots to the pilot Oil gravity is 11 degrees API 
and has a viscosity of 85,000 Cp at reservoir temperature F. Porosity is 33 percent and permeability is 2500 md. 

This pilot is currently suspended due to low oil prices. 
(Refer to the Lindbergh Commercial Thermal Recovery Project (T-33) listed in commercial projects.) 

Project Cost $7 million capital, $23 million per year operating 

LINDBERGH THERMAL PROJECT - Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Ltd. (T480) 

Amoco (formerly Dome) drilled 56 wells in section 18-55-5 W4M in the Lindbergh field in order to evaluate an enriched air and air 
injection fire flood scheme. The project consists of nine 30 acre, inverted seven spot patterns to evaluate the combination thermal 
drive process. The enriched air scheme included three 10 acre patterns. Currently only one 10 acre enriched air pattern is opera-
tional. 

Air was injected into one 10 acre pattern to facilitate sufficient burn volume around the weilbore prior to switching over to en-
riched air injection in July 1982. Oxygen breakthrough to the producing wells resulted in the shut down of oxygen injection. A con-
ceded plan of steam stimulating the producers and injecting straight air into this pattern was undertaken during the next several 
yearn. Enriched air injection was r'einitiated in this pattern in August 1985. Initial injection rate was 200,000 cubic feet per day of 
100 percent pure oxygen. Early oxygen breakthrough was controlled in the first year of Combination Thermal Drive (C1'D) by 
reducing enrichment to 80 percent oxygen. 

In the second year of CTD, further oxygen breakthrough was controlled by stopping injection, then injecting air followed by 
50 percent O2 tack of production response and corrosion caused the pilot to be shut in in mid-1990. 

Project Cost	 $22 million 

MINE-ASSISTED PILOT PROJECT - (see Underground Test Facility Project)
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R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

MORGAN COMBINATION THERMAL DRIVE FROJECr - Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Ltd. (I7-490) 

Amoco (formerly Dome) completed a 46 well drilling program (7 injection wells, 39 production wells) in Section 35-514-W4M in 
the Morgan field in order to evaluate a combination thermal drive process. The project consists of nine 30-acre seven spot pat-
terns. All wells have been steam stimulated. The producers in these patterns have received multiple steam and air/steam stimula-
tions to provide for production enhancements and oil depletion prior to the initiation of burning with air as the injection medium. 
All of the nine patterns have been ignited and are being pressure cycled using air injection. 

A change of strategy with more frequent pressure cycles and lower injection pressure targets was successful for pressure cycle four. 
This strategy will be continued with pressure cycle five scheduled for this year. A conversion to combination thermal drive is still 
planned after pressure cycling becomes unfeasible due to longer repressuring time requirements. 
The project started up in 1981 and is scheduled for completion in 1995. 

Project Cost:	 $20 million 

ORINOCO BELT STEAM SOAK PILOT—Maraven (T-500) 

The Orinoco Belt of 54,ODO km 2 was divided into four areas in 1979 to effect an accelerated exploration program by the operating 
affiliates (Corpoven, Lagoven, Maraven and Meneven) of the holding company Petroleos de Venezuela (PDVSA). 

Masavea has implemented a pilot project in the Zuata area of the Orinoco Belt to evaluate performance of slant wells, productivity 
of the area, and well response to 'Huff and Puff' steam injection in relation to a commercial development. 

Twelve Inclined wells (7 producers and 5 observers) have been drilled in a cluster configuration, using a slant rig with a well spacing 
at surface of 15 meters and 300 meters in the reservoir. 

The 7 production wells, completed with openhole gravel packs, have been tested prior to steam injection at rates between 30 BPD 
and 200 BPD using conventional pumping equipment. Five wells have been injected, each with 10,000 tons of steam distributed 
selectively over two zones. After an initial flowing period, stabilized production on the pump averaged 1,400 BPD per well with a 
water cut of less than 3 percent. 

With the information derived from the exploration phase, it was possible to establish an oil-in-place for the Zuata area of 
487 billion S'I'B. 

PELICAN LAKE PROJECT - CS Resources Limited and Devran Petroleum Ltd. (1-510) 

CS Resources acquired from Gulf Canada, the original operator, the Pelican Lake Project comprised of some 89 sections of oil 
sand leases. 

The Pelican Lake program is designed to initially test the applicability of horizontal production systems under primary production 
methods, with a view to ultimately introducing thermal recovery methods. 

Eight horizontal wells have been successfully drilled at the project site in north central Alberta. The Group utilizes an innovative 
horizontal drilling technique which allows for the penetration of about 1,500 feet of oil sands in each well. With this technique, a 
much higher production rate is expected to be achieved without the use of expensive secondary recovery processes. 

Drilling was commenced on the first horizontal well on January 30, 1988 and drilling of the eighth well was completed in June 1988. 
Drilling of five more horizontal wells with horizontal sections of 3,635 feet (a horizontal record) was accomplished in December 
1989 and January 1990. Four more horizontal wells were drilled in 1991 for a total of 17 horizontal wells. 

All four 1991 wells contacted almost 100 percent of good quality reservoir throughout the horizontal section. The horizontal sec-
tion of one well was 1,321 meters from intermediate casing point to total depth. A 496 meter lateral arm was completed off the 
horizontal section of a 1,137 meter main hole section. One 'J' well was a limited success with a horizontal section of 907 meters. 

The average drill, case and completion cost of the 1991 wells was $540,000. The wells took an average of 73 days to drill with the 
average horizontal section being 1,290 meters. The cost per horizontal meter has dropped from $1,240 per meter in 1988 to 
$420 per meter in 1991. 

Special effort was made to keep the drilling program simple and cost-effective. A surface casing was set vertically at 110 meters, 
then the wells were kicked off and inclination was built gradually to 90 degrees at a rate of two degrees/10 meters. An intermediate 
casing was run and cemented before horizontal drilling commenced in the sand reservoir. Early production rates averaged 15 to 
20 cubic meters per day, three to six times average vertical well figures. Four wells, drilled in 1988, rapidly produced with a disap- 
pointing, and unexpected high water cut, whereas no bottom water is known to exist in this particular area. However, the two sub- 
sequent horizontal wells have not had any free water problems.
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R & D PROJECTS (Continued) 

Sand production has not been a major problem and the production sand content is lower than in surrounding vertical wells. 

Project Cost Not disclosed 

PELICAN-WABASCA PROJECT - CS Resources (F-SW) 

Construction of fireflood and steamflood facilities is complete in the Pelican ann of the Wabasca region. Phase I of the project 
commenced operations in August 1981, and Phase II (lireflood) commenced operations during September 1982. The pilot consists 
of a 31-we11 centrally enclosed 7-spot pattern plus nine additional wells. Oxygen injection into two of the 7-spot patterns was in-
itiated in November 1984. Six more wells were added in March 1985 that completed an additional two 7-spot patterns. In April 
1986, the fireflood operation was shut down and the project converted to steam stimulation. Sixteen pilot wells were cyclic 
steamed. One pattern was convened to a steam drive, another pattern convened to a water drive. The remaining wells stayed on 
production. In January/February 1986,18 new wells were drilled and put on primary production. Cyclic steaming was undertaken 
in February 1987. The waterflood on the pilot ceased operation in April, 1987. Cyclic steaming of the producing wells on the 
7-spot steamflood project south of the pilot was converted to steamflood in fall 1981. 

In May 1989 all thermal operations had been terminated. The wells were abandoned with the exception of 13 wells that remain 
producing on primary production. 

The use of horizontal wells is being tested. In 1991, an additional eight horizontal wells were drilled to about 1,000 meters in 
length. 

Project Cost Not Specified 

PROVOST UPPER MANNVILLE HEAVY OIL STEAM PILOT - AOSTRA, Canadian Occidental Petroleum, Ltd., Im perial Oil Ltd.. 
Murphy Oil, Noreen Energy Resources Limited (F-530) 

Noreen Energy Resources Limited has applied to the Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board to conduct an experimental 
cyclic steam/steam drive thermal pilot in the Provost Upper Mannville B Pool. The pilot project will consist of a single 20 acre in-
verted 9 spot pattern to be located approximately 20 kilometers southeast of Provost, Alberta. 

An in situ combustion - comprising one 20 acre 5 spot was initiated in 1975. The pilot was expanded in 1982 to encompass 
seven 6 hectare 7 spot patterns. 

All nine wells in the new steam pilot pattern will initially be subject to cyclic steam with conversion to a steam drive utilizing one 
central injector and eight surrounding producers as soon as communication is established between each well. All nine pattern wells 
were placed on primary production in February 1985. 

The project was designed to be operated in four stages. The first stage was to place the wells on primary production, next to begin 
mutticyclic steam stimulation, followed by a steam drive and finally a heat scavenging waterflood. The project was estimated to last 
approximately 10 years. The time frame for these four phases beinw 

Mar/ES - Fed/8& Primary Production 
Apr/86 - Jun/89: Cyclic Steam Stimulation 
Jul/89 - Dec/92: Steam Drive 
Jan/93 - Dec/94: Heat Scavenging Waterflood 

Overall, the cyclic production performance had an average incremental recovery of 17 percent over the three-year cycle phase. The 
average calendar day oil rates were slightly less than the 11.9 cubic meters per day originally forecast with oil steam ratios higher 
than the 035 forecast. 

The next phase of the pilot is to follow-up the four cycle steam stimulation phase with a steam drive by way of continuous injection 
into the central well. Performance thus far has been encouraging with production being equal to or better than forecast and 
slightly higher than at the end of the cyclic phase. The steam drive performance in 1991 and 1992 will be important in determining 
the ultimate recovery process and pattern size to be chosen for the pool. 

Project Cost:	 $14 million capital, $23 million per year operating
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PR SPRING PROJECT - Enercor and SoIv-Ex Corporation, (T-540) 

The PR Spring Tar Sand Project, a joint venture between Solv-Ex CorporntioA (the operator) and Entreat, was formed For the 
purpose of mining tar sand from leases in the PR Spring area of Utah and extracting the contained hydrocarbon for sale in the 
heavy oil markets. 

The project's surface mine will utilize a standard box-cut advancing pit concept with a pit area of 20 acres.Approximately 
1,600 acres will be mined during the lire of the project. Exploratory drilling has indicated oil reserves of 58 million barrels with an 
average grade of 7.9 percent by weight bitumen. 

The proprietary oil extraction process to be used in the project was developed by Solv-Ex in its laboratories and pilot plant and 
claims the advantages of high recovery of bitumen, low water requirements, acceptable environmental effects and low economical 
capital and operating costs. Process optimization and scale-up testing is currently underway for the Solv-Ex/Shell Canada Project 
which uses the same technology. 

The extraction plant for the project has been designed to process tar sand ore at a feed rate of 500 tons per hour and produce net 
product oil for sale at a rate of 4,663 barrels per day over 330 operating days per year. 

In August 1985 the sponsors requested loan and price guarantees totaling $230,947,000 under the United States Synthetic Fuels 
Corporation's (SF05) solicitation for tar sands mining and surface processing projects. On November 19, 1985 the SFC deter-
mined that the project was qualified for assistance under the terms of the solicitation. However, the SIt was abélished by Con-
gress on December 19,19&5 before financial assistance was awarded to the project. 

The sponsors are evaluating various product options, including asphalt and combined asphalt/jet fuel. Private financing and equity 
Participation for the project are being sought. 

Project Cost	 $158 million (Synthetic crude option) 
$90 million (Asphalt option) 

SOARS LAKE HEAVY OIL PILOT - Koch Exploration Canada Ltd. (1-590) 

Amoco Canada in July, 1988 officially opened the company's 16-well heavy oil pilot facilities located on the Elizabeth Merit Settle-
ment south of Cold Lake. The project is designed to test cyclic steam simulation process. 

Amoco Canada had been actively evaluating the heavy oil potential of its Soars Lake leases since 1965 when the company drilled 
two successful wells. The heavy oil reservoir at Soars Lake is located in the Sparky formation at a depth of 1,500 feet. 

In the summer of 1987, Amoco began drilling 15 slant wells for the project. One vertical well already drilled at the site was in-
cluded in the plans. The wells are oriented in a square 10 acre/well pattern along NE-SW rows. 

The injection scheme initially called for steaming two wells simultaneously with the project's two 25 MMBTU/hr generators. 
However, severe communication developed immediately along the NE-SW direction resulting in production problems. Although 
this fracture trend was known to exist, communication was not expected over the 660 feet between the wells' bottomhole locations. 
Steam splitters were installed to allow steaming of 4 wells simultaneously along the NE-SW direction. Four cycles of steam injec-
tion have been completed and although production problems have decreased, reservoir performance remains poor. The short-tenn 
strategy for the pilot calls for an extended production cycle to create some voidage in the reservoir prior to any further steam 
stimulations. 

Further to extending the production cycle of the original pilot wells, Amoco Canada began testing the primary production potential 
of Soars Lake with six new wells drilled in June 1991. 

In 1992 the project was transferred to Koch Exploration Canada 

Project Cost: $40 million 

STEEPRANK PILOT PROJECT - Chevron Canada Resources (1-40) 

Chevron Canada Resources has started a new pilot project utilizing the l-LASDrive (Heated Annulus Steam Drive) process to 
recover bitumen from the Athabasca Oil Sands. The pilot plant is located on Chevron's Steephank oil sands least located about 
30 miles northeast to Fort McMurray, Alberta, Canada. 

In the HASDrive process, a horizontal wellbore is drilled into the oil sands formation. Steam is circulated in the cased wellbore 
thereby transferring heat into the oil sand. Two vertical injection wells are used to inject steam into the formation at points along 
the heated horizontal channel (annulus), driving the heated bitumen toward a production well placed between the injection wells. 
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The pilot includes two steam injection wells, one producing well, one horizontal HASDrive well, six temperature observation wells 
and four crcisshole seismic wells. 

Operations commenced November 1, 1991 with steam circulation in the horizontal well. Steam injection and production were both 
under way by March 1992. 

Project Cost	 $12.7 million 

TACIIJK PROCESSOR PILOT - AOSTRA and The UMA Group Ltd. (T-610) 

AOSTRA has built a pilot for an extraction and partial upgrading process located in southeast Calgary, Alberta. The pilot plant 
finished construction in March 1978 at a cat of $1 million. The process was invented by William Taciuk of The UMA Group. 
Development is being done by UMATAC Industrial Processes Ltd., a subsidiary of The UMA Group. Funding is by the Alberta 
Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority (AOSTRA). The processor consists of a rotating kiln which houses heat exchange, 
cracking and combustion processes. The processor yields cracked bitumen vapors and dry sand tailingr. The pilot plant, which 
processed S tons of Athabasca oil sand per hour, has completed testing and demonstration. 

Information agreements were made with a major oil company and with a joint-ventura company between two majors. The informa-
tion agreements provide, in exchange for a funding contribution to the project, full rights for evaluation purposes to the informa-
tion generated by the project during the pilot phase. 

A substantial increase in coke burning capacity and in the length of pilot run was demonstrated in the 1982 season. Recycle of the 
heaviest fraction of the extracted oil to produce an oil suitable for hydrotreating has been practiced. The oil product is similar to 
that of a fluid coker, so the process would replace both the extraction and primary upgrading steps of the process (hot water and 
coking) used at existing commercial plants. 

The next stage is a demonstration scale AOSTRA Taciuk Processor (AT?) plant, sized at 100 tons per hour feed capacity and lo- 
cated in the Athabasca Oil Sands operating area The design and proposal for this facility were completed in 1985, but the project 
has not proceeded because of the unfavorable economic climate for oil industry capital investment 

A comparable demonstration scale project is being considered for a semi-commercial plant to study and demonstrate the Al? Sys-
tem for producing oil from oil shale at a deposit in Australia. The design of this facility is underway, and is for a throughput 
capacity of 6,000 tons per day of oil shale feed. Construction is not yet committed, but is planned for 1993 or later. (See Stuart Oil 
Shale Project in oil shale status section). 

A third area of application of the technology has been developed in the past 7 years, which is its use for remediation of oily soils 
and sludges. In this area, the Al? has progressed to commercialization. The first Al? waste treatment was built in 1989 for Soil-
Tech, Inc. which is the United States licensee for the use of the technology in waste treatment. This plant has successfully treated 
42,000 tons of PC contaminated soil to remove the PCB contaminant. The removal treatment was by chemical dechlorination 
within the Al? unit and met standards of 2 ppm or less PCB for the remediated soil. 

- The 10 ton/hour soiltech plant is presently committed for use at the Waukegon Harbor Superfund site in Illinois. This is also a 
PCB treatment project, for the extraction of PCBs from 17,000 cubic yards of drained harbor silts. 

In February 1991, AOSTRA commissioned the construction of a  ton per hour portable unit for use in Canada. It will to be avail-
able in the summer of 1992 to demonstrate oil production from tar sands and cleanup of oily waste sites in Canada. 

Project Cost To Date: 	 C$24 million (AOSThA) 

TANGLEFLAGS NORTH - Sceptre Resources Limited and Murphy Oil Canada Ltd. (T-620) 

The project, located some 35 kilometers northeast of Uoydminster, Saskatchewan, near Paradise Hill, involves the first horizontal 
heavy oil well in Saskatchewan. Production from horizontal oil wells is expected to dramatically improve the recovery of heavy oil 
in the Lloydminster region. 

The Tangleflags North Pilot Project is employing drilling methods similar to those used by Esso Resources Canada Ltd. in the Nor- 
man Wells oil field of the Northwest Territories and at Cold like, Alberta. The combination of the 500-meter horizontal produc-
tion well and steamflood technology is expected to increase recovery at the Tangleflags North Pilot Project from less than one per-
cent of the oil in place to up to 50 percent. 

The governments of Canada and Saskatchewan provided $3.8 million in Funding under the terms of the Canada-Saskatchewan 
Heavy Oil Fossil Fuels Research Program.
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Estimates indicate sufficient reserves exist in the vicinity of the pilot to support commercial development with a peak grossproduc-
tion rate of 6,200 barrels of oil per day. Project life is estimated at 15 yeats. 

The Tangleflags pilot has advanced to the continuous steam injection phase. With one horizontal well and four vertical steam injec-
tion wells in place, the project was producing at rates in excess of 1,000 barrels of oil per day by mid 1990. Cumulative production 
to the middle of 1990 was 425,000 barrels. The expansion of the pilot project into a commercial operation involving up to 
14 horizontal wells will hinge on future crude oil prices. 

The strong performance of the initial well prompted Sceptre to initiate a project expansion which was completed during 1992. For 
this purpose a second horizontal producer well and an additional vertical injector well were drilled in the fourth quarter of 1990. 
Facilities were expanded to generate more steam and handle increased production volumes in early 1991. During 1992, two steam 
injectors were added and a third steam generator was brought into service. A peak project rate of 2,800 barrels per day was 
achieved in January 1993, and cumulative oil production reached 2,257 million barrels. As of mid-February 1993, an additional 
steam injector and another horizontal well had been drilled. The project now includes three horizontal producers and eight vertical 
steam injectors. 

Project Cost $13 million invested to 1993 

TAR SAND TRIANGLE - Kirkwood Oil and Gas (1-630) 

Kirkwood Oil and Gas drilled some 16 coreholes by the end of 1982 to evaluate their leases in the Tar Sand Triangle in south 
central Utah. They art also evaluating pilot testing of inductive beating for recovery of bitumen. A combined hydrocarbon unit, to 
be called the Gunsight Butte unit, is presently being formed to include Kirkwood and surrounding leases within the Tar Sand Tri-
angle Special Tar Sand Area (STSA). 

Kirkwood is also active in three other STSAs as Follows: 

Raven Ridge-Rimrock—Kirkwood Oil and Gas has received a combined hydrocarbon lease for 640 acres in the 
Raven Ridge-Rim Rock Special Tar Sand Area. 
Hill Creek and San Rafael Swell—Kirkwood Oil and Gas is also in the process of converting leases in the Hill 
Creek and San Rafael Swell Special Tar Sand Areas. 

Kirkwood Oil and Gas has applied to convert over 108,000 acres of oil and gas leases to combined hydrocarbon leases. With these 
conversions Kirkwood will hold more acreage over tar sands in Utah than any other organization. 

The project has been put on temporary hold. 

Project Cost Unknown 

UNDERGROUND TEST FACILITY - Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority, Federal Department of Energy, 
Mines and Resources (CANMET), Chevron Canada Resources Limited, Im perial Oil Ltd.. Conoco Canada Limited, Mobil Oil Canada 
Ltd., Petro-Canada Inc., Shell Canada Ltd., Amoco Canada Petroleum Company, Ltd., Japex Oil Sands Ltd. China National Petroleum 
Corporation (1-650) 

The Underground Test Facility (tJTF) was constructed by AOSTRA during 1984-1987, for the purpose of testing novel in situ 
recovery technologies based on horizontal wells, in the Athabasca oil sands. The facility is located 70 kilometers northwest of Fort 
McMurray, and consists of two access/ventilation shafts, three meters in diameter and 185 meters deep, plus a network of tunnels 
driven in the Devonian limestone that underlies the McMurray pay. A custom drilling system has been developed to drill wells up-
ward from the tunnels, starting at a shallow angle, and then horizontally through the pay, to lengths of up to 600 meters. 

Two processes were selected for initial testinr  steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD), and Chevron's proprietary HASDrive 
process. Steaming of both test patterns commenced in December 1987 and continued up to early 1990. HASDrive was shut in 
April 1990 and the SAUD was to continue producing in a blowdown phase until the fall of 1990. 

Both tests were technical successes. In the case of the Phase A SAUD test, a commercially viable combination of production rates, 
steam/oil ratios, and ultimate recovery was achieved. Complete sand control was demonstrated, and production flowed to surface 
for most of the test. 

Construction of the Phase B SAGD test commenced in the spring of 1990 with the drivage of 550 meters of additional tunnel, for a 
total of about 1,500 meters. Phase B is a direct scale up of the Phase A test, using what is currently thought to be the economic op-
timum well length and spacing. The test consists of three pairs of horizontal wells, with completed lengths of 600 meters and 
70 meter spacing between pairs. Each well pair consists of a producer placed near the base of the pay, and an injector about

- 
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5 meters above the producer. All six wells were successfully drilled in 1990/1991. The contractual obligations for Phase B opera- 
tions will be completed by 1994. It is expected that Phase B will continue operation until 1996. Phase A produced over 
130,000 barrels of bitumen. 

Phase B steaming commenced in September 1991, then was shut-in temporarily to construct larger facilities. Production was 
started up in early 1993. A decision regarding expansion to commercial production will be made after this period. Two thousand 
barrels per day of bitumen are expected to be produced by this method. 

AOSTRA states that this new method of bitumen production is starting to look like a major technological breakthrough and that 
bitumen may eventually be produced for under CV per barrel, which would be less costly than most current in situ bitumen 
production. 

In 1992 an agreement was reached with Syncrude Canada to process up to 2,000 barrels per day of bitumen through Syncrude's 
nearby upgrading facilities. 

Project Cost: 	 $150 million
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COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS 

Project Sponsor Last Appearance in SPR 

Aberfeldy Project Husky Oil Operations, Ltd. March 1983; page 3-33 

A.D.I. Chemical Extraction Aarian Development, Inc. December 1983; page 3-56 

Alsands Project Shell Canada Resources, Ltd. September 1982; page 3-35 
Petro-Canada 
Gulf Canada 

Aqueous Recovery Process Globus Resources, Ltd. December 1984; page 3-44 
United-Guardian, Inc. 

Ardmore Thermal Pilot Plant Union Tens of Canada, Ltd. September 1989,, page 3-9 

Asphalt Ridge Tar Sands Pilot Sohio December 1986; page 3-51 

Asphalt Ridge Pilot Plant Enercor September 1984; page T-7 
Mobil 
University of Utah 

Athabasca Project Shell Canada Limited September 1988; page 3-50 
Solv-Ex Corp. 

Beaver Crossing Thermal Recovery Pilot Chevron Canada Resources December 1988; page 3-67 

Block One Project Amoco Canada Petroleum Company Ltd. September 1964; page T-8 
AOSTRA 
Petro-Canada Ltd. 
Shell Canada Resources 
Suncor, Inc. 

Burnt Hollow Tar Sand Project Glenda Exploration & Development Corp. September 1984; page T-8 
Kirkwood Oil & Gas Company 

Burnt Lake Suncor December 1996; page 3-43 

BVI Cold Lake Pilot AOSTRA 
Bow Valley Industries, Ltd. March 1991; page 344 

California Tar Sands Development Project California Tar Sands Development Company September 1999; page 3-42 

Calsyn Project California Synfuels Research Corporation March 1984; page 3-34 
AOSTRA 
Dynalectron Corporation 
Ralph M. Parsons Company 
Tenneco Oil Company 

CANMET Hydrocracking Process Petro-Canada March 1992; page 3-50 
SNC-Lavalin, Inc. 

Canstar Nova March 1987; page 3-29 
Petro-Canada 

Cat Canyon Steamflood Project Getty Oil Company December 1993; page 3-58 
United States Department of Energy 

Cedar Camp Tar Sand Project Enercor June 1987; page 3-55 
Mono Power 

Chaparrosa Ranch Tar Sand Project Chaparrosa Oil Company March 1985; page 3-42 

Charlotte Lake Project Canadian Worldwide Energy Ltd. September 1988; page 3-61 

Chemech Project Chemech December 1995; page 3-51
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS 

COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS (Continued)

Chetopa Project EOR Petroleum Company 
Tetra Systems 

Cold Lake Pilot Project Gulf Canada Resources 

Decpsteam Project Sandia Laboratories 
United States Department of Energy 

Enpex Syntaro Project Enpex Corporation 
Texas Tar Sands Ltd. 
Getty Oil Company 
Superior Oil Company 
M. H. Whittier Corporation 
Ray M. Southworth 

Falcon Sciences Project Falcon Sciences, Inc. 

Fostern N. W. In Situ Wet Combustion Mobil Oil Canada, Ltd. 

Grcssmont Thermal Recovery Project Unocal Canada Ltd. 

HOP Kern River Commercial	 - Ladd Petroleum Corporation 
Development Project 

lpiaitk East Project Alberta Energy Company

December 1983; page 3-59 

December 1979; page 3-31 

March 1984; page 3-41 

March 1989; page 3-63 

December 1985; page 3-38 

December 1989; page 3. 

December 1988; page 3-71 

June 1985; page 3-51 

March 1992; page 3-54 

Ipiatik Lake Project 

Jet Leaching Project 

Kenoco Project 

Kentucky Tar Sands Project 

Lloydminster F'ireflood 

Manatokan Project 

Marguerite Lake B' Unit 

Meota Steam Drive Project 

Mine-Assisted In Situ Project 

MRL Solvent Process 

Muriel Lake 

North Kinsella Heavy Oil

Amoco Canada Petroleum Company, Ltd. 
Derain" Canada 

Alberta Energy Company and 
Petro-Canada 

BP Resources Canada Ltd. 

Kennon 

Texas Gas Development 

Murphy Oil Company, Ltd. 

Canada Cities Service 
Westcoast Petroleum 

AOSTRA 
BP Resources Canada 
Petro-Canada 

Conterra Energy Ltd 
Saskatchewan Oil & Gas 
Total Petroleum Canada 

Canada Cities Service 
Esso Resources Canada Ltd. 
Gulf Canada Resources, Inc. 
Husky Oil Corporations, Ltd, 
Petro-Canada 

C & A Companies 
Minerals Research Ltd. 

Canadian Worldwide Energy 

Pet ro-Ca nada

December 1986; page 3-63 

June 1991; page 3-57 

December 1991; page 3-52 

June 1985; page 3-52 

December 1983; page 3-63 

September 1982; page 3-43 

December 1998; page 3-72 

June 1987; page 3-60 

December 1983; page 3-64 

March 1983; page 3-41 

June 1987; page 3-61 

June 1985; page 3-58 
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS 

COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS (Continued)

Pence River In Situ Pilot Amoco Canada Petroleum June 1987; page 3-61 
AOSTRA 
ShellCanada Limited 
Shell Explorer Limited 

Porta-Plants Project Porta-Plants Inc. September 1986; page 3-50 

Primrose Project Japan Oil Sands Company September 1984; page T-16 
Noreen Energy Resources Ltd. 

Primrose-Kirby Project Petro-Canada June 1986; page 3-56 

RAPAD Bitumen Upgrading Research Association for Petroleum Alternatives December 1991; page 3-55 

Res Oharib Thermal Pilot General Petroleum Company of Egypt March 1990; page 3-54 

Resdein Project Gulf Canada Resources Inc. March 1983; page 3-43 

It F. Heating Project UT Research Institute March 1983; page 3-43 
Halliburton Services 
United States Department of Energy 

Rio Verde Energy Project Rio Verde Energy Corporation June 1984; page 3-58 

RTR Pilot Project Rfl Oil Sands (Alberta) Ltd. March 1991; page 3-53 

Sandalta Gulf Canada Resources Ltd. March 1992; page 3-58 
Home Oil Company, Ltd. 

- Mobil Oil Canada Ltd. 

Santa Fe Tar Sand Triangle Alt" Oil Corporation December 1986; page 3-60 
Santa Fe Energy Company 

Santa Rosa Oil Sands Project Soh-Ex Corporation March 1985; page 345 

Sarnia-London Road Mining Assisted Project Devnn Petroleum December 1988; page 3-62 
Shell Canada 

South Kinsella (Kinsella B) Dome Petroleum December 1988; page 3-76 

South Texas Tar Sands Conoco June 1987; page 3-64 

Texaco Athabasca Pilot Texaco Canada Resources June 1987; page 3-66 

Tucker Lake Pilot Project Husky Oil Operations Ltd. December 1991; page 3-57 

Ultrasonic Wave Extraction Western Tar Sands June 1987; page 3-66 

Vacs Tar Sand Project Santa Fe Energy Company March 1982; page 3-43 

Wabasca Fireflood Project Gulf Canada Resources, Inc. September 198&, page 3-61 

Whiterocks Oil Sand Project Enercor December 1983; page 3-55 
Hinge-line Overthrust Oil & Gas Corp. 
Rocky Mountain Exploration Company 

Wolf Lake Oxygen Project BP Canada Resources September 1988; page 3-70 
Petro Canada 

*20(r Sand Steamflood Demon- Santa Fe Energy Company June 1986; page 3-62 
stration Project United States Department of Energy
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INDEX OF COMPANY INTERESTS 

Company or Organization Pmiect Name 

Alberta Energy Company Burnt Lake Project 346 
Caribou Lake Pilot Project 3-57 
Primrose Lake Commercial Project 3-52 
Syncrude Canada Ltd. 3-54 

Alberta Oil Sands Equity Oslo Project 3-50 
Syncrude Canada Ltd. 3-54 

Alberta Oil Sands Technology Athabasca In Situ Pilot Plant	 - 3-56 
and Research Authority (AOSTR.A) Donor Refined Bitumen Process 3-58 

(3LISP Project 340 
Provost Upper Martinville Heavy Oil Steam Pilot 3-63 
Taciuk Processor Pilot 3-65 
Underground Test Facility Project 3-66 

Amoco Canada Petroleum Company, Ltd. Elk Point 348 
GLISP Project 3-60 
Lindbergh Commercial Project 3-49 
Lindbergh Thermal Project 3-61 
Morgan Combination Thermal Drive Project 3-62 
Primrose Lake Commercial Project 3-52 
Underground Test Facility 3-66 
Wolf Lake Project 3-55 

Amoco Production Company Sunnyside Project 3-53 

Buenaventura Resource Corp. Buenaventura Cold Process Pilot 3-57 

Canada Centre For Mineral & Energy Underground Test Facility 3-66 
Technology 

Canadian Hunter Exploration Burnt Lake Project 346 

Canadian Occidental Petroleum, Ltd. Eyehill In Situ Combustion Project 3-59 
Hangingstone Project 3-60 
Oslo Project 3-50 
Provost Upper Mannville Heavy Oil Steam Pilot 3-63 
Syncrude Canada Ltd. 3-54 

Canadian Worldwide Energy Corp. Fort Kent Thcnnal Project 3-59 

CANMET	 . Underground Test Facility 3-63 

C-H Synfuels Ltd. C-H Synfuets Dredging Project 3-58 

Chevron Canada Resources Ltd. Steephank HASDrive Pilot Project 3-64 
Underground Test Facility 3-66 

China National Petroleum Corporation Underground Test Facility 3-66 

Conoco Canada Ltd. Underground Test Facility 3-66 

Consumers Cooperative Refineries Ltd. NewOrade Heavy Oil Upgrader 3-50 

CS Resources Eychifl In Situ Combustion Project 3-59 
Pelican-Wabasca Project 	 . 3-63 
Pelican Lake Project 3-62 

Devran Petroleum Ltd. Pelican Lake Project 3-62 

Electromagnetic Oil Recovery Inc. Electromagnetic Well Stimulation Process 3-47 

(INC Energy Corporation Sunnyside Tar Sands Project 3-53
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS 

INDEX OF COMPANY INTERESTS (Continued) 

Company or Ornanization 

Greenwich Oil Corporation 

Gulf Canada Resources Ltd. 

11800 Oil Sands Partnership 

Hudson's Bay Oil and Gas 

Husky Oil Operations Ltd. 

Imperial Resources Oil Ltd. 

James W. Bunger and Assoc. Inc. 

Japan Canadian Oil Sands Ltd. 

Japax Oil Sands Ltd. 

Kirkwood Oil and Gas Company 

Koch Exploration Canada 

LAssociation pour In Valorization 
des Huiles Lourdes (ASVAHL) 

Maraven 

Mitsubishi Oil Company 

Mobil Oil Canada Ltd. 

Murphy Oil Canada Ltd. 

NewGnde Energy Inc 

Noreen Energy Resources Ltd. 

Ontario Energy Resources Ltd.

Project Name 

Forest Hill Project 	 3-49 

Donor Refined Bitumen Process 368 
Oslo Project 3150 
Syncn.de Canada Ltd. 3.54 

Syncrude Canada Ltd. 3-54 

Battrum In Situ Wet Combustion Project 3-57 

Athabasca In Situ Pilot Project 3-56 
Bi-Provincial Upgrnder 345 
Caribou Lake Pilot Project 3-57 

Athabasca In Situ Pilot Project 3-56 
Cold Lake Project 3-46 
Hanging Stone Project 3-60 
Imperial Cold Lake Pilot Projects 3-60 
Oslo Project 3-50 
Provost Upper Mannville Heavy Oil Steam Pilot 3-63 
Syncriide Canada Ltd. 3-54 
Underground Test Facility 3-66 

Asphalt From Tar Sands 3-45 

Hangingstone Project 3-60 

Underground Test Facility 3-66 

Circle Gifts Project 3-58 
Tar Sand Triangle 3-66 

Fort Kent Thermal Project 3-59 
Soars Lake Heavy Oil Pilot 3-64 

Donor Refined Bitumen Process 3-58 

Orinoco Belt Steam Soak Pilot 	 3-62 

Syncrude Canada Ltd.	 3-54 

Battrum In Situ Wet Combustion Project 3-57 
Celtic Heavy Oil Pilot Project 3-57 
Cold Lake Steam Stimulation Program 3-58 
hon River Pilot Project 3-61 
Underground Test Facility 3-66 

Eyehill In Situ Combustion Project 3-59 
Lindbergh Commercial Thermal Recovery Project 3-49 
Lindbergh Steam Project 3-61 
Provost Upper Mannvillc Heavy Oil Steam Pilot 3-63 
Tangleflags North 3-65

NewGrnde Heavy Oil Upgrader 	 3-50 

Provost Upper Mannville Heavy Oil Steam Pilot Project	 3-63 

Suncor, Inc. Oil Sands Group	 3-52 
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STATUS OF OIL SANDS PROJECTS 

INDEX OF COMPANY INTERESI'S (Continued)

Company or Orzanization Project Name 

PanCanadian Petroleum Elk Point Oil Sands Project 3-48 
Oslo Project 3-50 
Syncnsde Canada Ltd. 3-54 

Petit-Canada Daphne Project 3-47 
}langingstone Project 3-60 
Oslo Project 3-50 
Syncrude Canada Ltd. 3-54 
Underground Test Facility 3-66 

Petroleos de Venezuela SA Orimulsion Project 3-50 

Saskatchewan Government NcwGrade Heavy Oil Upgrader 3-50 

Saskoil Battrum In Situ Wet Combustion Project 3-57 

Sceptre Resources Ltd. Tanglefla	 North 3-65 

Shell Canada, Ltd. Peace River Complex 3-51 
Scotford Synthetic Crude Refinery 3-52 
Underground Test Facility 3-66 

Solv-Ex Corporation Bitumount Project 3-45 

Suncor, Inc. Burnt Lake Project 3-46 
Suncor, Inc. Oil Sands Group 3-52 

Sun Company, Inc. Suncor, Inc. Oil Sands Group 3-52 

Synco Energy Corporation Synco Sunnyside Project 3-54 

Texaco Canada Petroleum Frog Lake Project 3-59 

Texaco Inc. Diatomaceous Earth Project 3-47 

Three Star Drilling and Producing Corp. Three Star Oil Mining Project 3-55 

Uentech Corporation Electromagnetic Well Stimulation Process 3-47 

Underwood McLellan & Associates Taciuk Processor Pilot 3-65 
(UMA Group) 

Unocal Canada, [4. Battrum In Situ Wet Combustion Project 3-57 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics Yarega Mine-Assisted Project 3-56 

Veba OcI AG Orimulsion Project 3-50
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

GREAT PLAINS MAKES PROFITS AND 
PROGRESS 

The Great Plains Synfuels Plant owned and operated 
by Dakota Gasification Company (DGC), posted 
record average daily production for 1992. This, and 
projects under way at the plant including the use of 
Amoco storage tank residue and a flue gas desulfuriza-
tion unit are summarized here. In addition, the Clin-
ton Administration's BTU tax exemption and DGC's 
lawsuit against four pipeline gas purchasers are dis-
cussed. 

Production Records 

Natural gas production at the Synfuels Plant was 
159.8 million cubic feet (MMCF) per day in 1992. In 
1991, the daily average was 144.1 MMCF; the previous 
best year was 149.1 MMCF per day in 1989. 

In January, a monthly production record of 
170.2 MMCF per day of natural gas was set, barely 
beating the previous monthly mark of 170.1 MMCF set 
in November 1992. 

On the financial side, DGC reported that the 
company's profit was about $27.2 million for 1992. In 
December, net after taxes was about $2.7 million, in-
cluding about $1.8 million in true-up payments from 
previous business. Byproduct revenue for 1992 was 
about $12 million. Ammonia and phenol each con-
tributed about $4 million of that total byproduct 
revenue. 

Amoco Tank Residue Recycling Project 

The Great Plains Synfuels Plant and the Amoco Oil 
Refinery at Mandan, North Dakota are cooperating to 
find a use for the residue from the refinery's oil 
storage tanks. 

Instead of being shipped out of state for disposal in a 
landfill, the "tank bottoms" are being used to supple-
ment coal in the 14 gasifiers at the synfuels plant to 
produce natural gas and other coproducts. About 
50 tons are being used daily. 

Great Plains will be recycling some 1,600 tons of tank 
bottoms over several months. The material, much like

a very heavy fuel oil, has about the same heating value 
as lignite, according to A. Lukes, Synfuels Plant 
manager. Feeding the tank bottoms in the Synfuels 
Plant gasifiers has been approved by the North Dakota 
State Department of Health, which encourages the use 
of such byproducts rather than disposing of them as a 
waste, according to Lukes. 

Amoco said paying Dakota Gasification Company to 
utilize the tank bottoms is cheaper than shipping the 
material out of state. 

DCC Scrubber 

In March, the North Dakota Department of Health 
approved the permit for the flue gas desulfurization sys-
tem at the Great Plains Synfuels Plant. That system 
will reduce the sulfur dioxide from the main stack at 
the Synfuels Plant. In addition, the permit provides for 
constructing coal-lock vent scrubbers to control other 
pollution--particulates, total reduced sulfur and odors--
from the coal-lock vents. 

DCC has 4 years to complete construction of the main 
stack scrubber and 2 years to finish the coal-lock vent 
project. 

The plant meets federal and state ambient air stan-
dards for human health. However, the existing sulfur 
removal system was not able to meet the sulfur dioxide 
emission-rate standards set up under the plant's 
original Permit to Construct. The wet scrubber was 
proposed by DCC in response to an agreement be-
tween the company and the State Health Department 
as the best available control technology to reduce the 
so  emissions from the plant's main stack. 

The project has been estimated to cost $92 million. 
DGC is consulting with the United States Department 
of Energy (DOE) regarding the release of 
$28.2 million in an environmental trust account to help 
fund the project. 

The new permit allows DCC to emit 3,230 pounds per 
hour of SO from the main stack, compared to the cur-
rent level of 6,000 to 7,000 pounds. 

The Health Department included additional conditions 
in the permit, including that DGC study the emissions 
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quest for a change of venue, though noting that no 
forum was convenient because witnesses, attorneys and 
documents were located all over the United States. 

of air contaminants from the cooling towers and the 
costs to reduce odor emissions from the towers. That 
study is to be completed within 2 years. 

The United States Interior Department also gave its 
approval to installation of the scrubber. The Depart-
ment said it cannot foresee damage to the nearby 
Theodore Roosevelt National Park or the Lostwood 
Wilderness area from the scrubber. 

The Great Plains Synfuels Plant sits 120 kilometers 
east of the national park and 150 kilometers southeast 
of the wilderness area, both of which are subject to 
strict clean air standards under the Clean Air Act. 

BTU Tax 

In April, the Clinton Administration announced some 
changes to its BTU tax proposal, which calls for a 
$0.257 per million BTU tax on coal, natural gas, 
nuclear and hydropower and a $0.599 per million BTU 
tax on oil, to be phased in over 3 years beginning 
July 1, 1994. 

Chief among the changes is that the tax would be im-
posed on fuels upon their delivery to a utility or in-
dustrial user, with the end-user paying the tax to the 
government. That means instead of fuel producers 
bearing the brunt of the proposed tax, energy cus-
tomers, including homeowners, will bear the burden. 

Another change to the original BTU tax proposal, is 
that several fuels would be exempt from the tax under 
the revised proposal, among them coal used as a 
feedstock to produce synthetic gas. 

Company vice president K. Janssen said the original 
BTU tax proposal would have been catastrophic for 
Great Plains, imposing a "double jeopardy by taxing 
both the coal it takes in and the syngas it puts out. 
Janssen said the former version of Clinton's tax 
proposal, which would have meant a total tax of more 
than $37 million per year--$6.2 million more than the 
facility made last year--could have "every easily" 
resulted in the plant dosing.

In January, the United States Supreme Court denied a 
petition for a writ of certiorari in the case. That writ 
also had been filed by the pipeline companies that pur-
chase the natural gas produced by the Great Plains Syn-
fuels Plant. That meant the Supreme Court will not 
review the May 1992 decision of the Eighth Circuit 
Court of Appeals. In that ruling, the Appeals Court 
reversed a 1991 decision by Judge Conmy who had dis-
missed the lawsuit filed by DGC and DOE. Judge 
Conmy had ruled that the issues in this suit must be 
arbitrated and not litigated. 

The lawsuit, filed in 1990, concerns disputes over the 
price and quantity of natural gas the pipeline com-
panies are required to purchase as well as the rate to 
be paid to DGC for transporting the natural gas from 
the plant to Northern Border pipeline. DGC and 
DOE later amended theft complaint to name the 
pipelines' parent companies and original partners of 
Great Plains Gasification Associates as additional 
defendants. 

AMAX RUNNING 5-TON-PER-HOUR 
BRIQUETFING PLANT 

As the pressure for utilization of the low-sulfur Pow-
der River Basin (PRB) coal resources heightens under 
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 compliance 
requirements, so does the pressure to provide an 
enhanced (higher BTU/low moisture) PRB coal 
product. The Amax HiCal Coal Briquetting Process 
which improves the characteristics of PRB coal, was 
discussed in a paper by P.W. Woessner and 
J.T. Wilbur at the 18th International Technical Con-
ference on Coal Utilization and Fuel Systems held in 
Clearwater, Florida in April. 

Research Program 
DGC Lawsuit

In August 1989, Amax Coal West, Inc. initiated a four-
United States District Judge P. Comity denied a mo- 	 phase program to briquette fine and coarse coal from 
tion to move the lawsuit filed by DGC and the DOE

	
the 215-ton-per-hour Belle Ayr dryer south of Gillette, 

against the four gas pipeline purchasers from Bis- 	 Wyoming. Integration of the drying and briquetting 
marck, North Dakota to Washington, D.C. In an or- 	 process was evaluated for its impact on the heating 
der filed February 16, the judge turned down the re- 	 value and production rate of the dried product. 
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During the four-phase research and development 
program, briquettes were produced under a variety of 
test conditions. Crush test results indicated the 
strength of the product was good, and physical inspec-
tion of the briquettes demonstrated they were hard 
and could be handled without breaking. However, ini-
tial friability and dustiness tests were not as positive. 
The next series of research and development programs 
was to quantify the effect of pressures, temperatures 
and binder on briquette strength and handling charac-
teristics. The programs were designed to answer some 
of the questions concerning briquetting coal with and 
without a binder, and further refine equipment 
specifications and costs associated with the briquetting 
process. 

The results of the research and development programs 
indicated that PRB coal could be briquetted without 
the addition of binders under specific parameters. 

Pilot Plant Process Development Program 

In early 1992, Amax began construction of a 5-ton-per-
hour pilot plant adjacent to the coal dryer at Belle Ayr 
Mine to demonstrate and improve the process on a 
larger scale. At 5 tons per hour, the pilot plant is 
capable of manufacturing briquettes at a rate of one 
railcar per day. The product is tested by Amax and 
shipped to utility customers for in-depth evaluation of 
the product. 

The HiCal Briquetting Process integrates drying and 
briquetting into a single process. Raw coal is fed into 
the conditioner, where it is indirectly heated and dried 
in a current of circulating steam. Steam and coal in 
contact with a heat exchanger heats the coal to the ap-
propriate temperature. Dried coal in a steam environ-
ment is fed to the briquetter via a feeder system specifi-
cally designed for the system. A diagram of the system 
is included as Figure 1. 

In December 1992, Amax and Maschinenfabrik Kop-
pern GmbH and Company Kg. (co-developer of the 
HiCal Process) began a test program to identify charac-
teristics of the fuel which will produce a strong, ag-
glomerated, dry coal. Table 1 presents some of the 
test results which were obtained during a 24-hour cam-
paign in January 1993. During most of the test runs, 
the pilot plant was operated to improve the process, to 
make it operate reliably, and to produce a consistent 
product. Initial test results show:

FIGURE 1 

HICAL BRIQUETTING PROCESS 2Vve t 
reed iddIzod 
CoW Sod 

Conaflr
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Feeder

Briquette,
Product  

so(ncE WOESSNER AND WILBuR 

Prior to the test, Amax set a target of 
8 percent moisture based on previous 
laboratory tests. The pilot plant easily met 
this briquetting parameter. 

Strength of the briquettes is one parameter 
which determines how they will handle in rail-
cars and during transfer. Previous test runs at 
the pilot plant produced briquettes with a 
crush strength over 300 pounds and some less 
than 100 pounds. Amax is investigating the 
parameters which control briquette strength. 

RoTap is a relative measurement of the 
durability of the briquettes during severe han-
dling. Amax feels that a value below S will 
produce a very low-dusty product. 

Density of the product determines how much 
moisture and oxygen will be absorbed by the 
briquette. A density over 1.28 should be ac-
ceptable because it returns the carbonaceous 
matter back to its original raw coal density. 

Results of the pilot plant tests have been successful, 
indicating that dried PRB coal can be briquetted under 
specific conditions. The test program will continue as 
the product is further evaluated and tested at utility 
powerplants. To fully evaluate the product, Amax 
plans on conducting the following test program: 
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TABLE 1 

PILOT PLANT TEST RESULTS 27 JANUARY 93 

Characteristics	 Test No. 1 Test No. 2 Test No. 3 

Moisture (%) 8.1 7.5 6.1 
Crush Strength (lb) 169 222 206 
RoTap (%-6 mesh) 11.5 6.7 6.3 
Density 1.27 129 1.34 
Volume (cc) 24.4 31.2 35.7 
Weight (gm) 34.0 41.1 41.8

- Stock pile tests to determine moisture reab-
sorption 

- Spontaneous heating in stock piles 

- Handling in and out of stock piles 

- Transportation in railcars to utility site 

- Small-scale pulverizer and combustion tests at 
utility 

TESTING COMPLETED ON TRW MOLTEN 
CAUSTIC LEACHING PROCESS 

Under a cost-shared contract with the United States 
Department of Energy (DOE), California-based TRW 
has completed the development of the Molten Caustic 
Leaching (MCL) process, which can remove 
90 percent or more of the sulfur and 98 percent of the 
ash-forming minerals from coal. This translates to a 
final sulfur and ash content in the coal of less than 
0.5 percent, which meets the most stringent United 
States and European Community standards. In their 
most recent long-term integrated operations, TRW 
produced coals with sulfur contents as low as 
0.1 percent. 

The MCL process takes one part coal and mixes it with 
one or two parts sodium hydroxide in a nickel-alloy 
rotary kiln. This mixture is heated to a temperature of 
350 to 400°C for up to 2 hours. The molten caustic

reacts with sulfur compounds and mineral matter in 
the coal, resulting in the dissolution of these con-
stituents. One of the unique features of MCL is that it 
is effective in removing both mineral sulfur (pyrite) 
and organic sulfur from the coal. 

In addition to being used as a clean fuel for firing 
pulverized-coal-fired steam-generating boilers, the 
MCL product can be used to fire smaller industrial 
boilers and domestic heating units for which retrofit-
ting scrubbers is not an economically viable option. It 
can also be used as a substitute for petroleum-derived 
fuels in diesel engines and turbines. By adjusting the 
process conditions, activated carbon, and materials 
suitable for coke production or for making high-quality 
carbon electrodes can be produced. The cost of 
producing this super-clean fuel had been estimated at 
about $58 per ton or $2.02 per million BTU. Process 
improvements are expected to reduce that cost by 
about 20 percent, making MCL economically competi-
tive with flue gas desulfurization as a means for control-
ling sulfur emissions. 

According to the Pittsburgh Energy Technology 
Center, the flexibility and potential of the MCL 
process have attracted attention from European 
energy producers. Selfint A/S of Norway has signed 
an agreement with TRW to market MCL in Europe. 
Three large Czechoslovakian brown coal producers--
Skoda, Vitkovice, and Czechoslovakian Brown Coal 
Company--are evaluating, with TRW, the construction 
of a pilot commercial unit for supplying clean-burning 
fuels for homes, small industries, and utilities that are 
now burning dirty, low-value coal. 
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WEST VIRGINIA IGCC PROJECT DIES 

A 230-megawatt coal-fired cogeneration project spon-
sored by Mid-Atlantic Energy and Destec Energy, a 
subsidiary of Dow Chemical, died in April when Mid-
Atlantic declined to appeal an earlier West Virginia 
Public Service Commission (PSC) decision. Mid-
Atlantic had been trying to sell electricity to the Al-
legheny Power System (APS). In March, ruling in 
favor of APS, the PSC said that the next capacity 
added at APS should be peaking, not the baseload 
capacity the Mid-Atlantic project would provide.

Prior to the PSC's ruling, APS had argued that it did 
not need additional baseload electricity capacity, and 
that the coal gasification technology was immature and 
would not provide a reliable source of electricity. 

Planning for this project began in 1989, with the IGCC 
plant originally scheduled to be online by 1996. Destec 
Energy had been hoping to use the plant, sited in New 
Martinsville, West Virginia, as a proving ground for its 
gasification technology. The project would have 
burned 600,000 to 800,000 tons of high-sulfur Northern 
Appalachia coal annually. 
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CORPORATIONS 

GASIFICATION RESEARCH CONTINUING AT 
EERC 

Selected gasification research projects under investiga-
tion at the Energy and Environmental Research Cen-
ter (EERC), Grand Forks, North Dakota, between 
July 1, 1991 and June 30, 1992 are summarized here. 

Hot-Gas Cleanup 

Under the hot-gas cleanup project, a hot-gas cleanup 
test loop has been built and operated in conjunction 
with various pilot-scale advanced systems currently in 
operation at the Center to explore the various 
ash/alkali corrosion mechanisms for ceramic barrier 
filter materials, and to determine the effects of various 
mitigating options. A high-temperature, high-pressure 
particle sampling system is being developed for use 
with the hot-gas cleanup test loop. 

During this reporting period, tests of kaolin as an ab-
sorber of gaseous alkali compounds in atmospheric 
and pressurized coal combustion systems were per-
formed in the EERC pressurized drop-tube furnace 
system. Four combustion tests were performed in all: 
one test each of raw Spring Creek at atmospheric pres-
sure, coal plus kaolin at atmospheric, raw coal at 
100 psi, and coal plus kaolin at 100 psi. Silicon, 
aluminum, and calcium all tended to be concentrated 
in the larger particles. In contrast, large percentages 
of the sulfur, sodium, and chlorine are found in the 
smallest particles. The most important conclusion 
about the gettering tests is that sodium is shifted 
strongly away from the smallest particles by the addi-
tion of kaolin. 

Gasification Ash and Slag Characterization 

Under the Gasification Ash and Slag Characterization 
Project, bench-scale systems are used to recreate 
gasification conditions. Char and ash samples from 
these units are analyzed to characterize the partition-
ing of the chemical and mineralogical species. In addi-
tion, the physical properties of coal ashes and slags are 
measured and characterized to elucidate information 
on the performance of a particular sample in a gasifica-
tion system. 

This work has resulted in a database for chemical and 
mineralogical compositions in coals, ashes, slags, and

model mineral mixtures. A thermochemical equi-
librium program, PHOEBE, was developed to calcu-
late phases in char, ash, and slag. 

During this reporting period three distinguishable 
steps in the sintering of coal ashes were noted. 
Sufco/Hiawatha coal was characterized in detail using 
computer-controlled scanning electron microscopy and 
chemical fractionation and the structure of silicate 
melts was characterized. 

This information has been used in working toward the 
goal of producing data needed to develop a unified con-
cept of the behavior of inorganic coal constituents in 
gasification systems. 

Hot-Gas Cleanup Facility 

The objective of this program is to obtain scalable 
kinetic, hydrodynamic, and integrated data from the 
transport reactor demonstration unit for the design of 
the transport reactor to be built in Wilsonville, 
Alabama. The six parameters that will be studied in-
elude temperature, riser density, calcium-to-sulfur 
ratios, coal feed size, coal feed staging, and riser gas 
velocity. 

The initial reactor concept design phase has been com-
pleted. Future work will include gasifier tower struc-
tural modification, reactor delivery, refractory pour 
and curing, support equipment installation, system 
shakedown, and operation. 

Power From Alaskan Low-Rank Coal-Water Fuel 
(LRCWF) 

In Phase 1 of this project, the technical feasibility of 
producing a premium LRCWF from the Beluga coal 
was demonstrated in the EERC Hot-Water Drying 
(HWD) pilot plant. The LRCWF was tested in the 
EERC combustion test facility, giving almost complete 
carbon burnout, low boiler-tube fouling, and SO  emis-
sions well below even the most stringent air quality 
standards. A preliminary economic assessment indi-
cates that Alaskan LRCWFs could be delivered to 
Japan at costs well below those for imported fuel oil 
and competitive with imported bituminous CWFs 
made in China. Based on these encouraging 
economics, the Alaskan Low-Rank Coal Consortium 
was formed by the EERC; Hobbs Industries, Inc.; and 
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Usibelli Coal Mine, Inc. and has developed a program 
to demonstrate the technology in a small commercial 
power station in Anchorage, Alaska. 

The second phase will assess the potential of HWD in-
terior Alaskan low-rank coals to produce stable bulk 
coal and/or LRCWF, to determine the combustion ef-
ficiencies of the beneficiated coal, and to assess 
transportation options for remote Alaskan applica-
tions. 

Optimization of Gasification Design for Carbonate 
Fuel Cell System 

The objectives of this project are to generate recom-
mendations of gasification catalysts and operating con-
ditions and to maximize reaction rates and yields of 
hydrogen and methane, to be confirmed by small batch 
and continuous pilot-scale testing to establish optimum 
means of catalyst recycling. 

Limestone is the cheapest acceptable once-through 
(disposable) catalyst for hydrogen production, while 
feed impregnation with potassium salts gives far higher 
reaction rates. Maintaining gasifier pressure as high as 
possible and a temperature as low as possible (around 
650°C) is conducive to direct production of methane 
along with hydrogen. For higher methane yields, as 
well as for further increased hydrogen production 
rates, the addition of any catalyst containing mobile 
potassium, K+, is recommended. 

Hydrogen Production From Low-Rank Coals 

The objective of this project is to evaluate the technical 
feasibility of producing tow-cost hydrogen by catalytic 
steam gasification of low-rank coals. The program's

ultimate goal is pilot-scale production of syngas with 
the highest possible hydrogen contents, cleaned of par- 
ticulates and sulfur and delivered hot to a fuel cell to 
demonstrate the high efficiencies possible with such an 
integrated system. 

A nominal 40-pound per hour process demonstration 
unit was designed with a 6-inch diameter fluid-bed 
gasifier to demonstrate the production of hydrogen 
from low-rank coal on a continuous basis. A 
parametric study evaluated process performance, in-
cluding particle size, feed rates, and fluidization 
velocity. Testing was conducted with various 
coal/catalyst systems, catalyst loadings, and feed gas 
mixtures. Further tests were carried out in a 4-pound 
per hour continuous unit to explore the catalytic effects 
of potassium-impregnated bituminous coal in fluidized 
beds of limestone and taconite. 

Environmental Assessment of Underground Coal 
Gasification 

The Rocky Mountain 1 (RM1) underground coal 
gasification test in Carbon County, Wyoming, was 
designed to include activities critical to adequate pre- 
burn site and materials characterization, as well as 
focusing on the identification, assessment, and 
prevention/minimization of the environmental impacts 
associated with the test. 

This work has resulted, thus far, in extensive, acces-
sible databases consisting of basic RM1 process data 
and the results of calculations (for example, material 
and energy balances) based on those data. 
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GOVERNMENT 

DOE UPDATES STATUS OF CLEAN COAL 
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM 

In February, the United States Department of Energy 
(DOE) published its 1992 program update for the 
Clean Coal Technology (CC!') Program. The Ca 
Program currently consists of 41 demonstration 
projects shown, by location, in Figure 1. Table 1 sum-
marizes the projects and provides a key for the figure. 
These projects are demonstrating technologies capable 
of being applied to the United States coal resource 
base and are contributing essential data on technical, 
environmental, economic, and operational perfor-
mance to reduce the uncertainties of subsequent 
commercial-scale applications of the technologies.

The CC'!' Program is being implemented through a to-
tal of five competitive solicitations. The status of the 
five solicitations issued to date is summarized below 

Ca-I, the first competitive solicitation, which 
was issued in 1986, sought projects that would 
demonstrate technologies that could use all 
types of coals to produce projects for all sec-
tors of the energy market. The CC!' Program 
included eight CCI'-1 projects at year-end 
1992, three of which have been successfully 
completed. 

CCT-11, issued in 1988, sought projects 
employing emerging technologies capable of 

FIGURE 1 

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS OF CCT PROJECTS 
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TABLE I 

CLEAN COAL TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS 

Key Sponsor 

ca-i 
I ADD Combustion Engineering. Inc. 

and CQ, Inc 
2 The Babcock & Wilcox Company 
3 Coal Tech Corporation 

4 Energy and Environmental Research Corporation 

5 The Ohio Power Company 
6 Rosebud SynCoal Partnership 
7 Tri-State Generation & Transmission Association, 

Inc. 
8 York County Energy Partners, LP.

Location 

Homer City, PA	 Development of the Coal Quality Expert 

West Manchester, PA 	 York County Circulating fluidized-Bed Cogeneration Project 

Lorain, OH LIMB Demonstration Project Extension and Coolside Demonstration 
Williamsport, PA Advanced Cyclone Combustor with Internal Sulfur, Nitrogen, and 

Ash Control 
Hennepin. IL and Enhancing the Use of Coals by Gas Reburning and Sortient 
Springfield, IL Injection 
Brilliant, OH Tidd PFBC Demonstration Project 
Colstnip, Ml' Advanced Coal Conversion Process Demonstration 
Nucla, CO Nucla CF'S Demonstration Project 

Ca-it 
9 ABB Combustion Engineering, Inc	 Springfield, IL 
10 ABS Combustion Engineering. Inc	 Nilca. OH 
11 The Appalachian Power Company 	 New Haven, WV 
12 The Babcock & Wilcox Company 	 Cassville, WI 
13 The Babcock & Wilcox Company 	 Dilles Bottom, OH 
14 Bethlehem Steel Corporation 	 Sparrows Point, MD 
15 Passamaquoddy Tribe 	 Thomaston, ME 
16 Pure Air on the Lake, LP.	 Cheslerton, IN 
17 Southern Company Services. Inc. 	 Coosa, GA 

18 Southern Company Services, Inc. 	 Newnan, GA 

19 Southern Company Services, Inc. 	 Pensacola. FL 

20 Southern Company Services, Inc. 	 Lynn Haven. FL 

Ca-Ill 
21 AirPol, Inc.	 West Paducah, KY 
22 Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.	 Daggett, CA 

23 Alaska Industrial Development and Export Authority Healy. AK 
24 The Babcock & Wilcox Company Aberdeen, OH 
25	 Bechtel Corporation Seward, PA 
26	 Bethlehem Steel Corporation Burns Harbor, IN 
27	 DMEC-1 Limited Partnership Pleasant Hill, IA 
28	 ENCOAL Corporation Gillette, WY 
29	 Energy and Environmental Research Corporation Denver, CO

30 LIFAC-North America 	 Richmond, IN 
31 MK-Ferguson Company	 Niles, OH 

32 Public Service Company of Colorado 	 Denver, CO 
33 Tampa Electric Company 	 Lakeland, FL

Combustion Engineering IGCC Repowering Project 
SNOX flue Gas Cleaning Demonstration Project 
PFBC Utility Demonstration Project 
Demonstration of Coal Reburning for Cyclone Boiler NO  Control 
SOX-NOX-ROX Box flue Gas Cleanup Demonstration Project 
Innovative Coke Oven Gas Cleaning System for Retrofit Applications 
Cement Kiln flue Gas Recovery Scrubber 
Advanced flue Gas Desulfurization Demonstration Project 
Demonstration of Advanced Combustion Techniques for a Walt-Fired 
Boiler 

Demonstration of Innovative Applications of Technology for the 
CF-121 FGD Process 

Demonstration of Selective Catalytic Reduction Technology for the 
Control of NOx Emissions from High-Sulfur-Coal-Fired Boilers 

I80-MWe Demonstration of Advanced Tangentially Fired Combustion 
Techniques for the Reduction of NO Emissions from Coal-Fired 
Boilers 

10-MW Demonstration of Gas Suspension Absorption 
Commercial-Scale Demonstration of the Liquid-Phase Methanol 

(LPMEOHTh ) Process 
Healy Clean Coal Project 
Full-Scale Demonstration of Low-NO Cell 	 Burner Retrofit x 
Confined Zone Dispersion flue Gas Desulfurization Demonstration 
Blast Furnace Granulated-Coat Injection System Demonstration Project 
PCFB Demonstration Project 
ENCOAL Mild Coal Gasification Project 
Evaluation of Gas Reburning and Low-NO Burners of a Wall-Fired 

Boiler 
LIFAC Sorbent Injection Desulfurization Demonstration Project 
Commercial Demonstration of the NOXSO SO 2 	 x /NO Removal Flue 

Gas Cleanup System 
Integrated Dry NO VSO 2 Emissions Control System 
Tampa Electric Integrated Gasification Combined-Cycle Project 
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ccr-iv 
34 Custom Coats International 

35 New York Slate Electric & Gas Corporation 
36 Sierra Pacific Power Company 
37 TAMCO Power Partners 
38 Tennessee Valley Authority 

39 rbermoCbem, Inc.

Stoystown, PA 
Springdale, PA 
Ashtabula, OH 
Richmond, IN 
Lansing. NY 
Reno, NV 
Coeburn, VA 
West Paducah, KY 

Gillette, WY 

40 Union Catt,ide Chemicals and Plastics Company Inc. Newburgh, IN 

41 Wabash River Coal Gasification Repowering Project West Terre Haute, IN 
Joint Venture

TABLE 1 (Continued) 

Key Sr,onsor	 Location 

Self-Scrubbing Coal Th: An Integrated Approach to Clean Air 

Milliken Clean Coal Technology Demonstration Project 
Pima Pine 10CC Power Project 
Tom Creek 10CC Demonstration Project 
Micronized Coal Reburning Demonstration for NO Control on a 

175-MWe Wall-Fired Unit 
Demonstration of Pulse Combustion in an Application for Steam 

Gasification 01 Coal 
Demonstration of the Union Carbide CA.NSOLVTh system at 
ALCOA Generating Corporation Warrick Power Plant 

Wabash River Coal Gasification Repowering Project 

retrofitting, repowering, or modernizing exist-
ing facilities. The CCT Program includes 12 
CCI'-!! projects. 

CCT-!II, issued in 1989, sought to 
demonstrate innovative, energy-efficient tech-
nologies that are capable of being commercial-
ized in the 1990s. All 13 projects selected 
remain in the program. 

CCT-!V, issued in 1991, sought to 
demonstrate innovative, energy-efficient, and 
economically competitive technologies. 
During 1992, cooperative agreements were 
awarded for seven CCT-!V projects, and the 
negotiating deadline was extended for one 
remaining selected proposal. 

CCT-V, issued July 6, 1992, sought projects 
capable of advancing significantly the ef-
ficiency and environmental performance of 
coal-using technologies applicable to either 
new or existing facilities. By the December 7, 
1992 deadline, DOE had received 
24 proposals. The five proposals selected for 
negotiation of cooperative agreements are dis-
cussed in a separate article. 

Congress has appropriated a total budget of nearly 
$2.75 billion for the CCT Program. The first four 
solicitations have resulted in a combined commitment

by the federal government and the private sector of 
about $4.7 billion. DOE's cost share for these projects 
is roughly $1.8 billion, or approximately 38 percent of 
the total. A total of $600 million has been ap-
propriated for Ca-V projects. This funding will be 
made available to DOE in increments over 4 fiscal 
years (FY 1992-1995). Costs, by project, are sum-
marized in Figure 2. 

By the end of calendar year 1992, three projects had 
completed operations: 

LIMB Demonstration Project Extension and 
Coolside Demonstration (project completed 
in 1992) 

Advanced Cyclone Combustor with Internal 
Sulfur, Nitrogen, and Ash Control (project 
completed in 1991) 

- Nucla CFB Demonstration Project sponsored 
by Tri-State Generation and Transmission As-
sociation, Inc. (projected completed in 1992) 

Three other projects have completed operations and 
will be fully complete in 1993. Another 16 projects 
were operational, and 18 more projects were in design 
and construction. Only one proposal from the first 
four solicitations remained in negotiation. The project 
schedules are presented in Figure 2. 
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FIGURE 2 

PROJECT SCHEDULES AND FUNDING, BY APPLICATION CATEGORY 
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NEW FUNDING PROVIDED FOR BRITISH CLEAN
	

ENERGY POLICY ACT PROVIDES LARGE 
COAL RESEARCH
	

INCENTIVES FOR COAL UPGRADING 

As reported in the April 1, 1993 issue of Nature, the
	 The Nonconventional Fuels Production Credit of the 

British Government will provide an extra 4 million
	 Energy Policy Act of 1992, may provide a significant 

pounds (US$6 million) a year for the next 3 years to
	 incentive for coal upgrading as a dean air response. 

support research into cleaner and more efficient
	

The Act extended both the deadline for starting a 
methods of burning coal. The new money was an- 	 qualifying project and the length of time that the credit 
nounced in March by the Department of Trade and 	 can be taken. 
Industry (DTI) as part of a White Paper on energy 
policy that proposes closure of as many as 30 coal

	
IRS (United States Internal Revenue Service) Code 

mines in preparation for the privatization of the coal
	

Section 29 (prior law) and the Act define qualifying 
industry. Much of it will be used to support develop-	 fuels as liquid, gaseous, or solid synthetic fuels 
ment of the British coal "topping cycle," a technique for 	 produced from coal (including lignite), including such 
burning coal that combines fluidized bed combustion

	 fuels when used as feedstocks, which clearly includes 
and gasification techniques. 	 coal liquefaction and coal gasification. On the other 

hand, liquid coal-water mixtures were ruled not to 
The Coal Research Establishment (CRE) at Stoke Or- 	 qualify. 
chard in Gloucestershire will become an independent 
research center when its parent body, British Coal Cor-	 In addition to producing a qualifying fuel, the producer 
poration, is privatized later this year. Without the sup- 	 must also have a qualifying facility. To qualify a 
port of DTI during the transition, the research center

	 facility, the taxpayer must have both a binding written 
would have faced possible closure.

	

	 contract in effect before January 1, 1996, and have its 
facility placed into service before January 1, 1997. 

Researchers at CRE have been at the forefront of ef-
forts to develop various advanced clean-coal burning 	 The maximum tax credit amount is calculated by the 
techniques including fluidized bed combustion, and the

	 IRS calculation using the gross national product im-
gasification of coal.	 plicit price deflator rate and the average cost of a 

domestic barrel of oil. The $4 per barrel equivalent, 
In contrast to other coal-producing countries, Britain 	 Section 29 tax incentive reached $0.9225 per thousand 
has been reluctant to provide public funds for plants to

	 BTU in 1991 and will likely continue to increase each 
demonstrate the economic feasibility of its techniques. 	 year. However, this tax credit amount could be 

reduced if domestic oil prices rise above $23.50 per bar-
The White Paper reinforces Britain's stance by advis-	 rel in 1979$, or the facility receives tax-exempt bonds, 
ing against a request from industry that the govern- 	 subsidized energy financing, or Section 38 business 
ment provide as much as 200 million pounds for a 300- 	 energy tax credits, or the amount of credit would lower 
megawatt demonstration gasification plant. Such a	 the tax level below minimum tax floors. The credit 
public investment "would not be justified," at present, it 	 covers production of qualifying fuels until January 1, 
concludes, adding that "international suppliers" can 	 2008, whereupon it expires. 
provide the technology when and if it is needed.

The $0.92 tax credit (escalated every year) should 
The government's announcement has done little to al-	 make qualifying coal-derived fuels attractive. Accord-
lay fears that the privatization of the coal industry will

	
ing to the Electric Power Research Institute, during 

lead to a major reduction in funding. The successor 	 the term of the credit, upgraded low-rank coal should 
companies to the Central Electricity Generating

	 be able to be supplied at a lower cost than the raw Pow-
Board, privatized in the 1980s, have reduced spending

	 der River Basin coal (because of transportation 
on research by half. 	 savings), and desulfurized coal could be supplied at 

about the same cost as the parent coal. 
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CLEAN COAL ROUND V WINNERS ANNOUNCED 

In May, the United States Department of Energy 
(DOE) announced the projects selected for the fifth 
round of the Department's Clean Coal Technology 
Demonstration Program. DOE selected five projects 
for the final scheduled round of the Clean Coal Tech-
nology Program, raising the total to 46 projects located 
in 21 states. 

In this round, the winning proposers have offered to 
provide nearly 75 percent of the $2 billion total value 
of the selected projects, the most private sector cost-
sharing offered in the program to date. The five 
projects selected will receive about $568 million in 
federal money to cost-share the demonstrations. In 
this round of competition, DOE emphasized advanced 
super-clean, high-efficiency technologies which will 
meet the post-2000 emission standards established by 
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. 

The selected projects are described here. 

Camden Clean Energy Project 

The Camden Clean Energy Partners Limited Partner-
ship, made up of Duke Energy Corporation, General 
Electric Company, and Air Products and Chemicals, 
Inc. will design and build a 480-megawatt advanced 
IGCC (Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle) 
powerplant in Camden, New Jersey. Power from the 
plant will be sold to Public Service Electric and Gas 
Company through an anticipated power sales agree-
ment. 

The project will demonstrate the British Gas/Lurgi 
fixed-bed oxygen-blown gasifier technology in which 
high-sulfur West Virginia coal is gasified to produce a 
clean gas that is combusted in advanced gas turbines. 
Turbine exhaust will be used to produce steam to drive 
a steam turbine in a second cycle. These two com-
bined cycles are expected to make the IGCC plant 
20 percent more efficient than a conventional coal 
plant, while reducing levels of SO 2, NO and particu- 
lates to meet the most stringent environmental stan-
dards. 

The project will also include a first-time demonstration 
of a 2.5 megawatt molten carbonate fuel cell, which 
will be operated with a portion of the clean coal gases.

The estimated total cost of the project is $780 million; 
DOE will provide approximately 25 percent of this 
funding. 

Calvert City Advanced Energy Project - 

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. has teamed with 
Foster Wheeler and Duetsche Babcock Erergie-und 
Umwelttechnik AG to build a second generation pres-
surized circulating fluidized-bed powerplant at Air 
Product's chemical manufacturing facility in Calvert
City, Kentucky.	 The plant will burn Kentucky 
bituminous coal to produce 95 megawatts of power. 
Steam from the cogeneration powerplant will be sup-
plied to the chemicals manufacturing plant and power 
will be sold to the Tennessee Valley Authority on a 
long-term basis. The advanced system will employ a 
topping combustor and advanced hot gas cleanup sys-
tem. 

The total cost of the project is estimated at 
$375 million; DOE's share is approximately 40 percent. 

Clean Power From Integrated COREX-CPICOR 

Centerior Energy Corporation, LTV Steel Company, 
Inc. and Air Products and Chemicals will demonstrate 
the combined production of hot iron via the COREX 
Process and power from a combined cycle powerplant 
fueled by the export gas from the COREX Process. 
The plant will be commercial size, producing 
1.17 million tons of hot metal per year and 
181 megawatts of power. Compared to conventional 
coke oven/blast furnace steel plants, COREX offers 
several advantages: elimination of the coke-making 
plant and associated environmental problems, coal 
desulfurization integrated into plant operations, and 
high operational flexibility. The addition of a power 
generating capability further enhances the overall 
system's efficiency. The proposed plant will be built at 
LTV Steel Company's Cleveland Works where it will 
be integrated into the existing steelmaking facility. 

The total project cost is estimated at $825 million, with 
DOE contributing 18 percent. 

Warren Station EFCC Demonstration 

Pennsylvania Electric Company, Black and Veatch, 
and Hague International will repower the Warren Sta-
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tion with the addition of an externally-fueled gas tur-
bine. The system is centered around a ceramic heat 
exchanger, which is capable of withstanding high firing 
temperatures of modern gas turbines, and an atmos-
pheric combustor which will replace the conventional 
combustion system. The new gas turbine will generate 
18.3 megawatts, for a combined total net plant output 
of 62.4 megawatts. The repowered unit's heat rate will 
be a 28.6 percent improvement over the existing unit. 

The estimated total project cost is $146 million; DOE 
is expected to fund 50 percent. 

Demonstration of Clean Coal Diesel Technology at 
Easton Utilities 

Easton Utilities, Cooper Bessemer and Arthur D. 
Little have teamed to build a stationary diesel engine 
power system that will add 14 megawatts of power to 
Easton's Plant No. 2 in Easton, Maryland. Two diesels 
will be operated as part of a combined cycle 
powerplant, with exhaust from the engines passing 
through a heat recovery boiler to produce steam for a 
steam turbine. The diesel system is expected to 
achieve 45 percent efficiency in this demonstration. 
NO emissions will be controlled by a selective 
catalytic reduction unit. A dry flue gas scrubber and 
baghouse will control SO  and particulates, respec-
tively. The system will use coal-water slurry produced 
from Ohio coal by a two-stage coal cleaning and slurry-
ing process. The 10 to 100 megawatt capacity range of 
the technology is targeted for the small, municipal 
utility and industrial cogeneration market. 

The estimated total project cost is $37.3 million and 
DOE's share is estimated at 50 percent. 

DOE DEFINES STRATEGY FOR INDIRECT 
LIQUEFACTION RESEARCH 

The United States Department of Energy (DOE), 
through its Liquid Fuels Program, has actively sup-
ported the development of alternative fuels and chemi-
cals from domestic coal resources. Within the Liquid 
Fuels Program, the primary technologies being inves-
tigated are the direct and indirect liquefaction of coal. 

Indirect liquefaction technologies offer an alternative 
for converting coal to hydrocarbons and oxygenates

that are environmentally acceptable in the transporta-
tion fuel market. A paper by G.J. Stiegel, et al., 
presented at the 18th International Technical Con-
ference on Coal Utilization and Fuel Systems held in 
Clearwater, Florida in April, examines the current 
work, identifies major issues, and charts paths toward 
the eventual commercialization of indirect liquefaction 
processes that are currently being considered by DOE. 

The strategy for implementing the indirect liquefaction 
program is fourfold: 

Develop a technology database for the integra-
tion of indirect liquefaction and modern coal 
gasification technologies. 

- Continue development of slurry reactor sys-
tems and catalysts for integration with modern 
gasifier technologies. 

Evaluate product refining technologies and 
end-use applications to determine their ap-
plicability to the marketplace. 

Establish a technology development program 
that is integrated from coal pile to market 
fuels/chemicals in order to assure the develop-
ment of advanced fuel systems that are techni-
cally, economically, and environmentally vi-
able. 

The Indirect Liquefaction Program currently com-
prises three distinct areas: 

- Advanced Fischer-Tropsch technology 
- Oxygenates synthesis 
- Process engineering and development 

Advanced Fischer-Tropsch Technology Program 

In the Fischer-Tropsch (F-T) synthesis program area, 
the objective is to develop technologies to economi-
cally convert coal-derived synthesis gas to hydrocarbon 
fuels. Of primary concern is the development of iron-
based catalysts with enhanced activity, improved selec-
tivity, activation, good stability, and poison tolerance 
for use in slurry-phase reactors. 

Recently, some larger-scale tests (19-day run) at the 
LaPorte, Texas Alternative Fuels Development Unit 
(AFDU) were completed. The objectives of these 
tests were to demonstrate F-T technology at a pilot-
scale (0.7 ton per day product) in a bubble column 
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reactor and to address scaleup issues such as catalyst 
activation, catalyst performance, and hydrodynamics. 
This run was sponsored by DOE, Air Products, Exxon, 
Shell Oil, Statoil and UOP. 

The current Slurry Bubble Column Reactor (SBCR) 
scaleup procedure for synthesis gas conversion is 
bench to pilot, pilot to process development unit 
(PDU), PDU to demonstration, and demonstration to 
commercial scale. 

The main issues of scaleup are: choice of scaleup fac-
tor, flow regime transition pattern, effect of phase be-
havior and transport phenomena, etc. The scaleup 
design requires a reliable reactor model encompassing 
all aspects of reaction engineering and reactor perfor-
mance, of which hydrodynamic characteristics, includ-
ing related mass and heat transfer are an essential com-
ponent. 

Reactor Modeling 

A satisfactory SBCR model depends heavily on a basic 
understanding and a mathematical description of the 
hydrodynamic behavior including related mass and 
heat transfer of this unique reactor. To date, a few 
reactor models have been constructed and they have 
attained various degrees of success. 

The mathematical skeleton of SBCR engineering 
models has been constructed in presently available 
models. Now, reliable predictive correlations for 
hydrodynamic parameters are needed. Theoretical 
modeling work for the SBCR, consisting of fundamen-
tal equations of continuity, theory of turbulence, 
profiles of phase velocities, etc., should proceed in 
parallel with the correlation work. 

Productivity Considerations 

Volumetric productivity is an important criterion for 
commercial reactors; therefore, the superficial gas 
velocity and catalyst loading in an SBCR should be as 
high as possible to achieve a productivity of commer-
cial relevance. However, the effect of the solids on 
reactor performance is not yet adequately understood. 
These considerations indicate the directions in which 
hydrodynamic studies should proceed, say Stiegel, et 
al.

Prediction or Hydrodynamic Parameters 

Hydrodynamic studies under practical conditions are 
costly and should not be exploratory in nature. Ideally, 
these studies should be based on knowledge derived 
from basic cold-model studies. 

Catalyst/Wax Separation 

Because product wax must be removed continuously 
from the slurry reactor to maintain the slurry level in-
side the reactor, an effective catalyst/wax separation 
system must be developed to prevent significant 
catalyst losses from the reactor. Also, the solids con-
tent in the clean F-T wax product should be limited to 
below 1 to 2 ppm to protect the catalyst bed from 
poisoning and fouling during wax processing (such as 
catalytic cracking or hydrocracking). 

Difficulties in slurry catalyst/wax separation arise from 
the small particle size of the catalyst in the slurry 
(submicron to 3-micron range) and the high viscosity 
of the reactor liquid medium, which ranges ap-
proximately from 4 to 8 centipoise at 200°C. 

Though various chemical and physical methods are 
available for solid/liquid separation, they are not 
suitable for commercial production. The problems as-
sociated with the catalyst/wax separation may be 
resolved by applying new techniques, such as magnetic 
separation, supercritical or dense-phase extraction, and 
ultrasonic separation, to the process. 

DOE has issued a solicitation to test several ap-
proaches to catalyst/wax separation technology. The 
most promising of these will be further tested at the 
AFDU. 

Oxygenates Synthesis 

This element of the indirect liquefaction program 
focuses on developing technologies for the conversion 
of, coal-derived synthesis gas into marketable 
oxygenate fuels, chemicals, or chemical intermediates, 
such as alcohols (methanol, higher or mixed alcohols), 
ethers, and olefins. The primary research goals are to 
use the hydrogen-lean synthesis gas produced by 
modern high-efficiency coal gasifiers and to identify 
simple chemical routes and novel catalytic processes 
which produce oxygenates either singly or in mixture. 
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Higher alcohols, as well as their mixtures, are 
desirable fuel additives due to their high octane 
ratings, reasonable vapor pressures, and cosolvent na-
ture for lower alcohols such as methanol. Isobutanol, 
used either alone or as a feedstock for the synthesis of 
methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE) or related 
oxygenates, is also of particular commercial interest. 

The selectivity to higher alcohols is kinetically control-
led, and the development of highly active and selective 
catalysts is crucial to the success of this research 
program. Novel heterogeneous catalysts, improved 
reactor configurations, and new process concepts, such 
as recycling of lower alcohols, are being developed and 
tested. 

One-Step Coproduction of Methanol and DME 

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc., under a contract to 
DOE, successfully developed and demonstrated a 
novel one-step process for synthesizing dimethyl ether 
(DME) from coal-derived synthesis gas. This ap-
proach has shown an increase in production rate of 30 
to 40 percent over a multistep process, which could sig-
nificantly lower capital and operating costs at a 
commercial-scale coal-to-liquid fuels plant. 

MTBE Production 

Preliminary economic analyses have indicated that the 
cost of manufacturing MTBE from coal-derived 
isobutylene (via isobutanol dehydration) and methanol 
is close to that for conventional butane-derived 
product and could be cost-competitive with conven-
tional sources by the mid- to late-1990s. 

Lehigh University is endeavoring to synthesize high oc-
tane ethers, preferably MTBE, via direct coupling of 
methanol and isobutanol, from the product of higher-
alcohol synthesis. 

Olefins 

The condensation of methanol or ethanol with 
isobutylene or isoamylenes is currently the most viable 
way of producing MTBE, ETBE (ethyl tertiary butyl 
ether) and TAME (tert-amyl methyl ether), and the 
limited sources of corresponding isoolefins are the bot-
tleneck of boosting the production of these octane

enhancers. Consequently, the production of 
isobutylene and isoamylenes from coal has become the 
goal of an important research area. 

UOP, Inc. and Texas A&M University are both 
focused on the production of isobutylene from coal-
derived synthesis gas. Amoco Oil Company is develop-
ing a catalytic process to crack F-T wax to selectively 
produce isobutylene and isoamylenes. Air Products 
has developed a catalytic system for the production of 
isobutylene from isobutanol. 

Other Oxygenate Compounds 

Some esters, such as methyl and ethyl acetates, and car-
bonates, such as dimethyl and diethyl carbonates, are 
also high octane compounds which may find use as fuel 
additives. Oxygenated compounds, other than fuel ad-
ditives or components, can also be manufactured from 
coal-derived synthesis gas as specialty chemicals or 
chemical intermediates. Investigation of the produc-
tion of these chemical compounds from coal-derived 
synthesis gas is being considered in the future Alterna-
tive Fuels Program. 

Engineering Evaluations/Support Studies 

In 1991, Bechtel/Amoco initiated a study to develop a 
conceptual design and computer simulation model for 
a grassroots nominal 40,000 barrel per day indirect 
liquefaction facility employing advanced Fischer-
Tropsch technology. This element of the program is 
scheduled to be completed by September 1993. 

Process flowsheets and material and energy balances 
have been completed. The base-case plant configura-
tion consists of synthesis gas production in Shell 
gasifiers using Illinois #6 coal as a feedstock, high wax 
production in F-T slurry reactors, and complete 
upgrading. The upgrading includes wax hydrocracking, 
hydrotreating, isomerization, and alkylation to produce 
both gasoline and diesel fuel blending stocks. Future 
design alternatives to be investigated include the use of 
subbituminous Wyoming coal as a feedstock, light ends 
upgrading using dose-coupled oligomerization reac-
tors, and low-wax mode F-T synthesis. 
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ECONOMICS 

GASIFICATION COMBINED CYCLE SEEN MORE 
ECONOMIC THAN NATURAL GAS SOON AFTER 
2000 

The extent and timing of gasification combined cycle 
(GCC) development will be economically as well as 
environmentally driven. Where gas prices escalate 
faster than coal prices, the GCC option will become 
increasingly attractive. A paper by L.A. Schmoe and 
F.M. Lennox, presented at the Sixth International Con-
ference on Gas Turbines in Cogeneration and Utility, 
Industrial and Independent Power Generation, ex-
amines the key planning issues and the economics of 
several unphased and phased GCC scenarios. 

Unphased GCC Economics 

Two cases were examined to illustrate the economics 
of natural gas-fired combined cycle and GCC options. 
The 1996 case reflects today's technology. A 2006 case 
assumes that a plant that starts up in 2006 would 
benefit from two additional generations of design and 
cost improvements. 

The plants are assumed to be base-load 400 to 
450 megawatt units. Table 1 shows the fuel price as-
sumptions.

TABLE I

FUEL PRICE ASSUMPTIONS

Us 

Gas 
1992 Price, $1106 BTU	 2.30 
Escalation 

1992-2000, %/yr 	 4.1 
2001-2010, %/yr	 5.6 
2011+,%/yr	 2.5 

Coal 
1992 Price, $1106 rn-u	 1.50 
Escalation 

1992-2000, %/yr 	 2.2 
2001-2010, %/yr 	 1.6 
2011+,%/yr	 1.8

Financial assumptions include project-financed 
economics without government subsidies, 30 year plant 
life, 3.5 percent inflation, 10.1 percent nominal dis-
count rate, 6.4 percent real discount rate, and a 
38 percent tax on equity. 

1996 Case 

For the assumed fuel prices, combined cycles are 
generally more economic than the GCC option, al-
though they are very close above 80 percent capacity. 
This assumes that they would both operate at the 
same capacity factor, and that gas is available at the 
site and at the forecast prices. 

2006 Case 

Figure 1 shows that rising fuel prices and expected tech-
nology advancements will significantly affect GCC's 
relative economics. The assumed gas price escalations 
would make GCC more economic than gas-fired com-
bined cycle at capacity factors above 60 percent. These 
results are assumption-sensitive, especially to future 
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fuel prices. The project financial parameters also have 
a significant effect on the results. For example, in situa-
tions where the tax burden is less than the assumed 
38 percent or where there are other tax incentives, the 
GCC option will tend to look more attractive. 

Phased GCC Economics 

In its simplest form, phasing is simply first building 
gas- or oil-fired combined cycles with little or no con-
sideration of later adding the gasification plant. At a 
later date, a new gasification plant provides syngas 
across-the-fence with no other process interconnec-
tions. This is a completely non-integrated GCC plant. 
Alternatively, the combined cycle can be designed and 
built with a high degree of integration with the future 
gasification plant. This option results in a more effi-
cient CCC plant, but the combined cycle operates in 
an off-design mode prior to the gasification plant addi-
tion. 

The economics of phasing must also consider the 
capacity factor of the separate phases. 

One of the most important variables in phasing 
economics lies in the relative prices of natural gas and 
oil compared to that of coal. Relative fuel prices will 
determine the optimal timing of the gasification plant 
addition. Unfortunately, prices are also the most dif-
ficult variable to forecast. High gas prices obviously 
move up the timing of the gasification plant addition 
(or call for GCC operation at the onset), while low gas 
prices delay or eliminate the addition. Successful 
phased construction planning thus offers the flexibility 
to react to unpredictable fuel prices, say Schmoe and 
Lennox.	 - 

Non-Integrated Phased CCC Plant Design 

For the non-integrated analysis, the combined cycle is 
assumed to be optimized for natural gas operation 
with essentially no design features that would improve 
operation on syngas. Thus, when the gasification plant 
is added, it is essentially a stand-alone facility with no 
integration with the combined cycle. This non-
integrated concept can impose a 0 to 250 BTU per 
kilowatt-hour heat rate penalty on the CCC plant com-
pared to an integrated design. 

Figure 2 shows the economics of adding a gasification 
plant to an existing combined cycle based on advanced 
combustion turbine technology such as General

FIGURE 2 
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Electric's Frame VA or Westinghouse's 501F. The 
two curves cross in the year 2002. Prior to this point, 
adding the gasification plant results in a life-cycle cost 
that is higher than not adding the gasification plant. 
Similarly, waiting until after 2002 raises the levelized 
cost compared to a 2002 addition. The cross-over year 
is sensitive to gas prices. Raising or lowering the price, 
especially through price jumps, can move the timing of 
the gasification plant up until it would not be phased 
or move it back so far in time that the combined cycle 
would be near the end of its life expectancy. 

Advanced gasification concepts such as hot gas cleanup 
and gasification processes with very high coal-to-syngas 
efficiencies would move the optimal timing of the 
gasification plant up in time. For example, if the result-
ing CCC plant had a capital cost of $1,375 per kilowatt 
and a heat rate of 8,000 BTU per kilowatt-hour, the 
gasification plant cross-over point would be about 
2 years earlier, say Schmoe and Lennox. 

Integrated Phased 6CC Plant Design 

When an integrated GCC design is constructed in 
phases, the combined cycle equipment is sized to 
handle high pressure steam generated in the gasifica-
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Lion plant. The combined cycle capital cost is higher 
than for a gas-optimized design because of the larger 
steam cycle.

Unphased Case has a 5 percent lower life-cycle cost 
than the Phased Case. 

Although integration at the outset of a phased project 
may result in overall lower life-cycle costs than the 
non-integrated approach, it limits the amount of 
flexibility the owner has in implementing the project. 

When compared to a non-integrated design, the op-
timal year of gasification plant addition is earlier by 3 
to 4 years, due primarily to the less than optimal gas-
fired combined cycle efficiency. Because of this effect, 
there is a fairly short window in time, if there is one at 
all, when integrated phasing would be preferred over 
non-integrated phasing. 

According to the authors, if fuel price forecasts suggest 
more than 5 or 10 years between phases, then a non-
integrated design would probably be preferred. If 4 to 
5 years is expected, then an integrated phasing option 
might be better. Less than 4 years would suggest that 
the plant not be phased at all, but instead be operated 
initially on coal. 

Base-Load/Intermediate-Load Comparison 

The previous analyses assumed that both the gas-fired 
combined cycle and the coal-fired GCC plant would be 
base-loaded. However, most electric utility systems 
require a mix of base, intermediate, and peaking gener-
ation. Thus, a possible scenario is to not add a gasifica-
tion plant to an existing combined cycle, but instead to 
build a new GCC plant and continue to operate the 
gas-fired combined cycle as an intermediate load unit. 

Two options are compared that both include an inter-
mediate and a base-load unit. In the first option 
(Phased Case), an advanced turbine (2,300 0F), com-
bined cycle is refueled with syngas and converted to a 
base-load GCC unit in 2004. At the same time, a new 
intermediate-load gas-fired combined cycle is put into 
operation. In the other option (Unphased Case), the 
existing gas-fired combined cycle continues to run on 
gas at an intermediate-load and a new, unphased GCC 
plant is added in 2004 to provide the base-load 
capacity. 

The costs of electricity are levelized from 2004, the 
year of the new plant additions. In this example, the

COAL GASIFICATION WITH MOLTEN 
CARBONATE FUEL CELLS APPROACHING 
COMPETITIVE POSITION 

Coal Gasification Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell 
(CGMCFC) powerplant systems are discussed and 
compared to other powerplant systems in a paper by 
A.G. McLean and D.Y. Liu, presented at the Fifth 
Australian Coal Science Conference held in Mel-
bourne, Australia November 30 through December 2, 
1992. 

Basically, the CGMCFC system is Integrated Gasifica-
tion Combined Cycle (IGCC) technology integrated 
with Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC) technology. 
A typical system diagram for CGMCFC powerplant 
systems is shown in Figure 1. 

Four major powerplant technologies are identified and 
compared. 

Pulverized coal (PC) (PC with flue gas desul-
furization (FGD) and PC with FGD, coal 
cleanup and catalytic DeNO) 

- Atmospheric fluid bed combustion (AFBC) 
(AFBC with in-bed sulfur capture and AFBC 
with in-bed sulfur capture and coal cleanup) 

- Advanced IGCC 

CGMCFC (Texaco gasifier with cryogenic 
oxygen and cold gas cleanup and KRW 
gasifier with cryogenic oxygen and hot gas 
cleanup) 

Results 

The efficiency, capital cost and cost of electricity 
(COE) for the PC, AFBC, IGCC and CGMCFC 
powerplants are indicated in Figure 2 (page 4-21). In 
regard to efficiency and environmental emissions, the 
CGMCFC powerplant systems are superior to PC and 
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FIGURE 1 

CGMCFC POWER PLANT SYSTEMS 
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AFBC systems. The modified PC and AFBC with ad-
ditional cleanup process would result in orders of mag-
nitude greater SO, and NO emissions. 

The CGMCFC system capital is slightly higher, but the 
cost of electricity is slightly lower because of efficiency 
and availability advantages. In addition, CGMCFC sys-
tems have excellent part load and load-following 
capability. For instance at 50 percent of design load, 
for the CGMCFC systems the heat rate increase is 
only 6 percent, by comparison with a 25 percent in-
crease in heat rate for an IGCC system. 

CGFC powerplant technologies have certain sig-
nificant advantages over other powerplant systems. In 
particular the high overall efficiency (> 45 percent) of 
CGFC powerplants will contribute to reduced fuel con-
sumption. This technology will also meet increasingly

strict environmental objectives such as minimizing 
CO  production, SO 2 and NO exhaust concentrations. 

CRITICAL COSTS DELINEATED FOR ALCOHOL 
FUELS FROM COAL 

Coal-derived transportation fuels can be generated by 
the indirect liquefaction of coal. The constraints and 
the economics associated with the use of and the 
production of coal-derived transportation fuels in con-
junction with any economic boundaries imposed by 
these constraints was discussed in a paper by 
T.F. Torries and J.E. Saymansky presented at the 
18th International Technical Conference on Coal 
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Utilization and Fuel Systems held in Clearwater, 
Florida, in April. 

This analysis of alternative transportation fuels in-
cludes the following: 

- The cost differentials in manufacturing, 
storage and distribution 

- The cost of using the fuels, including engine 
modifications 

- The cost or savings associated with environ-
mental considerations like pollution 

- The social and economic cost differentials 
resulting from the production of domestic 
energy as opposed to importing it 

There are a number of ways to reduce the cost of al-
cohol fuels. These include producing coproducts at 
both the alcohol and syngas production stages, decreas-
ing capital and operating costs, and increasing benefits 
to consumers through the reduction of hydrocarbon 
and nitrous oxide pollution. 

Alcohol Production and Peak Power Demand 

A major problem confronting the electric power in-
dustry in the United States is how to most efficiently 
meet peak power demand. Currently, peaking plants 
use natural-gas-fired turbines to provide the peaking 
power requirements, at a much higher cost than 
baseload power. However, if alcohol fuel plants were 
to produce both alcohol and electric power in such a 
manner as to produce more alcohol than electricity at 
night, the alcohol produced during the night could be 
easily stored and burned during the day in peaking 
units. 

Joint Use of Coal and Natural Gas 

Coal is deficient in hydrogen relative to carbon for 
gasification purposes. Therefore, gasifying coal may 
result in the venting of large quantities of CO- The 
level of CO  emissions may be reduced by supp?ement- 
ing the process with natural gas which is rich in 
hydrogen and less coal would be required to produce 
the same volume of syngas. 
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Use or coal Washer Refuse 

Another alternative to reduce the cost of alcohol fuels 
would be to use inexpensive coal. Sources of inexpen-
sive coal include old wash ponds, and coal refuse piles. 
While these low cost sources of coal may provide the 
potential to reduce alcohol fuel production cost, it is 
highly unlikely that they will significantly impact the 
overall economics of alcohol fuel production. 

Coproduct Production 

The production of coal-derived alcohol fuels can be 
divided into two stages. Stage 1 involves the conver-
sion of coal (Process A) or natural gas (Process B) to 
syngas while Stage 2 deals with the conversion of the 
syngas to alcohol fuels. Byproducts can be obtained 
from both stages; therefore, the economics of joint 
product production becomes a consideration in the 
manufacture of coal-derived alcohol fuels. 

According to Torries and Saymansky, the existence of 
joint product production presents a number of produc-
tion and marketing difficulties. First, choosing the mix 
of goods to be produced and their quantities is a con-
strained optimization problem. Second, marketing the 
products in proportion to their production may be dif-
ficult and usually requires the cost of stockpiling one 
or more of the joint products or selling the excess 
production at a price lower than the anticipated 
market price. 

An estimate of the required value of byproduct credits 
to make the production of coal-derived alcohol fuels 
economic from Process A can be obtained by determin-
ing the current or anticipated difference between the 
price of gasoline and the cost of producing alcohol 
fuels from Process B. This simplified approach ig-
nores all costs due to externalities, such as the reduc-
tion of pollution costs, and ignores related costs, such 
as required modifications of the transportation fuel dis-
tribution system or engine modifications. 

Environmental and Social Considerations 

The burning of coal-derived alcohol fuels may provide 
some environmental benefits; unfortunately, these 
benefits may be offset by the social and environmental 
costs of mining and gasifying coal. If the net benefits 
of coal-derived alcohol transportation fuels are nega-
tive, producers would inevitably revert to cleaner alter-
native raw materials like natural gas. If alcohol fuels 
should become the transportation fuel of choice domes-

tically, alcohol synthesis plants could be built in the 
Middle East to convert natural gas, (which is currently 
considered a waste product of oil production) to al-
cohol which could be easily transported by essentially 
the same means and cost as oil. Estimates suggest that 
this product would have a Gulf Coast port price of ap-
proximately one-half that of its domestic counterpart. 
Provided these estimates are accurate, competition 
from the Middle East would have devastating effects 
on the domestic production of alcohol fuels. Thus, the 
United States would remain dependent upon foreign 
sources for its energy needs. 

Cost Comparisons 

The relative economics of alcohol fuel from natural 
gas or coal relative to gasoline depends upon the rela-
tive initial costs and the relative rate of change of the 
costs over time. Figure 1 shows the results of an 
analysis of the relative costs of transportation fuel as-
suming coal costs of about $30 per ton, natural gas cost 
of $3.00 per thousand cubic feet, oil at $22 per barrel, 
and current prices for coal gasification byproducts. 

Oil is the cheapest source of transportation fuel, fol-
lowed by natural gas and then coal. However, dif-
ferent relative cost increases will change the ranking 
over time. According to United States Department of 
Energy estimates, coal should increase 1.7 percent per 
year, natural gas 3.5 percent and oil 2.7 percent per 
year. If coal gasification costs decrease by 0.5 percent 
per year, overall coal costs would increase by 
1.2 percent per year. Under this scenario, oil would be 
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the fuel of choice over the next 20 years and natural 
gas would be a cheaper source of transportation fuel 
than coal for the next 15 years or more.

coal to produce syngas would increase dramatically, 
making coal uneconomical relative to natural gas until 
around 2040. 

lithe cost of oil increases by a factor of 2, transporta-
tion fuels from natural gas would become economical. 
However, this does not improve the economics of coal-
derived fuels. If a $10 per ton carbon tax were to be 
levied on all fuel, the relative economics of coal, oil 
and natural gas would not change significantly, assum-
ing that CO  produced in the gasification of coal is 
combined with hydrogen from natural gas to prevent a 
large quantity of CO .2 being emitted during the produc-
tion of syngas. If this were not the case, costs of using

Conclusions 

Torries and Saymansky conclude that the economic 
production of coal-derived alcohol transportation fuels 
will not be viable in the near future. Therefore, given 
the current economic and political climate, coal. 
derived alcohol fuels will require come form of sub-
sidization.
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TECHNOLOGY 

FULLERENES MADE DIRECTLY FROM COKE 

Fullerenes, which are potentially useful as lubricants, 
superconductors, rechargeable batteries, diamond 
nucleators, catalysts and chemical feedstocks, are com-
monly produced by the electrical arcing of graphite in 
helium or from benzene combustion in an Ar/02 mix-
ture. The production of fullerenes by the electrical ar-
cing of coal-derived coke was discussed in a paper by 
S.K. Pang, et aL, presented at the Fifth Australian Coal 
Science Conference held in Melbourne, Australia last 
November 30 through December 2. 

The primary requirement for production of fullerene 
from coal is the preparation of conductive coke rods.

Three methods of coke preparation were used: 
laboratory coke, coal pitch composite and oven coke. 

Fullerene was produced by electrically arcing the coke 
rods in a 250 torr helium atmosphere at 23 to 30 volts 
and 80 to 130 Amperes in a stainless steel chamber. 

Results and Discussion 

Table 1 lists the carbon contents, ash yields, and ful-
lerene yields for each type of coke. All cokes tested so 
far produced fullerenes. The maximum fuilerene yield 
of 8.6 percent was obtained from super-clean 
Goonyella coke. This compares favorably with the 
yield of 9.3 percent obtained from graphite under iden-
tical conditions. 

TABLE 1 

ELECrRICAL CONDUCTIVITIES, FULLERENE YIELDS, 
CARBON CONTENTS AND ASH YIELDS FOR COKE AND GRAPHITE 

Electrical Fullerene 
Source	 Resistivity	 Yield 
Carbon	 Ohm/Cm (Wt. %)	 %C	 %Ash Yield 

Laboratory Coke
Goonyella 033 2.3 95.8 2.1 
Goonyclla 038 8.6 94.8 3.8 
Goonyella 0.53 5.6 91.0 7.6 
Graphite 0.009 93 
Graphite 0.009 16.2 

Carbonized Coal and 
Pitch Composite 
Coalcliff 0.07 2.0 85.2 14.5 
Coalclifr 0.07 3.2 
Newvale 0.12 6.0 95.1 1.6 
Graphite 0.009 5.8 
Loy Yang 038 73 96.5 1.8 
Yarrabee 026 5.0 95.7 4.2 
Pitch 0.26 2.0 96.9 2.0 

Oven Coke 
Norwich Park 0.10 33 84.2 12.1 
Riverside 0.09 2.5 85.4 12.0 
Blackwater 0.09 2.2 863 10.7 
Goonyella 0.46 23 85.3 11.0 
Gregory 0.12 2.8 85.4 11.5
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The presence of mineral matter (ash yield) in the coal 
does not inhibit fullerene formation from coke, 
however, its presence does result in a reduced yield of 
fullerene. The electrical resistivities of the cokes do 
not appear to be directly related to mineral matter con-
tents and no clear trend can be drawn between the 
electrical resistivities and fullerene yield. 

It appears that the method of coke preparation may af-
fect fullerene yield. The data are scattered, but 
Table 1 shows that laboratory cokes (2.3 to 
8.6 percent) produce comparable fullerene yield to car-
bonized coal-pitch composites (2 to 7.7 percent) while 
oven cokes (2 to 3.3 percent) give the poorest yield. 

The presence of a small amount of hydrogen and 
heteroatoms (0, S and N) in the coke does not inhibit 
fullerene formation. In addition, there is no simple 
relationship between the coal rank and fullerene yield. 
Semi-anthracite (Yarrabee coal) derived composite 
produced 5.0 percent fullerene, while Loy Yang brown 
coal composite produced 7.7 percent yield, which on a 
coal basis is at least equivalent to, if not higher than 
graphite at 5.8 percent. 

With the present cost of coal at $100 per tonne or less, 
its use as an industrial material for fullerene may 
greatly improve the economics of large-scale produc-
tion, say Pang, et al. 

MILD PRE-TREATMENT IMPROVES 
LIQUEFACTION REACTIVITY 

Much of the recent research in direct coal liquefaction 
seeks to develop methods for dissolving coal at lower 
reaction severity [often defined as temperatures below 
623 K (350°C) and pressures in the range of 6.9 to 
10.3 MPa (1,000 to 1,500 psi)] However, lowering the 
reaction severity reduces coal conversion reaction rates 
and liquid product yields unless the intrinsic coal reac-
tivity can be sufficiently enhanced using some method 
of physical or chemical pre-treatment prior to dissolu-
tion. A paper by S. Kelkar, et al., presented at the 
205th American Chemical Society National Meeting 
held in Denver, Colorado March 28 through April 2, 
discusses simple, inexpensive coal pre-treatment 
methods to enhance low severity liquefaction of coals.

A suite of eight coals from the Argonne Premium Coal 
Sample Bank was used as the source of feed coals for 
this study. Two methods of coal pre-treatment were 
used. The first method employed a liquid phase 
methanol/MCI technique based on gas phase ailcyla-
tion chemistry. The second pre-treatment method was 
based on a CO 2/1 120 treatment technique. 

Results and Discussion 

Baseline low severity liquefaction reactivity data for 
the untreated Argonne coals are summarized in 
Figures 1 and 2. At the conditions studied, three of the 
high volatile bituminous coals [Illinois #6 (75.0 weight 
percent), Blind Canyon (69.9 weight percent), and Pitts-
burgh #8 (57.0 weight percent)] gave the highest THF 
conversions. Wyodak subbituminous coal was the next 
most reactive coal (42.0 weight percent), while 
Pocahontas low volatile bituminous coal was the least 
reactive sample studied (15.6 weight percent). 

Pre-treatment with methanol and 1.5 volume percent 
HCI for 3 hours at ambient conditions enhanced low 
severity liquefaction reactivity for all eight Argonne 
coals. The absolute increase ranged from 24.5 weight 
percent for Wyodak coal and 28.4 weight percent for 
Beulah-Zap lignite to 5.2 weight percent for Blind 
Canyon coal, and averaged 14.9 weight percent for the 
eight coals. No simple trends in reactivity improve-
ment with chemical or physical properties of the coals 
were obvious, although reactivity of the pre-treated 
low-rank coals (Wyodak and Beulah-Zap) increased 
much more than reactivity of the six bituminous coals. 

Several pre-treatment experiments were conducted 
using hexane and acetone in place of methanol, and 
similar reactivity results were obtained. Throughout 
this portion of the study, no obvious trends relating 
reactivity enhancement, pre-treatment solvent 
properties, and coal properties were observed. Kelkar, 
et al., conclude that any simple organic solvent may be 
used to conduct the liquid phase pre-treatment step. 

The effect of CO /H20 pre-treatment on low severity 
liquefaction of te Argonne coals is also shown in 
Figures 1 and 2. With the exception of Blind Canyon 
coal, CO2/H20 pre-treatment significantly enhanced 
low severity reactivity of each Argonne coal. The ex-
tent of enhancement for the two low-rank coals 
(Wyodak and Beulah-Zap) was significantly lower than 
the enhancement observed using MeOH/HCI pre-
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FIGURE 1 

EFFECT OF PRETREATMENT ON LIQUEFACTION REACTIVITY 
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treatment. Conversely, CO2/l-I 0 pre-treatment of 
each bituminous coal except blind Canyon and 
Lewiston-Stockton provided greater reactivity enhance-
ment than MeOH/HCI pre-treatment. 

Given the reactivity enhancement data shown in 
Figures 1 and 2, the authors tentatively conclude that 
CO 2/H20 pre-treatment more efficiently removes cal-
cium from coals such as Illinois #6 in which calcium 
exists predominately as part of a discrete mineral 
phase, while MeOH/HCI pre-treatment more effi-
ciently removes calcium from dicarboxylate bridging 
structures which predominately occur in low-rank 
coals. The extent of calcium removal correlated well 
with reactivity enhancement in these experiments. 
This effect is attributed to the role of calcium as a 
catalyst for retrogressive reactions during the initial 
stages of dissolution. 

TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
SHEDS LIGHT ON GASIFICATION OF BROWN 
COAL 

Light microscopy has proved a useful technique to ex-
plore the stages through which a brown coal passes 
during gasification. However, many of the textures are 
very fine and cannot be fully resolved with light micros-
copy alone. The use of transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM) was discussed in a paper by G.H. Taylor, 
et al., presented at the Fifth Australian Coal Science 
Conference held in Melbourne, Australia last 
November/December. 

Samples Without Catalyst 

As viewed in the light microscope, partly gasified coal 
char grains are highly porous or even-hollow at their 
centers. The outer margins are comparatively dense 
and more finely vesicular than the cores. 

With TEM, the gross porosity in the denser areas has 
the appearance of rounded or irregularly shaped gas 
vesicles which are mostly between 0.5 and 10 microns. 
Vesicles may be separated from one another by very 
thin walls-41 micron or less thick. This is evidence 
for a high, although probably variable, degree of plas-
ticity during the initial rapid heating of the coal grains, 
say Taylor, et al.

The char itself (i.e., the walls of the vesicles) also 
shows textural variability, from finely porous to dense. 
Despite the amount of reaction which has obviously 
occurred within at least some of the char, the edges of 
vesicles can be very sharp, especially in the denser 
areas. According to Taylor, et al., this suggests that 
reaction occurred throughout the whole grain, and was 
not restricted or concentrated at exposed grain sur-
faces. 

The more dense char shows cutting compression 
marks and so has behaved as a harder and more resis-
tant material than the more porous regions. The 
boundary between the denser and the more porous 
areas is fairly sharp. These textural differences prob-
ably have their basis in petrological differences in the 
coal, say the authors. Both dense and porous char con-
tain vesicles, and both contain fine, dark, inorganic par-
ticles, which are ash-forming constituents from the 
coal, because no catalyst was present in this sample. 

Within the central parts of grains the more highly 
gasified char has a fragmentary and discontinuous 
structure due to loss of material. It is possible to recog-
nize gas vesicles and other structures formed when the 
coal was plastic. It is also possible to distinguish more 
and less dense areas. The inorganic particles are of 
larger average diameter than in the less reacted 
regions. Some inorganic grains are formed by the ag-
gregation of two or more individuals, some have crystal 
shapes, but most are rounded, reflecting their 
heterogeneous composition. 

There are also extensive parallel-sided openings, about 
1 to 2 microns wide in the char. These could represent 
shrinkage cracks in the dried coal. 

Samples with Catalyst 

With light microscopy the partly gasified char grains 
with calcium catalyst show no obvious preferential reac-
tion at their centers. 

With TEM, well-defined vesicles are few or absent al-
though discontinuous channel-like openings, less than 
1 micron across, are present. The char generally has a 
fairly regular porous texture, which varies from region 
to region; pores average about 0.1 micron or less. 
Within regions, which may be up to some tens of 
microns across, the texture is rather uniform. 

According to Taylor, et al., the pores observed cannot 
be vesicles, partly because they are so numerous and 
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small, but also because they do not have a smooth-
walled, bubble-like appearance. These pores must rep-
resent areas where material has been lost through 
gasification. The pores, in general, are not empty, sug-
gesting that the walls of the pores form a barrier to the 
embedding resin, and/or gas is trapped in the struc-
ture. Both explanations would indicate that the pore 
walls are comparatively impervious. 

TEM shows the smooth rounded outlines which would 
be expected from a grain which has become plastic. 
There are also other textures which suggest that a de-
gree of plasticity was attained. However, the well-
formed gas vesicles, present in the sample without 
catalyst, are less evident here, suggesting that the 
fluidity was not as high. 

PYGAS PROCESS DESCRIBED 

There is solid justification for the addition of IGCC 
(Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle) systems to 
existing coal-fired utility plants; namely, the majority of 
the high capital cost items of the powerplant already 
exist. A method for adding a dual (fully) fired IGCC 
system to an existing coal plant with a minimum of 
modifications to the infrastructure, using the PyGas, 
staged gasifier, is discussed in a paper by 
R.S. Sadowski presented at the Ninth Annual Interna-
tional Pittsburgh Coal Conference held in Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania last October. This system results in an 
approximate 20 percent increase in power output while 
reducing the plant's stack gas emissions by well in ex-
cess of 90 percent for SO2 , NON, and particulates. 

The PyGas coal gasifier (Figure 1) is a coal pyrolyzer 
contained within an air-blown, fixed-bed, dry-bottom 
coal gasifier vessel. The purpose of the pyrolysis sec-
tion of the device is to devolatilize the coal feed stream 
passing rapidly through the agglomeration zone before 
the remaining ash/char enters the gasification section 
of the vessel. In this way, agglomeration is avoided. 

The use of pneumatically conveyed crushed coal 
(typically 0.25 inch by 0) as the feed to the pyrolysis 
chamber eliminates the costly complexity of lump coal 
lockhopper arrangements and associated venting 
schemes. The use of crushed coal feedstock also 
enhances the use of "run of mine" coal without the 
added cost of a briquetting plant required by lump coal
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gasifier designs. In addition, greater gasification 
capacity results from the use of smaller sized coal 
which can react more readily than lump coal due to its 
greater gas-to-coal surface reaction area. 

Once in the pyrolyzer, the coal becomes rapidly heated 
to approximately 1,300 to 1,600°F, where its volatile 
content and some of its fixed carbon is converted into 
gaseous fuel (hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and 
methane). Within the pyrolyzer tube, the gaseous fuel 
forms bubbles which rise to the top of the pyrolyzer 
tube in slug flow fashion, gradually moving the remain-
ing carbon and ash char granules upward until they too 
exit the top in fountain fashion, where they fall due to 
gravity onto a fixed bed of carbon and ash char solids. 

More air and steam is introduced into the top of the 
gasifier between the pyrolyzer exit and the gasifier 
entrance to further increase the temperature to ap-
proximately 2,300°F. This results in the cracking of 
tars and ammonia and increases the kinetic rates of 
endothermic reactions to consume more of the fixed 
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carbon in the fixed bed of char. As the gaseous 
products of hot pyrolysis gas and char solids pass cocur-
rently downward through the gasifier, more carbon in 
the char converts to gaseous carbon monoxide en-
dothermically cooling the products to between 1,200 
and 1,500°F. 

The remainder of air and steam is introduced through 
the rotating ash removal grate to both cool the grate 
and consume any remaining carbon in the ash prior to 
ash disposal out the bottom of the gasifier. The result-
ing hot raw coal gas exiting the gasifier is rich in 
hydrogen and carbon monoxide. 

Raw gas exiting the gasifier contains H 2S/COS and 
particulates that must be removed before combustion 
in the gas turbine. Cyclones are expected to be suffi-
cient to reduce particulates levels to acceptable limits. 

Initially, natural gas will be fired in the gas turbine and 
coal gas in the existing pulverized coal-fired steam gen-
erator. Once hot gas cleanup systems become commer-
cialized, a portion of the coal gas and a combination of 
steam and water spray attemperation (which adjusts its 
temperature to 1,100 to 1,300°F and 15 to 25 percent 
moisture as required to optimize sulfur capture) are 
expected to replace natural gas entirely. Passing 
through the future zinc ferrite desulfurization system, 
sulfur is removed to about 10 ppm H 2S/COS and the 
temperature of the gas is raised by approximately 65°F 
due to a water gas shift reaction. The gas entering the 
gas turbine combustor, including sensible heat, has a 
lower heating value of 2,496 BTU per pound. 

Clean gas leaving the future zinc ferrite system is corn-
busted in a gas turbine as well as the existing steam 
generator. If the existing steam generator is equipped 
with a tubular type air heater, the exhaust gas from the 
gas turbine (TEG) passes through a heat recovery 
steam generator to produce steam at required condi-
tions or heated feed water for the existing steam tur-
bine cycle. The TEG then enters the cold air side of 
the existing tubular air heater en route to the steam 
generator's windbox where its excess oxygen is utilized 
in lieu of air for steam generator combustion of the 
remainder of the coal gas. 

The anticipated high furnace exit gas temperature 
when switching from pulverized coal to low-BTU coal 
gas fuel is overcome by firing the existing coal boiler at 
a reduced capacity. To recover from the impact of ex-
pected reduced furnace absorptivity, a conventional 
unfired heat recovery steam generator section replaces

the original air heater (or furnace water wall platens 
maybe added). 

Because turbine exhaust gas provides considerable sen-
sible heat to the low-BTU gas-fired converted coal 
boiler in addition to slightly more than the necessary 
oxygen for combustion in the converted coal boiler, 
additional convective surface or a separate steam loop 
and small low-pressure steam turbine/generator may 
be added to reduce the air heater exiting flue gas tem-
perature to a typical stack exit temperature of 250 to 
290°F. 

While the processes of pyrolysis and fixed-bed gasifica- 
tion are well documented, the PyGas test gasifier cur-
rently under development in a joint program with the 
Morgantown Energy Technology Center will deter-
mine output capacity and control sensitivity of the in-
tegrated process when scaled up. 

PETROLEUM COKE MAKES GOOD FEEDSTOCK 
FOR TEXACO GASIFIER 

The disposition of petroleum coke has become a 
problem for today's high conversion refmeries. Use of 
the Texaco Gasification Process (TGP) to convert 
coke into high-value hydrogen, power and steam offers 
benefits such as conversion of feed sulfur into salable 
elemental sulfur, on-site recycling of wastes and crude 
selection without regard to coke quality constraints. 
Petroleum coke utilization with the TGP is discussed 
in a paper by J.S. Falsetti and R.L. Skarbek, presented 
at the 1993 National Petroleum Refiners Association 
Meeting held in San Antonio, Texas in March. TGP is 
a non-catalytic partial oxidation process in which a car-
bonaceous feedstock reacts with a gaseous oxidant at 
high temperature in an entrained-bed, downflow, 
refractory-lined, gasifier vessel. 

When processing coke, water is used as a reaction tem-
perature moderator. It also serves as a transport 
medium to provide a pumpable coke/water slurry. 

At gasification temperatures, typically between 1,200 
and 1,500°C, no complex organic compounds survive 
and the only hydrocarbon detectable (typically less 
than 0.3 percent) is methane. These operating condi-
tions also make the gasifier an excellent method of 
waste destruction.
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Due to the chemically reducing atmosphere in the 
gasifier, no nitrogen oxides or sulfur oxides are 
formed. In addition, because the gasification reactions 
are exothermic, no furnace is required, thereby 
eliminating stack emissions. 

The syngas from the gasifier is cooled by direct contact 
with water in a quench chamber; the wet syngas can be 
converted to hydrogen in a downstream carbon 
monoxide shift conversion (water-gas shift reaction) 
unit. 

A combination of settling and filtration is used to 
remove solid particles from the quench water. TGP 
plants processing coke are normally designed for com-
plete unconverted carbon recycle into the feed slurry. 

A small amount of solid vitreous slag is periodically 
removed from the gasifier through a lockhopper sys-
tem. Although primarily carbon, the slag is rich in 
recoverable vanadium and is therefore a valuable 
byproduct. 

TGP Coke Experience 

Table 1 is a listing of Texaco's key petroleum coke 
gasification activities ranging from gasification runs at 
Texaco's 25 ton per day pilot plant in South El Monte, 
California to commercial plant experience. 

In October 1984, Ube Ammonia Limited began opera-
tion of its 1,650 ton per day coal to ammonia TGP 
plant in Ube City, Japan. In 1986, Ube began using 
petroleum coke as a gasifier feedstock. Many different

fuel grade cokes have been used and over 1.3 million 
tons have been gasified to date. The TGP plant in-
cludes four gasifiers with three normally operating and 
one as a spare. Annual on-stream times over the last 
8 years typically average over 97 percent. 

Coke-Based TGP Economics 

The economics of coke-based TGP plants are deter-
mined by the performance, capital cost, coke price and 
product offtalce prices. For TGP plants converting 
1,000 tons per day and 2,000 tons per day of 6 percent 
sulfur coke (typical of a Mid-Eastern crude) into 
power and hydrogen, over 98 percent of the feed sulfur 
is recovered for sale and the vanadium-rich slag is sold 
to metals reclaimers. The hydrogen is exported at over 
350 psig and a purity exceeding 95 percent. The high-
efficiency combined cycle plant requires about 
2,000 tons per day of coke, generating 265 megawatts 
of power. At plant sizes less than 1,000 tons per day, 
hydrogen production may be a preferred option. 

Overnight construction cost of a single train plant 
ranges from $130 to $300 million. A single train coke-
based TGP can readily achieve on-stream times of 
85 percent; a full capacity spare gasifier will increase 
on-stream times to well over 95 percent. Texaco's ex-
perience shows the capital cost is reduced when com-
pared to a stand-alone plant due to sharing of the 
refinery infrastructure such as sulfur recovery, was-
tewater treatment, and other off-sites. 

For smaller coke disposal and K-Waste recycling 
needs, a small coke gasifier (100 tons per day) can be 

TABLE 1

TEXACO'S COKE GASIFICATION EXPERIENCE 

Yea r	 Activity

1960 First neat coke pilot plant gasification runs 
1965 Pilot plant coke/oil slurry runs 
1966-89 Wide variety of pilot plant coke runs including: 

- Delayed coke (Texaco Los Angeles Plant coke, etc.) 
- Syncrude delayed coke 
- Fluid coke (Tosco and Pemex) 

1986 Commercial coke gasification begins at Ube 
1990-92 Delaware Clean Energy Project (DCEP) fluid coke 

pilot plant runs
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used in the refinery waste management program. Cur-
rent work has resulted in a cost-effective 50- to 100-ton 
per day plant, capable of including wastes as a large 
percentage of the slurry feed, with an estimated total 
installed capital cost of $10 to $15 million.

HOPES ARE HIGH FOR MOLTEN CARBONATE 
FUEL CELLS 

Several molten carbonate fuel cell demonstration 
projects are planned for the United States and Europe 
and are summarized here. 

DCEP--A Coke-Based TGP Example 

The Delaware Clean Energy Project (DCEP) located 
at a host refinery in Delaware City, Delaware, is being 
developed by Texaco and Mission Energy. The project 
will expand and convert the existing fluid coke fueled-
powerplant (consisting of conventional boilers, scrub-
ber and turbogenerators) into an integrated gasifica-
tion combined cycle plant using the TGP. The existing 
powerplant converts about 1,000 tons per day of high 
(up to 8 weight percent) sulfur fluid coke and auxiliary 
fuels into 60 megawatts of power and 800,000 pounds 
per hour of steam for the refinery. DCEP (a qualify-
ing cogeneration facility under PURPA) will convert 
2,350 tons per day of high sulfur petroleum coke and a 
small amount of auxiliary fuels into a total of 
225 megawatts of net power and 800,000 pounds per 
hour of extraction steam. The local electric utility 
(Delmarva Power and Light) will purchase 
165 megawatts of power and the remaining 
60 megawatts plus all the extraction steam will be sup-
plied to the adjacent refinery. 

DCEP will consist of installing: gasification and gas 
cleaning equipment to convert all of the refinery's coke 
production to a clean syngas and an advanced GE-717 
combustion turbine (with a heat recovery steam genera-
tor) to be fueled by the clean syngas. The existing 
steam turbines, rich amine regenerator, sulfur recovery 
unit, and wastewater treating facilities will be in-
tegrated into the project. In addition, the existing 
boilers will be converted to burn clean syngas and used 
as a supplemental and backup source of steam. 

The current project plan is for commercial operation 
in the mid-1990s. A number of critical project mile-
stones have been completed including: feasibility 
studies, preliminary engineering, TGP fluid coke 
design verification and environmental data runs at 
Texaco's 25 ton per day pilot plant, major permit ap-
plications and a power contract to sell 165 megawatts 
to Delmarva Power and Light. The estimated cost of 
the project is about $400 million.

California 

In January, the Santa Clara Demonstration Project's 
(SCDP) Participation Agreement was executed by the 
last of the six utilities supporting the $46 million 
project. The Participation Agreement establishes the 
management structure for the 2-megawatt carbonate 
fuel cell demonstration and provides the individual 
utility commitments to the project. The participating 
utilities are the City of Santa Clara, Los Angeles 
Department of Water and Power, National Rural 
Electric Cooperative Association (represented by 
United Power Association), Sacramento Municipal 
Utility District, Southern California Edison Company, 
and the City of Vernon, California Light and Power 
Department. The project is also being supported by 
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). 

Execution of the SCDP Participation Agreement 
should make it possible to initiate construction in 1993. 

Another significant project milestone was reached in 
October 1992 with the execution of a $16 million 
cooperative agreement between Fuel Cell Engineering 
Corporation (FCE) and the United States Department 
of Energy (DOE) for the demonstration plant's fuel 
cell stacks. The agreement funds the production of six-
teen 2 foot by 3 foot cell area stacks, and the engineer-
ing, piping interconnections and packaging of the four 
four-stack modules. Each module will be assembled at 
FCE's Torrington, Connecticut facility and then 
transported by truck to the Santa Clara plant site. 

Indiana 

PSI Energy and the M-C Power Corporation teamed 
up on a proposal to build Indiana's first demonstration 
of fuel cell technology at Terre Haute. M-C Power 
submitted a funding proposal to the DOE Round V 
Clean Coal Technology Program for manufacture of 
the fuel cell. PSI Energy agreed to provide the land, 
manage construction, and operate the unit. 

The 1 megawatt molten carbonate fuel cell would be 
located on a 50 foot square area at PSI's Wabash River 
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55 to 60 percent as compared to the typical 41 to 
50 percent efficiencies for an average coal gasification 
system. 

generating station. Gas from the station's proposed 
coal gasification plant will be used to power the fuel 
cell. The project was not selected for an award, 
making its future uncertain. 

Louisiana 

A gasification plant in Louisiana may become the first 
to use coal-derived syngas to power an integrated 
gasification molten carbonate fuel cell--without federal 
help. Teaming up with the EPRI for the project are 
syngas manufacturer Destec Energy Inc. and Energy 
Research Corporation. 

The site chosen by EPRI to test the project is the 
Louisiana Gasification Technology Inc.'s (LGTI) 161-
megawatt coal gasification facility in Plaquemine, 
Louisiana. 

About 2,400 tons per day of medium BTU, sub-
bituminous Wyoming coal is gasified at the site. 
Power and steam produced at the facility are used to 
supply about one-third of Dow Chemical's generation 
requirements for its 1,400-acre chemical manufactur-
ing complex. LGTI is a subsidiary of Destec Energy. 

The fuel cell for the project is being supplied by 
Energy Research Corporation. 

If the fuel cell and the coal gasification systems can be 
integrated, it may be possible to reach efficiencies of

Europe 

Deutsche Aerospace AG, Ottobrunn, RWE AG, 
Ruhrgas AG and Danish companies Elkraft AmbA 
and Haldor Topsoe A/S have formed a consortium 
under the leadership of Deutsche Aerospace to bring 
molten carbonate fuel cells to the marketing stage. 
The entire program is backed by the European Com-
munity Commission, the German Ministry for 
Research and Technology and Danish sponsors and 
has a budget of about DEM 130 million. 

In the first phase, which will run until 1994, work will 
concentrate on extending the service life of the cells 
and developing economic production methods. In the 
second phase, which should be completed by the end 
of 1996, three 100-kilowatt demonstration plants based 
on natural gas and coal gas will be built and tested. In 
the third phase, which is scheduled to run until 1999, 
the demonstration and market introduction of 
cogeneration plants and powerplants in the megawatt 
range are expected to take place. 
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INTERNATIONAL 

CHINA TO STUDY SGI PROCESS 

In March, SGI International announced that it signed a 
Memorandum of Agreement with the Government of 
Shanxi Province, People's Republic of China, to 
evaluate Shanxi coals for upgrading by 501 Clean Coal 
Refineries. These coal refineries convert low-quality 
subbituminous and lignite coals into high-grade clean 
coal and synthetic oil. 

China, with reserves estimated at 980 billion metric 
tons, is the world's largest producer and user of coal, 
and Shanxi Province is one of China's major coal 
producing regions. In 1992, China produced over 
I billion metric tons, and annual production is 
projected to increase to 1.4 billion metric tons by the 
year 2000. 

Candidate coals will be tested and evaluated at 501's 
development center in Perrysburg, Ohio. 

INTERNATIONAL GASIFICATION PROJECTS 
PROLIFERATE 

International coal gasification projects are on the rise 
as environmental regulations become increasingly strin-
gent throughout the world. Projects, both proposed 
and in operation, demonstrating both the Pressurized 
Fluidized-Bed Combustion (PFBC) gas turbine cycle 
and the Integration Coal Gasification Combined Cycle 
(IGCC) systems are summarized here. 

Asia 

According to C. Johnson, head of coal projects at the 
East-West Center in Honolulu, Hawaii, Japan will be 
the most promising Asian market for United States 
10CC and PFBC technologies in the 1990s. Middle-
income Asian countries, i.e., Hong Kong, South Korea, 
Taiwan and Thailand, are interested in flue gas desul-
furization, and low-income economies, i.e., China, In-
dia, Indonesia and the Phillipines, are primarily inter-
ested in switching to low-sulfur coal. 

Middle-income economies--Hong Kong, South Korea 
and Taiwan--are projected to comprise 40 percent of

the area's new clean coal capacity, with Japan follow-
ing closely at 32 percent. In China, by the first decade 
of the 21st century, about 45 percent of new capacity 
will be outfitted with clean coal systems. 

China 

China is planning a coal gasification plant in the North-
ern City of Qingdao, in Shandong Province. The plant, 
which will produce 26.5 million cubic feet per day of 
gas, involves two coke-making batteries, a coal prepara-
tion plant, a thermal power station and 14 gas retorts. 
The plant will provide a district heating network for 
the 6.7 million-person city, eliminating hundreds of 
coal-fired boilers and stoves. 

The gasification project is part of a $219 million en-
vironmental cleanup program in Qingdao. The Asian 
Development Bank will finance $103 million of the to-
tal cost, with China providing the balance. 

China has also asked the Japan International Corpora-
tion Agency to carry out a feasibility study for a coal-
based chemicals complex. It is expected to be built at 
Baotou in Inner Mongolia, 80 kilometers west of Beij-
ing. 

India 

India continues to be a strong market for dean coal 
technologies, particularly 10CC systems. India's Na-
tional Thermal Power Corporation has seven large 
coal-fired plants with 14,280 megawatts capacity in 
works. In addition, the Central Electric Authority in 
India may commit soon to a 'substantial investment" in 
10CC technology. A 600 megawatt 10CC plant is to 
be built at Kawas north of Bombay and the Ah-
medabad Electricity Company plans to set up a coal 
gasification plant at its Sabarmathi Complex in Ah-
medabad in collaboration with the Council for Scien-
tific and Industrial Research. 

Indonesia 

Indonesia is planning to replace some of its oil-fired 
generating capacity with coal. Last year, about 
16.8 percent of the national utility, Perusahaan Umum 
Listrik Negara's (PLN) capacity came from coal. In-
donesia plans to add 17,000 megawatts of capacity by 
2000, much of which is expected to be coal-fired. PLN 
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is now building the country's first 16CC plant with a 
1,500 megawatt capacity, at the Gresik plant near 
Surabaya. That facility is set to start up later this year. 

Australia 

In 1991, the State Electricity Commission of Victoria's 
Herman Research Laboratory conducted pilot testing 
of hydrothermally dried coal slurry and an 16CC sys-

tem. Together, these technologies require 25 percent 
less coal than brown coal boilers and 35 percent of the 
cooling water required by a conventional plant. Conse-
quently, this system produces electricity at a much 
lower cost than a conventional brown coal boiler sys-
tem. 

Current work is focused on a 1,000 megawatt 16CC 

using integrated steam fluidized-bed drying (the High 
Temperature Winkler Process) with gas and steam tur-
bines. A high-temperature, high-pressure ceramic 
candle filtration system would be used to dean the gas. 

Czechoslovakia 

A new district heating plant at Ostrava in the Czech 
State is planned to burn a high-ash bituminous coal 
with up to 1.2 percent sulfur using ABB Carbon's 
PFBC system. The new powerplant will be commis-
sioned in 1996. Efficiency will be about 80 percent, 
which compares with 60 percent for the existing 
cogeneration plant. Output is planned to be 
52.7 megawatts with 99 megawatts thermal to district 
heating and 10.3 megawatts thermal to process thermal 
output in the winter. In the summer the output is 
62.5 megawatts, with 39.6 megawatts thermal in hot 
water and 20 megawatts thermal in process steam. 
Compared with the old plant, sulfur emissions will 
drop by 90 percent, NOx by 75 percent and particulates 
by 99.5 percent. 

Germany 

In 1990, RWE Energie AG and Rheinbraun AG, along 
with MAN Energie GmbFI and the Uhde 
GmbH/Lurgi AG working group, began planning the 
367 megawatt KoBra (German acronym for combined-
cycle powerplant with integrated High-Temperature 
Winkler (HTW) brown coal gasification) demonstra-
tion plant for the Goldenberg power station at Hurth. 

The characteristic features of the KoBra concept are:

Thermodynamically favorable coal drying to 
12 percent residual moisture using the W'FA 
process developed by Rheinbraun (WTA is 
the German acronym for fluidized-bed drying 
with internal waste heat utilization) 

Complete gasification--by the HTW process 
developed by Rheinbraun--of the dried coal 

Efficient purification of the product fuel gas 
under pressure, eliminating the need for any 
flue gas treatment 

Gas and steam turbine process with unfired 
Heat Recovery Steam Generator (HRSG) 

- Extensive utilization of the heat obtained in 
cooling the process gas in the power genera-
tion process 

Utilization of the calorific power of the 
gasification residue coke (gasifier bottom 
product) and of the dry dust by fluidized-bed 
combustion 

Compared with conventional powerplant technology, 
the KoBra concept permits the efficiency to be raised 
by approximately 30 percent to more than 45 percent. 
In addition, the emission of the pollutants SO 2' NO 
and dust is drastically reduced, far beyond the effect 
due to the increase in efficiency. 

By the end of 1992, all process engineering criteria had 
been determined. The licensing application will be 
filed in 1993 and, construction will begin in 1994. Com-
missioning of the demonstration plant is expected to 
be started in mid-1996. A 2-month trial operation of 
the entire plant will be followed by a 2-year demonstra-
tion period. 

The Netherlands 

At Buggenum in the Southeastern Netherlands, an 
IGCC powerplant is currently under construction. It is 
a commercial prototype system designed to prove full-
size gasification with a current generation gas turbine. 
It was designed as one process train associated with a 
combined cycle of 270 megawatts. 

The Shell system being used is an oxygen-blown, 
entrained-flow, slagging gasifier which uses a dry put-
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verized coal feed. Coal and oxygen are fed into a pres-
sure vessel. The reaction product is a medium-BTU 
gas consisting mainly of carbon monoxide and 
hydrogen, together with ammonia, hydrogen cyanide, 
hydrogen sulfide, and carbonyl sulfide. The 
downstream process consists of cooling and cleaning 
the gas of these toxic trace compounds. The clean syn-
thetic gas is 62 percent CO, 32 percent 142 and 
5.5 percent inert gas. The residual sulfur content, 
mainly unconverted carbonyl sulfide, is less than 
100 ppm by volume. 

Spain 

A project at Escatron, burning a high-sulfur, high-ash 
coal, uses a PFBC gas turbine to repower a 
70 megawatt steam plant owned by Endesa. In this 
plant both coal and sorbent are supplied dry. Repower-
ing enabled the utility to keep the plant running and 
burn a low-grade coal which it would not otherwise 
have been able to do for environmental reasons. But 
with the low-sulfur and NO emissions of the PFBC, 
these conditions are met. 	

X 

In addition, Elcogas, S.A., of Madrid is developing an 
IGCC commercial demonstration project at Puertol-
lano using the PRENFLO gasifier to gasify lignite, 
petroleum coke and bituminous coal (See the  Pace 5_yn-

thetic Fuels Report. March 1993, page 4-33 for a 
detailed description of the project.) Initial operation 
of the gas turbine with natural gas is scheduled for the 
fall of 1995, with coal firing scheduled for 
January 1996. 

Sweden 

In 1990, a gas turbine PFBC system went into opera-
tion at the Varian district heating plant of Stockholm's 
Energieverk. The gas turbine is a two-shaft, inter-
cooled machine with the compressor providing the 
combustion air for the fluidized bed, which is then 
returned through a cyclone system to clean the gas 
before it enters the turbine. In a combined cycle the 
gas turbine exhaust heat is captured in the usual way, 
but the heat recovery boiler acts only as an evaporator, 
because the superheater stage is formed by a tube 
bundle embedded in the fluidized bed. 

The Varian plant has an output of 135 megawatts of 
electricity capacity and 210 megawatts thermal (MWt). 
The coal used has about 1 percent sulfur and is fed to 
the combustor as a coal-water paste. Similarly, for sul-

fur capture, limestone sorbent is also fed as a paste. 
Efficiency is about 42 percent. 

United Kingdom 

Since 1989, British Coal has been evaluating an ad-
vanced power generation technology known as the 
British Coal Topping Cycle, at Grimethorpe. The sys-
tem is based on the partial gasification of coal in an 
air-blown pressurized fluidized-bed gasifier coupled 
with the combustion of residual char in a circulating 
fluidized-bed combustor (CFBC). The low calorific 
value (LCV) fuel gas produced in the gasifier, after 
cooling to 600°C or below and cleaning, is burned in 
the combustor of a gas turbine. 

Steam for a steam turbine is raised using heat 
recovered from the char combustor and from the gas 
turbine exhaust. Power is generated with a combina-
tion of steam and gas turbines. 

British Coal is currently engaged in a development 
program, the Grimethorpe Topping Cycle Project 
(GTCP) to demonstrate the feasibility of operating a 
commercial gas turbine on coal-derived gas at elevated 
temperatures. 

The United Kingdom Government has contributed 
$2117 million, PowerGen $1.34 million in cash (and 
additional technical support), and GEC Alsthom 
$3.58 million in cash and kind. British Coal has funded 
the remainder of the program, and the four parties 
signed the collaborative GTCP Agreement 
February 1992. 

Further work on the development of the Topping 
Cycle is being undertaken by British Coal, principally 
at its Coal Research Establishment near Cheltenham. 
This includes operation of a pilot-scale pressurized 
fluidized-bed gasifier, and studies into char combus-
tion, utilization of gasifier char in a CFBC, and clean-
ing and combustion of LCV gas. 

Results from these studies and complementary studies 
being carried out by GEC Alsthom as part of the 
GTCP, together with analysis of results from the ex-
perimental work at Grimethorpe, will be employed in 
a joint appraisal of Topping Cycle technology to be 
carried out as part of the GTCP in 1993. 

The turbine at Grimethorpe began operating in 
March 1991.
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The next stage in the development of the British Coal 
Topping Cycle will involve building a demonstration 
plant. 

ABB Carbon of Finspong in Sweden is proposing the 
construction of a medium-sized demonstration plant to 
prove both the enhanced PFBC and Topping Cycle 
concepts. AUB's initial analysis indicates that a 
powerplant using a United Kingdom coal costing about 
$46 per ton to produce an output of some 
170 megawatt-electrical could produce electricity at 
around 45 mills per kilowatt-hour plus or minus 
10 percent, and could compete with natural gas for

cost of electricity with natural gas at about 6 mills per 
kilowatt-hour. 

Fife Energy Ltd., a Scottish power company, is develop-
ing the United Kingdom's first IGCC power station in 
Fife, Scotland. The !GCC to be employed at the 
facility is based on British Gas/Lurgi's slagging gasifica- 
tion technology. The 10CC will produce less than 
10 percent of the United States standard for emissions 
from new power sources. 
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IkHtIsA1 LWI 

CANADIAN COAL MINING NOT A BIG FACTOR 
IN GLOBAL METHANE EMISSIONS 

According to two recent reports, "Global Methane 
Emissions from the Coal Industry," published by the 
Coal Industry Advisory Board to the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
and "Canada's Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Estimates 
for 1990," published by Environment Canada, coal min-
ing plays a fairly small role in overall global methane 
emissions. 

Both reports illustrate that the ability to estimate 
methane emissions from coal mining is limited--
particularly for surface mines, which produce about 
94 percent of Canadian coal. For example, Environ-
ment Canada estimated that 3 times as much methane 
is released from overlying rock and underlying struc-
ture as from the coal itself, while the Coal Industry 
Advisory Board report makes no mention of this fac-
tor. In addition, if OECD methodology is applied to 
Canadian mines, the calculated emissions would be 
166 percent higher than Environment Canada's projec-
tions.

The results from the two reports are summarized in 
Table I. The significantly lower percentage for 
Canada is due to many factors such as a small number 
of deep mines, the age and the rank of the coal. 
China, with 92 percent of its coal mined underground, 
and the former Soviet Union, with very deep mines, 
represent 42 percent of the world coal production and 
significantly affect the data. 

TABLE 1 

METHANE EMISSIONS 
(Millions of Tonnes Released Annually) 

	

Canada	 World 

Anthropogenic 	 3.7 
Natural	 25.1 
Total	 22.8	 425 - 675 
Coal Mining	 0.143	 24 

Coat's Percentage of Total 	 03%	 5.6- 3.5% 
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COAL PUBLICATIONS/PATENTS 

RECENT PUBLICATIONS 

The following papers were presented at the 18th International Technical Conference on Coal Utilization and Fuel Sys-
tems held in Clearwater, Florida, April 26-29,1993: 

Reddy, R.G., "Modeling of Sulfur Fixation in the Slag Coal Gasification Combustor" 

Huber, D., et al., "Status of the Clean Coal Technology Demonstration Program" 

Woessner, P.W., et al., "Amax--HiCal Briquetting Project" 

Nakanishi, T., "Present Status of CWM Demonstration Tests in Japan" 

Marcum, J.M., et al., "The Quad E Project--Planning and Engineering Issues" 

Novelli, C., "Application of Coal-Water Fuel Technology in the People's Republic of China" 

Ercolani, D., "The CWF Pipeline System From Shenmu to the Yellow Sea' 

Soong, Y., et al., "Solid Concentration Measurements in a Three-Phase Slurry Reactor by an Ultrasonic 
Technique" 

Srivastava, R.D., et al., "Strategies for Advanced Research in Indirect Liquefaction' 

Shah, IT., et al., "Mixing in Three-Phase Slurry Reactors" 

Bhatt, WL, et al., "Recent Developments in Slurry Reactor Technology at the LaPorte Alternative Fuels 
Development" 

Chang, M., "Slurry Phase Reactor Hydrodynamics" 

Tam, S., "Base Line Design of a Commercial Scale Slurry Phase Fischer-Tropsch Facility' 

Ljubicic, B., et al., "Pipeline Transportation of Upgraded Yugoslavian Lignite Fuel" 

South, D.W., et al., "Clean Coal Technology Adoption: The Use of Regulatory Incentives to Offset Risks and 
Accelerate Deployment" 

Nskala, N.Y., et al., "Devolatilization Kinetic Parameters of Beneficiated Coal-Based Products" 

Cireddu, P., et al., "Characterization of Coal Water Slurries for Gasifiers" 

Li, Y.-X., et al., "Upgrading of Low-Rank Coals and the Preparation of Highly-Loaded Coal Water Slurry Fuel" 

South, D.W., et al., Emission Allowance Trading Under the Clean Air Act Amendments: An Incentive 
Mechanism for the Adoption of Clean Coal Technologies" 

Gillette, J.L., et al., "Applying Environmental Externalities to U.S. Clean Coal Technologies for Asia" 
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The following papers were presented at the American Chemical Society Division of Fuel Chemistry Meeting held in Den-
ver, Colorado, March 28-April 2,1993: 

Bacaud, R., et al., "The Development of a New Iron Catalyst for the Direct Liquefaction of Coal" 

Pradhan, V.R., et a, "Sulfated and Molybdated Iron (III) Oxide Catalysts in Coal Liquefaction" 

Matson, D.W., et al., "Preparation of Ultrafine Catalyst Powders Using a Flow-Through Hydrothermal Process" 

Martino, A., et al., "Synthesis and Characterization of Fe and FeS 2 (Pyrite) Catalyst Particles in Inverse Micelles" 

Darab, J.G., et al., "Reverse Micelle Synthesis of Nanoscale Metal Containing Catalysts" 

Hager, G. T., et al., "Influence of Nanoscale Fe(1)S Particles on Coal Liquefaction" 

Dadyburjor, D.B., et al., "Coal-Liquefaction Catalysts From Ferric Sulfide Disproportionation" 

Walter, T., et al., "The Effects of Iron Carbonyl-Based Catalyst Precursors on the Reaction of 
4-(Naphthy!methyl) Bibenzyl" 

Farcasiu, M., et al., "Complex Iron Catalytic Systems: Relative Catalytic Activity of Various Components" 

Ades, H.F., et al., "Molecular Orbital Calculations for Iron Catalysts" 

Linehan, J., et al., "Results of Catalyst Testing Using Iron-Based Catalysts" 

Cebolla, V.L., et al., "Effect of a Sulfided, Non-Porous Aerosol Fe 0 Catalyst on the Chemical Structure 
of Coal Liquids From the Hydroliquefaction of a Highly Volatile Lturninous Coal" 

Rodriguez, N.M., et al., "Dynamic Studies of the Interaction of Iron Sulfides with Hydrogen" 

Gum, JA., et al., "Activity and Selectivity of Dispersed Iron Catalyst in Coal Liquefaction and Model Compound 
Reactions" 

Mochida, I., et al., "Design of Coal Liquefaction Catalysts with Functions for Recovery and Repeated Use" 

Cugini, A.V., et al., "The Effect of Catalyst Dispersion on Coal Liquefaction with Iron Catalysts" 

Lee, L.K., et al., "A Study of Dispersed Iron-Based Additives in Coal Liquefaction" 

Zmierczak, W., et al., "Hydrogenolytic Activity of Soluble and Solid Fe-Based Catalysts as Related to Coal 
Liquefaction Efficiency' 

Mastral, A.M., et al., "Fe Catalyzed Hydropyrolysis" 

Sanjay, H.G., et al., "Iron-Based Catalysts for Coal/Waste Oil Processing" 

Suzuki, T., "Development of Highly Dispersed Coal Liquefaction Catalysts" 

Anderson, L.L., et al., "Catalytic Hydroliquefaction of Coal Using Molybdenum and Iron-Promoted Catalysts" 

Taghiei, M.M., et al., "Use of Cation-Exchange to Produce Highly Dispersed Iron Catalysts in Low-Rank Coals" 
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Olson, E.S., et al., "Options for Iron-Catalyzed Liquefaction of Low-Rank Coals" 

Tang, Y., et al., "Activity of Slurry Phase Iron-Based Catalysts for Hydrogenation and Hydrocracking of Model 
Systems" 

Freund, F., et al., "Charge Distribution Analysis of Iron Oxide Catalysts" 

Ibrahim, M.M., et al., "Free Radical Investigations of Direct Coal Liquefaction with Fe-Based Catalysts Using 
Electron Spin Resonance Spectroscopy" 

Rao, V.U.S., "An Evaluation of Particle Size Measurement Techniques for Dispersed Iron Catalysts" 

Ganguly, B., et al., "Mossbauer Studies of Fe-Based Ultrafine Coal Liquefaction Catalysts" 

Zhao, J., et al., "Structure and Phase Transition of an Ultrafine Iron Oxide Catalysts" 

Srinivasan, R., et al., "Characterization of Sulfided Iron Catalysts" 

Sommerfeld, D.A., et al., "Tracking Iron Catalysts in Hydrotreated Blind Canyon Coal" 

Kim, J.Y., et al., "Depth Profile Studies of Catalyst/Liquefied Coal Residues" 

Stohl, F.V., "Activity Testing of Fine-Particle Size, Unsupported, Iron-Based Catalysts" 

Baker, R.T.K., et a]., "The Effect of CO Co-adsorption on the Hydrogenation Properties of Iron" 

Olson, E.S., "Coal Conversion at the K/T Boundary: Remnants of the Hazardous Waste" 

Erickson, TA., et a]., "Trace Element Behavior in Gasification Systems" 

Wells, A.W., "The Gas Phase Derivatization of Coal" 

Sims, L.L., et al., "The Role of Catalyst Precursor Anions in Char Reactivity" 

Jagtoyen, M., et al., "Activated Carbons From Bituminous Coals: A Comparison of H 3PO4 and KOH Activants" 

Stewart, M.L., et al., "Treatment of Activated Carbons for Densification" 

Verheyen, V., et al., "Formed Activated Carbons From Bituminous Coals by KOH Activation" 

Kisamori, S., et a]., "SO 2 and NO Removal at Ambient Temperatures Using Activated Carbon Fibers" 

Mochida, I., et a]., "High Performance, Moderate Cost Mesophase Pitch Based Carbon Fibers" 

Bi, X-.X., et al., "Laser Pyrolysis Production of Nanoscale Carbon Black" 

Eser, S., et a]., "A GC/MS Analysis and Carbonization of Decant Oils" 

Runge, B.D., et al., "Characterization of the Products of Mild Gasification at the University of North Dakota 
Energy and Environmental Research Center" 

Lafferty, CJ., et al., "Ion Exchange Properties of Selected North American Low-Rank Coals" 
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Keogh, RA., et al., "Liquefaction Pathways of Bituminous and Subbituminous Coals and Their Intermediates" 

Nishioka, M., et al., "New Directions to Preconversion Processing of Coal" 

Yun, Y., et al., "Effects of Thermal and Solvent Pretreatments on the Elastic Properties of Coal" 

Anderson, R.K., et at., "Assessment of Small Particle Iron Oxide Catalyst for Coal Liquefaction" 

Warzinski, ....."Effect of a Catalyst on the Dissolution of Blind Canyon Coal" 

Schroeder, K.T., et al., "Equilibrium Adsorption of Molybdate by Coal" 

Aid; T., et al., "Empirical Evaluation of Coal Affinity for Various Chemicals" 

Guthrie, R.D., "Promotion of Deuterium Incorporation From D 2 Into Coal Model Compounds by Benzylic 
Radicals" 

Kottenstette, RJ., et al., "Coal Liquefaction Using Donor Solvents Hydrogenated at Low Temperatures" 

Ryan, D., et al., "Bimetallic Ru/Mo Catalyst Particles for HDN of Tetrahydroquinoline" 

Song, C., et al., 'Temperature-Programmed Liquefaction of Coals Using Bimetallic Dispersed Catalysts From 
Organometallic Complexes" 

Kelkar, S., et al., "Mild Pretreatment Methods for Improving the Low Severity Reactivity of Argonne Premium 
Coals" 

Winans, R.E., et al., "Dissolution of the Argonne Premium Coal Samples in Strong Base" 

McArthur, CA., et al., "Effect of Chlorobenzene Treatment on the Low-Severity Liquefaction of Coals" 

Wenzel, KA., et al., "The Structural Alteration of Huminite by Low-Severity Liquefaction" 

Serio, MA., et al., 'The Effects of Moisture and Cations on Liquefaction of Low-Rank Coals" 

Vorres, K.S., "Effect of Temperature, Sample Size and Gas flow Rate on Drying of Beulah-Zap Lignite and 
Wyodak Subbituminous Coal" 

Saini, A.K., et al., "Influence of Drying and Oxidation of Coal on its Catalytic and Thermal Liquefaction. 1. 
Conversion and Products Distribution" 

Saini, A.K., et at., "Influence of Drying and Oxidation of Coal on its Catalytic and Thermal Liquefaction. 2. 
Characterization of Dried and Oxidized Coal and Residues" 

Lim, S.C., et al., "CO Pretreatment and Liquefaction of Subbituminous Coal' 

Sanjay, H.G., et al., "Reactor System Development to Reduce Coal Liquefaction Severity" 

Kaufman, EN., et al., "Use of Biocatalysts for the Solubilization/Liquefaction of Bituminous Coal in a Fluidized 
Bed Bioreactor" 

Zhang, C., et at., "Dynamics of the Extract Molecular-Weight Distribution in Supercritical Thermolysis of Coal: 
Continuous-Mixture Kinetics"
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Pugnilre, Ri., et al., "The Use of Solid State C-fl NMR Spectroscopy to Study Pyridine Extracted and Extraction 
Residues in Argonne Premium Coals" 

Chou, M.-I.M., et al., "Organic Volatile Matter and its Sulfur-Containing Compounds Produced by Coal 
Pyrolysis" 

Rube!, AM., et al., "Activated Carbon for Selective Removal of Nitrogen Oxide From Combustion flue Gas" 
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since March 1993) 

ACME COAL GASIFICATION DESULFURINO PROCESS - ACME Power Company (C-9) 

American Plastics and Chemicals, Inc. (APAq, based in Los Angeles, California, signed an agreement in 1990 to acquire the Acme 
Powerplant located in Sheridan, Wyoming. The Acme facility is a 12 megawatt coal-fired steam plant, which has been idle since 
1977 when it was shut down in anticipation of new power generating facilities. 

APAC formed Acme Power Company, a wholly-owned subsidiary, which will bring the Acme plant up to current environmental 
standards with appropriate emission controls prior to bringing it back on-line. The plant will initially operate in a conventional 
mode, using locally purchased coal. In addition to providing revenue through electric power sales, the plant, with its modular 
design, will provide for a long term commercial demonstration of the desulfurizing coal gasification process which APAC has op-
tioned. 

The project will demonstrate the commercial viability of the desulfurizing gasification technology and make it ready for the retrofit 
of other coal-fired facilities. 

The APAC coal gasification process can emphasize either acetylene production from calcium carbide or power generation, depend-
ing on the coal-to-limestone ratio used. Increasing the limestone component produces byproduct calcium carbide, from which 
acetylene can be produced. Increasing the coal component results in byproduct calcium sulfide. 

APAC's consulting engineers estimate that it will take about one year to bring the plant on-line alter power sale contracts, environ-
mental permits, and project financing have been put in place. 

Project Cat Undisclosed 

ADVANCED COAL LIQUEFACTION PILOT PLANT AT W1I.SONVILLE - Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and 
United States Department of Energy (DOE) (C-b) 

EPRI assumed responsibility for the 6 tons per day Wilsonville, Alabama pilot plant in 1974. This project had been initiated by 
Southern Company and the Edison Electric Institute in 1972. The Department of Energy began cofunding Wilsonville in 1976. 

The initial thrust of the program at the pilot plant was to develop the SRC-1 process. That program evolved over the years in terms 
of technology and product slate objectives. Kerr-McGee Critical Solvent Deashing was identified as a replacement for filtration 
which was utilized initially in the plant and a Kerr-McGee owned unit was installed in 1979. The technology development at Wil-
sonville continued with the installation and operation of a product hydrotreating reactor that has allowed the plant to produce a 
No. 6 oil equivalent liquid fuel product as well as avery high distillate product yield. 

The Wilsonville Pilot Plant was subsequently used to test the Integrated Two-Stage Liquefaction (ITSL) process. In the two stage 
approach, coal is first dissolved under heat and pressure into a heavy, viscous oil. Then, after ash and other impurities are removed 
in an intermediate step, the oil is sent to a second vessel where hydrogen is added to upgrade the oil into a lighter, more easily 
refined product. A catalyst added in the second stage aids the chemical reaction with hydrogen. Catalytic hydrotreatment in the 
second stage accomplishes two distinct purposes; (1) higher-quality distillable products are produced by mild hydroconversion, and 
(2) high residuum content, donor rich solvent is produced for recycle to the coal conversion first stage reactor. Separating the 
process into two stages rather than one keeps the hydrogen consumption to a minimum. Also, mineral and heavy organic com-
pounds in coal are removed between stages using Kerr-McGee's Critical Solvent Deashing unit before they can foul the catalyst. 

ITSL results showed that 30 percent less hydrogen was needed to turn raw coal into a clean-burning fuel that can be used for gener-
ating electricity in combustion turbines and boilers. Distillable product yields of greater than 60 percent MAP coal were 
demonstrated on bituminous coal. Similar operations with sub-bituminous coal demonstrated distillates yields of about 55 percent 
MAP. This represents substantial improvement over single stage coal liquefaction processes. 

Tests then concentrated on testing both types of coals with the deashing step relocated downstream of the catalytic hydrotreatment. 
Results showed that previous improvements noted for the two-stage approach were achievable (no loss in catalyst activity). Lower 
product cost was indicated for this reconfigured operation in that the two reactor stages may be coupled as part of one system. The 
results from the reconfigured operation also indicated the potential for further improvements in product quality and/or produc-
tivity through use of the coupled-reactor approach. This was confirmed in tests which used a truly coupled, two-stage thermal-
catalytic reaction system in conjunction with an improved hydrotreatment catalyst. The nickel based catalyst (AMOCAT 1-C) was 
developed by Amoco Corporation, a program co-sponsor. In that test, coal space velocity was increased by 60 to 90 percent over 
previous operations, while catalyst productivity doubled. Furthermore, an improved configuration was developed and proven out, 
whereby only the net vacuum bottoms are deashed, thereby reducing the equipment size substantially. 

Recent work emphasized identifying potential cost benefits through advantageous feedstock selecting. This includes the use of 
lower ash (Ohio) coal and lower cost (Texas) lignite. The Ohio coal run results suggest that deep cleaning of the coal prior to li-
quefaction can increase distillate yield by 7-8 percent.
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srxrus OF COAL PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since March 1993) 

COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

Work using the Arnocat catalyst indicated the need to improve lint stage reactor design. This led to modification of the L/D 
criteria which resulted in increased productivity corresponding to improved mixing. This improvement was also demonstrated with 
low-rank (Powder River Basin) coal. Further improvements for low-rank coal liquefaction were demonstrated using dispersed 
molybdemum catalyst in place of extracted catalyst in the lint reaction. In addition to increasing productivity, the dispersed 
catalyst permits the use of a less expensive entrained n ow (bubble column) reactor in place of the fluidized (ebullated) bed which is 
still required in the second reactor. Dosage of less than 200 ppm was effective, thus no catalyst recovery is required. 

Project Cost: Construction and operating costs (through calendar 1990):$139 million 

ADVANCED POWER GENERATION SYSTEM - British Coal Corporation, United Kingdom Department of Trade and Industry, 
European Commission, PowerGen, GEC/Aisthom (C-is) 

British Coal Corporation is carrying out a research program to develop an advanced coal fired power generation system. In this 
system coal is gasified to produce a fuel gas which is used to drive a gas turbine. The waste heat recovery from the gas turbine is 
then integrated with a fluidized bed combustion steam turbine cycle. 

The integrated system is expected to have an efficiency of about 48 percent. 

At present the different technologies are being developed separately. A 12 tonne per day, air blown, pressurized, spouted bed 
gasifier developed at the Coal Research Establishment, Gloucestershire, started operating in 1990. This is providing design data 
for the next scale of plant. 

The combustor, necessary to optimize the steam cycle and to burn unconverted carbon from the gasifier, is a CFBC. 

At Grimethorpe, British Coal's large scale experimental PFBC has completed a program where a coal derived gas is passed through 
an experimental gas turbine. In conventional PFBC, coal is burned under pressure and the hot pressurized gases are fed directly 
into a gas turbine. However the operating temperature of a PFBC is usually only about 850°C to avoid sintering of the ash. This 
comparatively low temperature at the gas turbine inlet limits efficiency. 

To overcome this, British Coal engineers pro0pcsed a topping cycle. It entails burning a coal-derived fuel gas in the gas in the gas 
turbine combustor, at a temperature to 1,260 C or more. In the Grimethorpe experiment the fuel gas was propane. In due course 
it will be provided by a spouted bed gasifier. 

The gas turbine operation is funded by British Coal, United Kingdom Department of Trade and Industry, PowerGen, 
GEC/Aisthom and EPRL The gasifier work is funded by British Coal and the European Community. 

AECI AMMONIA/METHANOl. OPERATIONS - AECI LTD. (C-20) 

AECI operates a 100 ton per day methanol facility and a 1,000 ton per day ammonia plant at its Modderfontein works near Johan-
nesburg. The plant uses six Koppers-Totzck two-headed gasifiers operating at 1,600 degrees C and atmospheric pressure to gener-
ate synthesis gas from sub-bituminous South African coal of low sulfur and high ash content. The ammonia plant, which utilizes 
conventional technology in the synthesis loop, has been in service since 1974 while the methanol unit, which employs IC's low pres-
sure process, has been running since 1976. The plant is operating very satisfactorily at full capacity. 

AECI has successfully completed the piloting of a methanol to hydrocarbons process using Mobil zeolite catalyst The design of a 
commercial scale ethylene plant using this process has been completed. 

AEC] has also pursued development programs to promote methanol as a mute to transportation fuel. Test programs include 
operation of a test fleet of vehicles on gasoline blends with up to 15 percent methanol, operation of other test cars on neat 
methanol, and operation of modified diesel trucks on methanol containing ignition promoters, trademarked DIESANOL by 
AECI. DIESANOL" is currently being evaluated as a diesel fuel replacement in a number of countries. 

AECI has completed a detailed study to assess the economic feasibility of a coal-based synthetic fuels project producing gasoline 
and diesel using methanol conversion technology. The results of this study were encouraging technically, but lacked economic 
feasibility, with the result that further work in this area has been suspended. 

Project Cost Not disclosed 

AMAX/EMRC MILD GASIFICATION DEMONSTRATION— AMAX, University of North Dakota Energy and Minerals Research 
Center (EMRC) (C-31) 

AMAX is considering a 1,000 ton per day plant at its Chinook Mine in Indiana. A fast fluidized-bed reactor will be used for mild 
gasification of this caking coal. It is planned to produce a diesel type fuel, as well as pure chemicals such as benzene and phenol. 
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

AMAX conducted preleasibility studies and concluded that favorable economies depend upon upgrading the mild gasification chars 
to a higher value product. This is because chat has lower volatile matter content and higher ash content than the starting coal. 
These characteristics make chat a low value utility fuel. The char will be cleaned by simple physical methods, then further 
processed into a metallurgical coke substitute (pellets or briquettes) and possibly to activated carbon for the pollution control in- 
dustry. The location of this project offers distinct marketing advantages for these products. 

A 100 pound per hour mild gasification process demonstration unit was started up at the Energy and Environmental Research an-
ter in Grand Forks, North Dakota in the fall of 1990. 

BEWAG 0CC PROJECT - BEWAG AG, RAE Energie-Anlagen Berlin CImbH, Ruhrkohle Gel und Gas 0mM-I, and Lurgi GmbH 
(C-35)

BEWAG AG of Berlin, in cooperation with others listed, has started to evaluate a project called "Erection and testing of a CCC-
based demonstration plant" 

The project's ultimate goal is the erection of a 195 megawatt pressurized circulating fluidized bed (CFB) combined cycle 
powerplant, with 95 megawatts obtained from the gasification, and 100 megawatts from the combustion section. As both sections 
may be operated individually, the 52 megawatt gas turbine could also operate on oil or natural gas. 

An engineering study to investigate the general feasibility of both pressurized CFB gasification and the coupling of pressurized 
CFB gasification with atmospheric CFB combustion was concluded in 1986. 

A second phase component testing program, costing DM12 million and supported by the German Ministry of Research and Tech-
nology, was carried out by a working group made up of BEWAG/EAB (Berlin), Ruhrkohle Oel and Gas 0mM-I (Bottrop), and 
Lurgi OmbH (Frankfurt), under the project leadership of EAB Energie-Anlagen Berlin Ombil. 

In this study, the design risks of key components were eliminated by detailed tests at pressurized charging valves and the condenser 
for carbonized residues. The availability of hot gas cleaning was proved with test series at electrostatic precipitators and tube Ill- 
ten. The now finished study allows the enlargement to a scaled up powerplant. This powerplant design shows a low grade of com-
plexity on the gasification plant (a result of the dry procedure in gas cleaning) and minimized demand of coal and lime quality. The 
emission of exhaust fumes is reduced by the well known low emission of the CFB coal combustion and the high efficiency grade of 
the combined cycle. The only residues are flue gases and ash. The flue gas does not need to be after-treated. As a result of these 
characteristics, the study found a minimal risk for investment. 

BHEL COAL GASIFICATION PROJECT - Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (India) (C-40) 

Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL), of Vikas Nagar, Hyderabad, India, considers fluidized bed coal gasification as a long 
term perspective for combined cycle power generation. An 18 ton per day coal pilot scale process and equipment development unit 
(PEDU) has been built. 

RHEL, as a manufacturer of power generation equipment, has been involved in research and development activities related to ad-
vanced power systems. These include coal gas-based combined cycles. 

BHEL's involvement in the development of coal gasification concerns the better and wider utilization of high ash, low grade Indian 
coals. The coals normally available for power generation are non-caking and have ash content in the range of 25 to 45 percent by 
weight. The coals have high ash fusion temperature in the range I,523-1,7230X. In the PEDU, coal is gasified by a mixture of air 
and steam at around 1,173 K and at a pressure of 1.013 MPa. 

Phase I of the fluidized bed coal gasification test program in the pilot scale plant is continuing. The plant was commissioned in 
early 1989 and further test trials were conducted. 

In Phase II of the fluidized bed coal gasification program, basic engineering of a demonstration scale 150 ton per day coal capacity 
gasification plant has been completed. The demonstration plant will be integrated with the existing 6.2 megawatt electrical gas 
turbine/steam turbine combined cycle plant. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

BHEL COMBINED CYCLE DEMONSTRATION PLANT - Bharat Heavy Electricals limited (India) (C-SO) 

Bharat Heavy Electricals limited (BHEL) of Hyderabad, India is carrying out a broad-based research program aimed at better and 
wider utilization of Indian coal resources. One phase of that program has involved building a small gasification combined cycle 
demonstration plant using a fixed bed coal gasifier.
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

The combined cycle demonstration plant (CCDP) is installed at the coal research and development complex of BHEL at Trichy. 
The net power generation capacity at full load is 6.2 megawatts. The CCDP scheme consists of an air blown, fixed bed, pressurized 
coal gasifier, an industrial gas turbine firing the low-BTU coal gas, and a waste heat recovery steam generator behind the gas tur-
bine, which supplies a conventional steam turbine/generator. 

The plant was commissioned in March 1988 and has been in test operation since then, testing various coals with ash content in the 
25 to 40 percent range. 

The test program on this plant has been completed and the plant's performance has been evaluated. A comprehensive test 
program was initiated for exploiting the moving bed gasification technology for commercialization. 

Project Cost Not disclosed 

BOTFROP DIRECT COAL UOUEFACI'ION PILOT PLANT PROJECT— Ruhrkohle AG, Veba Oct AG, Minister of 
Economics, Small Businessand Technology of the State of North-Rhine Westphalia, and Federal Minister of Research and Technology of 
Germany (C-60) 

During operation of the pilot plant the process improvements and equipment components have been tested. The last improvement 
made being the operation of an integrated refining step in the liquefaction process. It worked successfully between late 1986 and 
the end of April 1987. Approximately 11,000 tons raffinate oil were produced from 20,000 tons of coal in more than 2,000 operating 
hours. 

By this new mode of operation, the oil yield is increased to 58 percent. The formation of hydrocarbon gases is as low as 19 percent. 
The specific coal throughput was raised up to 0.6 tons per cubic meter per hour., Furthermore high grade refined products are 
produced instead of crude oil. The integrated refining step causes the nitrogen and oxygen content in the total product oil to drop 
to approximately 100 ppm and the sulfur content to less than 10 ppm. 

Besides an analytical testing program, the project involves upgrading of the coal-derived syncrude to marketable products such as 

gasoline, diesel fuel, and light heating oil. The hydrogenation residues were gasified either in solid or in liquid form in the 
Ruhrkohle/Ruhrchemie gasification plant at Oberhauscn-Holten to produce syngas and hydrogen. 

The development program of the Coal Oil Plant Bottrop was temporarily suspended in April 1987. Reconstruction work for a 
bivalent coal/heavy oil process was finished at the end of 1987. The plant capacity is 9 tons/hour of coal or alternatively 
24 tons/hour of heavy vacuum residual oil. The first oil-in" tools place at the end of January 1988. Since then approximately 
325,000 tons of heavy oil have been processed. A conversion rate over 90 percent and an oil yield of 85 percent haw been con-
finned. 

The project was subsidized by the Minister of Economics, Small Business and Technology of the State of North-Rhine Westphalia 
and since mid-1984 by the Federal Minister of Research and Development of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

Project Cost DM830 million y end-1987) 

BRITISH COAL LIQUID SOLVENT EXTRACTION PROJECT - British Coal, British Department of Trade and Industr y. European 
Economic Community, Ruhrkohle AG, Amoco (C-70) 

British Coal is operating a 2.5 tons per day pilot plant facility at its Point of Ayr site, near Holywell in North Wales utilizing its 
Liquid Solvent Extraction Process, a two-stage system for the production of gasoline and diesel from coal. In the process, a hot, 
coal-derived solvent is mixed with coal. The solvent extract is filtered to remove ash and carbon residue, followed by hydrogena- 
tion to produce a syncrude boiling below 300 degrees C as a precursor for transport fuels and chemical feedstocks. Studies have 
confirmed that the process can produce high yields of gasoline and diesel very efficiently—work on world-wide coals has shown that 
it can liquefy economically most coals and lignite and can handle high ash feedstocks. 

British Coal dries and pulverizes the coal, then slurries it with a hydrogen donor solvent. The coal slurry is pressurized and heated, 
then fed to a digester that dissolves up to 95 percent of the coal. The digest is cooled, depressurized and filtered to remove mineral 
matter and undissolved coal. A fraction of the solvent washes the filter cake to displace the coal extract solution; residual wash oil 
is recovered by a vacuum that dries the filter cake. 

The coal extract solution is then pressurized, mixed with hydrogen and heated before being fed to the ebullating bed hydrocracking 
reactors.
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

The productfrom this stage is distilled to recover the recyclable solvent and produce LPG (propane and butane), naphtha and 
mid-distillate. A byproduct pitch stream is siphoned off although material in this boiling range is primarily returned to the digest-
ion stage as part of the solvent. The remaining streams consist of light hydrocarbon gases and heterogases formed from the 
nitrogen and sulfur in the coal. 

Project Cost: 20 million British pounds (1989 prices) construction cost plus 18 million British pounds (1989 prices) operating costs. 

BROKEN HILL PROJECT - The Broken Hill Proprietary Company Ltd. (CS)) 

The Broken Hill Proprietary Company limited has been investigating the production of transport fuels from coal via continuous 
hydroliquefaction, since 1976 at their Melbourne Research laboratories in Clayton, Victoria, Australia. The current continuous 
processing unit was built in 1980, and since 1982 it has been used to study medium severity hydroliquefaction. Routinely the 
primary liquefaction reactor has a throughput of 3 kg slurry per hour, with a coal to oil ratio of 40,.60, and employs a 112 pressure of 
25 MPa, and a temperature of 450 degrees C 

The main objective is to evaluate and develop alternative hydrolique faction strategies and to test the efficacy of such strategies for 
a small indicative range of Australian coals. The unit is capable of single stage or two-stage operation, and allows for use of dis-
posable catalyst in stage 1 and for recycle of separated solids to stage 1, if desired. Currently, oil yields of between 35 percent and 
55 percent (DAfl coal have been obtained, depending on coal feed and process type. 

Batch micro-autoclaves (50 cubic centimeters) are used extensively in support of the continuous hydroliquefaction unit. Particular 
emphasis has been placed on matters relating to hydrogen transfer. An in-house solvent hydrogen donor index (SHDI) has been 
developed and has proven to be a valuable tool in process development and control, especially in non-catalytic two-stage hydroli-
quefaction. The research has also been concerned with the upgrading (refining) of product syncrudes to specification transport 
fuels. Experimental studies have included hydrotreating, hydrocracking and reforming, for the production of gasoline, jet fuel and 
diesel fuel. Jet and diesel fuel combustion quality requirements, as indicated by smoke point and cetane number for enmple, have 
been achieved via severe hydrotreatment. Alternatively, less severe hydrotreatment and blending with suitable blendstocks has also 
proven effective. High octane unleaded gasolines have been readily produced via consecutive hydrotreating and reforming. 

Substantial efforts have been directed towards understanding the chemical basis of jet and diesel fuel specification properties. As a 
result novel insights into the chemical prerequisites for acceptable fuel quality have been gained and are valid for petroleum 
derived materials and for many types of synthetic crudes. Considerable effort has also been directed towards developing special-
ized analytical methodology, particularly via NMR spectroscopy, to service the above process studies. 

The work is supported under the National Energy Research Development and Demonstration Program (NERD&DP) adminis-
tered by the Australian Federal Government. 

This project has been completed. Experimental work ceased in June 1992 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

BROOKHAVEN MILD GASIFICATION OF COAL - Brookhaven National Laboratory and United States Department of Energy 
(C-90)

A program is under way on mild gasification of coal to heavy oils, tars and chars under mild processconditions of near atmos-
pheric pressure and temperatures below 750 degrees C A test matrix has been designed to obtain the process chemistry,yields and 
characterization of liquid product over a wide range of tepiperature (50) to 750 degrees C), coal particle residence time (10 seconds 
to 50 minutes), heatup rate (50 degrees C/second to 10 degrees C/second) coal particle size (50 to 300 microns) and additives 
(slaked lime, recycle ash, silica flour, recycle char). A combined entrained and moving bed reactor is being used to obtain the data. 
Four different types of coal have been tried, Kentucky No. 8 and Pittsburgh No. 8 bituminous coal, a Mississippi lignite and a 
Wyodak subbituminous. Generally the yields of oils from bituminous coals range between 20-25 percent (MAP), and about 
15 percent for subbitumiaous coal. 

A processfor producing dean 
carbon black and coproduct hydrogen-rich gas and liquid methanol competitive with current prices 

of oil and gas is being developed. The HYDROCARB process can use any carbonaceous feedstock including coal, char, biomass 
and municipal solid waste. HYDROCARD provides clean fuel for heat engines (turbines and diesels), and offers reduced CO2 
emissions. 

Project Cost: $20),(0
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

BUGGENUM 10CC POWER PLANT - (C-91) 

A commercial prototype 10CC plant is under construction at Burgenum in the Netherlands, The system was desi gned as one 
process train with a combined cycle of 270 MW. 

CALDERON ENERGY GASIFICATION PROJECT - Calderon Energy Company, United States Department of Energy (C-95) 

Calderon Energy Company is constructing a coal gasification process development unit. The Calderon process targets the clean 
production of electrical power with coproduction of Fuel methanol. 

Phase I activity and Phase II, detailed design, have been completed. Construction of the process development unit (FbI)) was 
completed in 1990. Test operation began in October 1990 and moat 50 percent capacity during the early stages. 

The PDU will demonstrate the Calderon gasification process. In the process, run-of-mine high sulfur coal is first pyrolyzed to 
recover a rich gas (medium ff11)), after which the resulting char is subjected to aisblown gasification to yield a lean gas (low BTU 
gas). The process incorporates an integrated system of hot gas cleanup which removes both particulate and sulfur components of 
the gas products, and which cracks the rich gas to yield a syngas (CO and H mix) suitable for further conversion (e.g., to 
methanol). The lean gas is suitable to fuel the combustion turbine of a combidd cycle power generation plant The PDU is 
specified for an operating pressure of 350 psig as would be required to support combined cycle power production. 

The pilot project, designed to process 25 tons of coal per day, is expected to operate for six to twelve months while operating data 
is gathered and any bugs" in the system are worked out 

The federal government has contributed $12 million toward project costs, with another $13 million coming from the Ohio Coal 
Development Office. 

Calderon Energy has obtained certification from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission as a Qualifying Facility for a commer-
cial site in Bowling Green, Ohio. Calderon filed a proposal under the Clean Coal Technology program Round V to build a 
cogeneration facility supplying 87 megawatts of electricity and 613 tons of methanol per day. The project did not receive funding, 
however, in Round III or IV. A preliminary design and cost estimate has been prepared by Bechtel. Calderon is negotiating with 
Toledo Edison to sell the electricity which would be produced. 

Project Cost Total Cost $242 million, PDU $20 million 

CAMDEN CLEAN ENERGY PROJECT - Camden Clean Energy Partners Ltd. Partnershi p, made up of Duke Enerey Corp., General 
Electric Co., and Air Products and Chemicals. Inc. (C-100) 

A 480 megawatt advanced 10CC power plant is planned for Camden. NJ. Power from the plant will be sold to Public Service 
Electric and Gas Co. through an anticipated power sales agreement. 

stanoaras. 

The proiect will also include a demonstration of a 23 MW molten carbonate fuel cell, which will be o perated with a portion of the 
clean coal cases. 

The nroiect was selected under the United States De partment of Energy Clean Coal Technology Demonstration Round 5. The es-
timated total proiect cost is $780 million, of which DOE will provide 25 percent.
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

CHARFUEL PROJECT - Wyoming Coal Refining Systems, Inc., a subsidiary of Carbon Fuels Corporation (C-itO) 

Wyoming Coal Refining Systems, Inc. (WCRS) has secured about half the financing required for a 150 ton per day Qiarfuel project 
at the Dave Johnston Powerplant near Glenrock, Wyoming. The plant would include gas processing and aromatic naphtha 
recovery with off-cite hydrotreating and product quality verification. 

The State of Wyoming has contributed $8 million and has committed to provide an additional $83 million in assistance, contingent 
on WCRS raising* certain amount of private capital. WCRS has secured over $4 million in capital and contributions. 

WCRS has solicited the U.S. Department of Energy for funding under the Clean Coal Technology program but was turned down 
for support in Round 4 of the program in 1991. 

The project involves demonstrating a coal refining process. The first step is Thydrodisproportionation which the company says is 
based on short residence time flash volatilization. Resulting char may be mixed back with process-derived liquid hydrocarbons to 
make a stable, high-BTU, pipelineable slurry fuel. This compliance fuel could be burned in coal-fired or modified oil-fired burners. 
The char can also be used as a feedstock for integrated combined cycle gasification (10CC). Additional products manufactured 
during the refining process would include ammonia, sulfur, methanol, MTBE, BTX, and aromatic naphtha. 

WCRS has completed a program which verified the design of the injector/mixer system. This work was cofunded by the Depart-
ment of Energy and conducted at the Wcstera Research Institute in Laramie, Wyoming. WCRS is presently in the design phase of 
an 18 ton per day pilot unit which will integrate the Charfuel hydrocracker with commercially available processes to optimize the - 
operating conditions for the 150 ton per day project as well as commercial facilities. 

Wyoming officials have turned down a request from WCRS for an additional $23 million in low-interest loans from state funds 
saying that the requirement for matching funds has not been met. 

Project Cost $243 million 

CHEMICALS FROM COAL - Tennessee Eastman Co. (C.120) 

Tennessee Eastman Company, a manufacturing unit of Eastman Chemical Company, operates its chemicals from coal complex at 
Kingsport, Tennessee at the design rate of 1,100 short tons per day. The Texaco coal gasification process is used to produce the 
synthesis gas for manufacture of 1.2 billion pounds per year of acetic anhydride. Methyl alcohol and methyl acetate are produced 
as intermediate chemicals, and sulfur is recovered and sold. 

The completion of a $200 million expansion program in October 1991 added two new chemical plants to the original complex, dou-
bling its output of acetyl chemicals from coal. 

Project Cat Unavailable 

CHINA ASH AGGLOMERATING GASIFIER PROJECT - The Institute of Coal Chemistry, China (C-123) 

The Institute of Coal Chemistry (ICC) of the Chinese Academy of Sciences is developing an ash agglomerating coal gasification 
process. The process is applicable to a wide range of coals including those with high ash content and high ash fusion temperature. 

In 1983, a small scale pilot gasifier, or PDU, was set up. At first, different coals were gasified with air/steam as gasifying agents to 
make low heating value gas for industry. Later, coals were gasified with oxygen/steam to make synthetic gas for chemical synthesis. 
A pilot scale gasification system of 24 tons per day coal throughput was scheduled for startup in late 1990. 

The gasifier is a cylindrical column of 03 meter inside diameter with a conical gas distributor and central jet tube on the bottom. 
The enlarged upper section is 0.45 meter inside diameter in order to settle out the gas-entrained coarse particles. The total height 
of the gasifier is about 73 meters. 

Predried coal is blown into the gasifier alter passing through the lockhopper and weighing system. Preheated air/steam (or 
oxygen/steam) enters the gasifier separately through a gas distributor and central jet tube. The coal particles an mixed with hot 
bed materials and decomposed to gas and char. Because of the central jet, there is high temperature zone in the dense bed in 
which the ash is agglomerated into larger and heavier particles. The product gas passes through two cyclones in series to separate 
the entrained fine particles. Then the gas is scrubbed and collected particles are recycled into the gasifier through standpipes. The 
fines recycle and ash agglomeration make the process efficiency very high. 

Based on the PDU data and cold model data, a 1 meter inside diameter gasifier system was designed and constructed. it is to be 
operated at atmospheric pressure to 03 MPa with a coal feed rate of 1 ton per hour.
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

CIGAS GASIFICATION PROCESS PROJECT - Fundacao de Ciencia e Teenologia—CIENFEC (C-130) 

The CIGAS Process for the generation of medium BTU gas is aimed at efficient technological alternatives suitable for Brazilian 
mineral coals of high ash content. No gasification techniques are known to be available and commercially tested for Brazilian coals. 

The CIGAS Process research and development program has been planned for the interval from 1976 to 1998. In 1977 an atmos-
pheric bench scale reactor was built, from which were obtained the first gasification data for Brazilian coals in a fluidized bed reac-
tor. In 1978 a feasibility study was completed for the utilization of gas generated as industrial fuel. Next the first pressurized reac-
tor in Latin America was built in bench scale, and the first results for pressurized coal gasification were obtained. 

In 1979 the first atmospheric fluidized bed pilot scale unit was assembled (with a throughput of 7.2 tons per day of coal). In 1980 a 
project involving a pressurized unit for oxygen and steam began (20 atmospheres and 03 tons per day of coal). The plant was fully 
operational in 1982. In 1984 the pressurized plant capacity was enlarged to 25 tons per day of processed coal and at the same time 
air was replaced by oxygen in the atmospheric plant. This unit started processing 17 tons per day of coal. 

In 1986 a unit was built to treat the liquid effluents generated throughout the process and studies on hot gas desulfurization were 
started in bench scale. By the end of 1988 pilot scale studies were finished. As the result of this stage, a conceptual design for a 
prototype unit will be made. This prototype plant will be operational in 1994 and in 1996 the basic project for the demonstration 
unit will be started. The demonstration unit is planned to be operational in 2DDI. 

Project Cat US$6.0 million up to the end of 1988. The next stage of development will require USSR million. 

CIVOGAS ATMOSPHERIC GASIFICATION PILOT PLANT - Fundacao de Clencia e Technolgia - CIENTEC (C-133) 

The CIVOGAS process pilot plant is an atmospheric coal gasification plant with air and steam in a fluidized-bed reactor with a 
capacity of five gigajoules per hour of low-BTU gas. It was designed to process Brazilian coals at temperatures up to 1,000°C The 
pilot gasifier Is about six meters high and 0.9 meters inner diameter. The bed height is usually 1.6 meters (maximum 2.0 meters). 

The CIVOGAS pilot plant has been successfully operating for approximately 10,000 hours since mid 1984 and has been working 
mainly with subbituminous coals with ash content between 35 to 55 percent weight (moistura.free). Cold gas yields for both coals 
axe typically 65 and 50 percent respectively with a carbon conversion rate of 68 and 60 weight percent respectively. 

The best operating conditions to gasify low-rank coals in the fluidized bed have been found to be 1,000 degrees C, with the steam 
making up around 20 percent by weight of the air-steam mixture. 

Two different coals have been processed in the plant. The results obtained with Leao coal are significantly better than those for 
Candiota coal, the differences being mostly due to the relative contents of ash and moisture in the feedstock. 

CIENTEC expects that in commercial plants or in larger gasifiers, better results will be obtained, regarding coal conversion rate 
and cold gas yield due to greater major residence time, and greater heat recovery from the hot raw gas. 

According to the CIENTEC researchers, the fluidized-bed distributor and the bottom char withdrawal system have been their main 
concerns, and much progress has been made. 

COALPLEX PROJECT - ABC (C-140) 

The Coalplex Project is an operation of AECI Chlor-Alkali and Plastics, Ltd. The plant manufactures poly-vinyl chloride (PVC) 
and caustic soda from anthracite, lime, and salt. The plant is fully independent of imported oil. Because only a limited supply of 
ethylene was available from domestic sources, the carbide-acetylene process was selected. The plant has been operating since 1977. 
The five processes include calcium carbide manufacture from coal and calcium oxide; acetylene production from calcium carbide 
and "ter brine electrolysis to make chlorine, hydrogen, and caustic, conversion of acetylene and hydrogen chloride to vinyl 
chloride; and vinyl chloride polymerization to PVC Of the five plants, the carbide, acetylene, and VCM plants represent the main 
differences between coal-based and conventional PVC technology. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

CO GA-I PROJECT - Coal Gasification, Inc. (C-iso) 

The COGA-1 project has been under development since 1983. The proposed project in Macoupin County, Illinois will consume 
1 million tons of coal per year and will produce 675,000 tons of urea ammonia and 840,000 tons of urea per year. It will use a high-
temperature, high-pressure slagging gasification technology. When completed, the COGA-1 plant would be the largest facility of 
its kind in the world.
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

Sponsors were in the process of negotiations for loan guarantees and price supports from the United States Synthetic Fuels Cor-
poration when the SFC was dismantled by Congressional action in late December 1985. On March 18, 1986 Illinois Governor 
James It Thompson announced a $26 million state and local incentive package for COGA-1 in an attempt to move the $690 million 
project forward. The project sponsor is continuing with engineering and financing efforts. 

Project Cost: $690 million 

COLOMBIA COAL GASIFICATION PROJECT - Caitiocol (C-lw) 

The Colombian state coal company, Carbocol plans for a coal gasification plant in the town of Aniaga in the mountainous inland 
department of Antioquia. 

Japan Consulting Institute is working on a feasibility study on the gasification plant and current plans are to build a US$10 to 
20 million pilot plant initially. This plant would produce what Carbocol calls a clean gas fuel* for certain big industries in Antio-
quia involved in the manufacture of food products, ceramics and glass goods. According to recommendations in the Japanese 
study, this plant would be expanded in the 1990s to produce urea if financing is found. 

Project Cost: $20 million initial 
$200 million eventual 

CORDERO COAL UPGRADING DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - Cordero Mining Company (C-170) 

Cordero Mining Company will demonstrate the Carbontec Syncoal process at a plant to be built near its mine in Gillette, Wyom-
ing. The demonstration will produce 250,000 tons per year of upgraded coal product from high-moisture, low-sulfur, low-rank 
coals. 

The project was selected by the United States Department of Energy (DOE) in 1991 for a Clean Coal Technology Program award. 
DOE will fund 50 percent of the $343 million project cost. However, the cooperative agreement is still being negotiated. 

The Syncoal processconverts high-moisture subbituminous coal into a high-BTU, low-moisture product. Hot oil and flue gas serve 
wheat the coal and to keep it in an inert atmosphere during coal processing. The hot oil seals the surface against moisture as well 
as preventing surface degradation during handling. 

It is expected that this upgraded coal product can be used by midwestern and eastern utilities that currently burn high-sulfur, high-
rank coals to comply with strider environmental regulations. 

Near-term plans call for an expansion of the demonstration project to a I million ton per year plant. Long-term goals are for fur-
ther expansion to produce 4 million tons per year of upgraded coal. 

Project Cost 	 $343 million 

COREX-CPICOR INTEGRATED STEEL/POWER PLANT - Centerior Ener gy Corporation, LTV Steel Company Inc., Air Products 
and Chemicals (C-175 

Selected under the United States Department of Energy (DOE) Ocan Coal Technology Demonstration Round 5. this proiect will 
demonstrate the combined production of hot iron via the COREX process and a combined cycle power plant fueled by the export 
gas from the COREX process, The proposed plant will be integrated into the existin g steelmaking facility at LTV Steel Company's 
Cleveland works. 

The plant will be commercial size, producing 1.17 million tons of hot metal per star and 181 MW of power. 

DOE's share of the estimated $825 million pricetar is 18 percent. 

CRE SPOUTED BED GASIFIER - British Coal, Otto-Simon Carves (C-190) 

A spouted fluidized bed process for making low-BTU fuel gas from coal has been developed by British Coal at the Coal Research 
Establishment (CRE). This project was sponsored by the European Economic Community (EEC) under two separate demonstra- 
tion grants. The results obtained established the basis of a simple yet flexible process for making a gaseous fuel low in sulfur, tar 
and dust.
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The CRE gasification process is based on the use of a submerged spouted bed. A significant proportion of the fluidizing gas is in-
troduced as a jet at the apex of a conical base. This promotes rapid recirculation within the bed enabling caking coals to be 
processed without agglomeration problems. Coals with swelling numbers up to 83 were processed successfully. The remainder of 

nt design iniormation For p commercial scale plant. A range OF commercial gasifiers with a coal throughput typically of 24 to 1W 
tonnes per day have been developed. To this end a license agreement was signed by OSC Process Engineering Ltd. (OSC) to ex-
ploit the technology for industrial application. 

Although OSC has yet to build the first commercial unit, interest has been shown from a large number of potential clients 
worldwide. 

The application of the process for power generation is now being investigated. Various cycles incorporating a piessurized version 
of the spouted bed technology have been studied and power station efficiencies up to 47 percent (lower heating value basis) are 
predicted. A contract with the EEC to develop a pressurized version commenced in January 1989. A 12 tonne/day pilot plant 
capable of operating at pressures up to 20 bar has been constructed and commissioned at CRE. Commissioning of the plant was 
completed in June 1990. Since that time over 1500 hours of oceration have been com pleted successfully with p series of indigenous 

CRIEPI ENTRAINED FLOW GASIFIER PROJECT - Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (Japan), New Energy and 
Industrial Technology Development Organization (0.200) 

Japan's CRIEI'I (Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry) has been engaged in research and development on 
gasification, hot gas cleanup, gas turbines, and their integration into an 10CC (Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle) system. 

An air-blown pressurized two-stage entrained-flow gasifier (2.4 ton per day process development unit) adopting a dry coal feed sys-
tem has been developed and successfully operated. This gasifier design will be employed as the prototype of the national 200 ton 
per day pilot plant. As of late 1992, the gasifier had been operated for 2,028 hours, and tested on 20 different coals. 

Research and development on a 200 ton per day entrained-flow coal gasification pilot plant equipped with hot gas cleanup facility 
and gas turbine has been carried out extensively from 1986 and will be completed in 1994. 

CRIEPI executed a feasibility study of entrained-flow coal gasification combined cycle, supported by the Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry (Mn) and New Energy Development Organization (NEDO). They evaluated eight systems combining dif-
ferent methods of coal feed (dry/slurry), oxidizer (air/oxygen) and gas cleanup methods (hot-gas/cold-gas). The optimal plant sys-
tem, from the standpoint of thermal efficiency, was determined to be composed of dry coal feed, airblown and hot-gas cleanup 
methods. This is in contrast to the Cool Water demonstration plant, which is composed of coal slurry feed, oxygen-blown and hot-
gas cleanup systems. 

For the project to build a 200 ton per day entrained-flow coal gasification combined cycle pilot plant, the electric utilities have or- 
ganized the 'Engineering Research Association for Integrated Coal Gasification Combined Cycle Power Systems (IC)' with 
10 major electric power companies and CRIEPI to carry out this project supported by 

MITI 
and NEDO. 

Basic design and engineering of the pilot plant was started in 1986 and manufacturing and construction started in 1988 at the 
Nakoso Coal Gasification Power Generation Pilot Plant site. Coal Gasification Tests began in June 1991 with the air blown pres-
surized entrained-flow gasifier. Tests will begin in 1992 for the hot gas clean-up system and a high temperature gas turbine of 
1,260°C combustor outlet temperature. 

Project Cost: 53 billion yen 

DELAWARE CLEAN ENERGY PROJECT— Texaco Syngas Inc., Star Enterprise, Delmarva Power & Light, Mission Energy (0.208) 

Texaco Syngas Inc., Star Enterprise, a partnership between Texaco and Saudi Refining, Inc., Delmarva Power and Light Co. and 
Mission Energy have begun joint engineering and environmental studies for an integrated gasification combined cycle (10CC) 
electrical generating facility. The project calls for the expansion of an existing powerplant adjacent to the Star Enterprise refinery 
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in Delaware City, Delaware. The facility would convert over 2,00D tons per day of high sulfur petroleum coke, a byproduct of the 
Star refinery, into clean, gaseous fuel to be used to produce about 200 MW of electrical power in both existing and new power gen-
erating equipment. 

Completion is planned for mid-1996. The project has the potential to reduce substantially overall emissions at the Delaware City 
facilities, more than double the current electric output and make use of the coke byproduct from the oil refinery. The Phase I 
studies will require approximately one year to complete (in 1991) at an estimated cost of $6 million. 

The existing powerplant would be upgraded and expanded and would continue to operate as a cogeneration facility. 

Project Cost:	 $400 million 

DESTEC SYNGAS PROJECT - Louisiana Gasification Technology, Inc. a subsidiary of Destec Energy, Inc. (C-210) 

The Destec Syngas Project, located in Plaquemine, Louisiana, began commercial operations in April, 1987, operating at rates up to 
105 percent of capacity. As of January 1993 the project has completed 27,400 hours on coal, has produced 293 trillion BTU of on-
spec syngas and has reached 2,400,000 tons of coal processed. A 90-day consecutive production record of 71.2 percent capacity was 
reached in October 1990. A 30-day consecutive production record of 99 percent availability and 89 percent capacity factor was 
reached in February 1992. 

At full capacity,the plant consumes 2,400 tons of coal per day providing 30 billion BTU per day of medium BTI.J gas. The process 
uses Dow-developed coal gasification technology to convert coal or lignite into medium BTU synthetic gas. 

The process uses a pressurized, entrained flow, slaggin& slurry-fed gasifier with a continuous slag removal system. Dow's 
GAS/SPEC ST-I acid gas removal system and Unocal's Selector sulfur conversion unit are also used. Oxygen is supplied by Air 
Products. 

Construction of the plant was completed in 1987 by Dow Engineering Company. Each gasification module is sized to produce syn-
gas to power 150-200 megawatt combustion turbines. The project is owned and operated by Louisiana Gasification Technology In-
corporated, a wholly owned subsidiary of Houston-based Dcstec Energy, Inc., a subsidiary of The Dow Chemical Company. 

In this application, the Destec Syngas Process and the associated process units have been optimized For the production of synthetic 
gas for use as a combustion gas turbine fuel. The project received a price guarantee from the United Slates Synthetic Fuels Cor-
poration (now the Treasury Department) which is subject to the amount of gas produced by the project. The amount of the price 
guarantee is based on the market price of the natural gas and the production of the project. Maximum amount of the guarantee is 
$620 million. 

Project Cat: $72.8 million 

DUNN NOKOTA METHANOL PROJECT - The Nokota Company (C-215) 

The Nokota Company is the sponsor of the Dunn-Nokola Methanol Project, Dunn County, North Dakota. Nokota plans to con-
vert a portion of its coal reserves in Dunn County, via coal gasification, into methanol and other marketable products, including 
carbon dioxide for enhanced oil recovery in the Williston and Powder River Basins. $20 million has been spent, and 12 years have 
been invested in site and feasibility studies. After thorough public and regulatory review by the state of North Dakota,air quality 
and conditional water use permits have been approved. The Bureau of Reclamation released the final Environmental Statement 
on February 26, 1988. 

In terms of the value of the products produced, the Dunn-Nokota project is equivalent to an 800 million barrel proven oil reserve. 
In addition, the carbon dioxide product from the plant can be used to recover substantially more crude oil from oil fields in North 
Dakota, Montana, and Wyoming through carbon dioxide injection and crude oil displacement. 

The Dunn-Nokota plant is designed to use the best available environmental control technology. At Full opacity, the plant will use 
the coal under approximately 390 acres of land (about 14.7 million tons) each year. Under North Dakota law, this land is required 
to be reclaimed and returned to equal or better productivity following mining. Nokota plans to work closely with local community 
leaders, informing them of the types and timing of socioeconomic impact associated with this project. 

Dunn-Nokota would produce approximately 81,00 barrels of chemical grade methanol, 2,400 barrels of gasoline blending stock 
(naphtha) and 300 million standard cubic feet of pipeline quality, compressed carbon dioxide per day from 40,000 tons of lignite 
(Beulah-Zap bed). 

Additional market studies will determine if methanol production will be reduced and gasoline or substitute natural gas coproduced 
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Existing product pipelines and rail facilities are available to provide access to eastern markets for the project's output. Access to 
western markets for methanol through a new dedicated pipeline to Bellingham, Washington, is also feasible if West Coast market 
demand warrants. 

Construction employment during the six year construction period will average approximately 3,200 jobs per year. When complete 
and in commercial operation, employment would be about 1,600 personnel at the plant and 500 personnel in the adjacent coal 
mine. 

Nokota's schedule for the project is subject to receipt of all permits, approvals, and certifications required from federal, state, and 
local authorities and upon appropriate market conditions for methanol and other products from the proposed facility. 

Project Cat $16 billion (Phase I and II) 
$02 billion (CO2 compression) 
$0.1 billion (Pipeline interconnection) 
$0.4 billion (Mine) 

ELSAM GASIFICATION COMBINED CYCLE PROJECT - Elsam (C-218) 

Elsam, the Danish utility for the western pan of Denmark, in January 1991 submitted a proposal for the construction of a 
315-megawatt integrated gasification combined cycle (16CC) powerplant using the PRENFLO gasification technology. The utility 
proposes a 3-year test period under the Thermic program of the European Communities. The 16CC plant would be built as a joint 
project of the German Utility PreussenElektra and the Danish utility Sonderjyllands Hojspaendingsvaerk. 

Elsam's proposal was dependent on financial support from the European Communities (BC). When the EC elected to provide 
funding to the Puertollano Spain project, Elsam pulled out of the joint project 

Elsam is now working on two new 390-megawatt units, with 285 bar live steam pressure and a live .steam reheat temperature of 
SWC. C. One unit can be fired with natural gas or coal; the second unit Is coal fired. Commissioning of the two units is scheduled 
for 1998 and 1999, respectively. 

ENCOAL LEC DEMONSTRATION PLANT - ENCOAL Corporation, United States Department of Energy (C-Ui) 

ENCOAL Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Shell Mining Company of Houston, Texas, received funding from the Depart-
ment of Energy's Clean Coal Technology Round 3 Program for a 1,000 ton per day mild gasification plant at Shell's Buckskin Mine 
in Northeastern Wyoming. The government will fund 50 percent of the proposed $716 million total cost. The demonstration plant 
will utilize the LFC technology developed by SO! International. 

The plant is designed to be operated as a small commercial facility and is expected to produce sufficient quantities of process 
derived fuel and coal derived liquids to conduct full scale test burns of the products in industrial and utility boilers. Feed coal for 
the plant will be purchased from the Buckskin Mine which is owned and operated by Triton Coal Company (a wholly owned sub-
sidiary of Shell Mining Company). Other United States coals may be shipped to the demonstration plant from time to time for test 
processing, since the process appears to work well on lignites and some Eastern bituminous coals. 

A Permit to Construct was received From the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality, Air Quality Division for the 
demonstration plant. It was approved on the basis of the use of best available technology For the control of SO, NO,? CO, 
hydrocarbons and particulates. There will be no waste water and source water requirements will be very small. 

Ground was broken at the Buckskin mine site for the commercial process demonstration unit in late 1990. Work continued 
through the winter with the foundations being in place by early 1991. Construction was completed by mid-1992. The plant had 
been operated for several days by the end of 1992. The plant will process 1,000 tons of coal per day and produce 150,000 barrels of 
liquids per year plus 180,000 tons of upgraded solid fuel. 

The plant completed a 36-hour test run in June 1992 during which it operated at about 70 percent of its capacity. The solid and 
liquid fuels produced during the test met or exceeded the production specification. 

Two companies have agreed to purchase the fuels produced at the ENCOAL facility. Wisconsin Power and Light has agreed to buy 
about 30,000 tons of the solid fuel for use at its coal-fired powerplants. TEXPAR Energy Inc. will buy up to 135,000 barrels per 
year of the liquid fuel that it will market to industries. 

In June 1992, Zeigler Coal Holding Company signed a letter of intent to purchase Shell Mining Company, with a target closing date 
in October 1992. The ENCOAL project will not be affected by the change in ownership. The United States Department of Energy 
has approved funding for Phase Ill—plant operation and testing. 

Estimated Project Cost: 	 $72.6 million
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ESCAnON. SPAIN PFBC STEAM PLANT - Endesa (C-rn) 

A PFBC cas turbine was used to ,en,wer a 70 MW steam Plant in Escatron. S pain. The Aunt burns a hith-sulfur. hip-ash coal 
which is supplied dry. Repowerint enabled the plant to burn the low-Bade coal and Mill meet emissions requirements. 

FIFE 16CC POWER STATION - Fife Energy Ltd. (C-224) 

FREETOWN 10CC PROJECT - Texaco Syngas Inc., Commonwealth Energy and General Electric Company (C-223) 

The three companies have begun joint development of an electrical generating facility, using an integrated gasification combined 
cycle (10CC) design, in Freetown, Massachusetts. The facility would be known as the Freetown Energy Park. 

The energy park will be located on a 60) acre site along the Taunton River owned by a subsidiary of Commonwealth Energy. 

Texaco Syngas will design the plant to use the Texaco Coal Gasification process and General Electric's high efficiency, gas turbines. 
The initial phase will produce 440 megawatts of power to be sold to New England utilities and gasify roughly 4,000 tons of coal per 
day. 

The plant will be one of the world's cleanest coal based powerplants with emissions levels of particulates, SO and NO significantly 
lea than conventional coal plants and below state and federal emissions standards. 	 S	 I 

The gasification process involves the injection of a coal-water slurry with oxygen into a pressurized vessel where partial oxidation of 
the coal occurs and synthesis gas is produced. The gas leaves the vessel through a water bath where ash and particulates are 
removed as slag. The cleaned gas is then directed to a sulfur removal system, which removes 98 percent of the sulfur prior to its 
use within the gas turbine. 

Using the syngas, the gas turbine produces electricity while exhausting high temperature exhaust gas to heat recovery steam genera-
tort The heat recovery steam generators produce steam for use in a steam turbine which in turn produces additional electricity. 

Project startup was scheduled for late 1995, but as a result of the continued economic slowdown in the New England economy 
since 1991, which has led to a reduced demand for new electric power capacity in the region, the project partners have suspended 
further development activities. 

FRONTIER ENERGY COPROCESSING PROJECT - Canadian Energy Developments, Kilborn International (C-225) 

Under the United States Department of Energy's Clean Coal Technology Round 3 Program, the Frontier Energy project received 
funding for the commercial demonstration of a state-of-the-art technology for the simultaneous conversion of high sulfur coal and 
heavy oil (bitumen) to low sulfur, lean burning, liquid hydrocarbon fuels plus the cogeneration of electricity for export. Two main 
liquid hydrocarbon products are produced, a naphtha fraction which can be used as a high value petrochemical feedstock or can be 
processed further into high octane motor Fuel and low sulfur fuel oil that on be used to replace high sulfur coal in thermal 
powerplants. Cogenerated electricity, surplus to the requirements of the demonstration plant, is exported to the utility electrical 
system. 

Frontier Energy is a venture involving Canadian Energy Developments of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada and Kilborn International 
Ltd. of Tucson, Arizona. 

The technology being demonstrated is the CCLC Coprocessing technology in which a slurry of coal and heavy oil are simul-
taneously hydrogenated at moderate severity conditions (temperature, pressure, residence time) to yield a low boiling range 
(C5-.975 degrees F) distillate product. 

The CCLC Coprocessing technology is being developed by Canadian Energy Developments Inc. in association with the Alberta Of-
fice of Coal Research and Technology (AOCRT) and Gesellschaft fur Kohleverfiussigung GmbH (61K) of Saarbrucken, West 
Germany.
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Two integrated and computerized process development units (PDUs), 18-22 pounds per hour feed rate, are currently being 
operated to confinn the technology in long duration runs, to generate operating data for the design of larger scale facilities and to 
produce sufficient quantities of clean distillate product for secondary hydrotreating studies and market assessment studies. 

Canadian Energy and 01K are planning to modify an existing 10 ton/day coal hydrogenation pilot plant to the CCLC Coprocessing 
configuration and to use it to confirm the coprocessing technology in large pilot scale facilities while feeding North American coals 
and heavy oils. Data from this large pilot scale facility will form the basis of the design specification for the Frontier Energy 
Demonstration Project. 

The demonstration project will process 1,128 tons per day of Ohio No. 6 coal and 20,000 barrels per day of Alberta heavy oil. An 
unsuccessful application was made for Clean Coal Technology (CCI) funds in Round Ill. The project intends to file an application 
for CCF funds in Round V. 

GE HOT GAS DESULFUR1ZATION - GE Environmental Services Inc. and Morgantown Energy Technology Center (C-228) 

This project was designed to demonstrate the operation of regenerable metal oxide hot gas desulfurization and particulate removal 
system integrated with the GE air blown, coal gasifier at the GE Corporate Research and Development Center in Schenectady, 
New York. 

Construction of the demonstration facility was completed by 1990 and several short duration runs were done to allow a long dura-
tion (100 hour) run to be completed in 1991. The facility gasifies 1700 pounds per hour of coal at 280 psig. Outlet gas temperature 
ranges from 830-1150°F. 

During a 43 hour period in a 60 hour run the hot gas cleanup system achieved an overall sulfur removal of 953 percent. 

GERMAN 10CC POWERPLANT - Stadtwerke Duisburg (C-229) 

The project for Sladtwerke Duisburg in Germany is based on the 1,200 TPD PRENFLO gasifier and two Siemens 1(64 gas tur-
bines. 

A detailed site-specific study was performed together with Siemens/KWU and Linde. Capacity was approximately 170 MWe. 
After the decision by the European Commission in favor of the Puertollano Project in Spain, the management of Stadtwerke Duis-
burg decided to stop all activities. 

GFK DIRECT LIQUEFACTION PROJECT - West German Federal Ministry for Research and Technology, Saarbergwerke AG, and 
GFK Gesellschaft fur Kohleverfiussigung MbH (C-230) 

For the hydrogenation of heavy oils, mixtures of heavy oil and coal (Coprocessing) and coals with low ash contents, GFK favors a 
unique hydrogenation reactor concept in which the Ieedstock is fed at the top and passes through the reactor counter currently to 
the hydrogen which is fed at the reactor bottom. It has been found that this reactor is superior to the classical bubble column. At 
present this concept is being further tested using a variety of different coals and residual oils on the bench scale. 

On the 31st of December 1989, GFK terminated the operation of its pilot and bench-scale facilities. The further development, par-
ticularly the demonstration of the counter-flow-reactor on the pilot scale, is now pursued within a cooperation with East Germany's 
company Maschinen und Anlagenbau Grimma GmbH where an existing hydrogenation pilot-plant is presently being modified to 
the new concept. Operation began at the end of 1991. 

Project Cost: Not disclosed 

GREAT PLAINS SYNFUELS PLANT - Dakota Gasification Company (C-MO) 

Initial design work on a coal gasification plant located near Beulah in Mercer County, North Dakota commenced in 1973. In 1975, 
ANG Coal Gasification Company (a subsidiary of American Natural Resources Company) was formed to construct and operate the 
facility and the first of many applications were filed with the Federal Power Commission (now FERC). The original plans called 
for a plant designed to produce 250 million cubic feet per day to be constructed by late 1981. However, problems in financing the 
plant delayed the project and in 1976 the plant design was reduced to 125 million cubic feet per day. A partnership named Great 
Plains Gasification Associates was formed by affiliates of American Natural Resources, Peoples Gas (now MidCon Corporation) 
Tenneco Inc., Transco Companies Inc. (now Transco Energy Company) and Columbia Gas Systems, Inc. Under the terms of the 
partnership agreement, Great Plains would own the facilities, ANG would act as project administrator, and the pipeline affiliates of 
the partners would purchase the gas.
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In January 1980, FERC issued an order approving the project However, the United States Court of Appeals overturned the FERC 
decision. In January 1981, the project was restructured as a non-jurisdictional project with the synthetic natural gas (SNG) sold on 
an unregulated basis. In April 1981, an agreement was reached whereby the SNO would be sold under a formula that would esca-
late quarterly according to increases in the Producer Price Index with a cap equal to the energy-equivalent price of No.2 Fuel Oil. 
During these negotiations, Columbia Gas withdrew from the project. On May 13, 1982, it was announced that a subsidiary of 
Pacific Lighting Corporation had acquired a 10 percent interest in the partnership; 73 percent from ANR's interest and 23 percent 
from Transco. 

Full-scale construction did not commence until August 6, 1981 when the United States Department of Energy (DOE) announced 
the approval of a $2.02 billion conditional commitment to guarantee loans for the project. This commitment was sufficient to cover 
the debt portion of the gasification plant, Great Plains' share of the coal mine associated with the plant, an SNO pipeline to con-
ned the plant to the interstate natural gas system, and a contingency for overruns. Final approval of the loan guarantee was 
received on January 29, 1982. The project sponsors were generally committed to providing one dollar of funding for each three dol-
lars received under the loan guarantee up to a maximum of $740 million of equity funds. 

The project was designed to produce an avenge of 125 million cubic feet per day (based on a 91 percent onstream factor, i.e., a 
1373 million cubic foot per day design capacity) of high BTU pipeline quality SNG, 93 tons per day of ammonia, 88 tons per day of 
sulfur, 200 million cubic feet per day of carbon dioxide, potentially For enhanced oil recovery, and other miscellaneous by-products 
including tar oil, phenols, and naphtha to be used as fuels. Approximately 16,000 tons per day of North Dakota lignite were ex-
pected to be required as feedstock. 

In August, 1985 the sponsors withdrew from the project and defaulted on the loan, and DOE began operating the plant under a 
contract with the ANG Coal Gasification Company. The plant successfully operated throughout this period and earned revenues in 
excess of operating cats. The SNG is marketed through a 34 mile long pipeline connecting the plant with the Northern Border 
pipeline running into the eastern United States. 

In parallel with the above events, DOE and the Department of Justice (DOJ) tiled suit in the District Court of North Dakota 
(Southwestern Division) seeking validation of the gas purchase agreements and approval to proceed with foreclosure. On 
January 14, 1986 the North Dakota Court found the gas purchase agreements valid, that state law was not applicable and that plain-
tiffs (DOE/DOJ) were entitled to a summary judgment for foreclosure. A foreclosure sale was held and DOE obtained legal title 
to the plant and its assets on July 16, 1986. This decision was upheld by the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit 
on January 14, 1987. On November 3, 1987, the Supreme Court denied a petition for a writ of certiorari. 

The North Dakota District Court also held that the defendant pipeline companies were liable to the plaintiffs (DOE/DOJ) for the 
difference between the contract price and the market value price. This decision was upheld by the United States Court of Appeals 
for the Eighth Circuit on May 19, 1987. No further opportunity for appeal exists and the decisions of the lower court stands. 

In early 1987, the Department of Energy hired Shearson Lehman Bros. to help sell the Great Plains plant. In August, 1988 it was 
announced the Basin Electric Power Cooperative had submitted the winning bid for approximately $85 million up-front plus future 
profit-sharing with the government. Two new Basin subsidiaries, Dakota Gasification Company (DGC) and Dakota Coal Com-
pany, operate the plant and manage the mine respectively. Ownership of the plant was transferred on October 31, 1988. 

Under Dakota Gasification ownership, the plant has produced SNG at over 125 percent of daily design capacity.. 

In 1989, DCC began concentrating on developing revenue from byproducts. On February 15, 1991, a phenol recovery facility was 
completed. This project will produce 35 million pounds of phenol annually, providing manufacturers an ingredient for plywood and 
chipboard resins. The first railcar of phenol was shipped in January 1991. DGC has signed contracts with three firms to sell all of 
its output of crude cresylic acids, which it produces from its phenol recovery project. 

Construction of a facility to extract krypton/xenon from the synfuel plant's oxygen plant was completed in March 1991. Rare gases 
are to be marketed to the lighting industry starting in early 1991. DCC signed a 15-year agreement in 1989 with the Linde Division 
of Union Carbide Industrial Gases Inc. to sell all of the plant's production of the krypton/xenon mixture. The first shipment of the 
product occurred on March 15, 1991. Other byproducts being sold from the plant include anhydrous ammonia, sulfur and liquid 
nitrogen. Argon, carbon dioxide, naphtha and cresote are also potential byproducts. 

In late 1990 DCC filed with the North Dakota State Health Department a revision to the applications to amend the Air Pollution 
Control Permit to Construct. The revised application defines the best available control technology to lowerSO 2 and other emis- 
sions at the plant. In 1993. the North Dakota De partment of Health approved the Permit for the flue desulfurization system at 
the Great Plains Synfuels Plant That system will reduce the sulfur dioxide from the main stack at the S ynfuels Plant. In addition, 
the permit orovides for constructin g coal-lock vent scrubbers to control other collution—cuniculates, total reduced sulfur and 
odors—from the coal-lock vents. 

DCC has 4 years to complete construction of the main stack scrubber and 2 years to finish the coal-lock vent nroiect. 
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In late 1990, DGC and DOE initiated a lawsuit against the four pipeline company purchasers contracted to buy 5MG. The issues in 
these proceedings involve: the extent of the pipeline firms' obligations to take and provide transportation for 5MG; whether the 
sales price of SNG has been understated; and whether the adjustment made by DGC to the rate the plant charges the pipeline 
companies to transport their 5MG to a point of interconnection on the Northern Border Pipeline system is in accordance with con-
tract terms. 

Project Cost: $2.1 billion overall 

GRESIK 10CC PLANT - Perusahaan Umum Listrik Nerara (C-250) 

Indonesia's national utility. Perusahaan Umum Listrik Ne gara is buildin g a 15M MW capacity IGCC plant at the Grasik plant near 
Surabaya. Indonesia. The facility is scheduled to start O p by the end of 1993, 

HUMBOLT ENERGY CENTER PROJECT - Continental Energy Associates and Pennsylvania Energy Development Authority (C-265) 

Greater Hazleton Community Area New Development Organization, Inc. (CAN DO, Incorporated) built a facility in Hark 
Township, Pennsylvania to produce low ff113 gas from anthracite. Under the third general solicitation, CAN DO requested price 
and loan guarantees from the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation (SFC) to enhance the facility. However, the SFC turned 
down the request, and the Department of Energy stopped support on April 30, 1983. The plant was shut down and CAN DO 
solicited for private investors to take over the facility. 

The facility has been converted into a 135 megawatt anthracite refuse-fueled integrated gasification combined cycle cogeneration 
plant. Gas produced from anthracite coal in both the original facility and in new gasifiers is being used to fuel turbines to produce 
electricity. One hundred megawatts of power will be purchased by the Pennsylvania Power & Light Company over a 20-year 
period. Steam is also produced which is available to industries within Humboldt Industrial Park at a cost well below the cost of in-
house steam production. 

The project cost for this expansion is over $100 million. The Pennsylvania Energy Development Authority authorized the bond 
placement by the Northeastern Bank of Pennsylvania and the Swiss Bank. 

Project Cost: over $100 million 

HYCOL HYDROGEN FROM COAL PILOT PLANT - Research Association for Hydrogen from Coal Process Development (Japan) 
(C-270) 

In Japan, the New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) has promoted coal gasification tech-
nologies based on the fluidized bed. These include the HYBRID process for high-BTU gas making and the low-BTU gas making 
process for integrated combined cycle power generation. NEDO has also started to develop coal gasification technology based on a 
multipurpose coal gasifier for medium-BTU gas. 

The multipurpose gasifier was evaluated as a key technology for hydrogen production, since hydrogen is the most valuable among 
coal gasification products. NEDO decided to start the coal-based hydrogen production program at a pilot plant beginning in fl 
year 1986. Construction of the pilot plant in Sodegaura, Cuba was completed in August, 1990. Operational research was to begin 
in 1991 after a trial run. 

The key technology of this gasification process is a two-stage spiral flow system. In this system, coal travels along with the spiral 
now from the upper part towards the bottom because the four burner nozzles of each stage are equipped in a tangential direction 
to each other and generate a downward spiral flow. As a result of this spiral flow, coal can stay for a longer period of time in the 
chamber and be more completely gasified. 

In order to obtain a higher gasification efficiency, it is necessary to optimize the oxygen/coal ratio provided to each burner. That 
is, the upper stage burners produce reactive char and the lower stage burners generate high temperature gas. High temperature 
gas keeps the bottom of the gasifier at high temperature, so molten slag falls fluently.
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The specifications of the pilot plant are as follows: 

Coal feed 
Pressure 
Temperature 
Oxidant 
Coal Feed 
Slag Discharge 
Refractory Lining 
Dimensions Outer Pressure Vessel 
Carbon Conversion 
Cold Gas Efficiency 
1,0 Hours Continuous Operation

50 ton pe; day 
30 kg/cm g 
About 1,800°C 
Oxygen 
Dry 
Slag Lock Hopper 
Water-cooled slag coating 
2 Meters Diameter, 133 Meters Height 
98 Percent 
18 Percent 

The execution of this project is being carried out by the Research Association for Hydrogen from Coal Process Development, a 
joint undertaking by nine private companies, and is organized by NEDO. Additional research is also being conducted by several 
private companies to support research and development at the pilot plant. The nine member companies are: 

Idemilsu Kosan Co., Ltd. 
Osaka Gas Co., Ltd. 
Electric Power Development Company 
Tokyo Gas Co., Ltd. 
Toho Gas Co., Ltd. 
Nippon Mining Company 
The Japan Steel Works, Ltd. 
Hitachi, Ltd. 
Mitsui SRC Development Co., Ltd. 

IGT MILD GASIFICATION PROJECT - Institute of Gas Technology (101), Kerr-McGee Coal Corporation, Illinois Coal Develop-
ment Board (C-fl) 

Kerr-McGee Coal Corporation is heading a team whose goal is to develop the Institute of Gas Technology's (IC!) M!LDGAS ad-
vanced mild gasification concept to produce solid and liquid products from coal. The process uses a combined fluidized-
bed/entrained-bed reactor designed to handle Eastern caking and Western noncaking coals. 

The 24 ton per day facility will be built at the Illinois Coal Development Park near Carterville, Illinois. The 1year program will 
provide data for scale up production of coproducts for testing, preparation of a detailed design for a larger demonstration unit, and 
the development of commercialization plans. 

Kerr-McGee Coal Corporation will provide the coal and oversee the project. Bechtel Corporation will design and construct the 
process development unit, and Southern Illinois University at Carbondale will operate the facility. lOT will supply the technology 
expertise and supervise the activities of the team members. 

The technology will produce a solid chzr that can be further processed into form coke to be used in blast furnaces as a substitute 
for traditional coke. Liquids produced by the process could be upgraded to make gasoline or diesel fuel or used to manufacture 
such materials as roofing and road binders, electrode binders, and various chemicals. 

IMHEX MOLTEN CARBONATE FUEL CELL DEMONSTRATION - M-C Power Corporation, Combustion Engineering, Inc., 
Institute of Gas Technology (42,273) 

Despite being tuned down for funding under the United States Department of Energy's Clean Coal Technology Round II! 
Program, M-C Power Corporation is going ahead with a demonstration project to =power an existing coal-fired powerplant with 
coal gas-fueled IMHEX molten carbonate fuel cells (MCFC). The proposed coal gasification/MCFC system can be used to fully or 
partially repower existing powerplants regardless of the fossil fuel for which they were initially designed. This repowering should 
result in more economic plants, with greater capacity and reduced emissions of SO 2 and NO., says Mt Power. 

The IMHEX configuration is a novel advanced molten carbonate fuel cell designed to eliminate many of the pumping problems ex-
perienced by previous molten carbonate fuel cell concepts. 

The demonstration facility would be located at the Institute of Gas Technology's (101) Energy Development Center in Chicago, Il-
linois. The demonstration will use 1(1's existing U-GAS coal gasifier and will produce 500 kilowatts of electricity. 

The demonstration project was scheduled to begin April 1, 1991 and will be completed September 30, 1994. Total estimated cost of 
the project is $22,700,000.
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MC Power is testing a molten carbonate fuel cell with a cross-sectional area 0(11 square feat, the largest ever operated in the 
United States. 

ISCOR ME[.TER-GASIFIER PROCESS - ISCOR, Voest-Alpine Industrieanlagenbau (C-275) 

An alternative steel process that does not use coke has been commercialized at ISCOR's Pretoria works (South Africa). Designed 
and built by Voest-Alpine Industrieanlagenbau GmbH (Linz, Austria), the plant converts iron ore and coal directly into 
300,000 tons per year of pig iron in a melter-gasifier, referred to as the COREX process. Conventional techniques require use of a 
coke oven to make coke, which is then reacted with iron ore in a blast furnace. Production costs at the Pretoria plant are said to be 
30 percent lower than conventional method cats. 

Startup of the plant was in November 1989. Two separate streams of materials are gravity fed into the melter-gasifier. One stream 
is coal (05-0.7 tons of carbon per ton of pig iron produced) with ash, water and sulfur contents of up to 20 percent, 12 percent and 
1.5 percent, respectively. Lime is fed together with the coal to absorb sulfur. The second stream—iron ore in lump, sinter or pellet 
form—is first fed to a reduction furnace at 850-900 degrees C and contacted with reducing gas (65-70 percent CO and 20-25 percent 
H,) from the melter-gasifier. This step reduces the ore to 95 percent metal sponge iron. The metallization degree of the sponge 
irOn where it comes into contact with the 850-900 degree C hot reducing gas produced in the reduction furnace, is 95 percent on 
average. 

The sponge iron proceeds to final reduction and melting in the melter-gasifier, where temperatures range from 1,100 degrees C 
near the top of the unit to 1,500-1,700 degrees C at the oxygen inlets near the bottom. Molten metal and slag are tapped from the 
bottom. As a byproduct of the hot metal production export gas is obtained, which is a high quality gas with a caloric value of ap-
proximately 2000 kcal/Nm. Voest-Alpine says the pig iron quality matches that from blast furnaces, and that cats were $150 per 
ton in 1990. 

Voest-Alpine has also recently patented several schemes involving a fluidized bed meltdown-gasifier (United States Patents 
4,725,3(, 4,728,360, 4,729,786, issued in 1988). Typically a fluidized bed of coke particles is maintained on top of the molten iron 
bath by blowing in oxygen-containing gas just at the surface of the molten metal. 

Voest-Alpine has been collaborating with Geneva Steel to demonstrate the technology in the United States, however, Geneva has 
shelved further action on the project after failing to receive funding in the DOE Clean Coal Technology Round 3, In 1990 Virginia 
Iron Industries Corporation announced plans to build a COREX plant in Hampton Roads, Virginia. (See Virginia Iron Corex 
Project C-613). 

The COREX process is being marketed as an environmentally superior method of iron making and claims significant reductions in 
dust, SO  and NO emissions compared to conventional methods. 

During 1990 the plant ran at 100 percent design capacity 

K-FUEL COMMERCIAL FACILITY - K-Fuel, Inc. (C-290) 

The K-Fuel process was invented by Edward Koppelman and developed further by SRI International between 1976 and 1984. In 
1984, K-Fuel Partnership, the nredecessor to K-Fuel, Inc. (KFT). was formed to commercialize the process. KR owns the 
worldwide patents and international licensing rights to the process in the United States and 37 foreign countries. In the K-Fuel 
process, low-grade coal, peat, woodwaste or other carbonaceous material is dried and mildly pyrolyzed in two coupled reactors that 
operate at elevated temperatures and at a pressure of 800 psi. The process produces a pelletized, low-moisture, low-sulfur coal 
with a B'IlJ value of 12,000, and by-product water and fuel gas. K-Fuel pellets contain 60 percent more energy (approximately 
27 million BTU per ton) and 40 percent less sulfur than the raw coal. The fuel gas from the process is utilized on site to provide 
the needed heat for the process. K-Fuel was tested at Wisconsin Power and Light's (WPL) Rock River generating station near 
Beloit in south-central Wisconsin. The test was successful and Wisconsin Power has aneed to bu y the total output of the first corn-

,headquartered in Denver, Colorado, owns and operates a full demonstration facility and research center at the Fort Union 
Coal Mine near Gillette, Wyoming, The laboratory and pilot facility, which can produce 25 tons of K-Fuel per day, has been in 
operation since July 1988. 

WP&L plans to use K-Fuel at several of its facilities to meet new state and federal emission control requirements. The upgraded 
coal is also less expensive to ship and store due to its improved heating value. 	 - 

A license for the use of the K-Fuel technology on coal only in North America was issued to Heartland Fuels Corporation (HFC). 
HFC has reached an agreement to merge its project with the ThermoChem project, which received DOE support, and expects to 
announce the beginning of construction soon.
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Project Cat: $62 Million 

KOBRA 111011 TEMPERATURE WINKLER 10CC DEMONSTRATION PLANT - RWE Energie AG (C-294) 

RWE Energie AG, a sister company of Rheinbraun AG, has decided to build a combined-cycle power station with integrated 
gasification based on the High Temperature Winkler (HEW) technology. Raw brown coal with 50 to 60 percent moisture will be 
dried down to 12 percent, gasified and dedusted with ceramic filters after passing the waste heat boiler. After the conventional 
scrubber unit, the gas will be desulphurized and fed to the combined cycle process with an unfired heat recovery steam generator. 
This project is referred to as KOBRA (in German: Kombikraftwerk mit Braunkohlenvergasung, i.e. combined-cycle power station 
with integrated brown coal gasification). 

The capacity of the KOBRA plant will slightly exceed 300 MWe. The question of whether oxygen or air will be used as gasifying 
agent has not yet been decided, but irrespective of this the fuel gas will be produced in this demonstration plant by two gasifiers, 
each having a throughput of 1,800 tons per day of dried lignite. The gas turbine will have a rated capacity of about 200 MW; and 
the overall plant is expected to reach a net efficiency of 46 percent. 

Beginning of construction is scheduled for 1993 and start up in 1995. The most important orders awarded so far were placed with 
the MAN company as the general contractor, the Uhde/Lurgi consortium for the engineering of the coal gasification system, and 
with the Siemens company for the delivery of the gas turbine (type 943). To implement this project, a task force comprising staff 
members of both RWE Energie AG and Rbeinbraun AG started working in early 1990. To ensure that the plant can be con-
structed on schedule as from early 1993 and commissioned in late 1995, the orders relating to the desulphurization unit, the coal 
drying unit and some other large components were placed in 1990. Completion of the permit engineering is scheduled for mid-
1992, an 

that building and operating permits can be applied for. 

Of crucial importance for reaching a high overall efficiency is the coal drying system which reduces the moisture content of the raw 
brown coal to 12 percent. For this step, Rbeinbraun's WTA process will be employed (W'I'A means fluidized-bed drying with inter-
nal waste heat utilization). 

To demonstrate the technology, a plant having a capacity of 20 tons per hour of dried lignite will be started up in 1992 for testing 
purposes. Engineering of this project is being handled by Lurgi OmbH. 

A successful test operation of the demonstration plant will provide the essential basis for the construction of commercial-scale 
power stations of this type. The start-up of a 600 MWe commercial-wale 10CC plant is scheduled for the turn of the century. This 
new generation of power stations will be characterized by a high overall efficiency, extremely low emissions, and low production 
costs. 

LAKESIDE REPOWERING GASIFICATION PROJECT - Combustion Engineering, Inc. and United States Department of Energy 
(DOE) (C-320) 

The project will demonstrate Combustion Engineering's pressurized, airblown, entrained-flow coal gasification repowering technol-
ogy on a commercial scale. The syngas will be cleaned of sulfur and particulates and then combusted in a gas turbine (40 MWe) 
from which heat will be recovered in a heat recovery steam generator (HRSG). Steam from the gasification process and the 11050 
will be used to power an existing steam turbine (25 MWe). 

The project is selected for demonstration at the Lakeside Generating Station of City Water, Light and Power, Springfield, Illinois. 
The selected site with associated characteristics and costs includes repowering an existing steam turbine to produce 65 MWe via the 
combined cycle mode. 

The $270.7 million project will span 10 years, including 5 years needed to test and operate the system. The plant will continue to 
provide power to the city as part of its commercial grid during the testing period. 

Design work for the new integrated powerplant began in November 1990. The preliminary design package and plant cost estimates 
are complete. Gasifier groundbreaking is scheduled for September 1993, with initial coal-fired operation scheduled for mid-1995. 
Cold flow modeling of the gasifier internals and dry coal feed system continues.
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DOE is providing $129.4 million, or 48 percent, of the project's total cost. The remaining funds will be provided by Combustion 
Engineering, City Water, Light & Power, and the Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources. 

Project Cost: 	 $270.7 million 

LAPORTE ALTERNATIVE FUELS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM - Air Products & Chemicals, Inc., Electric Power Research In-
stitute, and United States Department of Energy (DOE) (C-330) 

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. is proposing a 36-month program to develop technologies for the conversion of coal-derived syn-
thesis gas to oxygenated hydrocarbon fuels, fuel intermediates, and octane enhancers, and to demonstrate the most promising tech-
nologies in DOE's Slurry Phase Alternative Fuels Development Unit (AFDU) at LaPorte, Texas. With emphasis on slurry phase 
processing, the program will initially draw on the experiences of the successful Liquid Phase Methanol (LPMEOII) program. 
completed project 'LaPorte Liquid Phase Methanol Synthesis' in December 1991 Synthetic Fuels Report for details on the 
LPMEOH project. 

In the spring of 1992, methanol produced using the LaPorte Liquid Phase Methanol Synthesis Process out performed commercial 
chemical-grade methanol in diesel engine runs. In a standard 100 hour test, 2,500 gallons of raw methanol from the LaPorte Plant 
were run through a typical bus cycle simulation. 

The alternative fuels development program aims to continue the investigations initiated in the above research program, with the 
principal objective being demonstration of attractive fuel technologies in the LaPorte AFDU. The focus is continued in pilot plant 
operations after a 12-18 month period of plant modifications. Certain process concepts such as steam injection, and providing H2  via in situ water-gas shift, will assist in higher conversions of feedstocks which are necessary, particularly for higher alcohol syn-
thesis. 

Four operating campaigns alt currently envisaged. The first will focus on increased syngas conversion to methanol using steam in- 
jection and staged operation. The second will demonstrate production of dimethyt ether/methanol mixtures to (1) give optimum 
syngas conversion to storable liquid fuels, (2) produce mixtures for both stationary and mobile fuel applications, and (3) produce 
the maximum amount of DME, which would then be stored as a fuel intermediate for further processing to higher molecular-
weight oxygenates. Economic, process, and market analyses will provide guidance as to which of these scenarios should be em-
phasized. The third and fourth campaigns will address higher alcohols or mixed ether production. 

In the laboratory, the principal effort will be developing oxygenated fuel technologies from slurry-phase processing of coal-derived 
syngas using two approaches, (1) fuels from syngas directly, and (2) fuels from DME/methanol mixtures. In fiscal year 1993, Air 
Products will demonstrate, at DOE's LaPorte Alternative Fuels Development Unit, the synthesis of methanol/isobutanol mixtures, 
which can be subsequently converted to MTBE. Preliminary economic analyses have indicated that isobutanol and MitE from 
coal could be cost competitive with conventional sources by the mid- to late-1990s. 

Air Products has already demonstrated the unique ability of DME to act as a chemical building-block to higher molecular-weight 
oxygenated hydrocarbons. Air Products has also successfully developed and demonstrated a one-step process for synthesizing 
dimethyl ether (DME) from coal-derived synthesis gas. In this process, the reactions are carried out in a three-phase system with 
the catalyst suspended in an inert liquid medium. The liquid absorbs the heat that is released as the chemical reactions occur, al-
lowing the reactions to take place at higher, more efficient rates and protecting the heat-sensitive catalysts necessary for the con-
version process. This results in a 30 to 40 percent increase in the rate of methanol production. 

Project Cost: $203 million FY9I-FY93 

LUBECK 10CC DEMONSTRATION PLANT - PreussenElektra (C-339) 

The project of PreussenElektra/Germany has a capacity of 320 MWe net based on hard coal and a net efficiency of 45 percent. 
PRENFLO gasification technology has been chosen for the gasifier. 

LU NAN AMMONIA-FROM-COAL PROJECT - China National Technical Import Corporation (C-MO) 

The China National Technical Import Corporation awarded a contract to Bechtel for consulting services on a commercial coal 
gasification project in the People's Republic of China. Bechtel will provide assistance in process design, design engineering, 
detailed engineering, procurement, construction, startup, and operator training for the installation of a 375 tons per day Texaco 
gasifier at the 200 metric tons per day Lu Nan Ammonia Complex in Tengxian, Shandong Province. The gasifier was completed in 
1991, and has replaced an obsolete coal gasification facility with the more efficient Texaco process. 

Project Cost: Not Disclosed
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MILD GASIFICATION PROCESS DEMONSTRATION UNIT— Coal Technology Corporation and United States Department of 
Energy (DOE) (C-370) 

Since the mid-1980s, Coal Technology Corporation (CrC), formerly UCC Research Corporation, has been investigating the 
pyrolysis of coal under sponsorship of DOE's Morgantown Energy Technology Center. This work initially was the development of 
a batch process demonstration unit having a coal feed capacity of 120 pounds per batch. The process produced coal liquids to be 
used for motor fuels and char to be potentially used for blast furnace coke and offgas. 

In January 1988, DOE and CFC cost shared a $3,303,000 three-year program to develop a processdemonstration unit for the 
pyrolysis of 1,000 pounds/hour of coal by a continuous process. This work involved a literature search to seek the best possible 
process and then after small scale work, a proprietary process was designed and constructed. The unit began operating in 
February 1991. Test runs have been made with seven different caking bituminous coals and no major differences in coke making 
were observed. 

In the CrC mild gasification process, coal is heated from ambient temperature to around 400°F in the first hat zone of the reac-
tor, and then to 800 to 900°F in the second heat zone. Lump char discharged from the reactor is cooled in n water jacketed auger 
to 3000F. At present, the char is stored, but in an integrated facility, the cooled char would then be crushed, mixed with binder 
material and briquetted in preparation for conversion to coke in a continuous rotary hearth coker. The moisture and volatile 
hydrocarbons produced in the reactor are recovered and separated in scrubber/condensers into noncondensibles gases and liquids. 

The coal liquid and coke (CLC) mild gasification technology to be demonstrated involves the production of two products from 
bituminous caking type coals: coal liquids for further refining into transportation fuels, and formed coke for foundry and blast fur-
nace application in the steel industry. The CLC process will continuously produce blast furnace quality coke within a 2-hour dura-
tion in a completely enclosed system. Tice coal liquids will be recovered at lcss than 1,000°F for further refining into transportation 
fuel blend stock. 

The processing involves feeding coal into three of CTC's proprietary mild gasification retort reactors operating at about 1,000 0? to 
extract the liquids from the coal and produce a devolatized char. The hot char is fed directly into a hot briquette system along with 
additional coking coal to form what is called green briquettes. The green briquettes will directly feed into the specially designed 
rotary hearth continuous coking process for final calcining at 2,000 0? to produce blast furnace formed coke. The small amount of 
uncondensed gases will be recirculated back through the system to provide a balanced heat source for the mild gasification retorts 
and the rotary hearth coking process. A total of 1,420 tons of coal per day will be used in the demonstration phase of this plant. 

Three companies in Virginia have agreed to cosponsor this project as equity Participants: Norfolk Southern Corporation, Coal 
Technology Corporation, and Rapoca Energy Company. The project was submitted to DOE under the Clean Coal Technology 
Program Round 4, but was not selected for Funding. 

Another proposal is being submitted to the DOE under Clean Coal Technology Program, Round V. This proposal has a planned 
coal feed rate of 500 tons per day. It has the advantage of an additional year of experimental operation of the 1,000 pound per 
hour process demonstration unit at Bristol, Virginia. 

Project Cost: $40 million for the process demonstration plant in the Clean Coal Technology Program, Round V 

MILD GASIFICATION OF WESTERN COAL DEMONSTRATION - AMAX Western Research Institute (C-372) 

AMAX is planning a 1,000 ton per day mild gasification commercial demonstration plant at its Eagle Butte Mine near Gillette, 
Wyoming. Inclined fluid-bed reactors will be used for drying and mild gasification. Amax is studying ways to best market all of the 
char and liquid products produced. 

The first liquid product, dirty pitch, will be marketed as a binder for carbon anodes used in aluminum production. A lighter frac-
tion would be sold as chemical feedstock. The oil product will be used as diesel additive to run the heavy mine equipment or to 
spray on dry coal. 

Pre-feasibility studies concluded that favorable economies depend upon upgrading the mild gasification chars to a higher value 
product This is because char has lower volatile matter content and higher ash content than the starting coal. These characteristics 
make char a low value utility fuel. Amax has been developing a char-to-carbon (CrC) process to convert the char to pure carbon 
and activated carbon. Pure carbon is to be used for the manufacture of carbon anodes in aluminum production or sold as carbon 
black. Its use as a premium fuel for gas turbines and heat engines offers the largest long-term market. The waste streams will be 
incinerated in an atmospheric fluidized-bed combustor which, in addition to supplying process heat, will produce electric power for 
export. 

A 100 pound per hour inclined fluid bed mild gasification process research unit has been operating at Western Research Institute 
since January 1990. A 50 pound per hour CrC process demonstration unit was started up at Amax Research and Development in 
Golden, Colorado in 1990. A proposal was submitted to the U.S. Department of Energy in 1990 for design, construction, operation 
and evaluation of 20 ton per day integrated process development unit at Golden.
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MONAS}J HYDROLIQUEFAC'flON PROJECT - Coal Corporation of Victoria and Monash University (C-380) 

The Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, and Physics Departments at Monash University at Clayton, Victoria are conducting a major 
investigation into the structure and hydroliquefaction of Victorian brown coal. Batch autoclave and other studies are being con-
ducted. 

The work is largely supported by the Coal Corporation of Victoria and NERDDC. 

Earlier studies on the hydroliquefaction of brown coal have led to a more detailed study of its structure and reactivity and are 
based on extensive collaborations with a number of other laboratories in Australia. These led to the proposal of a guest/host 
model for brown coal which more recent results suggests may represent an oversimplification of coal structure. The nature of the 
bonding, chemical and/or physical, by which aliphatic material is retained in the lignocellulosic polymer has yet to be defined. 

The use of sodium aluminate as a promoter for the reaction of brown coal with carbon monoxide and water, leading to high yields 
of low molecular weight products under relatively mild conditions without the use of a recycle solvent, has been established. Some 
success has been achieved in characterizing the aluminum species responsible for promoting these reactions but further work is re-
quired. 

Partial oxidation of brown coal is thought to be adventitious for hydroliquefaction, particularly in the carbon 
monoxide/water/aluminate system. 

A wide range of collaborative projects are currently in progress. Investigations are underway into the isolation and characterization 
of potentially useful products which can be extracted from brown coal. 

Project Cat: $2.0 million (Australian) since commencement 

MONGOLIAN ENERGY CENTER - People's Republic of China (C-390) 

One of Qilna's largest energy and chemical materials centers is under construction in the southwestern part of Inner Mongolia. 
The first-phase construction of the Jungar Coal Mine, China's potential largest open-pit coal mine with a reserve of 25.9 billion 
tons, is in full swing and will have an annual capacity or is million tons by 1995. 

The lb Je League (Prefecture) authorities have made a comprehensive development plan including a 1.1 billion yuan complex which 
will use coal to produce chemical fertilizers. A Japanese company has completed a feasibility report. 

The region may be China's most important center of the coal-chemical industry and the ceramic industry in the next century. 

MRS COAL HYDROGEMATOR PROCESS PROJECT - British Gas plc and Osaka Gas Company Ltd. (C400) 

Work is being carried out jointly by British Gas plc and the Osaka Gas Company Ltd. of Japan, to produce methane and valuable 
liquid hydrocarbon coproducts by the direct thermal reaction of hydrogen with coal. A novel reactor, the MRS (for Midlands 
Research Station) coal hydrogenator incorporating internal gas recirculation in an entrained flow system has been developed to 
provide a means of carrying out the process without the problems of coal agglomeration, having to deal with excessive coal fines, or 
excessive hydrogenation gas preheat as found in earlier work. 

A 200 kilogram per hour pilot plant was built to prove the reactor concept and to determine the overall process economics. The 
process uses an entrained flow reactor with internal gas recirculation based on the Gas Recycle Llydrogenator (ORB) reactor that 
British Gas developed to full commercial application for oil gasification. 

Following commissioning of the plant in October 1987, a test program designed to establish the operability of the reactor and to 
obtain process data was successfully completed. An Engineering and Casting Study of the commercial process concept confirmed 
overall technical feasibility and exceptionally high overall efficiency giving attractive economics. 

In December 1988, the sponsors went ahead with the second stage of the joint research program to carry out a further two year 
development program of runs at more extended conditions and to expand the pilot plant Facilities to enable more advanced testing 
to be carried out.	 - 

Through 1989, performance tests have been conducted at over 43 different operating conditions. Four different coals have been 
tested, and a total of 10 tonnes have been gasified at temperatures of between 780 degrees centigrade and 1,000 degrees centigrade. 
The initial plant design only allowed tests of up to a few hours duration to be carried out. The plant was modified in early 1990 to 
provide continuous Feeding of powdered coal and continuous cooling and discharge of the char byproduct. Over 50 tonnes of coal 
was successfully gasified during 21 performance tests with a cumulative feeding time of 18 days. Continuous operation for periods 
of up to 67 hours was achieved.
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A full-scale physical model of a 50 tonne per day development-scale Coal 1-lydrogenator was commissioned in 1992, This has 
enabled the scaleup of the hydrogenator to be studied. A range of coal injectors at feedrates of up to 50 tonnes per day have been 
successfully tested. 

Under consideration as of 1993 is a 50-tonne per day demonstration plant to be built in Japan in cooperation with Osaka Gas. 

Project Cost: 	 Phase I	 $16 million 
Phase II	 $7.4 million 

NEDO 16CC DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO) (C-408) 

P41300 is studying integrated gasification combined cycle technology as part of a national energy program called the Sunshine 
Project. A 200 ton per day pilot plant has been constructed at the Nakoso power station site in Iwaki City, Pukushima Prefecture. 
The pilot began operating in March 1991. 

The plant, which is designed to produce 42,900 cubic meters of synthetic gas per hour, is expected to operate for about 3 years 
using four different kinds of coal. The gasifier is an air blown, two stage entrained flow type with a dry-feeding system. 

NEDO's goal is to develop a 250 megawatt demonstration plant by the year 20M that has a net thermal efficiency greater than 
43 percent and better operability than existing pulverized coal-fired plants. In order to obtain this goal, the development of the 
entrained now gasification pilot plant will be followed by a fluidized bed gasification pilot plant. 

NEDOL Bfl1JMINOUS COAL LIQUEFACTION PROCESS - New Energy Development Organization (NEDO) (C-410) 

Basic research on coal liquefaction was started in Japan when the Sunshine project was inaugurated in 1974, just after the first oil 
crisis in 1973. NEDO assumed the responsibility for development and commercialization of coal liquefaction and gasification tech-
nology. NEDO plans a continuing high level of investment for coal liquefaction R&D, involving two large pilot plants. The con-
struction of a 50 tons per day brown coal liquefaction plant was completed in December 1986 in Australia, and a 150 tons per day 
bituminous coal liquefaction plant is planned in Japan. 

The pilot plant in Australia is described in the project entitled Wictoria Brown Coal Liquefaction Project." The properties of 
brown coal and bituminous coal are so different that different processes most be developed for each to achieve optimal utilization. 
Therefore, NEDO has also been developing a process to liquefy sub-bituminous and low grade bituminous coals. NEDO had been 
operating three process development units (PDUs) utilizing three different concepts for bituminous coal liquefaction: solvent 
extraction, direct liquefaction, and solvolysis liquefaction. These three processes have been integrated into a single new proc, so 
called NEDOL Process, and NEDO has intended to construct a 150 tons per day pilot plant. 

In the proposed pilot plant, bituminous coal will be liquefied in the presence of activated iron catalysts. Synthetic iron sulfide or 
iron dust will be used as catalysts. The heavy fraction (-538 degrees C) from the vacuum tower will be hydrotreated at about 
350 degrees C and 100-150 arm in the presence of catalysts to produce hydrotreated solvent for recycle. Consequently, the major 
products will be light oil. Residue-containing ash will be separated by vacuum distillation. 

Detailed design of the new pilot plant has been completed. it is expected that the pilot plant will start operation in 1991. In 1988, 
five different coals were processed in the bench scale unit with encouraging results. 

Project Cost 100 billion yen, not including the three existing PDU 

OSTRAVA DISTRICT HEATING PLANT - AUB Carbon (C-430) 

P-CO PROCESS - Interproject Service All (Sweden) and Nippon Steel Corporation, Japan (C-455) 

The Pressurized-Coal Iron Gasification process (P-CIG) is based on the injection of pulverized coal and oxygen into an iron melt at 
overatmospheric pressure. The development started at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm in the beginning of the 
1970s with the nonpressurized CO Process. Over the years work had been done on ironmaking, coal gasification and ferroalloy 
production in laboratory and pilot plant scale.
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

In 1984, Interproject Service AR of Sweden and Nippon Steel Corporation of Japan signed an agreement to develop the P-CO 
Process in pilot plant scale. The pilot plant system was built at the Metallurgical Research Station in Lulea, Sweden. The P-CO 
Process utilizes the bottom blowing process for injection of coal and oxygen in the iron melt. The first tests started in 1985 and 
several test campaigns were carried out through 1986. The results were then used for the design of a demonstration plant with a 
gasification capacity of 500 tons of coal per day. 

According to project sponsors, the P-CO Process is highly suitable for integration with combined cycle electric power generation. 
This application might be of special interest for the future in Sweden. 

For the 500 tons of coal per day demonstration plant design, the gasification system consisted of a reactor with a charge weight of 
40 tons of iron. Twenty-two tons of raw coal per hour would be crushed, dried and mixed with five tons of flux and injected 
together with 9,000 cubic meters of oxygen gas. 

PEW GENERIC COAL LIQUEFACTION PLANTS—United States Department of Energy (DOE), M.W. Kellogg Company (C-457) 

DOEs Pittsburgh Energy Technology Center (PETC) has awarded Kellogg a contract to engineer, fabricate, install and commis-
sion three generic pilot plants to be installed at the center. The plants, which will be skid mounted, include direct coal liquefaction, 
indirect coal liquefaction, and product upgrading units. These pilot plants will be used by PETC to test new concepts for improving 
these processes and will allow testing of new processes and catalysts by outside contractors who do not have facilities for such test-
ing. The facilities are scheduled to be completed in 1994. 

PINON PINE 16CC POWERPIANF - Sierra Pacific Power Company, M.W. Kellogg Company (C-458) 

Sierra Pacific Power Company is planning to build an 80 MW integrated gasification combined cycle plant at its Tracy Powerplant 
site, east of Reno, Nevada. The plant will incorporate an air-blown KRW fluidized bed gasifier producing a lm-BTU gas for the 
combined cycle powerplant. The demonstration project will have a heat rate of 9,500 BTU/kWh. 

Dried and crushed coal is introduced into a pressurized, air-blown, fluidized-bed gasifier through a lockbopper system. The bed is 
fluidized by the injection of air and steam through special nozzles into the combustion zone. Crushed limestone is added to the 
gasifier to capture a portion of the sulfur introduced with the coal as well as to inhibit conversion of fuel nitrogen to ammonia. The 
sulfur reacts with the limestone to form calcium sulfide which, after oxidation, exits along with the coal ash in the form of ag-
glomerated particles suitable for landfill. 

Hot, low-BTU coal gas leaving the gasifier passes through 7lones which return most of the entrained particulate matter to the 
gasifier. The gas, which leaves the gasifier at about 1,700 F, is cooled to 1,050°F before entering the hot gas cleanup system. 
During cleanup, virtually all of the remaining particulates are removed by ceramic candle filters, and final traces of sulfur are 
removed in a fixed bed of zinc ferrite sorbent. 

In the demonstration project, a nominal 800 tons per day of coal is converted into 86 megawatts; support facilities for the plant re. 
quire 6 megawatts, leaving 80 megawatts for export to the grid. The plant has a calculated heat rate of 9,082 BTU per kilowatt-
hour (lillY). The project will be designed to run on Western subbituminous coal from Utah; operation with higher sulfur and 
lower rank coals also is being considered. 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has agreed to fund half of the $270 million project cost. The project is funded by DOE 
through the Clean Coal Technology Program, Round 4. Sierra Pacific Power will fund the remaining 50 percent. 

Foster Wheeler USA Corp. has been contracted to provide design, engineering, construction, manufacturing and environmental 
services for the project. 

After the permitting process, construction of the plant could begin in 1993. Completion is estimated for 1996-1997. 

Project Cost: 	 $270 million 

POLISH DIRECT LIQUEFACTION PROCESS - Coal Conversion Institute, Poland (C460) 

In 1975, Polish research on efficient coal liquefaction technology was advanced to a rank of Government Program PR-I 'Complex 
Coal Processing,' and in 1986 to a Central Research and Development Program under the same title. The leading and coordinating 
unit for the coal liquefaction research has been the Coal Conversion Institute, part of the Central Mining Institute. 

Initial work was concentrated on the two-stage extraction method of coal liquefaction. The investigations were carried out up to 
the bench scale unit (120 kilograms of coal per day). The next step—tests on a Process Development Unit (PDU)—met serious 
problems with the mechanical separation of solids (unreacted coal and ash) from the coal extract, and continuous operation was 
not achieved. In the early eighties a decision was made to start investigations on direct coal hydrogenation under medium pressure. 
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECT'S (Continued) 

Investigations of the new technology were first carried out on a benchccale unit of five kilograms of coal per hour. The coal con-
version and liquid products yields obtained as well as the operational reliability of the unit made it possible to design and construct 
a PDU scaled for two tonnes of coal per day. 

The construction of the direct hydrogenation PDU at the Central Mining Institute was finished in the middle of 1986. In Novem-
ber 1986 the first integrated run of the entire unit was carried out. 

The significant, original feature of this direct, non-catalytic, middle-pressure coal hydrogenation process is the recycle of part of the 
heavy product from the hot separator through the preheater to the reaction zone without pressure release. Thanks to that, a good 
distribution of residence times for different fractions of products is obtained, the proper hydrodynamics of a three-phase reactor is 
provided and the content of mineral matter (which acts as a catalyst) in the reactants is increased. From 1987 systematic tests on 
low rank coal type 31 have been carried out, with over 100 tons of coal processed in steady-state parameters. 

The results from the operation of the PDU will be used in the design of a pilot plant with a capacity of 200 tonnes coal per day 

PRENFLO GASIFICATION PILOT PLANT' - Krupp Koppers GmbH (1(K) (C-470) 

Krupp Koppers (XX) of Essen, West Germany (in United States known under the name of GKT Gesellschaft fuer Kohle-
Technologie) are presently operating a 48 ton per day demonstration plant and designing a 2,400 ton per day module for the 
PRENFLO process. The PRENFLO process is KK's pressurized version of the Koppers-Totzek (KT) flow gasifier. Detailed en-
ginecring has been completed for a 1,200 ton per day module. 

In 1973, XX started experiments using a pilot KF gasifier with elevated pressure. In 1974, an agreement was signed between Shell 
Internationale Petroleum Maatschappij BV and XX for a cooperation in the development of the pressurized version of the IC 
process. A demonstration plant with a throughput of 150 tons per day bituminous coal and an operating pressure of 435 psia was 
built and operated for a period of 30 months. After completion of the test program, Shell and XX agreed to continue further 
development separately, with each partner having some to the data gained up to that date. KK's work has led to the PRENFLO 
process. 

Krupp Koppers has decided to continue development with a test facility of 48 tons per day coal throughput at an operating pressure 
of 30 bar. The plant was located at Fuerstenhausen, West Germany. In over 10.000 hours of test operation 12 different fuels with 
ash contents of up to 40 percent were successfully used. All fuels used are converted to more than 98 percent, and in the case of fly 
ash recycled to more than 99 percent. 

Project Cent: Not disclosed 

PRESSURIZED FLUID BED COMBUSTION ADVANCED CONCEPTS - M. W. Kellogg Company (C-473) 

In September of 1988, Kellogg was awarded a contract by the DOE to study the application of transport mode gasification and 
combustion of coal in an Advanced Hybrid power cycle. The study was completed in 1990 and demonstrated that the cycle can 
reduce the cost of electricity by 20-30 percent (compared to a PC/POD system) and raise plant efficiency to 45 percent or more. 

The Hybrid system combines the advantages of a pressurized coal gasifier and a pressurized combustor which are used to drive a 
high efficiency gas turbine generator to produce electricity. The proprietary Kellogg system processes pulverized coal and lime- 
stone and relies on high velocity transport reactors to achieve high conversion and low emissions. 

DOE, in late 1990, awarded a contract to Southern Company Services, Inc. for addition of a Hot Gas Cleanup Test Facility to their 
Wilsonville test facility. The new unit will test particulate removal devices for advanced combined cycle systems and Kellogg's 
Transport gasifier and combustor technology will be used to produce the fuel gas and flue gas for the testing program. The reactor 
system is expected top	 up to 48 tons per day of coal. [See Hot Gas Cleanup Process (C-257)J. 

Kellogg has built a bench scale test unit to verify the kinetic data for the transport reactor system and has completed testing in both 
gasification and combustion modes, using bituminous and subbituminous coals. The results in both modes have verified the con-
cept that reactors designed to process pulverized coal and limestone can achieve commercial conversion levels while operating at 
high velocities and short contact times. The test data have been used to support the design of the Wilsonville test gas generator, 
and another unit at UND/EERC. 

The gasifier converts part of the coal to a low-BTU gas that is filtered and sent to the gas turbine. The remaining char is com-
busted and the flue gas is filtered and also goes to the gas turbine. The advantages of the system in addition to high efficiency are 
lower capital cost and greatly reduced SO and NO emissions.
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

DOE has also approved the design, fabrication, installation and operation of a Process Development Unit (PDU) based upon 
Kellogg's Transport gasification process at the University of North Dakota, Energy and Environmental Research Center 
(UND/EERC). The unit will process 2.4 tons per day of pulverized bituminous coal. 

DOE's Morgantown Energy Technology Center has awarded Kellogg a contract for experimental studies to investigate in-situ 
desulfurization with calcium-based sorbcnts. The testing, which will be conducted at Kellogg's Houston Technology Development 
Center, will investigate the effects of the soibcnts on sulfur capture kinetics and carbon conversion kinetics, and the mechanism for 
conversion of calcium sulfide to calcium sulfate in second generation (hybrid) pressurized fluid bed combustion systems. 

FUERTOLLANO 1GCC DEMONSTRATION PLANT - ELCOGAS. SA. (C-476) 

Under the corporation ELCOGAS S.A.. the Spanish utility company ENDESA together with EDF/F'rance, IBERDROLA/Spain, 
Hidroelectrica del Cantabrico/Spain, SEVILLANA/Spain, ENEL/Italy, and EDP/Portugal are involved in the Puertollano project. 
The project also has the European Economic Commission support, under the Thermie Program. 

The proposed project has a capacity of approximately 300 MWe, which is influenced by the type of gas turbine selected (Siemens or 
Aisthom). The PRENFLO gasification technology has been chosen for the gasifier. 

The plant configuration is single-train throughout. Using oxygen and steam, about 100 tons of coal per hour will be gasified. The 
required oxygen, approximately 90 tons per hour, will be produced in a single-train air separation unit. The resulting coal gas will 
be dedusted, desulfurized and saturated in a single-train configuration and then combusted in a single combustion turbine. 

A 50/50 mixture of Puertollano coal and petroleum coke from the Puertollano Petroleum Refinery is intended to be the main 
feedstock for this project. Coals from England, Spain, France, the United States, China, Austria, Columbia, Germany, Poland and 
South Africa will also be tested over the 3-year demonstration period. 

SO Emission values of 10 mg/m3n and NO values of 60 mg/m 3n are expected in the exhaust gas (based on 15 volume percent 
oxyen). 

The combined cycle p r plant at Puertollano will be switched into the grid in early 1996. fueled initially with natural ms. Con-
version to coal car will take place by the end of 1996. 

OINGDAO GASIFICATION PLANT (C-478) 

The gasification proiect is part of a $210 million environmental cleanu p program in Qingdao. The Asian Development Bank will 
finance $103 million of the total cost, with China Providing the balance. 

RHEINBRAUN HIGH-TEMPERATURE WINKLER PROJECT - Rheinische Braunkohlenwerke AG, Uhde 0mW-I, Lurgi 
GmbH, German Federal Ministry for Research & Technology (C-480) 

Rheinbraun and Uhde have been cooperating since 1975 on development of the High-Temperature Winkler fluidized bed gasifica-
tion process. In 1990 Lurgi joined the commercialization effort. 

Based on operational experience with various coal gasification processes, especially with ambient pressure Winkler gasifteis, 
Rheinische Braunkohlenwerke AG (Rheinbiaun) in the 1960r decided to develop pressurized fluidized bed gasification, the High- 
Temperature Winkler (HTW) process. The engineering contractor for this process is Uhde GmbH. 

The development was started at the 'Institut fur Eisenhuttenkundc' of Aachen Technical University in an ambient pressure process 
development unit (PDU) of about 50 kilograms per hour coal throughput. 

Based on the results of pre-tests with this PDU a pilot plant operating at pressure of 10 bar was built in July 1978 at the Wachtberg 
plant site near Cologne. Following an expansion in 1980/1981, feed rate was doubled to 1.3 tons per hour thy lignite. By end of 
June 1985 the test program was finished and the plant was shut down. From 1978 until June 1985 about 21,000 tons of dried brown 
coal were processed in about 38,000 hours of operation. The specific synthesis gas yield reached 1,580 standard cubic meters per 
ton of brown coal (MAP) corresponding to 96 percent of the thermodynamically calculated value. At feed rates of about 
1,800 kilograms per hour coal, the synthesis gas output of more than 7,700 standard cubic meters per hour per square meter of 
gasifier area was more than threefold the values of atmospheric Winkler gasifiers.
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After gasification tests with Finnish peat in the HTW pilot plant in the spring of 1984 the Kemira Oy Company of Finland decided 
to convert an existing ammonia production plant at Oulu from heavy oil to peat gasification according to the H1'W pro. The 
plant was designed to gasify approximately 650 tons per day of peat at 10 bar and process it to 280 tons per day of ammonia. This 
plant started up in 1988. 

Rheinbraun constructed a 30 ton per hour demonstration plant for the production of 300 million cubic meters of syngas per year. 
All engineering for gasifier and gas after-treatment including water scrubber, shift conversion, gas clean up and sulfur recovery was 
performed by Uhde; Linde AG is contractor For the Rectisol gas cleanup. The synthesis gas produced at the site of Rheinbxaun's 
Ville/Berrenrath briquetting plant is pipelined to flEA-Union Kraftstoff for methanol production. From startup in January 1986 
until the end of December 1992 about 946,299 tons of dried brown coal, especially high ash containing steam coal, were processed 
in about 39,700 hours of operation. During this time, about 1,260 million cubic meters of synthesis gas were produced. 

A new pilot plant, called pressurized HTW gasification plant, for pressures up to 25 bar and throughputs up to 63 tons per hour 
was erected on the site of the former pilot plant of hydrogasifucation and started up in November 1989. From mid-November 1989 
to early July 1990, the plant was operated at pressures between 10 and 25 bar, using oxygen as the gasifying agent. Significant fea-
tures of the 25 bar gasification are the high specific coal throughput and, consequently, the high specific fuel gas flow of almost 
100 MW per square meter. In mid-1990, the 25 bar MW plant was modified to permit tests using air as the gasifying agent Until 
the end of January 1993 the plant was operated for 8,753 hours at pressures of up to 25 bar, oxygen blown as well as air blown. 
Under all test and operating conditions gasification was uniform and trouble free. 

Typical results obtained are: up to 95 percent coal conversion, over 70 percent cold-gas efficiency and 50 MW specific fuel gas 
flow per square meter air blown and 79 percent cold-gas efficiency and 105 MW specific fuel gas now per sqare meter oxygen 
blown.	 Ib 

From February to September 1992 tests with a German hard coal and with Pittsburgh No.8 coal were successfully performed in the 
pressurized HTW gasification plant using oxygen and air as gasification agents as well. Within 543 hours of operation 728 tons of 
hard coal was processed. 

This work is performed in close co-ordination with Rlieinbraun's parent company, the Rheinisch-Westfalisches Elcktrizitatswerk 
(RWE), which operates power stations of a capacity of some 9,300 megawatts on the basis of lignite. Since this generating capacity 
will have to be renewed after the turn of the century, it is intended to develop the 16CC technology so as to have a process avail-
able for the new powerplants. Based on the results of these tests and on the operating experience gained with the 1-ITW pres-
surized plant, a demonstration plant for integrated HTW gasification combined cycle (HTW-IGCC) power generation is planned 
which will go on stream in 1996 and will have a capacity of 300 MW of electric power. The gas will be produced in one air-blown 
gasifier. See KOBRA HTW-IGCC Project (C-294). 

Project Cat: Not disclosed 

SASOL - Sasol Limited (C-490) 

Sasol Limited is the holding company of the multi divisional Sasol Group of Companies. Sasol is a world leader in the commercial 
production of coal based synthetic fuels. The Symbol oil-from-coal process was developed by Sasol in South Africa in the course of 
more than 30 years. A unique process in the field, its commercial-scale viability has been fully proven and its economic viability 
conclusively demonstrated. 

The first Sasol plant was established in Sasolburg in the early fifties. The much larger Saint Two and Three plants, at Secunda-
situated on the Eastern Highveld of Transvaal, came on-stream in 1980 and 1982, respectively. 

The two Secunda plants ale virtually identical and both are much larger than Sasol One, which served as their prototype. Enor-
mous quantities of feedstock are produced at these plants. At full production, their daily consumption of coal is almost 
100.000 tons, of oxygen, 28,000 tons; and of water, mcgaliters. Sasol's Facilities at Secunda for the production of oxygen are by 
far the largest in the world. 

Facilities at the fuel plants include boiler houses, Lurgi coat gasifiers, oxygen plants, Rectisol gas purification units, synthol reac- 
tors, gas reformers and refineries. Hydrocarbon synthesis takes place by means of the Sasol licensed Synthol process. 

The products of Sasol Two and Three, other than liquid fuels, include ethylene, alcohols, acetone, methyl ethyl ketone, pitch, tar 
acids, and sulfur, produced for Sasol's Chemical Division, ammonia for the group's Fertilizer and Explosives Divisions, and 
propylene for the Polymer Division. The primary fuels produced by Saint at Secunda are probably among the most environmen-
tally acceptable in the world. The gasoline that is produced has zero sulfur content, is low in aromatics and the level of oxygenates 
means a relatively high octane number. An oxygenate.containing fuel, as a result of the lower combustion temperature, results in a 
generally lower level of reactive exhaust constituents.
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The blending of synthetic gasoline With alcohols (ethanol as well as high fuel, alcohols) presented a particular challenge to Sasol. 
Sasol erected research and development facilities to optimize and characterize fuel additives. Whereas carburetor corrosion with 
alcohol-containing gasoline oceurs with certain alloys used for carburetors, Sasol has now developed its own package of additives to 
the point where a formal guarantee is issued to clients who use Sasol fuel. 

The diesel fuel is a zero sulfur fuel with a high octane number and a paraffin content that will result in a lower particulate emission 
level than normal refinery fuel. 

Sasol's Mining Division manages the six Sasol-owned collieries, which have an annual production in excess of 43 million tons of 
coal. The collieries comprised of the three Secunda Collieries (including the new open cast mines, Syferfontein and Wcinderwater), 
which form the largest single underground coal mining complex in the world, and the Sigma Colliery in Sasolburg. 

A technology company, Sastech, is responsible for the Group's entire research and development program, process design, engineer-
ing. project management, and transfer of technology. 

Sasol approved in 1990 six new projects costing $451 million as part of an overall V.5 billion program over the next live years. The 
first three projects are scheduled for completion by January 1993. 

Sasol has increased its production of ethylene by 55,000 tons per year, to a current level of 400,000 tons per year, by expanding its 
ethylene recovery plant at Secunda. 

The company's total wax producing capacity will be doubled from its current level of 64,000 tons per year to 120.000 tons per yea 

The 70,	 ton per year Sasol One ammonia plant is to be replaced by a 240,000 ton per year plant, which is expected to supply 
South Africa's current ammonia supply shortfall. 

A new facility, Sasol One, to manufacture paraffinic products for detergents was commissioned in March 1993. 

An n-butanol plant to recover acetaldehyde from the Secunda facilities and to produce 17,500 tons per year of n-butanol was com-
missioned during 1992. 

Sasol will construct a delayed coker facility to produce green coke, and a calciner to calcinate the green coke to anode coke and 
needle coke. The anode coke is suitable for use in the aluminum smelting industry. They are scheduled to be in production by July 
1993. 

A flexible plant to recover 100,000 tons per year of 1-hexane or 1-pantone will be built to come online in January 1994. The tech-
nology was developed in-house by Sasol. 

• krypton/xenon gas recovery plant adiacent to Secunda oxygen units was commissioned in 1993. 

• major renewal project at Sasol One includes the re placement of the fixed bed Fischer-Tropsch plant with the new Sasol Slurry 
Bed Reactor. The renewal also includes shutting down much of the synthetic fuels capability at this plant. 

Project Cost: SASOL Two $2.9 Billion 
SASOL Three $33 Billion 

At exchange rates ruling at construction 

SCOTIA COAL SYNFUELS PROJECT - DEVCO; Alastair Gillespie & Associates Limited; Gulf Canada Products Company 
NOVA; Nova Scotia Resources Limited; and Petro-Canada (C-500) 

The consortium conducted a feasibility study of a coal liquefaction plant in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia using local coal to produce 
gasoline and diesel fuel. The plant would be built either in the area of the Point Tupper Refinery or near the coal mines. The 
25,000 barrels per day production goal would require approximately 2.5 million tonnes of coal per year. A contract was completed 
with Chevron Research Inc. to test the coals in their two-stage direct liquefaction process (CCLP). A feasibility report was com-
pleted and financeability options discussed with governments concerned and other parties. 

Scotia Synfuels Limited has been incorporated to carry on the work of the consortium. Scotia Synfuels has down-sized the project 
to 12,500 barrels per day based on a coprocessing concept and purchased the Point Tupper site from Ultramar Canada Inc. Recent 
developments in coprocessing technology have reduced the capital cost estimates to US$375 million. Net operating casts an es-
timated at less than US$20 per barrel. 

In late 1988 Hydrocarbon Research Inc. (HRI) was commissioned by Scotia Synfuel Ltd. to perform microautoclave and bench 
scale tests to demonstrate the feasibility of their co-processing technology using Harbour seam coal and several oil feedstocks. In 
early 1989, Bantrel Inc. (a Canadian engineering firm  affiliated with Bechtel Inc.), was commissioned to develop a preliminary 
process design.
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Scotia Synfuels and partners have concluded an agreement with the Nova Scotia government supported by the federal government 
for financial assistance on a $2.5 million coprocessing feasibility study. The study was completed in 1990. 

Based on the test program results, material and energy balances were developed for a commercial facility. An economic model was 
developed to analyze a number of options. The model incorporated government investment support programs available in eastern 
Canada. The primary incentives were investment tax credits and loan financing. 

Discussions on project financing continued in 1991 with the governments of Canada and Nova Scotia and private corporations. 

Project Cost:	 Approximately $2.5 million for the feasibility study 
Approximately (ZOO million for the plant 

SEP 10CC POWERPLANT - Demkolec B.V. (SEP) (C-SW) 

In 1989, Demkolec, a wholly owned subsidiary of Samenwerkende Eiektriciteits-Produktiebedrijven (SEP). the Central Dutch 
electricity generating board, started to build a 253 megawatt integrated coal gasification combined cycle (10CC) powerplant, to be 
ready in 1993. 

SEP gave Comprimo Engineering Consultants in Amsterdam an order to study the gasification technologies of Shell, Texaco and 
British Gas/L.urgi. In April 1989 it was announced that the Shell process had been chosen. The location of the coal 
gasification/combined cycle demonstration station is Buggenum, in the province of Limburg, The Netherlands. 

The coal gasification facility will employ a single 2,000 ton per day gasifier designed on the basis of Shell technology. The clean gas 
will fuel a single shaft Siemens V94.2 gas turbine (136 MWe) coupled with steam turbine (128 MWe) and generator. The coal 
gasification plant will be fully integrated with the combined cycle plant, including the boiler feed water and steam systems, addition-
ally the compressed air for the air separation plant will be provided as a bleed stream from the compressor of the gas turbine. The 
design heat rate on internationally traded Australian coal (Drayton) is 8,240 BTU/kWh based on coal higher heating value (1111%'). 

Environmental pennils based on NO emissions of 0.17 lb/MMBTU and SO emissions of 0.06 lb/MMBTU were obtained in April 
1990. Construction began in July 199t) and start of operation is scheduled foi September 1993. When operation begins, the Dem-
kolec plant will be the largest coal gasification combined cycle powerplant in the world. Commissioning of the main plant system is 
scheduled to take place in January through July 1993. 

After three years of demonstration (1994 to 1996), the plant will be handed over to the Electricity Generating Company of South 
Netherlands (N.V. EPZ). 

Project Cost: DO. 880 million (1989) 

SHANGHAI CHEMICALS FROM COAL PLANT - People's Republic of China (C-525) 

The Chinese government has approved construction of a new methanol complex. Using coal as raw material, the Shanghai-based 
plant is expected to produce 100,	 tons per year of methanol and 15,000 tons per year of acetate fiber. Completion is due in 
1992. 

SHOUGANG COAL GASIFICATION PROJECT - People's Republic of China (C-527) 

The Shougang plant will gasify 1,170 tons per day of Chinese anthracite using the Texaco coal gasification process. The gasification 
plant will produce fuel gas for an existing steel mill and town gas. The detailed design is being completed and equipment fabrica-
tion is underway. The plant is expected to be operational in late 1992. 

SLAGGING GASIFIER PROJECT - British Gas Corporation (C-MO) 

T e British Gas Corporation (BOC) constructed a prototype high pressure slagging fixed bed gasifier in 1974 at Westfield, Scot-
land. (This gasifier has a 6 foot diameter and a throughput of 300 tons per day.) The plant successfully operated on a wide range 
of British and American coals, including strongly caking and highly swelling coals. The ability to use a considerable proportion of 
fare coal in the feed to the top of the gasifier has been demonstrated as well as the injection of further quantities of fine coal 
through the tuyeres into the base of the gasifier. Byproduct hydrocarbon oils and tars can be recycled and gasified to extinction. 
The coal is gasified in steam and oxygen. The slag produced is removed from the gasifier in the form of granular frit. Gasification 
is substantially complete with a high thermal efficiency. A long term proving run on the gasifier was carried out successfully be-
tween 1975 and 1983. Total operating time was over one year and over 100,000 tons of coal were gasified. 
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A second phase, started in November 1984, was the demonstration of a 500 ton per day (equivalent to 70 megawatts) gasifier with a 
nominal inside diameter of 7.5 feet. Integrated combined cycle tests were carried out with an SIC 30 Rolls Royce Olympus turbine 
to generate power for the grid. The turbine is supplied with product gas from the plant. It has a combustor temperature of 
1,950°F, a compression ratio of 10, and a thermal efficiency of 31 percent. By 1989 this gasifier had operated for approximately 
1,300 hours and had gasified over 26,000 tons of British and American (Pittsburgh No. Sand Illinois No. 6) coals. 

The 500-ton per day gasifier was operated at 25 bar until the end of 1990 

An experimental gasifier designed to operate in the fired bed dagger mode at pressure up to 70 atmospheres was constructed in 
1988. It was designed for a throughput of 200 tons per day. This unit was operated through 1991. Operation of the gasifier was ex-
cellent over the entire pressure range; the slag was discharged automatically, and the product gas was of a consistent quality. At 
corresponding pressures and loadings the performance of the 200-ton per day gasifier was similar to that of the 500-ton per day 
unit previously used. 

As the pressure rises, the gas composition shows a progressive increase in methane and a decrease in hydrogen and ethtylene, while 
the ethane remains fairly constant. The tar yield as a percentage of the dry ash free coal decreases with pressure. The cold gas ef-
ficiency, i.e., the proportion of the fuel input converted to potential heat in the output gas, was above 90 percent. The throughput 
increased approximately with the square root of the ratio of the operating pressures. 

Project Ccst Not available 

SYNTHESEGASANLAGE RUHR (SAR) - Ruhrkohle Gel and Gas GmbH and Hoechst AG (C-560) 

Based on the results of the pressurized coal-dust gasification pilot plant using the Texaco process, which has been in operation 
from 1978 to 1985, the industrial gasification plant Synthesegasanlage Ruhr has been completed on Ruhrchemie's site at 
Obcrhausen-Holten. 

The 800 tons per day coal gasification plant has been in operation since August 1986. The coal gases produced have the quality to 
be fed into the Ruhrchemie's oiosynthesis plants. The gasification plant has been modified to allow for input of either hard coal or 
heavy oil residues. The initial investment was subsidized by the Federal Minister of Economics of the Federal Republic of Ger-
many. The Minister of Economics, Small Business and Technology of the State of North-Rhine Westphalia participates in the coal 
costs. 

Project Costs DM220 million (Investment) 

TAMPELL& 1(1CC PROCESS DEMONSTRATION - Tampella Power (C-565) 

After having obtained the rights to the Institute of Gas Technology's fluidized bed gasification technology in 1989, Tampella Keeler 
began to design and initiate construction of a 10 MW thermal pilot plant at their research facilities in Tampere, Finland. The pilot 
plant is considered essential for determining operating parameters for specific coals and for continuing process development in the 
areas of in-gasifier sulfur capture and hot gas cleanup. The pilot plant will be operational in early 1991. 

The pilot plant is designed so that alternative hot gas filters and zinc ferrite absorber/regenerator design concepts can be 
evaluated. The gasifier is 66 foot tall, with an inside diameter ranging from 2 to 4 feet. The gasifier will be capable of operating at 
pressures up to 425 psig. 

After the pilot plant construction was underway, Tampella turned its attention towards locating a demonstration project in Finland 
and one in the U.S. A cogeneration project to be located at an existing papermiil has been selected as the basis for the demonstra-
tion in Finland. The gasifier will have a capacity of 150 MW thermal which is equal to about 500 tons per day of coal consumption. 
The plant will produce about 60 MW of electricity and about 60 MW equivalent of district heating. 

In September, 1991 Tampella received support from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to build an integrated gasification 
combined-cycle demonstration facility, known as the Toms Creek 10CC Demonstration Project, in Coeburn, Wise County, Virginia 
(see project 0580, below). The Toms Creek Project will utilize Tampella Power's advanced coal gasification technology to 
demonstrate improved efficiency for conversion of coal to electric power while significantly reducing SO  and NO emissions. 

TECO 10CC PLANT - Teco Power Services, U.S. Department of Energy (C-567) 

A 260 MW(e) coal-gas based combustion turbine combined cycle power generating system is planned for Lakeland, Polk County, 
Florida, The plant will include an integrated gasification system providing fuel to a conventional combustion turbine combined 
cycle base load unit.
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COMMERCIAL AND R&D PROJECTS (Continued) 

The project, originally proposed as a 120 MW independent power project costing $400 million, was to be built on a site outside Tal-
lahassee, Florida near the existing Arvah B. Hopkins Power Station. Public opposition and stalled negotiations with city officials 
forced Tampa Electric to change the location. A nominal 1,900 tons per day of coal will be converted to electricity. High-sulfur Il-
linois Basin coal will be used. 

The integrated gasification combined cycle (10CC) project is being developed by TI3CO Power Services (ITS), a subsidiary of 
Tampa Electric. TPS will develop the project under commercial terms and conditions using a United States Department of Energy 
program subsidy to reduce financial risks associated with the coal gasification phase of the plant. 

The Texaco Gasification Process has been selected for integration with a combined cycle power block. Startup is expected in 1996. 

Project Cat $2413 million 

TEXACO COOL WATER PROJECT - Texaco Syngas Inc. and Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. (C-569) 

Original Cool Water participants built a 1,000-1,200 tons per day commercial-scale coal gasification plant using the oxygen-blown 
Texaco Coal Gasification Process. The gasification system which includes two Syngas Cooler vessels, was integrated with a General 
Electric combined cycle unit to produce approximately 122 megawatts of gross power. Plant construction, which began in Decem-
ber 1981, was completed on April 30, 1984, within the projected $300 million budget. A 5-year demonstration period was com-
pleted in January 1989. See COOI Wafer Project in the December 1991 issue of the Synthetic Fuels Report, Status of Projects sec-
tion for details of the original completed project. 

Texaco plans to modify and reactivate the existing facilities to demonstrate new activities which include the addition of sewage 
sludge into the coal feedstock, production of methanol, and carton dioxide recovery. 

Texaco intends to use a new application of Texaco's technology which will allow the Cool Water plant to convert municipal sewage 
sludge to useful energy by mixing it with the coal feedstock. Texaco has demonstrated in pilot runs that sludge can be mixed with 
coal and, under high temperatures and pressures, gasified to produce a clean synthesis gas. The plant will produce no harmful 
byproducts. 

Texaco will participate with Air Products, Chemical Inc. and the Department of Energy (DOE) to demonstrate the production of 
up to 150 TPD of liquid phase methanol (LPMEOH) under a U.S. Department of Energy Clean Coal Technology Round 3 award. 
Texaco also plans to recover approximately 200 TPD of liquid CO. Texaco has submitted permit applications to the California 
Energy Commission and the U.S. Environmental Protection AgeAcy and has received Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
designation as a Qualifying Facility Cogenerator. DOE will fund 43 percent of the $213.7 million project cost. The liquid phase 
methanol synthesis process is more efficient than the conventional gas phase process and is better suited for processing the gases 
produced by modern coal gasifiers. Producing methanol as a coproduct in combined cycle coal gasification facilities has distinct ad-
vantages. The gasifier can be run continuously at its most efficient level. During periods of low power demand, synthesis gas made 
by the gasifier would be convened to methanol for storage. At peak power demand, this methanol could be used to supplement 
the combustion turbine, thus lowering the size of the gasifier that would be required if the gasifier alone had to meet peak electrical 
demand. 

The methanol produced in the demonstration will be tested both on-site at the Cool Water facility, and in off-site boiler and 
transportation applications, including bus and van pool tests in the Los Angeles, California and Charleston, West Virginia areas. 

Based on the early 1993 economy and forecasts for natural gas price and availability in California, Air4oducts and Chemicals, Inc., 
Texaco Syngas Inc., and DOE have recognized that the combined Texaco Cool Water/LPMEOH demonstration project, as 
proposed, cannot compete economically with natural gas-fired electric power generation in California. Air Products and Chemicals, 
Inc. and DOE have agreed to consider options to restructure the project and to suspend project expenditures until an acceptable 
option is approved by DOE The options being explored by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. include restructuring the project 
through participation by the City of La Angeles Department of Water and Power and relocating the project to an alternative site. 

Texaco Syngas Inc. has initiated efforts to restructure the financing of the Texaco Cool Water Project and continues to negotiate 
with Southern California Edison Company for the power purchase agreement based on the California Energy Commission Com-
mittee Order dated November 2, 1992. Successful negotiation of the power purchase agreement, with necessary State of California 
approvals, would allow the acquisition of the Cool Water Gasification Facility, by Texaco Syngas Inc. from Southern California 
Edison Company, to be completed. 

Project Cat: $263 million for original Cool Water Coal Gasification Program - 
$213.7 million for the commerical demonstration of the liquid-phase methanol process 
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TEXACO MONTEBEI.LO RESEARCH LABORATORY STUDIES - Texaco Inc. (C-571) 

Texaco has a number of on-going coal gasification research and development programs at its Montebello Research Laboratory 
(MRL). MRL is a major pilot-scale process development facility which has been involved in gasification research since 1946. It 
currently has three gasifiers with rated capacities of 15-30 tons per day of coal. These units are also capable of feeding a wide range 
of other solid and liquid fuels. 

MRL serves the dual purpose of doing research and pilot unit testing for the development of the Texaco Gasification Process 
(FOP), and obtaining data required for the design and environmental permitting of commercial plants. In recent years, the 
research emphasis has expanded to include the improved integration of the gasification process with the overall chemical or 
powerplant. This has involved the development of high temperature syngas cleanup technology (jointly funded by the U.S. Depart- 
ment of Energy), improved low temperature acid gas removal processes and engineering studies aimed at increasing the efficiency 
and reducing the cost of Texaco gasification based chemical and power generation plants. 

In addition, the research also continues to expand the already wide range of feeds which can be gasified by the TOP. Recent work 
has included oily wastes, Orimulsion, contaminated soil, sewage sludge, plastics and tire oil, made by the liquefaction of used tires 
in waste oils, such as used motor oil. 

THERMOCI-IEM PULSE COMBUSTION DEMONSTRATION - ThermoQiem, Inc., Weyerhauser and U.S. Department of Energy 
(C-577) 

ThermoChem will demonstrate Manufacturing and Technology Conversion International's (MTCI) pulse combustor in an applica-
tion for steam gasification of coal. This gasification process will produce a medium BTU content fuel gas from subbituminous coal 
at Weyerhauser Paper Compans Containerboard Division mill in Springfield, Oregon. The fuel gas and byproduct steam 
produced by this demonstration unit will be used in the mill to offset use of existing hog-fuel boilers. The eventual replacement of 
all existing five hog-fuel boilers is contemplated. 

This demonstration will be of an industrial size gasifier. The heat required for the gasification will be supplied by the combustion 
of cleaned gasification products (fuel gas) in numerous pulsed combustion tubes. The products of pulsed combustion are separated 
from the gasification products. Since no dilution of the byproducts of combustion or of gasified fuel gas occurs, a medium BTU 
content fuel (500 BTU/scf) gas will be produced. The turbulent nature of the pulsed combustor contributes to a high combustion 
heat release density and high heat transfer rates to the gasifier bed. The fluidized bed coal gasifier also offers high turbulence and 
heat transfer rates. 

The objective of the TherinoOtem project is the demonstration of a 420 ton per day (as-received coal) novel coal gasification unit. 
It will supply a product fuel gas with a heating value of 1611 million BTU/hr for boiler fuel. Use of the fuel gas in place of hog-
fuel boilers will lower particulate emissions at the host facility. Another goal of the project is to determine whether gasification can 
be used on other potential energy sources, such as pulp-making byproducts. 

The U.S. Department of Energy will fund 50 percent of the project under Round 4 of the Clean Coal Technology Program. 
Weyerhauser and ThennoChem will split the rest of the project. 

Project Cost: $373 million 

TOM'S CREEK 16CC DEMONSTRATION PLANT - TAMCO Power Partners and U.S. Department of Energy (C-580) 

TAMCO Power Partners, a partnership between Tampella Power Corporation and Coastal Power Production Company will build 
an integrated gasification combined cycle powerplant in Coeburn, Virginia. The U.S. Department of Energy will fund 50 percent of 
the $291 million project under Round 4 of its Clean Coal Technology Program. 

The project will demonstrate a single air blown fluidized bed gasifier, based on the U-GAS technology developed by the Institute of 
Gas Technology. The plant will burn 430 tons per day of local bituminous coal and produce a net 55 MWe. Power will be genera-
ted with two gasifiers (one coal gas fared, one natural gas fired), and one steam turbine. 

Project sponsors have had trouble finding a buyer for the project's power output. The partners expect to complete funding ncgo-
tiations with DOE by the end of 1992. 

Project Cost: 	 $291.1 million
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UBE AMMONIA-FROM-COAL PLANT - (The Industries, Ltd. (C-590) 

Ube Industries, Ltd., of Tokyo completed the world's lust large scale ammonia plant based on the Texaco coal gasification process 
(TCGP) in 1984. Theft are four complete trains of quench mode gasifleis in the plant. In normal operation three trains are used 
with one for stand-by. Ube began with a comparative study of available coal gasification processes in 1980. In October of that 
year, the Texaco process was selected. 1981 saw pilot tests run at Texaco's Montebello Research Laboratory, and a process design 
package was prepared in 1982- Detailed design started in early 1983, and site preparation in the middle of that year. Construction 
was completed in just over one year. The plant was commissioned in July 1984, and the first drop of liquid ammonia from coal was 
obtained in early August 1984. Those engineering and construction works and commissioning were executed by Ube's Plant En-
gineering Division. Ube installed the new coal gasification process as an alternative 'front end' of the existing steam reforming 
process, retaining the original synthesis gas compression and ammonia synthesis facility. The plant thus has a wide range of 
flexibility in selection of raw material depending on any future energy shift. It can now product ammonia from coals, naphtha and 
LPG as required. 

The 1,650 tons per day gasification plant has operated using four kinds of coal—Canadian, Australian, Chinese, and South African. 

Over 2.5 million tons of feed including 200,000 tons of petroleum coke, had been gasified by 1990. The overall cat of ammonia is 
said by Ube to be reduced by more than 20 percent by using coal gasification. Furthermore, the coal gasification plant is expected 
to be even more advantageous if the price difference between crude oil and coal increases. 

Project Cat - Not disclosed 

VARTAN DISTRICT HEATING PLANT - Ener gie Verk (C-595) 

The Vartan plant has an output of 135 MW of electric capacity and 210 MW thermal (NW. The coal used has about 1 nercent 
sulfur and is fed to the combustor as a coat-water naste. Efficienc y is about 42 percent. 

VEW GASIFICATION PROCESS - Vereinigte Elektrizitatswerke Westfalen AG, Dortmund (C-600) 

A gasification process being specially developed for application in powerplants is the VEW Coal Conversion Process of Vereinigte 
Elektrizitatswerke Westfalen AG, a German utility. The process works on the principle of entrained flow. Coal is partly gasified 
with air and the remaining coke is burned separately in a combustion unit. Because the coal is only panty gasified, it is not neces-
sary to use oxygen. A prototype 10 tons coal per hour plant has been operated in (3eisteinwerk near Dortmund since 1985. Super- 
heated steam of 530 degrees C and 180 bar is generated in the waste heat boiler. Two variants are being tested for gas cleaning, 
whereby both wet and dry gas cleaning are being applied. These consist of: 

Wet gas cleaning to remove chlorine and fluorine by forming ammonia salts; dry salts are produced in an evapora-
tion plant 

Dry removal of chlorine and fluorine in a circulating fluidized bed in which lime is used as a reagent 

The test operation was finished in January 1991. 

The future concept of a coal-based combined cycle powerplant links the partial coal gasification and the product gas cleaning with 
an innovative circulating fluidized bed combustor. In this process the product gas is freed only from dust, chlorine, and fluorine in 
order to protect the gas turbine materials. NO reduction and sulfur removal is carried out in the combustor. 

Project Cat Not disclosed 

VICTORIAN BROWN COAL UQUEFAC'IlON PROJECT - Brown Coal liquefaction (Victoria) Pty. Ltd. (C-610) 

BCLV was operating a pilot plant at Morwell in southeastern Victoria to process the equivalent of 50 tonnes per day of moist ash 
free coal until October 1990. BCLV is a subsidiary of the Japanese-owned Nippon Brown Coal Liquefaction Company (NDCL), a 
consortium involving Kobe Steel, Mitsubishi Kasei Corporation, Nissho Iwai, Idemitsu Kosan, and Cosmo Oil. 
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The project is being run as an inter-governmental cooperative project, involving the Federal Government of Australia, the State 
Government of Victoria, and the Government of Japan. The program is being fully funded by the Japanese government through 
the New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization (NEDO). NBCL is entrusted with implementation of the 
entire program, and DCLV is carrying out the Australian components. The Victorian government is providing the plant site, the 
coal, and some personnel. 

Construction of the drying, slurrying, and primary hydrogenation sections comprising the first phase of the project began in 
November 1981. The remaining sections, consisting of solvent deashing and secondary hydrogenation, were completed during 
1986. The pilot plant was operated until October 1990, and shut down at that point. 

The pilot plant is located adjacent to the Morwell open cut brown coal mine. Davy McKee Pacific fly. Ltd., provided the 
Australian portion of engineering design procurement and construction management of the pilot plant. The aim of the pilot plant 
was to prove the effectiveness of the BCL Process which had been developed since 1971 by the consortium. 

Work at the BCLV plant was moved in 1990 to a Japanese laboratory, starting a three-year study that will determine whether a 
demonstration plant should be built. NBCL is developing a small laboratory in Kobe, Japan, specifically to study the Morwell 
project. 

Part of the plant will be demolished and the Coal Corporation of Victoria is considering using a part of the plant for an R&D 
program aimed at developing more efficient brown coal technologies. The possibility of building a demonstration unit capable of 
producing 16,000 barrels per day from 5,000 tonnes per day of dry coal will be examined in Japan. 

If a commercial plant were to be constructed, it would be capable of producing 100,000 barrels of synthetic oil, consisting of six 
lines of plant capable of producing 16,000 barrels from 5,000 tonnes per day dry coal. For this future stage, Australian companies 
will be called for equity participation for the project. 

Project Cost: Approximately $700 million 

WABASH RIVER COAL GASIFICATION REPOWBIUNG PROJECT - Destec Energy, Inc. and PSI Energy Inc. (C.614) 

Located in West Terre Haute, Indiana, the project will repower one of the six units at PSI Energy's Wabash River power station. 
The repowering scheme will use a single train, oxygen-blown Destec gasification plant and the existing steam turbine in a new in-
tegrated gasification combined cycle configuration to produce 270 megawatts of electricity from 2,500 tons per day of high sulfur 
eastern bituminous coal. The plant will be designed to substantially out-perform the standards established in the Clean Air Act 
Amendments for the year 2000. The demonstration period for the project will be 3 years after plant startup. 

The CGCC system will consist of Destec's two-stage, entrained-flow coal gasifier, a gas conditioning system for removing sulfur 
compounds and particulates; systems or mechanical devices for improved coal feed; a combined-cycle power generation system., 
wherein the conditioned synthetic fuel gas is combusted in a combustion turbine generator, a gas cleanup system; a heat recovery 
steam generator, all necessary coal handling equipment; and an existing plant steam turbine and associated equipment. 

The demonstration will result in a combined-cycle powerplant with low emissions and high net plant efficiency. The net plant heat 
rate for the new, repowered unit will be 8,740 BTU per kilowatt-hour, representing a 21 percent improvement over the existing unit 
while cutting SO2 by greater than 90 percent and NO emissions by greater than 85 percent. 

The project was selected for funding under Round IV of the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Clean Coal Technology 
Program, and is slated to operate commercially following the demonstration period. DOE has agreed to provide funding of up to 
$198 million under the Cooperative Agreement. 

Construction is scheduled to begin in early 1993 and be completed, with startup, by early 1995 

Project Cost: $396 million 

WESTERN CANADA IGCC DEMONSTRATION PLANT - Coal Association of Canada, Canadian Federal Government, the Provin-
cial Governments of Alberta, Saskatchewan, Ontario and British Columbia (C-615) 

A C$1 million feasibility study, led by the Coal Association of Canada and begun in 1990, has selected a 240 MW facility to be 
designed around a General Electric 7001 F gas turbine to test integrated gasification combined cycle technology in Western 
Canada. The demonstration will also be the first in the world to test carbon dioxide recovery. The study was completed in mid 
1991. Two companies, Nova Scotia Power and Saskatchewan Power are now considering the results of the feasibility study to deter-
mine whether or not to go ahead with a siting study for the project.
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The project will incorporate a Shell entrained flow gasifier capable of using 2,400 tonnes per day of subbituminous coal and will 
also feature testing of a process that will recover 50 percent of the carbon dioxide from the gas stream prior to combustion. Capital 
cost is estimated around C32JXX)/kW. 

WESTERN ENERGY ADVANCED COAL CONVERSION PROCESS DEMONSTRATION - Rosebud SynCoal Partnership, West-
ern Energy Company, United States Department of Energy (C-616) 

The United States Department of Energy (DOE) signed an agreement with Western Energy Company for funding as a replace-
ment project in Round I of the Department's Clean Coal Technology Program. DOE will fund half of the $69 million project and 
the partners will provide the other hail of the funding. Western Energy Company has entered a partnership with Scoria Inc., a sub-
sidiary of NRG, Northern States Powers' nonutility group. The new entity, Rosebud SynCoal Partnership will be the project 
owner. Western Energy Company has retained a contract to build and operate the facility. 

The Western proposal is a novel coal cleaning process to improve the heating value and reduce the sulfur content of western coals. 
Typical western coals may contain moisture as much as 25 to 55 percent of their weight. The high moisture and mineral content of 
the coals reduces their heating value to less than 9,000 BTU per pound. 

The Western Energy process would upgrade the coals, reducing their moisture content to as low as I percent and produce a heating 
value of up to 12,000 BTU per pound. The process also reduces sulfur content of the coals, which can be as high as 1.5 percent, to 
as low as 03 percent. The project will be conducted at a 50 ton per hour unit adjacent to a Western Energy subbituminous coal 
mine in Colstrip, Montana. 

Construction of the ACCP demonstration facility is complete and initial'turnover" of equipment started in December 1991. The 
DOE agreement calls for a 3-year operation demonstrating the ability to produce a clean, high quality, upgraded product and test-
ing the product in utility and industrial applications. 

Plant construction was completed ahead of schedule and, following shakedown activities, startup was achieved in early 1992. When 
in continuous operation, the plant will produce 1,00) tons per day, or 300,000 tons per year of upgraded solid fuel at full produc-
tion. 

Rosebud Syncoal Partnership is working with Montana Power Company's Corette plant to conduct an initial test burn using a 
Syncoal/raw coal blend. Northern States Power Company's Riverside plant will receive a 5,000 ton shipment to conduct an initial 
test burn of the unblended product. Dairyland Power has committed to use the next 5,000 tons for test burns at its Alma Station. 

If demonstration is successful, Western Energy hopes to build a privately fmanced commercial-scale plant processing Ito 3 million 
tons of coal per year by 1997. 

Project Cost $69 million 

WILSONVILLE POWER SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT FACILITY (PSDF) PROJECT -. Southern Com pany SeMces, Inc. and United 
States Department of Energy (C-257) 

The PSDF will consist of five modules for systems and comnonent testin g. These modules include an Advanced Pressurized 
Fluidized Bed Combustion (APFBC) Module, and Advance Gasifier Module, Hot Gas Cleanu p Module. Compressor/Turbine 
Module, and a Fuel Cell Module. 

The intent of the PSDF is to provide a flexible test facility that can be used to develop advanced p r system components. 
evaluate advanced turbine and fuel cell system configurations, and assess the intezration and control issues of these advanced Power systems. The facility would provide a resource for ri gorous, long-term testin g and performance assessment of hot stream 
cleanup devices in an inte grated environment, Permittin g evaluation of not only the cleanu p devices but also other comnonents in 
an integrated operation. 

The facility will be located at the Southern Com pany's Clean Coal Research Center in Wilsonville, AL The desi gn for the facility 
is Illinois No. 6 bituminous coal with a Powder River subbituminous coal as an alternate coal. Lon gview Limestone, which is ob-
tained locally near Wilsonville, has been chosen for initial testing. 

The advanced gasifier module involves M.W. Kellogg's transport technology for pressurized combustion and gasification to provide 
either an oxidizin g or reducin g gas for parametric testin g of hot particulate control devices. The transport reactor is sized to 
process nominally 2 tons per hour of coal to deliver 1,000 ACEM of particulate laden gas to the LCD inlet over the temperature 
range of 1.	 to 1,800"F at 300 pai'. 

The second-generation APFBC system is capable of achievin g 45 percent net plant efficiency. The APFBC system designed for the 
PSDF consists of a hi gh pressure (170 rnia'. medium temjerature (1,600°19 carbonizer to generate 1,500 ACF'M of low-BTU fuel 
gas and a circulatin g PFBC (operating at 150 psia, 1,6(X) F) generating 7300 ACFM combustion zas. The coal feed rate to car-
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The hot gas is expanded through a aas turbine (Allison Model 501-KM). powering both the electric tenerator and air compressor, 

Installation is scheduled to be com pleted by the end of 1994. followed by operation of the facility from 1995 throu gh 1997. 

Project Cast: $147 million 

WUJ1NO TRIGENERATION PROJECT - Shanghai Coking and Chemical Plant (C-620) 

Shanghai Coking and Chemical Plant (SCCP) is planning a trigeneration project to produce coal-derived fuel gas, electricity, and 
steam. The proposed plant will be constructed near the Shanghai Coking and Chemical plant in Wujing, a suburb south of Shan-
ghai. SCCP contracted with Bechtel on June 6, 1986 to conduct a technical and economic feasibility study of the project. 

The project will consist of coal gasification facilities and other processing units to be installed and operated with the existing coke 
ovens in the Shanghai Coking and Chemical Plant. The facility will produce 2 million cubic meters per day of 3,800 Kcal per cubic 
meter of town gas; 70,000 kilowatt-hours of electricity per year; 100 metric tons per hour of low pressure steam; and 300,000 metric 
tons per year of.99S5 percent purity chemical grade methanol, 100,000 metric tons per year of acetic anhydride, and 50,000 metric 
tons per year of cellulose acetate. The project will be constructed in three phases. 

In Phase 1, the production plan is further divided into 2 stages. In the first stage, 1 million cubic meters per day of town gas and 
100,000 tons per year of methanol will be produced. The second stage will add another 0.7 million cubic meters per day of town gas 
and other 100,000 tons per year of methanol. 

In November 1991, SCCP and Texaco Development Corporation signed an agreement for Texaco to furnish the gasifier, coal slurry 
and methanol systems. SCCP will import other advanced technologies and create foreign joint ventures at later stages for the 
production of acetic anhydride, formic acid, cellulose acetate and combined cycle power generation. 

In March 1992, a foundation stone laying ceremony was performed at the plant site. Phase I is scheduled to be completed by June 
1995. 

Project Cost: 2 billion yuan 

YUNNAI'4 LURGI CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS PLANT - Yunnan Province, China (C-625) 

In the 1970, a chemical fertilizer plant was set up in Yunnan province by using Eurgi pressurized gasifiers of 2.7 meter diameter. 
The pressurized gasification of a coal water slurry has completed a model test with a coal throughput of 20 kilograms per hour and 
achieved success in a pilot unit of 1.5 tons per hour. The carbon conversion reached 95 percent, with a cold gas efficiency of 
66 percent. 

For "ter-gas generation, coke was first used as feedstock. In the 1950s, experiments of using anthracite to replace coke were suc-
cessful, thus reducing the production cost of ammonia by 25 to 30 percent. In order to substitute coal briquettes for lump 
anthracite, the Beijing Research Institute of Coal Chemistry developed a coal briquetting process in which humate was used as a 
binder to produce synthetic gas for chemical fertilizer production. This process has been applied to production. 
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YONNAN PROVINCE COAL GASIFICATION PLANT - People's Republic of China (C-630) 

USa S building a coal gasification plant in Kunming, Yunnan Province, that will product about flO cubic meters of coalgas 
per day. Joe Ng Engineering of Ontario, Canada ha been contracted to design and equip the plant with the help of a $5 million 
loan from the Canadian Export Development Corporation.
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COMPISFED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS 

Project Sponsors Last Appearance in SFR 

A-C Valley Corporation Project A-C Valley Corporation 	 - June 1984; page 4-59 

Acurex-Aerothenn Low-WFU Gasifier Acurex-Aerotherm Corporation September 1981; page 4-52 
for Commercial Use Glen-Guy Corporation 

United States Department of Energy 

ADL Extractive Coking Process Arthur D. Little, Inc. March 1978; page B-23 
Development Foster-Whaler 

United States Department of Energy 

Advanced Flash Hydropyrolysis Rockwell International June 1987; page 4-47 
U.S. Department of Energy 

Agglomerating Burner Project Battelle Memorial Institute September 1978; page 8-22 
United States Department of Energy 

Air Products Sagging Gasifier Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. September 19&5; page 4-61 
Project 

Alabama Synthetic Fuels Project AM'FAR Inc. June 1984; page 4-60 
Applied Energetics Inc. 

Amax Coal Gasification Plant AMAX, Inc. March 1983; page 4-85 

Appalachian Project M. W. Kellogg Co. September 1989 page 4-53 
United States Department of Energy 

Aqua Black Coal-Water Fuel Gallagher Asphalt Company, December 1986; page 4-35 
Standard Havens, Inc. 

Arkansas Lignite Conversion Dow Chemical Company, December 1984; page 4-64 
Project Electec Inc. 

International Paper Company 

Australian SRC Project (SR Ltd. September 1985; page 4-62 
Mitsui Coal Development Pty, Ltd. 

Beach-Wibaux Project See Tenneco SNG from Coal 

Beacon Process Standard Oil Company (Ohio) March 1985; page 4-62 
TRW, Inc. 

Bell High Mass Flux Gasifier Bell Aerospace Textron December 1981; page 4-72 
Gas Research Institute 
United States Department of Energy 

Beluga Methanol Project Cook Inlet Region, Inc. December 1983; page 4-77 
Placer U. S. Inc. 

BI-GAS Project United States Department of Energy March 1985; page 4-63 

Breckinridge Project Bechtel Petroleum, Inc. December 1983; page 4-78 

BRICC Coal Liquefaction Program Beijing Research Institute of Coal Chemistry March 1992; page 4-50 

Burnham Coal Gasification El Paso Natural Gas Company September 1983; page 4-62 
Project 

Byrne Creek Underground Coal Dravo Constructors March 1987; page 4-90 
Gasification World Energy Inc. 

Calderon Fixed-Bed Slagging Project Calderon Energy Company December 1985; page 4-73
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Pike Chemicals, Inc.	 March 1980; page 4-53 

Gulf Research and Development December 1978; page B-25 

Caterpillar Tractor Company September 19K, page 4-55 

Celanese Corporation December 1982; page 4-83 

Celanese Corporation December 198Z page 4-83 

Arkansas Power & Light Company 	 June 1984; page 4-63 

Central Maine Power Company June 1984; page 4-63 
General Electric Company 
Stone & Webster Engineering 
Texaco Inc. 

Central & Southwest Corporation (four December 1983; page 4-80 
utility companies) 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
Poster Wheeler Energy Corporation 

Dow Chemical USA March 1978; page B-24 
United States Department of Energy 

Bechtel Corporation September 1981; page 4-55 
Mono Power Company 
Pacific Gas & Electric Company 
Rocky Mountain Energy 

ARC-COAL, Inc. March 1985; page 4-64 
Bechtel Power Corporation 
COMCO of America, Inc. 
Dominion Resources, Inc. 	 - 

Ebasco Services, Inc. June 1987; page 4-51 
United States State Department (Trade & Development) 

Energy Transition Corporation December TM page 4-81 

Meridian Minerals Company September 1986; page 4-58 

Clark Oil and Refining Corporation December 1982; page 445 

United States Department of Energy December 1978; page B-26 
U.S. Steel 
USS Engineers and Consultants, Inc. 

Union Carbide Corporation December 1978; page B-26 

Coalex Energy December 1978; page B-26 

COGAS Development Company, a joint December 1982; page 4-86 
venture of: 
Consolidated Gas Supply Corporation 
FMC Corporation 
Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Company 
Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company

STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS (Continued) 

Project
	 Sponsors

	 Last Appearance in SPIt 

Car-Max Low-BTU Gasification 
Project 

Catalytic Coal liquefaction 

Caterpillar Low W1'U Gas From Coal 

Celanese Coastal Bend Project 

Celanese East Texas Project 

Central Arkansas Energy Project 

Central Maine Power Company 
Sears Island Project 

Chemically Active Fluid Bed 
Project 

Chemicals from Coal 

Cherokee Clean Fuels Project 

Chesapeake Coal-Water Fuel 
Project 

Chiriqui Grande Project 

Chokecherry Project 

Circle West Project 

Clark Synthesis Gas Project 

Clean Coke Project 

Coalcon Project 

Coalex Process Development 

COGAS Process Development
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS (Continued)

Prolect Sponsors	 Last Appearance in SER 

Colstrip Cogeneration Project Bechtel Development Company 	 December 1990; page 4-59 
Colstrip Energy Limited Partnership 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
Rosebud Energy Corporation 

Columbia Coal Gasification Columbia Gas System, Inc.	 September 1982; page 4-72 
Project 

Combined Cycle Coal Gasification Consumer Energy Corporation December IM page 4-86 
Energy Centers 

Composite Gasifier Project British Gas Corporation September 1981; page 4-56 
British Department of Energy 

Conoco Pipeline Gas Demonstra- Conoco Coal Development Company September 1981; page 4-57 
tion Plant Project Consolidated Gas Supply Company 

Electric Power Research Institute 
Gulf Mineral Resources Company 
Natural Gas Pipeline Co. of America 
Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Company 
Sun Gas Company 
Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company 
Texas Eastern Corporation 
Transcontinental Gas Pipeline Corporation 
United States Department of Energy 

Cool Water Gasification Program Bechtel Power Corporation September 1989; page 4-58 
Empire State Electric Energy Research Corporation 
Electric Power Research Institute 
General Electric Company 
Japan Cool Water Program Partnership 
Sohio Alternate Energy 
Southern California Edison 

Corex Iron Making Process Korf Engineering March 1990; page 4-51 

Cresap Liquid Fuels Plant Fluor Engineers and Constructors December 1979; page 4-67 
United States Department of Energy 

Crow Indian Coal Gasification Crow Indian Tribe December 1983; page 4-84 
Project United States Department of Energy 

Crow Indian Coal-to-Gasoline Crow Indian Tribe September 1984; page C-8 
Project TransWorld Resources 

Danish Gasification Combined 
cycle Project Elkraft December 1991; page 4-75 

DeSota County, Mississippi Mississippi Power and Light September 1981; page 4-58 
Coal Project Mississippi, State of 

Ralph M. Parsons Company 

Dow Coal Liquefaction Process Dow Chemical Company December 1984; page 4-70 
Development 

Dow Gasification Process Development Dow Chemical Company June;1987 page 4-53 

EDS Process Anaconda Minerals Company June 1985; page 4-63 
EM 
Electric Power Research Institute 
Exxon Company USA 
Japan Coal Liquefaction Development Co.
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS (Continued)

Proiect Sronsors Last Appearance in SFR 

Phillips Coal Company 
Ruhrkohle A.G. 
United States Department of Energy 

Elmwood Coal-Water-Fuel Project Foster Wheeler Tennessee March 1987; page 4-66 

Emery Coal Conversion Project Emery Synfuels Associates: December 1983; page 4-84 
Mountain Fuel Supply Company 
Mono Power Company 

Enrecon Coal Gasifier Earecon, Inc. September 1985; page 4-66 

Escrick Cyclone Gasifier Test Oaklands Limited March 1991; page 4-81 

Eon Catalytic Gasification Exxon Company USA December 1984; page 4-73 
Process Development 

Fairmont Lamp Division Project Westinghouse Electric Corporation September 1982; page 4-76 

Fast fluid Bed Gasification Hydrocarbon Research, Inc. December 1982; page 4-90 
United States Department of Energy 

Frat/Ansaldo Project Ansaldo March 1985; page 4-66 
Fiat TFG 
KRW Energy Systems, Inc. 

Flash Pyrolysis Coal Occidental Research Corporation December 198Z page 4-91 
Conversion United States Department of Energy 

Flash Pyrolysis of Coal Brookhaven National Laboratory June 1988; page 4-69 

Florida Power Combined Cycle Florida Power Corporation December 1983; page 4-87 
Project United States Department of Energy 

Fuel Gas Demonstration Plant Foster-Wheeler Energy Corporation September 19W, page 4-68 
Program United States Department of Energy 

Fularji Low-Bit Gasifier M.W. Kellogg Company December 1988; page 459 
People's Republic of China 

Gas Turbine Systems Development Curtiss-Wright Corporation December 1983; page 4-87 
United States Department of Energy 
General Electric Company 

Grants Coal to Methanol Project Energy Transition Corporation December 1983; page 4-89 

Greek Lignite Gasification Project Nitrogenous Fertilizer Industry (AEVAL) September 1988; page 4-61 

Grefco Low-Wit Project General Refractories Company December 1983; page 4-91 
United States Department of Energy 

GSP Pilot Plant Project German Democratic Republic December 1991; page 4-80 

Gulf States Utilities Project KRW Energy Systems March 1985, page 4-74 
Gulf States Utilities 

Hampshire Gasoline Project Kaneb Services December 1983; page 4-91 
Koppers Company 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company 
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance 

Hanover Energy Doswell Project Doswell Limited Partnership March 1991; page 4-84
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS (Continued) 

Project 

H-Coal Pilot Plant 

HYGAS Pilot Plant Project 

ICGG Pipeline Gas Demonstra-
tion Plant Project 

Integrated Two-Stage Liquefaction 

ITT Coal to Gasoline Plant 

Kaiparowits Project 

Kansk-Achinsk Basin Coal Liquefaction 
Pilot Plant 

Kennedy Space Center Polygeneration 
Project 

Ken-Tex Project 

Keystone Project 

King-Wilkinson/Hoffman Project 

KILaGAS Project

Sponsors 

Ashland Synthetic Fuels, Inc. 
Conoco Coal Development Company 
Electric Power Research Institute 
Hydrocarbon Research Inc. 
Kentucky Energy Cabinet 
Mobil Oil Corporation 
Ruhrkohle AG 
Standard Oil Company (Indiana) 
United States Department of Energy 

Gas Research Institute 
Institute of Gas Technology 
United States Department of Energy 

Illinois Coal Gasification Group 
United States Department of Energy 

Cities Seivice/Lummus 

International Telephone & Telegraph 
J. W. Miller 
United States Department of Energy 

Arizona Public Service 
San Diego Gas and Electric 
Southern California Edison 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

National Aeronautics & Space 
Administration 

Texas Gas Transmission Corporation 

The Signal Companies 

E. J. Hoffman 
King-Wilkinson, Inc. 

Allis-Chalmers 
State of Illinois 
United States Department of Energy 
Central Illinois Light Company 
Electric Power Research Institute 
Illinois Power Company 
Ohio Edison Company

Last Apoearnnce in SFR 

December 1983; page 4-92 

September 1985; page 4-69 

March 1985, page 4-74 

December 1985, page 4-80 

March 1991; page 4-85 

December 1978; page B-31 

December 1980 page 4-86 

September 1981; page 4-66 

September 1986; page 4-69 

December 1981; page 4-93 

March 1978; page B-18 

March 199Z page 4-82 

June 1986; page 4-85 

December 1983; page 4-95 

September 1986; page 4-71 

March 1985; page 4-80 

December 1988; page 4-65 

Hillsborough Bay Coal-Water 	 ARC-Coal Inc. 
Fuel Project
	

Bechtel Power Corporation 
COMCO of America, Inc. 

Howmet Aluminum	 Howmet Aluminum Corporation 

H-R International Syngas Project 	 H-R International, Inc. 
The Slagging Gasification Consortium 

Huenxe COT Coal Gasification Pilot Plant Carbon Gas Technology (001) GmbH 

Hydrogen from Coal	 Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. 
United States Department of Energy
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS (Continued)

Project Sponsors Last Appearance in SPIt 

Kiockner Coal Gasifier Kiockner Kohlegas March 1987; page 4-74 
CRA (Australia) 

Kohle Iron Reduction Process Weirton Steel Corp December 1987; page 4-75 
U.S. Department of Energy 

KRW Energy Systems Inc. Advanced M.W. Kellogg Company December 1991; page 4-84 
Coal Gasification System for U.S. Department of Energy 
Electric Power Generation Westinghouse Electric 

Lake DeSmet SNG from Coal Texaco Inc. December 1982; page 4-98 
Project Transwestern Coal Gasification Company 

LaPorte Liquid Phase Methanol Air Products and Chemicals Inc. December 1991; page 4-85 
Synthesis them Systems Inc. 

Electric Power Research Institute 
U.S. Department of Energy 

Latrobe Valley Coal Lique- Rbeinische Braunkohlwerke AG December 1983; page 4-96 
faction Project 

LC-F'ining Processing of SRC Cities Service Company December 1983; page 4-96 
United States Department of Energy 

UBIAZ Coal-To-Methanol Project Krupp Koppers, KOPEX December 1988; page 4-65 

Liquefaction of Alberta Alberta/Canada Energy Resources March 1985, page 4-81 
Subbituminous Coals, Canada Research Fund 

Alberta Research Council 

Low-BTU Gasifiers for Corn- Irvin Industrial Development, Inc. June 1979 page 4-89 
menial Use-Irvin Industries Kentucky, Commonwealth of 
Project United Slates Department of Energy 

Low/Medium-BTU Gas for Multi- Bethlehem Steel Company December 1983; page 4-98 
Company Steel Complex United States Department of Energy 

Inland Steel Company 
Jones & Laughlin Steel Company 
National Steel Company 
Northern Indiana Public Service Company 
Union Carbide Corporation 

Low-Rank Coal Liquefaction United Slates Department of Energy March 1984; page 4-49 
Project University of North Dakota 

Lulea Molten Iron Gasification Pilot Plant KHD Humbolt Wedag AG and March 1991; page 4-90 
Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd. 

Lummus Coal liquefaction Lummus Company June 1981; page 4-74 
Development United States Department of Energy 

Mapco Coal-to-Methanol Project Mapco Synfuels December 1983; page 4-98 

Mazingarbe Coal Gasification Project Cerchar (France) September 1985, page 4-73 
European Economic Community 
Gas Development Corporation 
Institute of Gas Technology 

Medium-BTU Gas Project Columbia Coal Gasification September 1979 page 4-107 

Medium-BTU Gasification Project Houston Natural Gas Corporation December 1983; page 4-99 
Texaco Inc.
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Methanol from Coal 

Methanol from Coal 

Mid= Electrothennal Direct 
Reduction Process 

Millmerrnn Coal Liquefaction 

Mining and Industrial Fuel Gas 
Group Gasifier 

Minnegasco High-BTU Gas 
from Peat 

Minnegasco Peat Biogasification 
Project 

Minnegasco Peat Gasification 
Project 

Minnesota Power ELFUEL Project 

Mobil-M Project 

Molten Salt Process Development

UGI Corporation 

Wentworth Brothers, Inc. 
(19 utility and industrial sponsors) 

Georgetown Texas Steel Corporation 
Midrex Corporation 

Australian Coal Corporation 

American Natural Service Co. 
Amerigas 
Bechtel 
Black, Sivalls & Bryson 
Burlington Northern 
Cleveland-Cliffs 
Davy McKee 
Dravo 
EPRI 
Hanna Mining Co. 
Peoples Natural On 
Pickands Mather 
Reserve Mining 
Riley Stoker 
Rocky Mountain Energy 
Stone & Webster 
U.S. Bureau of Mines 
U.S. Department of Energy 
U.S. Steel Corporation 
Western Energy Co. 
Weyerhaeuser 

Minnesota Gas Company 
United States Department of Energy 

Minnesota Gas Company 
Northern Natural Gas Company 
United States Department of Energy 

Gas Research Institute 
Institute of Gas Technology 
Minnesota Gas Company 
Northern Natural Gas Company 
United States Department of Energy 

Minnesota Power & light 
BNI Coal 
Institute of Gas Technology 
Electric Power Research Institute 
Bechtel Corporation 

Mobil Oil Company 

Rockwell International

STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

COMPLFI'ED AND SUSPENDED PROJECI'S (Continued)

Project	 Snonsors 

Memphis Industrial Fuel Gas	 CHI Industries Inc. 
Project	 Cives Corporation 

Foster Wheeler Corporation 
Great Lakes International 
Houston Natural Gas Corporation 
Ingersoll-Rand Company 
Memphis light, Gas & Water Division

Last Avoearance in SFR 

June 1984; page 4-79 

March 1978; page B-fl 

March 1980; page 4-58 

September 1982 page 4-87 

March 1985; page 4-82 

March 1987; page 4-78 

March 1983; page 4-108 

December 1981; page 4-88 

December 1983; page 4-101 

June 1991; page 4-82 

September 1982; page 4-88 

December 1983; page 4-101 
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

COMPLETED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS (Continued) 

Project	 Sponsors	 Last Annearance in SPIt 

United States Department of Energy 

Mountain Fuel Coal Gasification Process Mountain Fuel Resources September 1988; page 4-67 
Ford Bacon & Davis 

Mulberry Coal-Water Fuel Project CoaLiquid, Inc. March 1985; page 4-85 

NASA Lewis Research Center Coat-to- NASA Lewis Research Center December 1983; page 4-102 
Gas Polygeneration Power Plant 

National Synfuels Project Elgin Butler Brick Company September 1988; page 4067 
National Synfuels Inc. 

New England Energy Park Bechtel Power Corporation December 1983; page 4-104 
Brooklyn Union Gas Company 
Eastern Gas & Fuel Associates 
EG&G 
Westinghouse Corporation 
United States Department of Energy 

New Jersey Coal-Water Fuel Ashland Oil, Inc. March 1985; page 4-86 
Project Babcock & Wilcox Company 

Sluriytech, Inc. 

New Met Coal Pyrolysis Project Energy Transition Corporation September 1988; page 4-67 

Nices Project Northwest Pipeline Corporation December 1983; page 4-104 

North Alabama Coal to Methanol Air Products & Chemicals Company March 1985; page 4-86 
Project Raymond International Inc. 

Tennessee Valley Authority 

North Dakota Synthetic Fuels InterNorth December 1983; page 4-106 
Project Minnesota Gas Company 

Minnesota Power & Light Company 
Minnkota Power Cooperative 

- Montana Dakota Utilities 
North Dakota Synthetic Fuels Group 
North Dakota Synthetic Fuels Project 
Northwestern Public Service 
Ottertail Power Company 
Wisconsin Power & Light 

NYNAS Energy Chemicals Complex AGA December 1990; page 4-76 
A. Johnson & Company 
Swedish Investment Bank 

Oberhausen Coal Gasification Ruhrchemie AG September 1986 page 4-79 
Project Ruhikohle Oct & Gas GmbI-I 

Ohio I Coal Conversion Alberta Gas Chemicals, Inc. March 1985; page 4-88 
North American Coal Corporation 
Wentworth Brothers

Ohio I Coal Conversion Project 	 Energy Adaptors Corporation 	 March 1990; page 4-65 

Ohio Coal/Oil Coprocessing Project	 Ohio (lean Fuels, Inc 	 June 1991; page 4-84 
Stone and Webster Engineering Corp. 
1-Ilti Inc. 
Ohio Coal Development Office 
United States Department of Energy
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

COMPLEtED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS (Continued) 

Prolect 

Ohio Valley Synthetic Fuels 
Project 

Ott Hydrogeneration Process 
Project 

Peat-by-Wire Project 

Peat Methanol Associates Project 

Penn/Sharon/Klockner Project 

Philadelphia Gas Works Synthesis 
Gas Plant 

Phillips Coal Gasification 
Project 

Pike County Low-UM Gasifier 
for Commercial Use 

Plasma Arc Torch
Corporation 

Port Sutton Coal-Water Fuel Project 

Purged Carbons Project 

Pyrolysis Demonstration Plant 

Pyrolysis of Alberta Thermal Coals, 
Canada 

Riser Cracking of Coal 

RiJI-IR100 Project 

Itheiabraun llydmgasification of Coal

Sponsors 

Consolidated Natural Gas Stem 
Standard Oil Company of Ohio 

Carl A. Ott Engineering Company 

PEW Corporation 

RICO Methanol Inc. 
J. B. Sunderland 
Peat Methanol Associates 
Transco Peat Methanol Company 

IClockner Kohlegas GmbH 
Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation 
Sharon Steel Corporation 

Philadelphia Gas Works 
United States Department of Energy 

Phillips Coal Company 

Appalachian Regional Commission 
Kentucky, Commonwealth of 
United States Department of Energy 
Swindell-Dresser Company 
Technology Application Service 

ARC-Coal, Inc. 
COMCO of America, Inc. 

Integrated Carbons Corporation 

Kentucky, Commonwealth of 
Occidental Research Corporation 
Tennessee Valley Authority 

Alberta/Canada Energy Resource 
Research Fund 
Alberta Research Council 

Institute of Gas Technology 
United Sates Department of Energy 

Ruhrgas AG 
ltuhrkohle AG 
Steag AG 
West German Ministry of Research 

and Technology 

Reinische Braunkohlenwerke 
Lurgi GmbH 
Ministry of Research & Technology

Last Appearance in SFR 

March 1982; page 4-68 

December 1983; page 4-107 

March 1985; page 4-89 

June 1984; page 4.85 

March 1985; page 4-72 

December 1983; page 4-108 

September 1984; page C-28 

June 1981; page 4-78 

December 1978; page 8-33 

December 1985; page 4-86 

March 1979 page 4-86 

December 1983; page 4-108 

December 1978; page 8-34 

March 1985; page 4-90 

December 1981; page 4-93 

September 1984; page C-$ 

December 1987; page 4-80 

Powerton Project 	 Commonwealth Edison 
Electric Power Research Institute 
Fluor Engineers and Constructors 
Illinois, State of 
United States Department of Energy
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grAmS OF COAL PROJECFS 

COMPLEI'ED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS (Continued) 

Project	 Sponsors	 Last Appearance in SFR 

Saartergwerke-Otto Gasification	 Saaibergwtrke AG	 June 1984; page 4-86 
Process	 Dr. C Otto & Company 

Savannah Coal-Water Fuel Projects Foster Wheeler Corporation September 1985; page 4-77 

Scrubgrass Project Scrubgrass Associates March 1990; page 4-69 

sesco Project Solid Energy Stems Corporation December 1983; page 4-110 

Sharon Steel Kiockner Kohlegas GmbH March 1985; page 4-92 
Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation 
Sharon Steel Corporation 

Shell Coal Gasification Project Shell Oil Company June 1991; page 4-89 
Royal Dutch/Shell Group 

Simplified 10CC Demonstration Project General Electric Company September 1986; page 4-71 
- Burlington Northern Railroad 

Empire State Electric Energy Research Corporation 
New York Slate Energy Research and Development Authority 
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation 
Ohio Department of Development 
Peabody Holding Company 
United States Department of Energy 

Slagging Gasification Consortium 
Project 

Sohio Lima Coal Gasification/ 
Ammonia Plant Retrofit Project

Babcock Woodall-Duckham Ud 
Big Three Industries, Inc. 
The BOC Group plc 
British Gas Corporation 
Consolidation Coal Company 

Sohio Alternate Energy Development 
Company

September 1985; page 4-78 

March 1985; page 4-93 

Solution-Hydrogasification General Atomic Company 
Process Development Stone & Webster Engineering Company 

South Australian Coal Gasification Government of South Australia 
Project 

Southern California Synthetic C F. Braun 
Fuels Energy System Pacific lighting Corporation 

Southern California Edison Company 
Texaco Inc. 

Solvent Refined Coal Demonstration International Coal Refining Company 
Plant Air Products and Chemicals Inc. 

Kentucky Energy Cabinet 
United States Department of Energy 
Wheelabntor-Frye Inc. 

Steam-Iron Project Gas Research Institute 
Institute of Gas Technology 
United States Department of Energy 

Synthane Project United States Department of Energy 

Synthoil Project Foster Wheeler Energy Corporation 
United Slates Department of Energy 

Sweeny Coal-to-Fuel Gas Project The Signal Companies Inc.

September 1978 page 8-31 

December 1992; page 4-75 

March 1981; page 4-99 

September 1986; page 4-83 

December 1979; page B-35 

December 1978; page 8-35 

December 1978; page 8-36 

March 1985; page 4-94 
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

COMPLEFED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS (Continued)

Project Sponsors Last Annearance in SFR 

Tenneco SNG From Coal Tenneco Coal Company March 1987; page 4-85 

Tennessee Synluels Associates Koppers Company, Inc. December 1983; page 4-112 
Mobil-M Plant 

Toscoal Process Development TOSCO Corporation September 1988; page 4-72 

Transco Coal Gas Plant Transco Energy Company December 1983; page 4-113 
United States Department of Energy 

Tri-State Project Kentucky Department of Energy December 1993; page 4-113 
Texas Eastern Corporation 
Texas Gas Transmission Corporation 
United States Department of Energy 

TRW Coal Gasification Process TRW, Inc. December 1993; page 4-114 

WA Ammonia From Coal Project Tennessee Valley Authority September 198% page 4-77 

Two-Stage Entrained Gasification Combustion Engineering Inc. June 1984; page 4-91 
System Electric Power Research Institute 

United States Department of Energy 

Underground Bituminous Coal Morgantown Energy Technology Center March 1987; page 4-93 
Gasification 

Underground Coal Gasification United States Department of Energy June 1985; page 4-75 
University of Texas 

Underground Coal Gasification, Energy International March 1990; page 4-76 
Ammonia/Urea Project 

Underground Gasification of Anthracite, Spruce Creek Energy Company March 1990; page 4-76 
Spruce Creek 

Underground Coal Gasification, Joint Government of Belgium March 1990 page 4-74 
Belgo-German Project 

UCG Brazil Compannia Auxiliar de Empresas Electricas Brasileriras September 1988 Page 4-75 

UCG Brazil	 - Companhia Auxiliar de Empress Electricas Brasileiras December 1988; page 4-25 
US. DOE 

Underground Coal Gasification, Alberta Research Council September 1984; page C-37 
Canada 

Underground Coal Gasification, British Coal September 1987; page 4-76 
English Midlands Pilot Project 

Underground Coal Gasification, Rocky Mountain Energy Company June 1985; page 4-75 
Hanna Project United States Department of Energy 

Underground Coal Gasification, Leigh Creek Government of South Australia September 1989; page 4-81 

Underground Coal Gasification Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory December 1983; page 4-119 
Hoe Creek Project United States Department of Energy 

Underground Coal Gasification LLNL Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory December 1990; page 4-84 
Studies 

Underground Coal Gasification Mitchell Energy March 1985; page 4-98 
Republic of Texas Coal Company
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECrS 

COMPLEI'ED AND SUSPENDED PROJECTS (Continued)

Project Sponsors Lt Appearance in SPIt 

Underground Coal Gasification ARCO December 1983; page 4-120 
Rocky Hill Project 

Underground Coal Gasification, Rocky Amoco Production Company March 1990; page 4-76 
Mountain 1 Test 

Underground Gasification of Deep Seams Groupe d'Etudes de Is Gazeification Souterraine December 1987; page 4-86 
Chaibonnages de France 
Gaz de France 
Institut Francais du Petrole 

Underground Gasification of Basic Resources, Inc. December 1983; page 4-121 
Texas Lignite, Tennessee 
Colony Project 

Underground Gasification of Texas A & M University December 1983; page 4-121 
Texas Lignite 

Underground Coal Gasification, India Oil and Natural Gas Commission March 1991; page 4-104 

Underground Coal Gasification, In Situ Technology March 1985; page 4-102 
Thunderbird II Project Wold-Jenkins 

Underground Coal Gasification, Sandia National Laboratories March 1983; page 4-124 
Washington State 

Underground Gasification of Basic Resources, Inc. March 1985; page 4-101 
Texas Lignite, Lee County Project 

Union Carbide Coal Conversion Union Carbide/Linde Division June 1984; page 4-92 
Project United Slates Department of Energy 

University of Minnesota University of Minnesota March 1983; page 4-119 
Low-BTU Gasifier for Commer- United Slates Department of Energy 
SI Use 

Utah Methanol Project Questar Synfuels Corporation December 1985; page 4-90 

Verdigris Agilco Chemical Company September 1984; page (>35 

Virginia Iron Corn Project Virginia lion Industries Corp. March 1992; page 4-78 

Virginia Power Combined Cycle Project Consolidation Coal December 1985; page 4-90 
Electric Power Research Institute 
Slagging Gasification Consortium 
Virginia Electric and Power Company 

Watkins Project Cameron Engineers, Inc. March 1978; page B-fl 

Westinghouse Advanced Coal KRW Energy Systems Inc September 1985; page 4-80 
Gasification System For 
Electric Power Generation 

Whitethorne Coal Gasification United Synfuels Inc. September 1984; page C-36 

Wyoming Coal Conversion Project WyCoalGas, Inc. (a Panhandle Eastern December 1982, page 4-112 
Company) 

Zinc Halide Hydrocracking Conoco Coal Development Company June 1981; page 4-86 
Process Development Shell Development Company
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INDEX OF COMPANY IFFERESS

Company or Omnization Project Name 

ADD Carbon Ostrava District Heating Plant 4-65 

ACME Power Company ACME Coal Gasification Desulfurizing Process 443 

AECI Ltd. AECI Ammonia/Methanol Operations 4-44 
Coalplex Project 4-50 

Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. Camden Clean Energy Project 448 
COREX-CPICOR Integrated Steel/Power Plant 4-51 
Laporte Alternative Fuels Development Program 4-62 
Texaco Cool Water Project 4-73 

Alastair Gillespie & Associates Ltd. Scotia Synluels Project 4-70 

AMAX AMAX/EMRC Mild Gasification Demonstration 444 
Mild Gasification of Western Coal Demonstration 4-63 

Amoco British Solvent Liquid Extraction Project 4-46 

Asian Development Bank Qingdao Gasification Project 4-68 

Beijing Research Institute of Coal Chemistry China Ash Agglomerating Gasifier Project 4-49 

BEWAG AG BEWAG GCC Project 4-45 

Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd. BHEL Coal Gasification Project 445 
RHEL Combined Cycle Demonstration 445 

UP United Kingdom, Ltd. Monash Hydroliquefaction Project 4-64 

British Coal Corporation Advanced Power Generation System 4-44 
British Coal liquid Solvent Extraction Project 4-46 
CRE Spouted Bed Gasifier 4-51 

British Department of Energy British Coal liquid Solvent Extraction Project 4-46 

British Gas Corporation MRS Coal Hydrogenator Process Project 4-64 
Slagging Gasifier Project 4-71 

Broken Hill Pty. Co. Ltd. Broken Hill Project 447 

Brookhaven National Laboratory Brookhaven Mild Gasification of Coal 4-47 

Brown Coal liquefaction Pty. Ltd. Victorian Brown Coal liquefaction Project 4-75 

Calderon Energy Company Calderon Energy Gasification Project 4.48 

Camden Clean Energy Partners Ltd. Camden Clean Energy Project 4-48 

Canadian Energy Developments Frontier Energy Coprocessing Project 4-55 

Canadian Federal Government Western Canada IGCC Demonstration Plant 476 

Carbocol Colombia Gasification Project 4-51 

Carbon Fuels Corp. Char Fuels Project 4-49 

Centerior Energy Corp. COREX-CPICOR Integrated Steel/Power Plant 4-51 

Central Research Institute of Electric Power CIURPI Entrained flow Gasifier 4-52 
Industry 

Char Fuels of Wyoming Char Fuels Project 449
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

INDEX OF COMPANY INTERESTS (Continued)

Company or Organization Proiect Name 

China National Technical Import Lu Nan Ammonia-from-Coal Project 4-62 
Corporation 

Coal Association of Canada Western Canada 1(1CC Demonstration Plant 4-76 

Coal Conversion Institute, Poland Polish Direct liquefaction Process 4-66 

Coal Corporation of Victoria Monash Hydroliquefaction Project 4-64 

Coal Gasification, Inc. COCA-I Project 4-50 

Coal Technology Corporation Mild Gasification Process Demonstration Unit 4-63 

Combustion Engineering Lakeside Repowering Gasification Project 4-61 
IMHEX Molten Carbonate Fuel Call Demonstration 4-59 

Commonwealth Energy Freetown 1(1CC Project 4-55 

Continental Energy Associates Humbolt Energy Center 4-58 

Cordero Mining Company Corderv Coal Upgrading Demonstration Project 4-51 

Dakota Gasification Company Great Plains Synfuels Plant 4-56 

Delmarva Power & Light Delaware Clean Energy Project 4-52 

Demkolec B.V. SEP 1(1CC Power Plant 4-71 

Destec Energy, Inc. Wabash River Coal Gasification Repowering Project 4-76 

DEVCO Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 4-70 

Duke Energy Corp. Camden Clean Energy Project 4-48 

EAB Energie-Anlagen Berlin GmbH BEWAG (1CC Project 445 

Electric Power Research Institute Advanced Coal liquefaction Pilot Plant 4-43 
Laporte Alternative Fuels Development Program 4-62 

Elsam Usam Gasification Combined Cycle Project 4-54 

Encoal Corporation Encoal LFC Demonstration Plant 4-54 

ENDESA Escatron, Spain PFBC Steam Plant 4-55 
Puertollano 1(1CC Demonstration Plant 4-68 

Energie Verk Vartan District Heating Plant 4-75 

European Economic Community British Coal liquid Solvent Extraction Project 4-46 

Fife Energy Ltd. Fife 16CC Power Station 4-55 

Fundacao de Ciencia e Technologia (CIENTEC) CICIAS Gasification Process Project 4-50 
CIVOGAS Atmospheric Gasification Pilot Plant 4-50 

GE Environmental Services, Inc. GE Hot Gas Desulfurization 4-56 

GEC/Alstliom Advanced Power Generation System 444 

General Electric Company Camden Clean Energy Project 448 
Freetown 16CC Project 4-55
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

INDEX OF COMPANY INTERESTS (Continued)

Company or Ortanization Project Name Ear-

German Federal Ministry of Bottrop Direct Coal liquefaction Pilot Plant Project 4-46 
Research & Technology GFK Direct Liquefaction Project 4-56 

ltheiabruun High-Temperature Winkler Project 4-68 

GFK Gesellschaft for Kohleverfiussigung GFK Direct liquefaction Project 4-56 

Gulf Canada Products Company Scotia Coal SynCuels Project 4-70 

HOECHST AG Synthesegasanlage Rink 4-72 

Institute of Gas Technology lOT Mild Gasification Project 4-59 
lMI-1EX Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell Demonstration 4-59 

Interproject Service All P-CO Process 4-65 

ISCOR ISCOR Melter-Gasifier Process 4-60 

K-Fuel Partners K-Fuel Commercial Facility 4-60 

The M.W. Kellogg Company PETC Generic Coal Liquefaction Plants 4-66 
Pinon Pine 10CC Powerplant 4-66 
Pressurized Fluid Bed Combustion Advanced Concepts 4-67 

Kilborn International Frontier Energy Caprocessiag Project 4-55 

Krupp Koppers GmbH PRENFLO Gasification Pilot Plant 4-67 

Louisiana Gasification Technology, Inc. Destec Syngas Project 4-53 

LTV Steel Company Inc. COREX-CPICOR Integrated Steel/Power Plant 4-51 

Lurgi GmbH BEWAG (ICC Project . 
Rheinbraun High-Temperature Winkler Project 448 

M-C Power Corporation IMHEX Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell Demonstration -	 4-59 

Minister of Economics, Small Business and Bottrop Direct Coal liquefaction Pilot Plant 446 
Technology of the State of North-Rhine, Synthesegasanlage Ruhr (SAR) 4-72 
Westphalia 

Mission Energy Delaware Clean Energy Project 4-52 

Monash University Monash Hydroliquefaction Project 4-64 

Morgantown Energy Technology Center GE Hot Gas Desulfurization 4-56 

New Energy and Industrial Technology CRIEPI Entrained Flow Gasifier Project 4-52 
Development Organization NEDO 10CC Demonstration Project 4-65 

Nedol Bituminous Coal Liquefaction Project 4-65 

Nippon Steel Corporation P-CIG Process 4-65 

Nokota Company Dunn Nokota Methanol Project 4-53 

NOVA Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 4-70 

Nova Scotia Resources limited Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 4-70 

Osaka Gas Company MRS Coal Hydrogenator Process Project 4-64 

Otto-Simon Carves CRE Spouted Bed Gasifier 4-51
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

INDEX OF COMPANY INTERESTS (Continued)

Company or Ornnization Proiect Name Lu! 

People's Republic of China Mongolian Energy Center 4-64 
Qingdao Gasification Plant 4-68 
Shanghai Chemicals from Coal Plant 4-71 
Shougang Coal Gasification Project 4-71 
Yunnan Province Coal Gasification Plant 4-79 

Perusabnan Umum Listrik Megan Oresik 10CC Plant 4-58 

Petro-Canada Scotia Coal Synfuels Project 4-70 

Poweroen Advanced Power Generation System 444 

PreussenElektra Lubeck 10CC Demonstration Plant 4-62 

PSI Energy Inc. Wabash River Coal Gasification Repowe ring Project 4-76 

Research Aa'n For Hydrogen From Coal Process Hycol Hydrogen From Coal Pilot Plant 4-58 
Development, Japan 

Rheinische Braunkohlwerke AG Rheinbraun High-Temperature Winkler Project 4-68 

Rosebud SynCoal Partnership Western Energy Advanced Coal Conversion Process Demonstration 4-77 

Ruhrkohle AG Bottrop Direct Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant Project 4-46 
British Coal liquid Solvent Extraction Project 4-46 
Synthesegasanlage Ruhr (SAR) 4-72 

Ruhrkohle Gel und Gas GmbH BEWAG 0CC Project 445 

RWE Energie AG KoBra High-Temperature Winkler 10CC Demonstration Plant 4-61 

Saabergwerke AG CRC Direct liquefaction Project 4-56 

Sasol limited Sasol 4-69 

SEP SEP 10CC Power Plant 4-71 

Shanghai Coking & Chemical Corporation Wujing Trigeneration Project 4-78 

Sierra Pacific Power Company Pinon Pine 10CC Power Plant 4-66 

Southern Company Services, Inc. Wilsonville Power Systems Development Facility Project 4-77 

Stadtwerke Duisburg German 10CC Power Plant 4-56 

Star Enterprise Delaware Clean Energy Project 4-52 

TAMCO Power Partners Tom's Creek 10CC Demonstration Project 4-74 

Tainpeua Power Tampella 10CC Process Demonstration 4-72 

ThCO Power Services ThCO 10CC Plant 4-72 

Tennessee Eastman Company Chemicals From Coal 4-49 

Texaco Inc. Delaware Clean Energy Project 4-52 
Texaco Montebello Research Laboratory Studies 4-74 

Texaco Syngas Inc. Delaware Dean Energy Project 4-52 
Freetown 10CC Project 4-55 
Texaco Cool Water Project 4-73
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STATUS OF COAL PROJECTS 

INDEX OF COMPANY INTERESTS (Continued) 

Company or Orzaniz*tion	 Project Name 

Thermo(bem, Inc. 

TAMCO Power Partners 

Ube Industries, Ltd. 

Ubde 0mb)! 

United Kingdom Department of Energy 

United States Department of Energy 

University of North Dakota Energy and 
Environmental Research Center 

Veba Oct GmbH 

Vereinigte Elektrizitatswerke Westfalen AG 

Victoria, State Government of 

Voest-Alpine Industrieanlagenbau 

Western Energy Company 

Western Research Institute 

Weyerhauser 

Wyoming Coal Refining Systems, Inc. 

Yunnan Province, China

ThermoChem Pulse Combustion Demonstration 4-74 

Tom's Creek 10CC Demonstration Plant 4-74 

Ube Ammonia-From-Coal Plant 4-75 

Itheinbraun High-Temperature Winkler Project 4-68 

Advanced Power Generation System	 4-44 

Advanced Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant 4-43 
Brookhaven Mild Gasification of Coal 447 
Calderon Energy Gasification Project 448 
Encoal LEt Demonstration Plant 4-54 
Frontier Energy Copiocessing Project 4-55 
Lakeside Repowering Gasification Project 4-61 
Laporte Alternative Fuels Development Program 4-62 
Mild Gasification Process Demonstration Unit 4-63 
PETC Generic Coal liquefaction Plants 4-66 
Pinon Pine IGCC Power Plant 4-66 
TECO 10CC Plant 4-72 

TherinoOiem Pulse Combustion Demonstration 4-74 
Tom's Creek 10CC Demonstration Plant 4-74 
Western Energy Advanced Coal Conversion Process Demonstration 4-77 
Wilsonville Power Systems Development Facility Project 4-77 

AMAX/EMRC Mild Gasification Demonstration 4-44 
Pressurized fluidized Bed Combustion Advanced Concepts 4-67

Bottrop Direct Coal Liquefaction Pilot Plant Project 	 4-46 

VEW Gasification Process	 4-75 

Victorian Brown Coal Liquefaction Project 	 4-75 

ISCOR Metter Gasifier Process 	 4-60 

Western Energy Advanced Coal Conversion Process Demonstration 4-77 

Mild Gasification of Western Coal Demonstration 	 4-63 

ThermoChem Pulse Combustion Demonstration 	 4-74 

CharFuel Project	 4-49 

Yunnan Lurgi Chemical Fertilizer Plant 	 4-78 
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PROJECT ACTIVITIES 

MOSSGAS ACHIEVES COMMERCIAL STATUS 

The Mossgas project for the conversion of natural gas 
into synthetic fuel was approved during 1987. Design 
started toward the end of that year and construction in 
early 1989. Construction was completed in mid-1992. 
Commercial production was achieved early-January of 
this year, at 80 percent of design capacity. A paper by 
T. van der Pas, presented at the Alternate Energy '93 
Conference held in Colorado Springs, Colorado in 
April, reviews the history of the project, its technical 
configuration, the present plant status and future 
economics. 

With no commercial oil reserves, but an abundance of 
coal, South Africa developed a coal-based synthetic 
fuels industry and at one stage nearly 40 percent of 
South Africa's fuel requirements were produced from 
coal. Following the discovery of commercial quantities 
of natural gas in the Bredasdorp Basin area, the 
government decided to proceed with the Mossgas syn-
fuels project based on this natural gas. 

Technical Details 

Located 85 kilometers offshore, a platform is used to 
drill all wells. Six wells have been completed and a 
seventh is due on stream shortly. By the end of the 
year all nine wells will have been drilled and will be 
available for production. The platform also collects 
wet gas from the wells, followed by separation of the 
gas and condensate. The gas is chilled and treated to 
prevent hydrate formation in the 18 inch pipeline to 
shore, and the condensate is piped straight to shore 
without any special treatment. The facility is designed 
to produce some 180 million standard cubic feet per 
day of natural gas together with 10,000 barrels per day 
gas condensate. In production, up to 210 million stan-
dard cubic feet per day has been produced on a con-
tinuous basis. 

The gas pipeline operates trouble free and no hydrate 
problems have been experienced. However, on several 
occasions partial blockages have been experienced in 
the condensate line. The problem has been overcome 
by regular pigging, together with the addition of small 
quantities of methanol. 

The onshore complex consists of three distinct areas:

- Syngas production and conversion 
- Condensate and synthesis product processing 
- Utilities and offsites 

A flow diagram of the onshore facility is presented in 
Figure 1. 

Onshore the natural gas is first processed to remove all 
hydrocarbons heavier than butane. The resulting so-
called lean gas is fed to a methane reforming plant for 
the production of synthesis gas. 

To produce a synthesis gas with a hydrogen/CO ratio 
of less than 2.9, a tubular autothermal reforming 
process was selected. The tubular reformer operates 
under mild conditions (outlet temperature 750°C) 
whereas the secondary autothermal stage (outlet tem-
perature 950°C) enables the production of low ratio 
synthesis gas containing less than 2 percent residual 
methane. 

The most serious problem experienced during commis-
sioning was the failure of the autothermal reactor 
refractory. Hot spots developed in all three trains, 
which ultimately led to the total replacement of the 
refractory. To ensure a timely warning in case of fu-
ture refractory failure an optic fiber temperature sens-
ing system was installed on the autothermal reformers. 
Repair work caused a delay in commissioning of nearly 
3 months. However, once this problem had been over-
come the reforming complex came online smoothly. 

The Fischer Tropsch synthesis units are essentially 
identical to those used by Sasol in the Sasol II and III 
plants. Minor modifications and additions include the 
generation of low-pressure steam and a system to add 
and withdraw catalyst from operating reactors. Com-
missioning of the synthesis unit has been trouble free. 
After 3,000 operating hours, refractory and cyclones 
were found in excellent condition with minimal signs of 
erosion. The installation of single-stage cyclones in-
stead of the earlier two-stage units is a significant con-
tributory factor, according to van der Pas. 

Tail gas from the synthesis plant is processed for the 
recovery of light hydrocarbons. A propylene 
refrigerated low-temperature system is used. Ethane 
and ethylene are not recovered from the tail gas. The 
processed tail gas is returned to the reforming plant 
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FIGURE 1 

BLOCK FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE MOSSGAS FACILITY
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where part of the gas is used as fuel gas to fire the 
tubular reformer providing a purge for the synthesis 
gas loop. The balance of the tail gas is fed to the 
autothermal reformer. 

With the exception of the units requiring olefins, the 
refinery complex was commissioned on gas conden-
sate. Except for relatively minor mechanical, electrical 
and instrument problems, the refinery complex came 
online smoothly. 

The utilities and offsites part of the complex consumed 
about 40 percent of the total onshore investment. 
Raw water is supplied from a nearby storage dam and 
is treated on site for the production of cooling water 
make-up and boiler feed water. In normal operation 
the complex consumes some 2,500 gallons per minute 
of water. Although air cooling is used extensively, rela-
tively large quantities of cooling water are still used 
throughout the complex.

Electric power is obtained from a public utility by 
means of a dual 132 kilovolt supply. Maximum power 
consumption is approximately 185 megawatts and nor-
mally consumption is between 90 and 100 megawatts. 
The air and oxygen compressors have a combined in-
stalled capacity of 80 megawatts. The synthesis com-
bined feedgas/recycle compressors are driven by vari-
able speed, electrical motors. 

In addition to the above mentioned power generating 
capacity, the complex is equipped with two 60 ton per 
hour boilers and a 10 megawatt emergency power gen-
erator for startup and emergency power. In normal 
operation and without emergency power, the complex 
is self supporting on stream. 

To prevent water pollution, the design of the complex 
includes a storm water sewage, a chemical sewage and 
an oil sewage system. The natural gas being essentially 
sulfur free (2 to 5 ppm), air pollution is limited to the 
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emission of CO 2' All furnaces have been fitted with 
low NO burners and all process vents are connected 
to a central flare system.

valuable products. Mossgas has been investigating the 
scope for increased production and opportunities to 
produce value-added products. 

Project Cost 

The final cost of the project was $3,150 million for off-
shore and onshore combined. Pre-commissioning and 
commissioning costs added an additional $470 million 
to this figure. 

Onshore the cost of converting natural gas into syn-
thesis gas is slightly less than $400 million and the cost 
of the synthesis complex has come to slightly more 
than $600 million. The refinery, with a name plate 
capacity of 35,000 barrels per day, cost $450 million. 

The cost of offsites and utilities has come to almost 
$860 million or almost 40 percent of the onshore total 
cost. This figure may seem high, says van der Pas, but 
includes in addition to the normal facilities, steam and 
power generation and a harbor product storage and 
outloading facility. 

Project Viability 

The return on investment in Mossgas is minimal, even 
alter the plant has been optimized. 

When the project was approved in 1987, a crude oil 
price of $32 per barrel was predicted. Today the price 
is little more than half, resulting in a significantly lower 
product value. Another negative factor is the size of 
the operation. The plant only produces some 
30,000 barrels per day product, dictated by the 
availability of natural gas and condensate. The small 
capacity of the plant not only adversely affected invest-
ment, but also operating costs per barrel of product. 
Doubling the plant's capacity would have reduced 
operating cost to $14.70 per barrel (from $24.80 per 
barrel) and increased the return on investment to 
7 percent, which is not impressive, but possibly accept-
able for a utility type undertaking. 

The Future 

Based on the original design, the Mossgas complex was 
to produce only automotive fuels and the license from 
Sasol for the synthesis units reads accordingly. Chemi-
cals such as aldehydes and ketones are hydrogenated 
to alcohol and the entire alcohol production, with the 
exception of the heavy alcohols, was to be blended into 
gasoline. Today automotive fuels are not the most

Increasing the syngas production capacity is also being 
investigated, because the synthesis units have con-
siderable spare capacity and only an additional reform-
ing train will be required. In addition, the refinery gas 
condensate processing capacity could be increased sig-
nificantly for a relatively minor investment, says Van 
der Pas. 

SHELL MOS PLANT STARTS UP IN MALAYSIA 

To broaden the basis of utilization of natural gas, Shell 
has developed the Shell Middle Distillate Synthesis 
(SMDS) process in which natural gas is converted to 
high quality kerosene and gas oil. This technology is 
now being applied by Shell MDS (Malaysia) in the first 
commercial plant (12,000 barrels per day), in Bintulu, 
Sarawak, which started up in April 1993. The process 
and the commercial plant were discussed in a paper by 
P.J.A. Tijm, et al., presented at the Alternative Energy 
'93 Conference held in Colorado Springs, Colorado in 
April. 

The SMDS process consists of three stages 

- Syngas manufacturing 
- Heavy Paraffin Synthesis (HI'S) 
- Heavy Paraffin Conversion (HPC) 

The overall process flow scheme is outlined in 
Figure 1. 

Synthesis Gas Manufacture 

For the production of synthesis gas two technologies 
are available, viz, steam reforming (SMR) and partial 
oxidation. 

Starting from pure methane, SMR is the most com-
monly used conversion process, producing a synthesis 
gas with an H /CO ratio in the range of 5 to 7. Be-
cause the H2/CO ratio in the synthesis gas is greater 
than 2, steam reforming always results in the produc-
tion of excess H2. An often practiced solution is to 
burn the surplus hydrogen in the reforming furnace. 
This means, however, that part of the synthesis gas is 
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FIGURE 1 

PROCESS FLOW SCHEME 
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used as fuel. Another disadvantage is that the maxi-
mum SMR pressure is about 30 bar, while the Fisèher-
Tropsch (Fr) reaction is preferably carried out at 
somewhat higher pressures. 

A synthesis gas with an Hz/CO ratio of about 2, which 
is suitable for the production of middle distillates, can 
be produced by partial oxidation with pure oxygen, 
using the Shell Gasification Process (SGP). 

For the Fischer-Tropsch type of catalysts, the synthesis 
gas must be completely free of sulfur. For this require-
ment, it has been found to be economical to remove all 
sulfur components upstream of the partial oxidation 
step. In practice, zinc oxide beds are employed, to

remove the last traces of sulfur and to act as an ab-
solute safeguard. 

Hydrocarbon Synthesis Step 

In the next step, the synthesis gas is converted into 
long chain, heavy paraffins, the heart of the SMDS 
process. In this step the reaction mechanism follows 
the Schultz-Flory polymerization kinetics, which are 
characterized by the probability of chain growth 
(dependent on catalyst and reaction conditions) versus 
chain termination. 

The only product fraction, beside light gases, which 
can be produced with high selectivity using the F1' 
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process is heavy paraffin wax. Thus, the synthesis part 
of the SMDS process has been designed to produce a 
long-chain hydrocarbon wax. 

During the reaction an appreciable amount of heat is 
released. For the classical FT catalyst system, this re-
quires a considerable control of the temperature. 
Shell developed a new and proprietary catalyst system, 
which allows the use of a fixed bed pipe reactor system 
at a temperature level where heat recovery, via produc-
tion of steam, leads to an efficient energy recovery. 
The catalyst, which is regenerable (cycle > 1 year) has 
an expected useful life of well over 5 years. 

Heavy Paraffin Conversion (HPC) 

The principle of combining the length-independent 
chain growth process with a selective, chain-length de-
pendent conversion process has been applied to selec-
tively produce middle distillate paraffins from synthesis 
gas. To take full advantage of this concept, the 
Fischer-Tropsch catalyst and the operating conditions 
were chosen so as to produce a heavy product with a 
high alpha-value, minimizing the formation of un-
desired light hydrocarbons. The effectiveness of the 
two-stage approach is shown in Figure 2, giving ex-
perimentally determined distributions of a Fischer-
Tropsch liquid product before and after heavy paraffin 
conversion at two different cracking seventies. 

The HPC product is subsequently fractionated in a con-
ventional distillation section. By varying the process 
severity or the conversion per pass one can influence 
the selectivity toward a preferred product. Hence one 
may opt for a kerosene mode of operation yielding 
some 50 percent kerosene on total liquid product or 
for a gas oil mode of operation producing some 
60 percent gas oil. 

SMDS Product Quality 

Products manufactured by the SMDS process are com-
pletely paraffinic and free from nitrogen and sulfur. 
Typical product data are shown in Table 1. These 
properties are far in excess of the minimum specifica-
tions in terms of smoke point and cetane number; con-
sequently, these products make excellent blending com-
ponents for upgrading of low-quality stock derived 
from catalytic and thermal cracking operations.

FIGURE 2 
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First Commercial Project—Bintulu, Malaysia 

Shell, Petronas, Sarawak State Government and Mit-
subishi Corporation, are the shareholders in the first 
commercial SMDS plant in Bintulu, Malaysia, adjacent 
to the Malaysia liquefied natural gas plant. The plant 
will convert 100 million cubic feet per day of natural 
gas from offshore fields into approximately 
500,000 tonnes per year of hydrocarbons. Commission-
ing began in the first quarter of 1993 and the plant 
started up in April. 

The Malaysian SMDS project, based on the conversion 
of natural gas to transportation fuels like kerosene and 
gas oil, also has the ability to produce naphtha as 
chemical feedstock as a further advantage. The 
tops/naphtha fraction is completely paraffinic, making 
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TABLE I 

SMDS TYPICAL PRODUCT DATA

Kerosene 
Boiling Range 150-250°C 
Density 750 kg/m' 
Freezing Point -47°C 
Smoke Point >100 mm 

an ideal cracker feedstock for ethylene manufacture. 
Furthermore the SMOS Bintulu project has taken ad-
vantage of producing high quality waxes by diverting 
part of the HPS product stream to the wax production 
unit. Alter a hydrogenation step the C17-fraction is dis-
tilled off in various distillation columns and the wax it-
self is produced by further distillation. 

Gasoil 
Boiling Range 250- 360°C 
Density 780 kg/M3 
Pour Point -10 °C 
Blending Cetane Number 75
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CORPORATIONS 

MOBIL SELLS ITS SHARE OF NEW ZEALAND 
SYNFUELS 

Mobil Corporation will sell its 25 percent share in New 
Zealand Synthetic Fuels Corporation (Synfuel) to its 
partner in the natural gas-to-gasoline plant, Fletcher 
Challenge Ltd. of New Zealand. Under the sale, 
Mobil Petroleum Inc. will receive $75 million and ongo-
ing royalty payments for continuing to supply technol-
ogy to the plant. In addition, a Mobil unit will retain 
access to over 40 percent of Synfuel's gasoline produc-
tion. Mobil developed both the methanol-to-gasoline 
technology and the zeolite catalyst ZSM-5 the process 
uses. Mobil also operated the Synfuels facility. 

The sale coincides with the recently completed agree-
ment between Fletcher Challenge and Methanex Cor-
poration of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, to 
merge their methanol interests into what is being 
billed as the largest marketer of methanol in the world. 
(See Pace Synthetic Fuels Renort, March 1991, 
page 5-1.) 

This merger may mean that Synfuel's pioneering syn-
thetic fuels plant will be little used in the future for its 
intended purpose of gasoline production to shield New 
Zealand from future oil shocks.

Before Fletcher Challenge began looking for a way to 
sell off part of its methanol operation, it was repor-
tedly switching much of the synfuel plant's capacity to 
methanol. The company installed a two-way pipeline 
between Synfuel and its nearby Petralgas methanol 
plant, enabling crude methanol to be used for either 
gasoline or chemical-grade methanol. 

Plans to increase methanol output at the expense of 
gasoline output, coupled with the merger with 
Methane; appear to have influenced Mobil to sell its 
stake in the synfuel operation. 

According to a report from the New Zealand Ministry 
of Commerce, impending exhaustion of New Zealand's 
natural gas fields could force the plant to close by 
2008. The ministry expects the country's main offshore 
field--Maui--will be in decline by 2005. That means 
the smaller fields will have to supply the natural gas 
network serving major domestic and industrial con-
sumers, and existing gas-fired power stations. The syn-
fuels plant at Motonui takes about a third of Maui's 
output. The ministry said the synfuels plant will con-
tinue to take close to its current 1.1 million tons per 
year of gas for conversion to synthetic gasoline while it 
is able economically to do so. Even if additional gas is 
discovered, it is unlikely the synfuels plant would be 
restarted once it shuts down, the report says. 
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TECHNOLOGY 

EXXON GAS CONVERSION PROCESS READY 
FOR COMMERCIALIZATION 

In the early 1980s, Exxon Research and Engineering 
Company undertook the goal of developing advanced 
technology for converting natural gas to a high quality 
refinery feedstock. These efforts have resulted in the 
successful development of Exxon's AGC-21 Advanced 
Gas Conversion Technology. The development of the 
process and subsequent pilot plant demonstrations 
were discussed in a paper by B. Eisenberg, et al., 
presented at the Alternate Energy '93 Meeting held in 
Colorado Springs, Colorado in April. 

Process Description 

The general approach used in the Exxon AGC-21 Gas 
Conversion Technology involves three basic process 
steps. The first is the synthesis gas generation step, 
which incorporates a novel fluid bed reaction system in 
which partial oxidation and steam reforming reactions 
are carried out simultaneously in a single large reactor 
containing a fluidized bed of catalyst particles. The 
reactor is a refractory lined steel vessel operating at 
conditions which provide significant thermal efficiency 
and economy of scale benefits relative to more conven-
tional options. 

In the second step, the hydrocarbon synthesis process 
utilizes a proprietary high-performance catalyst system 
combined with an advanced multi-phase slurry reactor, 
resulting in high productivity and selectivity, along with 
significant economy of scale benefits. This reactor sys-
tem presents significant development and engineering 
challenges, among which are heat removal from the 
very exothermic reaction, scaleup of the multi-phase 
fluid dynamics in the reactor, maintenance of catalyst 
performance, and separation of the liquid wax product 
from the catalyst slurry. 

The final processing step in AGC-21 involves mild 
hydroisomerization using conventional fixed-bed 
hydroprocessing reactors with proprietary Exxon 
catalysts. In this step, the character of the liquid is 
modified slightly, at relatively moderate processing con-
ditions, producing a refinery feedstock that can be 
readily shipped by pipeline or conventional crude oil 
tanker.

This synthetic refinery feedstock produced by the 
AGC-21 process is free of most of the impurities found 
in conventional crude oil. It is totally free of sulfur, 
nitrogen, nickel, vanadium, asphaltenes, multi-ring 
aromatics, and salt. 

The product upgrading step provides considerable 
flexibility in varying the character of the gas conversion 
plant liquid product. For example, the upgrading step 
can be operated at relatively low severity to maximize 
feed to refinery catalytic cracking and lubes produc- 
tion. At higher severity, all cat feed boiling material 
can be eliminated, yielding up to 70 percent of the liq-
uid product as jet and diesel fuel. 

Process Demonstration 

Both the fluid-bed syngas generation (FBSG) and 
slurry hydrocarbon synthesis (HCS) steps involve 
unique reactor and catalyst technology. These have 
been demonstrated in large process development units 
(PDUs) located at the Exxon Research and Develop-
ment Laboratories in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. This 
facility was sized to provide all of the process, design, 
and equipment performance data needed for scaleup 
to full commercial size. This includes testing of ton-
nage quantities of catalysts prepared by commercial 
vendors in large-scale equipment using commercial 
catalyst production techniques. Key parts of the equip-
ment were sized to match all the critical temperatures, 
pressures, velocities, and hydrodynamic parameters 
needed to assure scaleup with confidence. 

The FBSG unit was constructed during 1989. The 
HCS unit was constructed during 1990, while the 
FBSG unit was in operation. The structure for the 
FBSG unit is 120 feet tall, with 10 floors and an 
elevator. The HCS structure is 70 feet tall and is ad-
jacent to the FBSG unit. Figure 1 shows an overall 
flow diagram for the PDUs. 

FBSG Unit 

The FBSG reactor vessel is 5 feet in diameter, with an 
internal refractory lining. It has a close-coupled exter-
nal single cyclone, also refractory lined. Supporting 
facilities include a feed gas sulfur trap, a pre-heat fur-
nace, waste heat recovery, and heat exchange and gas

- 
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H FIGURE 1 

EXXON AGC-21 GAS CONVERSION PROCESS 
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cleanup systems. Steam for process feed is generated 
onsite. 

The natural gas feed comes from several gas fields in 
Southern Louisiana. It is treated in the Baton Rouge 
Gas Plant. Methane content varies from 98 percent to 
as low as 92 percent and sulfur content is normally less 
than 1 ppm. Oxygen comes into the Exxon complex by 
pipeline from the Big Three Company. 

Testing in the FBSG unit was carried out over a 3 year 
period, from 1990 through 1992. During the last 
2 years, the FBSG PDU supplied synthesis gas to the 
HCS PDU on a sustained basis, with both units operat-
ing successfully in fully integrated fashion.

HCS Unit 

Testing of the HCS slurry process was carried out in a 
4 foot diameter reactor vessel. The HCS slurry reactor 
contains an internal heat transfer coil, which uses boil-
ing water in the tubes to remove, the large quantity of 
heat generated by the Fischer-Tropsch reaction. A 
proprietary product recovery/catalyst separation tech-
nology was developed. 

A wide range of operating conditions were explored 
during 2 years of operation of the HS PDU. Run 
lengths of 2 to 3 months of round-the-dock operation 
were typical. Throughputs achieved were significantly 
higher than originally anticipated and approached 
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200 barrels • per day of product. According to Eisen-
berg, operation of the integrated FBSG/HCS PDUs 
was generally regarded as smooth and quite robust to 
upsets. 

The initial stage of the demonstration program in the 
qDUs has been completed. This program, along with

the complementary small pilot plant and engineering 
studies, has provided the information needed for confi-
dent scaleup to full commercial size, says Exxon. 
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RESOURCE 

NPC REPORT ESTIMATES U.S. GAS POTENTIAL 
AT 1,300 TRILLION CUBIC FEET 

Last December the National Petroleum Council 
(NPC), an advisory body to the Secretary of Energy, 
published a study on natural gas, spanning issues from 
production through consumption, entitled, "The Poten-
tial for Natural Gas in the United States." 

Over the course of the study, the NPC assessed: 

The growth opportunities for natural gas un-
der two different scenarios 

The economic potential for satisfying growing 
demand with the domestic gas resource base 
and available imports 

- The ability of the transportation and storage 
system to meet the increased demand 

- How the regulatory environment affects the 
operations of the industry 

The NPC further identified actions by government and 
industry that are necessary for natural gas to compete 
effectively for a larger fraction of the nation's energy 
requirements. 

The NPC specified two different scenarios for conduct-
ing a quantitative evaluation of natural gas growth op-
portunities over the long term. The first scenario an-
ticipates an environment characterized by moderate 
economic and energy growth, with world oil prices in-
creasing gradually in real terms. The second scenario 
anticipates more limited economic and energy growth, 
characterized by increased emphasis on energy ef-
ficiency and conservation, with world oil prices staying 
at or near today's level in real terms. Both scenarios 
are believed to be realistic and neither is considered 
the more likely projection of future requirements. 

The principal time frame covered by the study extends 
to the year 2010. In addition, the supply of natural gas 
was examined for its ability to satisfy potential domes-
tic gas demands to the year 2030 at various assumed 
price levels. 

The NPC used a set of supply, transportation, and 
demand models to estimate the future natural gas

supply/demand balance and resultant equilibrium gas 
prices under each scenario. Under the scenario with 
moderate energy demand growth (Reference Case 1), 
natural gas reaches approximately 25 quadrillion BTU 
(OBTU) by 2010, a 25 percent increase from the 
1991 level. This growth represents supply, transporta-
tion, and demand in economic equilibrium at natural 
gas wellhead prices that rise gradually by 2010 to about 
$3.50 per million BTU (MMBTU [1990$1). Under the 
scenario with low energy growth (Reference Case 2), 
natural gas maintains its relative market share with 
7 percent growth by 2010. The wellhead gas price re-
quired to balance supply and demand in this case is 
projected to rise to about $235 per MMBTU (1990$) 
by 2010. 

The results from the study have been consolidated into 
four key findings and two categories for recommenda-
tions. 

First Key Finding 

Natural gas is an abundant domestic resource and can 
be produced and delivered at prices that allow both 
expansion of the market and continued development of 
the resource. 

Characterization Qf Ike Natural QM Resource fl 

The NPC estimates the technically recoverable natural 
gas resource at 1,295 trillion cubic feet (TCF) for the 
Lower-48 States alone. Some 600 TCF of this gas is 
expected to be recoverable at wellhead prices of 
$2.50 per MMBTU (1990$) or less. 

According to the NPC, the natural gas resources repre-
sent a diverse mix of opportunities (Table 1). Substan-
tial reserve rowth and exploration prospects remain in 
conventional, historical producing areas, and there is 
important potential in new areas such as the increas-
ingly significant Norphlet trend in the Gulf Coast 
Basin as well as nonconventional resource oppor-
tunities. 

A significant portion of the resource base is currently 
inaccessible due to leasing moratoria on the Outer 
Continental Shelf (OCS); is restricted in wilderness 
areas, marine sanctuaries, National Parks, and Fish 
and Wildlife Service lands; and is subject to other de 
facto administrative moratoria. The reference 
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TABLE 1 

NATURAL GAS RESOURCE BASE
FOR THE LOWER48 STATES

(Trillion Cubic Feet) 

Proved Reserves	 160 

Conventional Resources 
Reserve Appreciation 	 203 
New Fields	 413 
Subtotal	 616 

Nonconventional Resources 
Coalbed Methane 98 
Shales 57 
Tight Sands 349 
Other 15 
Subtotal 519

Total Resources	 1,295 

scenarios assume there will be no access to these OCS 
areas until the current moratoria expire, with no 
production until after the year 2005. 

At an average wellhead price of $1.50 per MMBTU 
(1990$), a 19 TCF (20 OBTU) supply level cannot be 
maintained. Prices that increase gradually to $3.50 per 
MMBTU (1990$) allow supply to grow with demand to 
24 TCF (25 OBTU) annually. 

Annual oil and gas expenditures for the producing in-
dustry have averaged $35 to $40 billion (1990$) over 
the past few years. 

For Reference Case 1, where domestic production in-
creases to over 20 TCF by the year 2010, investment 
levels are projected to increase gradually over the next 
10 years and average about $60 billion (1990$) an-
nually during the 2000-2010 time period. Lesser in-
creases are expected for Reference Case 2, which 
projects annual investments remaining below 
$50 billion (1990$) throughout the study period. 

Impact of SuDDIV Technology 

Technology advancement has a significant impact on 
supply availability through dissemination of knowledge, 
mitigation of cost increases, and improved exploration 
and recovery processes that allow the industry to find

and produce more gas economically. The contribution 
of technology is expected to increase the Lower-IS 
recoverable natural gas resource base by more than 
200 TCF between 1990 and 2010. This rate of growth 
is consistent with that experienced during the past 
20 years. 

A sensitivity analysis indicated that if the rate of ad-
vancement of supply-related technologies could be in-
creased by 25 percent over what was included in the 
moderate energy growth scenario, average wellhead 
prices could be as much as $0.50 per MMBTIJ (1990$) 
less than in the scenario projection. 

Impact f Environmental ComplianceCosts 2B Supi,lv 
Availability 

In the NPC Reference Cases, the level of exploration 
and production (E&P) environmental compliance 
costs is based on a projection of requirements under 
the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, the Safe Drink-
ing Water Act, and pending Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act and Clean Water Act reauthoriza-
tions. By 2010, these additional costs reach 
$750 million (1990$) per year, or an increase in overall 
gas-producing costs of about 10 percent. 

A sensitivity analysis was made of the impact of higher 
compliance costs if more cost-effective solutions are 
not found for future environmental regulations. In this 
sensitivity analysis, compliance costs grow to 
$3.5 billion per year in 2010, and result in 2010 produc-
tion of 2 to 2.3 TCF less than the Reference Cases (10 
to 12 percent of current annual supply). 

Potential Imports gi Natural Gas 

An assessment was also made of natural gas available 
from sources outside the Lower-48 States. Model 
studies indicate that imports of gas from Canada are 
likely to continue to increase in the future and could 
possibly reach a level of 3 TCF or more per year. 
Mexico is expected to continue to be a net export 
market for United States producers over the next 
10 years, but could become a supply source if 
economic conditions supported development of 
Mexico's substantial resource base. Imports of li-
quefied natural gas are likely to remain low under the 
assumptions of the two scenarios used in the study. 
Similarly, calculated price and demand levels appear to 
be inadequate for developing the Alaskan North Slope 
gas resources or the Northern Frontier gas in Canada 
for domestic consumption prior to 2010. 
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sites (e.g., distance from a pipeline), applications, com-
panies, and regions, and with the overall rate of growth 
of electric demand. Opportunities to increase the use 
of natural gas in electric generation include: 

Second Key Finding 

The natural gas market is increasingly diverse, with 
new challenges and opportunities. 

Regional analyses identified significant variations by 
state and site. Growth opportunities for natural gas 
exist in the Southeast, the Northeast, and the Far 
West. Primarily because of high existing market share, 
the heavily industrialized mid-portion of the country 
shows marginally low opportunities for growth, except 
for co-firing of natural gas with coal. 

Improved energy efficiency and conservation are im-
pacting gas and electricity demand. Within this chang-
ing market, natural gas competes with coal, oil, 
electricity, and renewables. 

In Reference Case 1, gas consumption grows in both 
absolute and relative terms, although coal is projected 
to grow somewhat faster than gas in the second decade 
due to the increasing price of gas relative to coal. Gas 
market share remains essentially constant in Reference 
Case 2 due to slower demand growth in the industrial 
sector. This slowing of industrial sector demand 
growth results from assumptions of more aggressive 
conservation measures in Case 2. In both Cases, in-
creased use of natural gas, even with price growth, is a 
factor in reversing the growth of residual and distillate 
fuels, much of which are imported. 

Industrial Market 

The industrial market represents one of the largest 
potential market areas for growth, or loss, for the gas 
industry. The use of high-efficiency, gas-processing 
equipment and energy-efficient cogeneration applica-
tions are an essential approach that the gas industry 
needs to adopt to maintain its position in the industrial 
market. 

While competition from other energy sources will be 
formidable, opportunities exist to expand the use of 
natural gas in emission control, waste recycling, and 
waste remediation. Also, a strong potential exists to 
convert existing industrial coal boiler operations to 
natural gas or co-firing. 

Electric Generation 

The potential for natural gas to have an increased role 
in the electric generation sector varies widely among

- Restarting or using existing gas-fired genera-
ting units at higher load factors 

- Adding gas-burning capabilities in existing 
coal- and oil-fired units to gain fuel flexibility 
or to meet environmental requirements 

Constructing new gas-fired baseload, inter-
mediate, or peaking units 

- Adding gas-fired independent power produc-
tion and self-generation, including commercial 
and industrial cogeneration 

- Repowering uncompleted or retired nuclear 
generating units 

Natural Gas Vehicles 

There are an estimated 30 million fleet vehicles in the 
United States and over one-third of these are located 
in ozone nonattainment areas as defmed by the 
1990 Clean Air Act Amendments. The Natural Gas 
Vehicle Coalition estimates that all United States fleet 
vehicles combined consume an equivalent of 2 TCF 
per year of liquid fuels. In the NPC Reference Cases, 
the penetration of natural gas by vehicle type and loca-
tion was estimated to result in a consumption level of 
140 BCF per year by 2020. A more optimistic natural 
gas vehicle market penetration and gas supply sen-
sitivity case, with consumption levels increased to 
640 BCF per year by 2010, indicated that the natural 
gas industry could supply additional volumes of gas to 
the natural gas vehicle market without adversely affect-
ing other markets. 

Third Key Finding 

Increased reliance on competitive market forces has 
improved the gas industry's ability to serve customer 
needs in a diverse and expanding marketplace. 

Market forces have been the primary drivers of change 
ever since the decontrol of wellhead gas prices and the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 
began open-access transportation with the introduction 
of FERC Order 436 in 1985. The subsequent increase 
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in competition has resulted in lower delivered gas 
prices, increased availability of supply, and new service 
options for consumers. 

Under today's more open and competitive regulatory 
environment, gas supplies are being combined into 
economically and operationally viable packages by 
many different industry participants. Other services 
are making natural gas easier to acquire when and 
where needed. 

Fourth Key Finding 

The gas industry faces significant challenges requiring 
proactive steps by industry and government. 

The challenges for industry were grouped into the fol-
lowing areas for discussion and recommended action: 

Reliability 
Customer orientation and marketing

- Behavioral issues 

Government policy and regulation can constrain the 
ability of industry to react to customer needs. The 
NPC concludes that government and regulatory policy 
makers should minimize intrusion into markets where 
competition can exist, and weigh the additional costs of 
regulation in all markets. Accepting that there is a con-
tinuing, albeit more limited, role for governmental ac-
tion in the natural gas market, the challenges to govern-
ment fall into the following categories: 

- Fostering choices that serve the public interest 
- Promoting system efficiencies 
- Reducing regulatory uncertainty 

In addition, both industry and government face sig-
nificant challenges in the areas of: access restrictions, 
technology development and commercialization, and 
environmental regulation. 
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STATUS OF NATURAL GAS PROJECTS 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since March 1993) 

FUELCO SYNI-JYFECH PLANT - Fuel Resources Development Company (6-10) 

Fuel Resources Development Company (FuelCo) held ground breaking ceremonies in May 1990 for their Synhytech Plant at the 
Pueblo, Colorado landfill. The Synhytech Plant, short for synthetic hydrocarbon technology, will convert the landfills' methane and 
carbon dioxide gas into clean burning diesel Fuel as well as naphtha and a high grade industrial wax. 

The technology is said to be the world's first to convert landfill gases into diesel motor fuel. It was developed by FuelCo, a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Public Service Company of Colorado, and Rented, Inc. of Denver, Colorado. Fuelco is planning to invest up 
to $16 million in the project with Rentech having the option to purchase 15 percent of the plant. Ultrasystems Engineers and Con-
structors is designing and building the project. 

The plant is expected to produce 100 barrels of diesel, plus 50 barrels of naphtha and 80 barrels of high grade wax per day. It is es-
timated that the Pueblo site will sustain a 235 barrel per day production rate for about 20 years. FuelCo estimates that diesel fuel 
can be produced for about $18 per barrel. 

The process takes the landfill gas—which is about 52 percent methane and 40 percent carbon dioxide—breaks it down and passes it 
through an iron-based slurry-phase catalyst, and extracts diesel fuel, naphtha and wax. 

According to vehicle test results at high altitude, the Synhytech diesel was 35 percent lower in particulate emissions and produced 
53 percent fewer hydrocarbons and 41 percent less carbon monoxide in the vehicle exhaust. It contains no sulfur and only low 
levels of aromatics, and no engine modifications are required. Plant construction was complete in December 1991 and the first 
crude product was produced in January 1992. 

In December 1992 Public Service Company of Colorado said it was trying to sell its Fuel Resources Development Company sub-
sidiary, along with the Synhytech pilot plant. While the plant had a pit-tax value of about $24 million, Public Service plans to write 
off its entire investment in the facility. 

Project Cost: 	 $16 million 

MOSSGAS SYNFUELS PLANT - South African Central Energy Fund (70 percent), Engen Ltd. (30 percent optional) (6-20) 

In 1988 the South African government approved a plan for a synthetic fuels from offshore natural gas plant to be located near the 
town of Mossel Bay off the southeast coast. Gas for the synthesis plant will be taken from an offshore platform which was com-
pleted in 1991. The SASOL Synthol technology was selected for the project. 

Construction of the onshore plant was com pleted in mid-1992. Commercial production was achieved in January 1993 at 80 percent 
of desitn capacity. 

The breakeven point for the project will be reached with crude oil prices of $35 per barrel. Engen is the project manager and will 
be the operator of the facility. The project was financed 80 percent by the Central Energy Fund and 20 percent by commercial 
loans. 

Gas reserves, located in 350 feet of water, 55 miles off the Southeast coast of South Africa, art sufficient to operate the synthesis 
facility for 30 years at design rate. 

Gas and condensate arrive onshore in separate pipelines. In the Natural Gas Liquid Recovery plant any hydrocarbons heavier than 
propane are removed from the gas stream yielding lean natural gas. The lean gas is fed to a two-stage methane reforming plant. 
The first stage consists of a tubular reforming plant which is followed by a secondary partial oxidation plant. The capacity of the 
three-train reforming plant would be sufficient for the production of 7,000 tons per day of methanol. 
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STATUS OF NATURAL GAS PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since March 1993) 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

Using an iron-based catalyst, the synthesis gas from the natural gas reforming plant is catalytically converted to predominantly light 
olefinic hydrocarbons. The tailgas from Synthol is sent to the Tailgas Treatment plant where products (propylene, butlene and 
C5 + condensate) are cryogenically removed before the gas is recycled back to a natural gas refonning plant. Hydrocarbons from 
Synthol are refined by conventional methods to produce the final fuels. 

Final Project Cat;	 Onshore and offshore $3.15 billion 
Commissioning Costs $0.47 billion 
Synthesis Com plex	 $0.60 billion 
Refinery	 $0.45 billion 
Offsites and Utilities	 $0.86 billion 

NEW ZEALAND SYNF'UELS PLANE - Fletcher Challenge, Ltd. (0-30) 

The New Zealand Synthetic Fuels Corporation limited (Synluel) Motunui plant was the first in the world to convert natural gas to 
gasoline using Mobil's methanol-to-gasoline (MTG) process. Construction began in early 1982 and the first gallon of gasoline was 
produced in October 1985. In the first 8 months of commercial production the plant produced 448,000 tonnes of gasoline or about 
35 percent of New Zealand's total demand for that period. 

During the first two years of operation, the Synfuel plant suffered several shutdowns in the methanol units thus causing production 
shortfalls despite reaching the one million tons of gasoline mark in 1988. A successful maintenance turnaround and several im-
provements to the Mit waste water plant have improved efficiency considerably. In 1990 the plant produced about 12,000 barrels 
of gasoline per day. This is about 34 percent of New Zealand's gasoline needs. 

The plant is located on the west coast of New Zealand's North Island in Taranaki. It is supplied by the offshore Maui and Kapuni 
gas fields. The synthetic gasoline produced at the plant is blended at the Marsden Point refinery in Whangarei. The plant is a toll- 
ing operation, processing natural gas owned by the government into gasoline for a fee. Synfuels, thus does not own the refined 
product. 

Synfuel was owned 75 percent by the New Zealand government and 25 percent by Mobil Oil of New Zealand Ltd. However, the 
Petroleum Corporation of New Zealand (Petrocorp) entered an agreement with the New Zealand government to assume its 
75 percent interest in the corporation. The New Zealand government had been carrying a debt of approximately $700 million on 
the plant up to that point. Petrocorp is owned by Fletcher Challenge, Ltd. 

Since the change in ownership, a pipeline has been built between the Synfuel plant and the Petralgas methanol plant in the Waitara 
Valley. This addition means that, when the price of distilled methanol is high, a percentage of Synfuel crude methanol can be sent 
via the pipeline to Petralgas for distillation. When the price of gasoline is high, Petralgas methanol can be sent via the pipeline to 
Synfuel and be converted into gasoline. 

The synfuel plant produced a record 562,000 tonnes of gasoline in the first 6 months of 1991. A percentage of crude methanol was 
pipelined to fletcher's Petralgas plant to produce 186,000 tonnes of chemical grade methanol. 

The plant was designed to produce 4,400 tonnes of methanol per day. Due to plant modifications, Synfuel is capable of producing 
5,000 tonnes of crude methanol per day. Equally, the plant was designed to produce 570,0 tonnes of gasoline per year. Synfuel 
can produce over 630,ODO tonnes of gasoline, or 34 percent of New Zealand's gasoline needs. 

In February 1993, Methanex Corporation of Canada said it would buy the methanol assets from Fletcher Challenge Ltd., in a trans-
action with an indicated value of US$730 million. 

Fletcher Challenge would receive $250 million in cash and about 74 million common shares of Methanex in the proposed deal. The 
transaction would make Methanex the world's largest producer and marketer of methanol, and would make Fletcher Challenge the 
largest shareholder in the petrochemicals concern. 

Following completion of the asset purchase and a share issue, Fletcher Challenge would hold about 43 percent of Methanes's 
shares. The stake held by current leading shareholder Metallgesellschaft would fall to about 10 percent from its current 32 percent. 

Fletcher Challenge, which owns the Cape Horn methanol plant in Chile, is the world's largest methanol producer, just ahead of 
Saudi Arabian Basic Industries Corporation. 

SHELL MALAYSIA MIDDLE DISTILLATES SYNTHESIS PLANT - Shell MDS (60 percent), Mitsubishi (20 percent), Petronas 
(10 percent), Sarawak State Government (0-50) 

The world's first commercial plant to produce middle distillates from natural gas in Malaysia, started u p in April 1993. The $660 
million unit is built next to the Bintulu LNG plant in the state of Sarawak. The plant will produce approximately 500,000 metric 
tons of products per year from 100 million cubic feet per day of natural gas feedstock. 
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STATUS OF NATURAL GAS PROJECTS (Underline denotes changes since March 1993) 

COMMERCIAL PROJECTS (Continued) 

The operator for the project is Shell MUS. The Shell middle distillates synthesis process (SMDS) is based on modernized 
Vtscher-Tropsch technology which reacts an intermediate synthesis gas with a highly active and selective catalyst The Shell catalyst 
minimizes coproduction of light hydrocarbons unlike classical Fischer-'I'xopsch catalysts. Middle distillates will be the main 
product, but the plant will have operating flexibility an that while maintaining maximum output, the composition of the product 
package, which will contain low molecular weight paraffin waxes, can be varied to match market demand. Shell will use its own 
gasification technology to produce the synthesis gas. 

Four reactors for the heavy paraffin synthesis unit, said to be the largest in the world, have been delivered to the plant site. These 
vessels were built in Italy, but overall construction is being handled by JGC Corporation of Japan. 

Project Cost	 $660 million
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